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After the Haitian Revolution (1791–1804), under the leadership of freed Black American-born 
Prince Saunders, working in conjunction with formerly enslaved revolutionaries, invited some 
13,000 free African-Americans to leave the United States to emigrate to world’s first Black 
republic of Haiti. This migration offered the possibility of economic freedom and a 
promise/redefinition of the boundaries of citizenship and equality in the Atlantic world.  
Part I, “Abolitionist Pioneers and Origins,” begins with a summary biography of Prince 
Saunders and an overview of the world of transatlantic slavery he was born into. Its major 
context is nineteenth century Anglo-European ideologies of freedom, equality, and citizenship.  
The dissertation also considers the origins of Black revolutionary transnationalism by 
looking at its early pioneers and the revolutionary processes that widened the scope for the 
eventual success of antislavery to become an ideology rooted in human rights claims. Chapter 1 
explores the late eighteenth century and the first decade of the nineteenth century as crucial 
periods in which free Blacks in the United States, slaves and freed people in Haiti, and British 
abolitionists embraced the morality that slavery and racism posed the greatest dangers to a world 
mired in revolutionary claims to natural rights. 
Part II, “Ideas and Ideologies,” considers how Saunders worked to frame the legacy of 
the Haitian Revolution as a democratic project that shaped the ideology of revolutionary 
transnationalism. In this view, citizenship was defined as unrestricted by national borders. By 
Saunders disseminating the idea of citizenship as transcending borders, the idea of Haiti became 
a radically subversive alternate to American citizenship. By propagating such views, Saunders 
transformed himself into a transcultural, bi-national hybrid American-Haitian, embodying the 
overall dynamism of Black revolutionary transnationalism. Chapters 3 and 4 discuss the fusion 
of transatlantic abolitionism and Haitian revolutionary ideology into a full-fledged emigration 
idealism that showcases the operative capacity of Black citizenship. 
Part III, “The Era of Emigration and Colonization, 1816-1833, in Chapters 5 and 6 
respectively grapples with the real consequences of African American emigration to Haiti and 
Prince Saunders’s legacy. The first wave of emigration from 1816–1826 was followed by a 
second wave from 1859-1865. In the interim, Blacks debated the relative merits of Haitian 
emigration versus colonization as a strategy for citizenship. The status of Haiti as a feasible 
home ebbed and flowed in the minds of Black emigrationists who increasingly viewed West 
Africa, as well as parts of Latin and South America or Canada, as options for escaping to 
citizenship.  
I conclude the dissertation by exploring these debates for what they tell us about 
fragmentation and ruptures in the free Black community. What strategies, for instance, did 
reformers believe would ultimately guarantee citizenship beyond the gaining or granting of 
freedom. It must be noted, however, that in the penultimate conclusion to Prince Saunders’s 
struggle, the coming of the Civil War and the Reconstruction period thereafter took African 
Americans away from the meaning and significance of Haiti. Finally, readers will note that each 
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 To my parents I owe my deepest gratitude. My father and mother Inassio and Figenie N. 
Alcenat lacked material wealth but were rich in virtue and the willingness to make sacrifices that 
created opportunities for me that would otherwise have been impossible. Their generous spirit, 
patience, and humility remain with me and continue to be greater than the sum of my successes. I 
will always be grateful for their firm discipline of me, a precocious child living in the most 
difficult circumstances. Moreover, their confidence in my potential was unshakable. Whenever I 
faltered, my mother reassured me. My father, a diminutive man with a sense of personal dignity 
that filled every room, also possessed a keen emotional intelligence and was a font of 
inexhaustible compassion, and courage; even in his absence, he has sustained me through this 
long project. My loving Grandma Annie in New York supported and inspired me with her 
abundant love, patience, and fierce intellect. And without the devotion, understanding, and 
sacrifices of my only sister Nephtalie, I would not have recovered from the mutual loss of our 
father’s passing. 
My godparents John Collier and Sharon Hilberer have nurtured me through every stage 
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been my second home. Over the last two decades, in more ways than I can count, they have been 
the anchors of my life. 
The late Angela McCaffrey was a professor of law at Hamline University in St. Paul, 
Minnesota, and a practicing immigration lawyer. She was a flesh-and-blood guardian angel who 
deployed her energy and legal resources to assist my family and me when we emigrated from 
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Haiti to Minneapolis in 1994 seeking and receiving political asylum. No thanks will ever be 
enough for the help she gave us. May she rest in peace.   
My calling to the intellectual life was born in the Minneapolis public schools, whose 
teachers early on sowed the love of learning in me. In many cases, the role they took in that 
process was life-altering. To all of them I owe thanks, especially to the teachers and support staff 
at Hale & Field Elementary and Junior High School, as well as to the wonderful teachers of 
Southwest High School. Among these are Ms. Patty Kypke, Ms. Alison Constant, Ms. Maurene 
Trepp, Mr. Dan West, Ms. Peggy Doten, Ms. Terry Mazig, Ms. Linda Slocum, Ms. Reuters, and 
not least, my tutor Ruth L. Aaskov, who taught me the joy of reading and inspiring me to follow 
in her footsteps by earning a doctorate. My high school English instructor Ms. Megan Marsnick, 
brought her passion for poetry, short stories, novels, non-fiction, and creative non-fiction into the 
classroom along with a love of history and philosophy. I will always be grateful that she saw me 
as a rose—instead of a weed—in the concrete, when no one else cared.  
I owe more than I can say to my many Minnesota friends who have shared my personal 
and academic journey. The Jay Jaffee-Wendy Friede family of St. Louis Park, Minnesota, 
provided the small desktop computer on which I wrote my first college essays. Their son Joseph 
Jaffee and his wife Andrea are among my most trusted friends. Joseph’s counsel has kept me 
honest and moving forward. Jim Koppel, a former director of the Children’s Defense Fund in 
Minneapolis and later Minnesota state deputy commissioner of health, has been a close friend 
and mentor since I received a college scholarship from the CDF under his tenure. From Jim, I 
understand the importance of public service, one of the measures by which I gauge the value of 
my work. The subject of this dissertation—Prince Saunders—is a man I came to admire because 
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he fought for the values Jim taught me. R. T. Rybak, the former Mayor of Minneapolis (2002-
2013), was an early mentor who believed in dedicated public service and encouraged me to 
pursue that commitment. Although I took a different path, I regard my college teaching a form of 
public service that honors both Jim and Mayor Rybak.  
*** 
 My undergraduate years at Macalester College, a private liberal arts college in St. Paul, 
Minnesota, proved foundational to the scholar I have become. History professor and 
undergraduate adviser Peter Rachleff deepened my interests in African-American and Black 
diaspora history; he also taught me that intellectuals are not just knowledge producers but have 
responsibilities as scholar-activists. Toward the end of my undergraduate studies, Peter 
introduced me to James Brewer Stewart, Founder of Historians Against Slavery and James 
Wallace Professor of History Emeritus at Macalester College. Prof. Stewart ensured my solid 
development in historical methodology and my mastery of US historiography. He also helped me 
find my voice as an historical neophyte in African Diaspora studies. To him I owe my discipline, 
focus, and accomplishments as a junior scholar.  
I owe thanks to many other members of the wider “Mac” community. Among these are 
professors David Blaney, Paru Shah, and department administrators Kathie Scott, Margaret 
Beegle of the Kofi Annan Institute for Global Citizenship, former fellow student Matthew Day, 
Andrew Guyton, Grant Reid, Stephen Snider, Jhanelle LaTore, and Ernesto Nunes. Their 
friendship has been the boat that remains steady no matter the tides or weather. Grant’s quiet 
confidence and belief in me has been unconditional. Stephen has been most patient, 
understanding and accommodating friends anyone can ask for. Jhanelle LaTore’s beautiful spirit, 
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laughter, and deep care for my well-being kept me laughing and believing in my work. Ernesto 
Nunes has been a brother to me from the time we bonded in a history class on the Black 
diaspora. Few scholars double as friend and family in the way he has. His partner Camilla 
Engblom is a tenacious, brilliant academic, who like Ernest, understood the complexity and 
hardships involved in completing this dissertation. To my dear friend Elise Goldin, I extend my 
gratitude for our talks about life over coffee. Her humor has taught me to not take myself too 
seriously. I thank her also being an occasional research partner. Through the different stages of 
my academic career, my former partner, Callie Thuma has continued to offer support, prodding 
me to call on the help of the ancestral giants whose stories I am here trying to tell. 
***  
At Columbia University, I was privileged to work under Professor Eric Foner, DeWitt 
Clinton Professor Emeritus of History. As a dissertation director and mentor he is unmatched in 
his devotion to academic excellence; he guided my intellectual and professional growth 
throughout my graduate studies. His prodigious scholarship, rigorous intellect, and dedication to 
the writing of US abolitionist history are foundational to any understanding of American 
democracy. Not only has Professor Foner offered sage and patient advice at every stage of this 
project; his editorial acumen, erudition and high academic standards, along with his confidence 
in and his willingness to demand the best of me, has pushed think not only more deeply but more 
extensively. I can only hope to inspire future students and historians to emulate the intellectual 
values and rigor he has instilled in me. If by the end of my career, I can become half the teacher, 
mentor, and intellectual stalwart he is, I will count myself a success. 
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Thanks also goes to Columbia Professor Natasha Lightfoot, whose teaching and 
scholarship in modern Caribbean history reshaped my interpretation of the Black diaspora. 
Professor and Vice-Provost Christopher Leslie Brown also broadened my perspective in seeing 
British, US, and Caribbean histories as integrated parts of a vast Atlantic canvass; through the 
various iterations of my dissertation prospectus, he helped me think critically about the 
Caribbean’s close encounters with empire while shaping and sharpening an originally amorphous 
set of ideas. Professors Barbara Fields, Elizabeth Blackmar, and Alice Kessler-Harris maintained 
their interest in my work long after I exited their seminars. Under their guidance, I improved the 
clarity of my writing. My scholarly work has also been enriched by the example of professor 
Herbert Sloan, whose intellectual acumen in close reading across a wide range of historical texts 
demonstrated how to master historiography in the most encyclopedic fashion possible.  
I also want to extend my gratitude to the men and women of the administrative staff at 
Fayerweather 413, who make the History Department of Columbia University possible. The 
redoubtable Sharee Nash offered practical support in my first years of graduate study. PhD 
Program Administrator Lawino Lurum, Director of Academic Administration and Finance 
Patrick McMorrow, and Business Manager Patricia More and their staff made registrations, 
application filings, mock job talks, and my dealings with the Graduate School of Arts and 
Sciences go smoothly. Raquel Munoz and Whitney W. Su, administrative managers in Prof. 
Christopher Brown’s Office of the Vice Provost for Faculty Affairs, were always available with 
their assistance. Almost every fellowship I received was in large part due to their help. 
*** 
 As a Visiting Scholar (2015-2016) in the History Department at the Massachusetts 
Institute of Technology School of Humanities, Arts and Social Sciences in the History 
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Department, I enjoyed stimulating interchanges with such scholars Craig Steven Wilder, Malick 
W. Gachem, Christopher Capozzola, Caley Horan, and Jeffrey S. Ravel. Administrative officer 
Mabel Chin Sorett of the MIT History Department offered kindness and a sympathetic ear. My 
close working relationship with MIT fellowship colleague Jomo Smith was blessed by many 
discussions about the stories we want to tell and the reasons for telling them.  
  Professor Henry Louis Gates, Jr., Alphonse Fletcher University Professor and Director of 
the Center for African and African American Research at Harvard University, read a chapter of 
this dissertation and provided critical revisions, both factual and interpretive. Thanks also goes to 
former Columbia colleagues Elizabeth Kai Hinton, now Associate Professor in the History 
Department and Department of Africa and African American History at Harvard University and 
to Matt Spooner, Assistant Professor of History at the University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, for 
their invaluable assistance alone the way. 
*** 
As a member of the faculty at Fordham University, I have been blessed by a collegiality 
that surpasses what any young scholar could ask for. Many thanks to colleague and historian 
Kirsten Swinth who provided time and resources that allowed me to complete this work. I also 
am grateful for the support of past department chair David Meyers, and current chair Dave 
Hamlin. Kudos to the support staff, especially Audra Furey-Coke, for their patience and help 
with practicalities. Colleagues Yuko Miki, Tyesha Maddox, and Claire Gherini from African and 
African-American Studies generously shared their insights, as did Chris Dietrich. I thank the 
entire department at large for their unwavering confidence in me.  
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I hope someday to do for others as all these friends, colleagues, and mentors have done 
for me. 
*** 
No scholar could undertake, let alone complete, a project of this magnitude without the 
assistance of the professional and support staff of libraries and archives. The following libraries 
provided graduate research and travel funds, expert guidance with archival materials, as well as 
critical workshops for the writing of this dissertation. These include the Interlibrary Loan 
Department at Columbia University; the staff of the New York Public Library’s Schomburg 
Center for Research in Black Culture and their Lapidus Fellowship for the Study of Transatlantic 
Slavery; The Library Company of Philadelphia; the Massachusetts Historical Society; the Gilder 
Lehrman Center for American History; and the Massachusetts Institute of Technology’s 
Interlibrary Loan Department.  
Special thanks are due to the librarians of Columbia University Library’s Digital 
Humanities Center, where I worked as a research assistant early in my graduate studies. I 
enjoyed many fruitful discussions with Robert Scott, Nancy E. Friedland, Anice Mills, and 
Meredith and John Tofanelli.  
Writing getaways were essential to my completing this dissertation. Many of them were 
to the town of Fleischmann in the Catskills Mountains of New York, where it was a gift to meet 
and become friends with Linda Rodgers, the town’s stellar librarian who not only generously 
opened the library’s resources to me, but who also my personal library with books from her 
1960s’ collection, volumes I cherish as representative of her intellect and unstinting support for 
my work as a historian. We’ve also shared many hours of refreshing and wonderful conversation 
about everything from art to politics and history. I’m further indebted to her for opening her 
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home to me, which is located on a farm in Shandaken. There I not only enjoyed a peaceful retreat 
but met goats, pigs, chickens, geese, and donkeys, whose gentle animal spirits allowed me to find 
comfort in nature at some of the most stressful episodes of this project. 
*** 
 Without the close community of graduate colleagues at Columbia University I could not 
have completed this dissertation. Megan French-Marcelin modeled scholarship in service of 
activism and helped keep me afloat in my grief at the passing of my father. In her husband Leo, I 
found a friend who understands the need for Black male models for young African-American 
boys and adolescents. Nick Juravich and I met frequently to chat about history, exchange drafts, 
and talk life over coffee at Fulton Street and Franklin Avenue. Noah Rosenblum stimulated my 
intellectual growth and steered me to financial resources. George Aumoithe’s intellectual 
prowess is second to none; as a co-teacher in my time of loss, he helped me to carry on. Allison 
Powers-Useche proved a steady friend; I am in awe of her erudition, which is coupled in her with 
the rare virtue of humility. Colin Jones and I commiserated about our mutual loss of loved ones 
in the middle of our doctoral journey. Danny Jenkins provided introductions to professional 
networks and academic resources.  
To others in and outside of the academy, I am indebted for you seeing me through to the 
completion of this dissertation. Simone Jennings of New York City has been one of my most 
outspoken champions, while remaining my toughest critic. She lifted my spirits with music, 
comic relief, and words of encouragement. Simon Sarkodie, a friend of over twenty years, helped 
me grow into myself as a Black scholar. 
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 Although I’ve spent more time in my life speaking and writing in English, I am a Franco-
Haitian whose first languages are Haitian French-Creole and French, neither of which I was 
formally schooled in. Long-time friend Becky Fradkin with her prodigious edits of early drafts, 
taught me the importance of clarity, sentence construction, and word economy in English prose.  
Karim Malak challenged me throughout this process to be more forthcoming in my 
scholarship while offering pointed and helpful critiques of my work. Just as important, we 
became comrades in our desire to build a more just society free of the afterlife of racism, slavery, 
and European imperialism. Colleague and friend Nina Woodsum helped me better articulate the 
constructions of subaltern citizenship with regards to the Haitian Revolution’s conceptualization 
of Native American anti-colonial struggles. To Alexis Neumann I owe thanks for the invitation 
to present at the Brown Bag lunch workshop at McNeil Center for Early American History, 
University of Pennsylvania. Halimat Somotan, sharpened many of the finer points of this 
dissertation. To Abe Levine, I owe thanks for years of thoughtful and constructive conversations 
where I rehearsed and tested my ideas. I hope someday to return the favor. With Adriana 
Gallardo whom I in my fellowship year at MIT, I share a similar journey and destination. Sabrina 
Leroe’s careful eye, precision, and critical editing skills were invaluable as were the skills of 
Lynne Vitorio, my resourceful and diligent transcriber of nineteenth century penmanship. To 
Mary Margaret Freeman I owe special thanks for the final editing of this dissertation. 
*** 
My life outside of academia has been enriched by a number of generous families, 
charitable friends, and a special group of men and women whose friendships have deepened to 
the intimacy of family. Without them, I could not have completed this work. 
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From the day I landed in New York to begin graduate school at Columbia, I have had the 
unending support of the Hamilton Family: Kathryn, Emily, Scot, Nick, and Ellie. Emily, 
especially, smoothed my transition from the Minneapolis to the New York City. Emily’s 
formidable mother Kathryn helped me deal with the daily practicalities of life, and making her 
home my before I began graduate school. She saw to it that I was able to work, save some money 
and helped me restock clothes, food, and other essentials, shuttling me between Costco and 
Target. Her basement was storage for my books and furniture, and she helped furnish my first 
apartment with bookshelves of her own and whatever else she could provide. I cannot thank her 
enough for all the help she gave me. Kathryn’s husband, Scot has been a rigorous inquisitor of 
my scholarship throughout our many conversations about US, Haitian, and legal history during 
countless dinners, trips and commutes to and from Columbia University. He proved to be an 
expert examiner who challenged me to scrutinize my historical interpretations.  
My neighbor and friend Jane Best has been a steadfast friend since I’ve settled in the 
Brooklyn neighborhood of Bedford-Stuyvesant six years ago. During my many brief and 
sometimes long writing and research retreats, Jane has pet sit for me and watched over my 
apartment.  
The Kligerman-Scharfs of Philadelphia, especially Don and Marjorie, made their home 
by own during my research fellowship months at the Library Company of Philadelphia. My dear 
friend Nicole Kligerman was especially instrumental in my development as a writer. She was 
among my earliest peer editors in college and she helped me find my voice early on. Her 
commitment to the dignity of workers and immigrants and our conversations about the men and 
women in history who have struggled for citizenship has been inspirational. I hope she sees, as 
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much as I do, her fingerprints in the fruition of this project.   
*** 
Finally, I want to thank my life partner, friend, and fiancé Celina de Sá. Celina, whom I 
met as I began my graduate junior professorship. She has helped me balance the academic life of 
thinking, teaching, and writing with a joyful and rewarding family and home life. Celina is my 
intellectual partner in our respective fields in African, African-American, Caribbean and Black 
Atlantic studies. She has also been a great teacher, helping me deploy interdisciplinary tools in 
historical analysis and methodologies. For these qualities and many more, I am deeply grateful. 
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To ancestors whose stories wish to share, and to all those I cannot recall who supported 















To my parents, my late father, Inassio Alcenat, who sacrificed everything so that I will never feel 
unsafe again, and my mother, Figenie N. Alcenat, whose love is boundless and infused with calm 
and quiet confidence in me.  
To my godparents Sharon Hilberer and John Collier to whose safekeeping and guardianship my 
parents entrusted me. Sharon and John generously raised me to adulthood with steadfast love, 
thoughtfulness, and guidance. 
To my sister Nephtalie Alcenat, whose empathy represents the best of my family. When the 
center could not hold, she saved us all.  
To my grandmother Annie Edwards, who believed in this project from day one, helped me to 
understand its significance to who I am, and remained its unwavering champion. 
To Eric Wakin, whose generosity, friendship, and accommodations made the writing of this 
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As an immigrant from Haiti to the United States, I was granted asylum, followed by U.S 
citizenship. My new legal status meant that I was now Haitian-American. As such I became 
fascinated with the story of the cosmopolitan American-born Haitian freedman Prince Saunders, 
who rejected any logic that would deprive Black people of their humanity and their claim to the 
Enlightenment ideas of freedom, liberty, and citizenship in post-Revolutionary War America.  
If nineteenth-century Americans and Europeans were entitled to the new freedoms of the 
era, contemporary African Americans must renew those claims. In so doing, we honor our 
ancestors: many were born free in Africa and then enslaved; others won their manumission; 
some were children of manumitted slaves. Some emigrated to Haiti and have returned to 
America. By exploring the history Prince Saunders and the social and political milieus in which 
he moved, I have come to appreciate his legacy and its implications for African Americans 
today.  
Through my study of Prince Saunders, I came to understand how elite African-Americans 
understood the national and international movements for racial justice and democratic citizenship 
of their time. Saunders’s life provides new and significant insights into how African Americans 
saw themselves as a nation deprived of a state within their own nation state. Their dislocation 
resulted in alliances between African Americans and Haitians, whereby they connected to a 
history of revolution that revived their right to own their own persons and demand citizenship as 
equals to white European Americans. The revival of Herrenvolk or white supremacist ideologies 
in the United States and Europe today make this study even more relevant. 
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Finally, as a Black Haitian American, I want to acknowledge my debt to my ancestors on 
whose shoulders I stand: the indigenous people of the African continent and the Taíno nation, 
whose courage, struggles, memory, and honor was avenged by the Haitian Revolution’s human 

























The title of this dissertation is directly drawn from the idea of the Black Haitian Republic (1804-
1843) as a place of emigration and refuge for Black Americans viewed through the life and 
career of the American freedman Prince Saunders (1775-1839). Born into the institution of 
American slavery in 1775, by the time of his death Saunders was an established transatlantic 
antislavery activist and abolitionist. Saunders created a network of revolutionary transnationalists 
whose connections and impact have thus far been overlooked by historians of antislavery 
activities throughout the North Atlantic. Understanding Prince Saunders is also fundamental to 
understanding the antislavery struggles of African-Americans in colonial America and during its 
emergence as a unified nation.1 
It is difficult to construct a biography of Prince Saunders, a man of the first generation of 
post-Revolutionary War American Black antislavery activists, whose lives were shaped by the 
politics and the Enlightenment ideas that formed the early American Republic. Saunders’s 
disjointed archive is by no means unique—the curious reader will find historiographies replete 
with African-American political personalities whose life stories must be pieced together from 
various sources. To discover Prince Saunders—the man, his life, and activities— historians must 
                                                           
1Julie Winch encountered similar problems in researching for her book, A Gentleman of Color, on the life 
of James Forten, the businessman and abolitionist who mentored Saunders during his time as an activist in 
Philadelphia and helped ordain him as a preacher in the African Methodist and Episcopal (AME) Church. Ezra 
Greenspan and Shane White also wrestled with the same difficulties in writing, respectively, a biography of famed 
writer and abolitionist, William Wells Brown, and Prince of Darkness, about Black millionaire Jeremiah Hamilton. 
Of Saunders’s Black American mentors, Paul Cuffe and Reverend Richard Allen penned autobiographies. And 
among his Euro-American friends one only finds scattered biographical sketches in the diaries and letters of John 





draw on the letters, diaries, and memoirs of contemporaries, such as Paul Cuffe, a wealthy 
African-American sailor and merchant.  
Not surprisingly, the particulars of Prince Saunders’s political and personal biography 
vary according to source, reflecting an itinerant revolutionary whose life was marked by 
dislocation and occasional voluntary exile. The few sources we have for Saunders’s transatlantic 
journeys across the Atlantic, offer hazy details, leaving room for speculation. In fact, Saunders’s 
travels and career were so geographically dispersed that the historian who searches for him 
encounters archives scattered across New England, Haiti, and Western Europe. This fact presents 
particular difficulties, especially when the inquiry concerns a historical actor like Saunders who 
exercised notable influence as a Black cosmopolitan but left few traces or sources to speak for 
him.2  
Nonetheless, we can discover Saunders—an educated, charismatic sophisticate— 
in the voices of the Black communities for which he spoke, and within the circles of white and 
Black elites in which he moved and was respected. Methodologically speaking, to bring 
Saunders to life means letting the silences of history speak as biography and vice versa in order 
                                                           
2 My exploration of Prince Saunders’s’ life and biography draws on sources from the following original 
data to construct its narrative, and then supplements it with a various mix of secondary and other primary sources 
where necessary to fill in the gaps. These sources include the U.S. Compiled Revolutionary War Military Service 
Records, 1775. Compiled Service Records of American Naval Personnel and Members of the Departments of 
Quartermaster General and the Commissary General of Military Stores who Served During the Revolutionary War; 
(National Archives Microfilm Publication M880, 4 rolls); War Department Collection of Revolutionary War 
Records, RG 93; National Archives, Washington, D.C.; the Compiled Service Records of Soldiers who Served in the 
American Army During the Revolutionary War; (National Archives Microfilm Publication M881, 1096 rolls); War 
Department Collection of Revolutionary War Records, RG 93; National Archives, Washington, DC. 
 
Some of the data provide archival insights into the Military Service Records for individuals who like Cuff 
Saunders (Prince Saunders’s father) who served in the American Revolutionary War, compiling info ranging from 
records of the muster rolls of their regiments; payrolls; provision, receipts for pay and bounty; accounts for 




to do justice to a life lived during the dramatic transformations concerning slavery in the Atlantic 
world of the time.3  
 The broader context of this dissertation is the expansive ideology of nineteenth century 
revolutionary transnationalism and universal citizenship in the age of Atlantic slavery, especially 
in relation to the ideological foundations and currents of African-American emigration to Haiti 
throughout that period. By examining and juxtaposing the first two republics of the Americas— 
the United States and Haiti, which achieved their independence from European colonialism in 
1783 and 1804 respectively—I will explore the radical engagement between Haitians and 
African-Americans as aided by transatlantic abolitionist networks—of which Prince Saunders 
was an influential member if not a leader.  
Historiographical Review 
 
Paul Gilroy’s Black Atlantic suggest a historical approach useful in rethinking the role of 
the nation-state as integral to how the Black diaspora of the Atlantic world deliberately 
engineered freedom movements to establish their identity free from the pressures of white 
supremacy. Identity formation, in the context of this study, involves piecing together a mosaic of 
sources to accurately understand the Western and African dynamics of these movements.4 
Following Gilroy, I highlight points of convergence and interactions between Afro-Caribbean 
                                                           
3African-American biography: Shane White, Prince of Darkness: The Untold Story of Jeremiah G. 
Hamilton, Wall Street’s First Black Millionaire (Gordonsville, VA: Palgrave Macmillan, 2016); Ezra Greenspan. 
William Wells Brown: An African American Life (New York: Norton, 2014); Julie Winch, A Gentleman of Color: 
The Life of James Forten (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2003).  
 
4 Paul Gilroy, The Black Atlantic. Gilroy’s conceptualization of Blackness in the Atlantic encourages 
historians to capture the various ways in which experiences shaped by slavery developed into a Black Atlantic 
perspective. As such, he posits the African diaspora as a coherent unit of study. In pursuing this Atlantic vision, the 
history calls for an all-encompassing analytical approach unfettered by state borders and moving between Europe, 
Africa, the Caribbean and the American landmasses.   
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(more specifically Haitian) and African-American notions of freedom. Through this 
historiographical lens, I view the Atlantic as the political theater wherein Blacks formed ethnic 
alliances that opposed the Euro-American construction of citizenship as white.  
In this study, I further develop the historiography by reexamining emigration as a shared 
transatlantic struggle with a wide array of actors from New England to London and Port-au-
Prince. The major contribution of my work is in its reconsideration of the calls for Black 
emigration; these movements, in my view, reflect race and geography and the politics of place 
and displacement. My thesis is that Haitian emigration was a way for Blacks to refashion the 
meaning of the American nation and citizenship so as to transform civic identity as inclusive 
instead of exclusive. Haiti was a desirable for being revolutionary, Black, and free. It allowed 
African Americans the possibility of a non-race based citizenship of full equality that could also 
be used as a weapon of protest against the injustices of American race-based citizenship.   
Another important contribution of this study is its challenges to how we perceive African 
Americans’ decisions and desires to use Haiti to overthrow prevailing conceptions of US 
citizenship. Rather than simply theorizing about the impact of the Haitian Revolution on the 
development of antebellum antislavery, I show how those influences were actualized. I discuss 
the implications of the emigrationist project, demonstrating how the prospect of relocating to the 
Black republic of Haiti never lost its meaning as a sanctuary, and indeed a prototype, for Black 
citizenship.  
My other historiographical intervention revises our understanding of the roots of Black 
radicalism. By analyzing emigration, colonization, and racism in the context of the early 
American Republic and the political crises of the antebellum years, I explore the entangled roots 
of slavery and racism and Black political consciousness and nationalist ideologies. As the 
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nineteenth century began, for African Americans the era reverberated with the Haitian 
Revolution as it influenced Black Nationalist rhetoric in American politics.  
I thus depart from the standard historical interpretation of Haiti’s post-revolutionary 
history as one of political instability and shortcomings. I also explore why Haiti attracted 
nineteenth-century Black asylum seekers. As Haiti’s Secretary General Balthazar Iginac assured 
Black New Yorkers in the early 1800s, under “The constitution of the Haytian republic, All 
Indians, Africans and their descendants born in the colonies or elsewhere who shall hereafter 
reside in this republic shall be [treated] as Haytians” . . . to then enjoy “the rights of citizenship 
until they shall have resided one year within the limits of the republic.” Furthermore, Iginac 
added, “Haytians shall hence forward be known only by the generic appellation of Blacks” 
regardless of skin color.” 
In regards to the specifics of Haitian emigration movements, two central questions guided 
my research: Was emigration to Haiti a political rejection of the United States? Or was it an 
opportunity to explore the possibilities and promote genuine democracy through full citizenship 
for Black men in the United States? I answer these questions through the lens of the radical 
nature of this emigration movement and its impact on the struggle for Black citizenship in the 
United States. I also contribute a new interpretation to this history by demonstrating that African-
American emigration was born not of racial solidarity; instead I argue that Black emigration was 
an anti-racist movement within the United States that adhered to the same logic of race-thinking 
it sought to overthrow. 
This alternative view of nationhood and Black Nationalism as political concepts 
constitute a different way of thinking about the nation-state and how and to whom it confers 
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citizenship—what philosopher Hannah Arendt called the “right to have rights.” Another original 
historical conclusion of my study is that the Haitian and African-American partnership was built 
in opposition to the ideological and historical facts of slavery and white supremacy. Because 
both groups experienced their political lives through racially imposed systemic violence, they 
worked in tandem to redefine equality as a universal human right to citizenship.  
I also depart from standard Eurocentric narratives that the freed African-American who 
initiated antislavery campaigns after the American War for Independence did so as the singular 
result of European thought and struggle.5 Standard historical assumptions inadvertently 
misinterpret men like Saunders as mimicking monopolistic Euro-American enlightenment 
endeavors, instead of seeing them as the creators of a Black Atlantic within modernity, wherein 
African Americans and people of African descent created a new understanding of liberty, rights, 
and the reasonable pursuit of happiness.  
Within the larger context of histories of the Atlantic world, Prince Saunders dominant 
roles as a Black political international activist in the making of transatlantic abolitionism has 
largely been overlooked. Saunders freely cast aside the comforts of his life as a free Black 
American person to mobilize civil society in three countries—Haiti, the United States, and Great 
Britain. His accomplishment was to create a transoceanic struggle for Black citizenship more 
                                                           
5 For recent works on transatlantic abolitionism, see J.R. Oldfield, Transatlantic Abolitionism in the Age of 
Revolution  (Cambridge, 2013); Peter Linebaugh and Marcus Rediker, The Many Headed Hydra: Sailors, Slaves, 
Commoners, and the Hidden History of the Revolutionary Atlantic  (Boston: Beacon Press, 2000); Robin Blackburn, 
The American Crucible: Slavery, Emancipation and Human Rights  (London and New York, 2011); and Rachel 
Hope Cleves, The Reign of Terror in America: Visions of Violence from Anti-Jacobinism to Antislavery (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 2009); Joseph Klaits and Michael H. Hatzel, eds., The Global Ramifications of the 
French Revolution, ed. (New York: Cambridge University Press, 1994); Michael Durey, Transatlantic Radicals  
(Lawrence: University of Kansas Press, 1999); Seth Cotlar, Tom Paine's America: The Rise and Fall of 
Transatlantic Radicalism in the Early Republic  (Charlottesville: University of Virginia Press, 2011);; James 
Alexander Dun, “Philadelphia not Philanthropolis: The Limits of Pennsylvanian Antislavery in the Era of the 
Haitian Revolution,” The Pennsylvania Magazine of History and Biography, Vol. 135, No. 1, January 2011, 73-102. 
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than a decade before the emergence of Garrisonian abolitionism in the 1830s. He also embraced 
Haiti as the singular model for this democratic project when most white Americans, including 
the powerful Southern slave-holding class, viewed Haiti as a threat for its revolutionary ideas 
and its example of a successful slave uprising. Finally, I analyze the various emigration 
movements of early American and their legacies after Saunders’s death in 1839. Beyond that, 
readers can investigate the extensive literature that explores African American emigration and 
colonization as sociopolitical events.6  
Ultimately I view Prince Saunders, a cosmopolite and revolutionary transnationalist par 
excellence, as a forerunner of later Black Nationalism, especially its more international 
incarnations. For instance, it is no coincidence that by the 1900s when the first Pan-African 
conference founded by Marcus Garvey and organized in London, its name—the Universal Negro 
Improvement Association (UNIA)—according to one writer, “bore suspicious similarity to the 
Universal Association for the Moral Improvement of Mankind” established in 1905 by Benito 
Sylvain, a Haitian Pan-Africanist.7 Garvey’s “Africa for the Africans”  borrows the nineteenth-
century rhetoric with its call, “Hayti for the Haytians.”8 And as noted at the time, “To Mr. Benito 
                                                           
6 See Sara Fanning, Caribbean Crossing; Ousmane K. Power-Greene, Against Wind and Tide the African 
American Struggle against the Colonization Movement (New York: NYU Press, 2014); Floyd J. Miller, The Search 
for a Black Nationality: Black Emigration and Colonization, 1787–1863 (Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 
1975). To list a few of the more notable titles, David Brion Davis’s trilogy has enriched our understanding of the 
many crises inherent in the global system of slavery: Problem of Slavery in Western Culture (Oxford University 
Press, 1967); Problem of Slavery in the Age of Revolution (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1975); and Problem of 
Slavery in the Age of Emancipation (New York: Vintage Books, 2014). 
 
7 Tony Martin, Race First: The Ideological and Organizational Struggles of Marcus Garvey and the 
Universal Negro Improvement Association (Dover, MA: Majority Press, 1986).  
 
8 I’m borrowing here from the work of Brandon Byrd, “‘Haiti for the Haitians’: A Genealogy.” The phrase 
is emblematic of Haiti’s unique place within narratives of Black internationalism as it is centered in the Black 
diaspora’s response to slavery, colonialism, and white imperialism to foreground the Haitian Revolution in the 
politics of the “intellectual history of the African Diaspora from the nineteenth century to the present. For Black 
people throughout the world, Haiti and the Haitian Revolution have proven the righteousness of armed struggle 
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Sylvain it seemed especially appropriate that the greatest Black man in the world should become 
the honorary president of his society.”9  Historical occurrences like these are not incidental to 
Haiti and Prince Saunders’s legacy of revolutionary Black transnationalism; they are an integral 














                                                                                                                                                                                            
against slavery and in defense of Black liberation, the power of Black culture as a means of Black resistance, the 
potential of Black self-determination, and the possibilities of a world free from white colonialism and imperialism. 
They have expressed solidarity with Haiti, in ways material and abstract. Certainly, there are countless means of 
understanding these trends. But nothing better captures Haiti’s global significance or its meaning to Black people 
than these three words: ‘Haiti for Haitians.’ “‘Haiti for the Haitians’: A Genealogy,” Black Perspectives Blog, April 
19, 2017, http://www.aaihs.org/haiti-for-the-haitians-a-genealogy/ 
 
9 Robert Peet Skinner, Abyssinia of To-Day: An Account of the First Mission Sent by the American 
Government to the Court of the King of Kings, 1903–1904 (New York: Negro Universities Press, 1969). Available 
online at Thomas Leiper Kane Collection (Library of Congress. Hebraic Section). 
 
10 At the Pan-African Conference of 1900, Benito Sylvain as his envoy represented Ethiopian Emperor 
Menelik II, who had repelled an Italian invasion in 1896. Clarence G. Contee, “Ethiopia and the Pan-African 




CHAPTER 1  
The World of Atlantic Slavery 
 
Slavery, unquestionably, should be abolished, particularly in this country; 
because it is inconsistent with the declared principle of the American 
Revolution.11  
— Othello, Baltimore, May 10, 1788 
 
“History is past politics, and politics present history.”  
 —Edward A. Freeman 
 
A Brief Life of Prince Saunders 
About a month before the birth of Prince Saunders, on March 22, 1775, Governor 
Jonathan Trumbull of the Connecticut Colony issued a proclamation from Lebanon, Connecticut, 
calling for a day of public fasting and prayer in solidarity with the patriots—a day that coincided 
with hostilities between the colonists and British forces at Lexington and Concord, marking the 
start of the American War of Independence (1775-1783). On the brink of the Revolution, on 
April 15, 1775, in Lebanon, two Guinean-born, enslaved persons—a Black woman named Phillis 
(ca 1752-1848) and her not-yet-husband Cuff Wells (ca 1740s-1788)—became parents of a child 
who, after living his first decade in slavery, would become a freedman, a highly educated 
gentleman, educator, a member of the American Black elite and cosmopolitan advocate of 
transnational citizenship, serving in the cabinet of King Henry Christophe of Haiti. As if 
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mysteriously anticipating his glittering future, his parents named him “Prince,” a titular honorific 
of a name.  
Not surprisingly, the name later confused both admirers and detractors alike who 
wondered whether Prince Saunders was in fact royalty—the only thing that could explain his 
easy access to the elite societies of Haiti, London, and New England. Otherwise, to say it was 
uncommon to find a cultured, cultivated and highly educated freed Black man in such circles—
during a time when the transatlantic slave trade was an accepted institution that restricted Black 
mobility of any kind in the Atlantic world— would be an extreme understatement. Considering 
Prince Saunders’s distinguished accomplishments as a Black man, almost everyone who knew 
him agreed that his social networks were proof of higher origins than many of his 
contemporaries could claim—thus the constant speculation as to whether he was in fact an 
African royal, or, if not, certainly a freedman of high status.  
The facts behind Saunders’s successes, however, mirror his timely birth in one of the 
primary theaters of the American War of Independence. As a full participant in the struggle for 
citizenship for Africans and African Americans in the transatlantic world, Prince Saunders 
considered himself from an early age as thoroughly an American citizen as any white person, 
believing that all dark-skinned peoples should be accorded full citizenship.12  
Because of his unique, albeit highly unusual, upbringing and elite education, Saunders 
benefited from an extraordinary web of fortunate circumstances that tied him to some of the most 
prominent of New England families. He received an elite liberal arts education and as far as the 
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historical record shows, he was the first African American to earn a degree from Dartmouth 
College. Moreover, Saunders’s attained such prominence that he would travel to London as a 
representative member of the court of King Christophe of Haiti, a founding father of Haiti and a 
revolutionary general during the Haitian War of Independence (1802-1804).13  As secretary of 
the Prince Hall African Masonic Lodge in Boston, Saunders also had connections with the 
United Grand Lodge of England, which issued the charter that eventually legitimized the Black 
secret society in the 1780s after Euro-American branches refused to accept the standing of Black 
Masonry.  
This short review of Saunders’s life suggests the many political, social, and cultural 
contributions Saunders made in support of emerging African-American antislavery activism. 
Recognizing his importance, the late historian Dorothy Porter noted that “For variety and 
usefulness the life of Prince Saunders [is] second only to that of Paul Cuffee,” the man some 
have called perhaps the forefather of Black nationalism.14 Porter’s assessment, however, is from 
half a century ago.  
With more documentation and research materials available to reassess Saunders life and 
work, his influence is arguably more significant than Cuffe’s, or at least more than previously 
believed. Historical scholarship has thus far failed to explain Saunders’s wide-ranging influence, 
or how as a formerly enslaved person, he managed to become a member of powerful political 
networks. A look at his early beginnings in the next chapter will shed some light into the reasons 
for his prominence and his success. The first step in exploring the significance of Prince 
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14 Dorothy B. Porter, “Early American Negro Writings: A Bibliographical Study,” The Papers of the 
Bibliographical Society of America, vol. 39, no. 3 (Third Quarter, 1945), 192-268. 
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Saunders life, however, is to understand the world into which he was born and how his parents 
contributed to the man their son became.  
 
Colonial New England: Slavery and Wealth 
 Before the birth of their child, Phillis Saunders and Cuff Wells’s formative years were 
shaped by New England slavery. As children, both fell victim to slave catchers who roamed the 
Guinea coast of West Africa for captives. Phillis, owned by the wealthy Hinckley family of 
Lebanon, Connecticut, was the slave of Elizabeth Throop Hinckley, and Cuff Wells was owned 
by a Deacon Israel Wells, and at some indeterminate point, he was purchased by a Doctor 
Langret of Hartford, “a physician [who] kept an apothecary store where [Cuff] learnt the act of 
preparing & mixing medicine.”15   
Whatever the early or late rumors surrounding the identity of their son Prince Saunders, 
one thing is certain— Prince Saunders suffered the unhappy fate of millions of other African 
Americans—being born into the world of transatlantic slavery. At the time of Saunders’s birth, in 
Lebanon, Connecticut, had a population of 3,060, with an enslaved population of comprising 
2,036 Black men, women and children, accounting for about one-third of all the slaves in 
Connecticut.16 According to one historian, the overall population of the town was “by no means 
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an adequate measure of its importance in the days of the Revolution. In the grand list of 1776, all 
but ten towns show a higher valuation of taxable property.”17 These numbers connect Lebanon’s 
wealth with the larger prosperity of its county seat, New London, whose riches largely derived 
from the slave trade.  
The earliest prominent citizens of New London, some of whom Saunders would later 
appeal to for philanthropic support, owed large part of their fortunes to the transatlantic slave 
trade. The county was a hub for merchants and farmers who felled logs, grew crops, and raised 
cattle for export-import trade with West Indies Caribbean planters, whose main crop was sugar 
cane, the singular commodity crop of the eighteenth century.  
This large Atlantic economy depended on the expropriation of Native American lands 
and the labor of captive Africans who were forced to produce molasses and other sugar–based 
products that fattened the financial coffers of European merchants and Euro-American 
slaveholders.18 This powerful sugar-industrial complex of agriculture and factories ran on slave 
labor. New England also had another stake in the sugar economy of the West Indies as a leading 
distiller of rum in North America.19 Rum production was just one business that linked the 
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Connecticut Colony to the transatlantic slave trade. Its economy flourished the more as its 
connections to Caribbean slavery became stronger.  
 New England was a key geographical node in the Atlantic slave economy. As a seaport 
on the Connecticut coastline, New London—by virtue of the Connecticut River Valley—was 
linked to Vermont, Massachusetts, Rhode Island, and the North Shore of Long Island, and thus 
was a link in the broader internal slave economy of New England. New London County was part 
of a well-integrated maritime region. This coastal cohesion created a world that crossed the 
oceans and merged into the Atlantic trading systems of the island colonies of Barbados, Saint-
Domingue, and Jamaica.20 These commercial interconnections demonstrate that “the Atlantic 
world extended far into the North American continent” and “trade with the West Indies became 
the backbone of New England’s economy, and concomitantly, slavery—became a feature of its 
social landscape.”21 
While New London’s maritime heritage was connected with the slave trade reaching back 
to its colonial years, it also served as the second-largest whaling port in the world. Under the 
surveillance of white crewmen, New England slaves often traveled to Europe, Africa, and the 
Caribbean before returning home to the mainland, often with their horizons enlarged as to the 
possibilities of freedom. 
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Ultimately, however, as historian David Brion Davis demonstrates in The Problem of 
Slavery in Western Culture, the West eventually resigned itself to the idea that “the greatest 
dualism of all—the momentous division between an increasing devotion to liberty in Europe and 
an expanding mercantile system based on Negro labor in America” was simply a fact of social 
and economic life.22 Historian Robert Harms confirms that “the eighteenth century [emerged as] 
the heyday of the Atlantic slave trade.”23  
To put slavery into the context of the late eighteenth century, it is important to recall that 
the labor cartography of North America, much like the rest of the Western Hemisphere, was 
dotted with sites of rank, hierarchy, bondage, and enslavement. Almost everywhere, Black 
chattel slavery was as much an accepted fact of life as the air one breathed. Most white 
Americans were aware of the extent of the trade and knew their lives were integrated with those 
of suffering Africans. The ruins, the deaths, and the terrible consequences of the slave trade were 
considered by some as the normal costs of doing business; in addition, and the lack of windfall 
profits from the trade was regarded a more serious tragedy than slavery itself.  
During colonial times and the Revolutionary War, few New Englanders considered, let 
alone questioned, their moral culpability in American slavery. Instead, people were preoccupied 
by what political identity Americans would embrace in forging their new nation. This concern 
would grow to include how to settle the territories of the Northwest Ordinance— an article of 
faith in American expansionism—requiring Native American expulsion and the farther extension 
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of slavery. It would occur only to few to mount a challenge to the prevailing belief in African 
inferiority that accompanied the republic’s nascent political system.24  
English slave traders, however, and their African accomplices who outfitted slave ships 
on the coast of West Africa, knew well that they were trafficking in an economy of bonded souls 
and bodies, where one’s agency as a trader or slaver made one a merchant of death.  
The harrowing experience of captured Africans in transport excluded any notion that 
recognized their social personhood. From the Biafran hinterland to the Loango Coast of West-
Central Africa, from the Bight of Benin to the coastal trade routes near Sierra Leone, calamitous 
conditions and exhaustion, one enslaved man recalled, followed capture: “After many days of 
travelling . . . I had often changed masters.”25 For those awaiting transport, parasites, hunger, 
sickness, pestilence, dehydration, suicide, and tropical viruses altogether combined to “make 
dreadful havoc in these places...[as] Great numbers are carried off annually by diarrhoea and 
other diseases.”26 A slave’s value as a commodity was pegged to whatever currency changed 
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hands to purchase their bodies, the worth of which was tied to the value and quality of their 
physical attributes.27 From the point of captivity to embarkation, enslaved Africans were stripped 
of their full humanity in what historians and social scientists describe as a “social transformation 
that involv[ing] a succession of phases and changes in status” that reduced them to the sum of 
their parts.28  
According to an official of the Dutch West India Company, the slave trade “completely 
changed the Gold Coast [of Africa] into a Slave Coast,”29 overrun by a race for profits.  By the 
latter half of the eighteenth century, West-Central African coastal ports were places of death for 
captured Africans as much as they were place where monetary rewards were great for 
Europeans. Human cargoes traveled from “the Coast of Guiney” to the West Indies and New 
England as colonial authorities struggled to tame the teeming ports of the region when “there is a 
common course practiced amongst English men to buy negers, to that end they may have them 
for service or slaves forever.”30  
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Before the American Revolution, the Connecticut Colony held the dubious distinction of 
having been the second after Massachusetts Bay Colony to legally recognize chattel slavery. In 
the world of colonial slavery, the right to buy African peoples as a commodity to “Have and to 
hold…during the terme of the natural life of” them, made West Indian slave markets far more 
valuable to New England’s wealth than New England was to the West Indies.31 As was the 
custom in the colony of Saint-Domingue, New Englanders created bodily classifications that 
gradually associated “White” with “Christian,” and “negro” or “Indian” with “heathen.” These 
interlocking categories of the cultures of racism and religion conflated darker-skinned people 
with non-Christians, a construction that all but relegated Blacks and Indians to the status of 
bondservants living at the margins of freedom.32 Moreover, the connections between slavery and 
Black desires for freedom before during and after the American Revolution were neither static 
nor impermeable.  
Connecticut, Independence, and Slavery 
Connecticut was regarded as a frontline in the struggle against Great Britain, and 
Lebanon, unique in its uncompromising belief in a democratic culture, was the nerve center of 
British resistance in the Connecticut River Valley. The colony’s governor, Jonathan Trumbull 
Sr., would develop a reputation as “the rebel governor” who had met with George Washington 
and such famed allies as the Marquis de Lafayette and Count Rochambeau at Lebanon’s War 
Office,33 which was located on the Lebanon Green and owned by the Trumbull family. In fact, at 
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one time the Green has served as an encampment for French soldiers, including General Marquis 
de La Fayette.34 The Green, which Governor Trumbull would convert into a rebels’ meeting 
ground, was the town center where young boys like Saunders first glimpsed participatory 
democracy at work as men and women joined in mass meetings, parades, and protests to support 
the cause against the British. At the outbreak of the Revolution in 1775 through its close in 1783, 
more than 1,100 meetings of “the Council of Safety” had been convened at the Green, and at one 
time the town would “procure three hundred barrels of gunpowder, fifteen tons of lead, and sixty 
thousand good flints” for its militia.35  
To protect their financial interests, families like the Trumbulls would resist the authority 
and mandates of the British Crown. A clan of merchants, the Trumbulls were among the 
wealthiest families of Lebanon, having accumulated huge tracts of land and various properties, 
including a lot, a warehouse, a gristmill, and several farms. They also owned several vessels that 
trafficked the waters of the Caribbean, earning profits from the West Indian slave trade. Their 
sailors traveled between New London and Barbados with cargoes of salted beef and pork packed 
in barrels, which were sometimes traded for Black bodies.  
The Trumbulls brought their considerable and extensive participation in the colony’s 
legal, political, military, trading, and religious life to bear on the impending conflict. In this 
regard, the formally established Congregational Church of the Connecticut Colony also 
contributed to the conviction among the prosperous families of Lebanon of the righteousness of 
their belief in Liberty and the stubborn protection of its ties to transatlantic commerce. 
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Not surprisingly, Connecticut was also home to revolutionary clandestine organizations like the 
Sons of Liberty, which was among the first to popularize the cry “Taxation without 
Representation,” which the Trumbulls skillfully deployed to incite popular insurrections against 
the implementation of parliamentary tax laws.  
The Sons of Liberty consisted of the who’s who of Lebanon and more widely of 
Connecticut, many of whom—men like John Durkee, Jedidiah Huntington, William Williams, 
and Trumbull’s mentor, the Reverend Samuel Welles—were relatives or business associates of 
the families who owned Saunders’s parents, Cuff and Phillis. William Williams was an original 
signer of the Declaration of Independence; Huntington was a witness in an affidavit that attested 
to Cuff’s faithful war service in his wife’s later appeal for his Revolutionary War service 
pension; Durkee was among the captains who led the Connecticut 4th regiment, in which Cuff 
served as a private. Samuel Welles hailed from the family that owned Cuff and would later clash 
with Cuff over the terms of his service and his freedom.  
Clearly, the spirit of liberty animating Lebanon’s prominent families was entangled with 
their deep ties to Atlantic slavery and the slave economies of the West Indies. The several taxes 
issued by the British Parliament, by threatening the financial livelihoods of men such as 
Trumbull, ignited desires for political autonomy that neatly folded into ideas that the English 
were usurping colonial rights. Not surprisingly Trumbull declared that he represented the 
freemen of Lebanon, where “The People in this part of the Colony, are very jealous of their 
Liberties; and desire that the most Vigorous exertions be made for the repeal of the Late Act of 
Parliament.”36  
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 Early on New England, the Colony of Connecticut showed signs of an emerging guerilla 
movement that was gathering underground well before the colonies declared their independence, 
from Britain: it was thoroughly committed to rebellion by the time Parliament issued the 
Coercive Acts of 1774. Early in September 1774, one British loyalist remarked that Connecticut 
was “as furious as Massachusetts.”37 Months later, in 1775, the Revolution began with the battles 
of Lexington and Concord, followed by Bunker Hill in June.38 
Men from Lebanon and the surrounding areas volunteered for the local militia to fight the 
British, and the morale of the patriots was high. The provincial militia of the Connecticut raised 
at least 5,000 soldiers between 1774 and 1775, and 3,700 of these men contributed to actions in 
Boston in 1775 to defend their compatriots in arms. Volunteers were enticed to leave their 
families and enlist to fight by a contractual system that promised bounty payments in exchange 
for their service.39  The Connecticut militia had also perfected the innovative colonial minutemen 
strategy, which had its roots in the Indian wars of the seventeenth century. Given its status as a 
major hotbed of revolutionary activities, Connecticut was indeed consequential to the rebels’ 
efforts. 
In the war effort Connecticut became known as the Provision State. New London’s 
seaport with its naval fleet aided the transport of provisions—many for the Continental Army— 
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from Lebanon and throughout the region. Town and seaport used networks that distributed the 
tents, utensils, iron pots, wooden bowls, canteens, clothing, socks, shoes, handkerchiefs, 
blankets, flints, powder, salted beef and pork, flour, and other commodities necessary for the war 
effort.40 Clearly, the spirit of liberty that animated Lebanon’s prominent families was entangled 
with and complicated by their financial ties to Atlantic slavery and the slave economies of the 
West Indies. The several taxes issued by the British Parliament, by threatening the financial 
livelihoods of men such as Trumbull, ignited desires for political autonomy that neatly folded 
into ideas of the English usurpation of colonial rights. Not surprisingly Trumbull declared that he 
represented the freemen of Lebanon, where “The People in this part of the Colony, are very 
jealous of their Liberties; and desire that the most Vigorous exertions be made for the repeal of 
the Late Act of Parliament.”41  
Once the Revolution was underway, New London's merchants unleashed privateers to 
harass English merchants at sea. As one British fleet was made aware, it was in New London’s 
port that New England’s waters became testier, as the town emerged to become “a famous 
receptacle for Privateers and was thought on that account to injure British trade as much as any 
harbour in America” at the time.42 The British retaliated, of course, burning New London in 1781 
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and as a consequence, putting a chokehold on its capacity to ever rejoin the wider Atlantic slave 
economy as efforts to rebound economically between 1784 and the War of 1812 sputtered.43  
The Realities and Legacies of North American Slavery 
 
In New England, enslaved persons were subject to the vagaries of the law regarding their 
status. Depending on socioeconomic circumstances, Africans in New England were recognized 
as both as property and as persons before the law. Their legal standing was never a fixed affair 
because they could be bought and sold to satisfy various legal claims or “for various reasons, 
such as urgent need of money, lack of employment for or [owners’] dissatisfaction with their 
Negroes, [slaveholders] desire[d] to get rid of their chattels, just as one today disposes of used 
automobiles.”44 This legal uncertainty regarding slaves allowed the Christian settlers of New 
England to assuage their consciences by assigning their enslaved persons to an indeterminate 
position between subjects of bondage embodied in personal property or indefinitely indentured 
servants.45 
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In this loose legal culture, Saunders’s parents functioned as the personal properties of 
their white masters and mistresses. Like other enslaved African Americans, they could be 
“assessed as taxable estate like other goods and chattels,” which placed them in the same 
category as houses, wharves, factories, windmills, loans, horses, cows, sheep, and swine.46  In 
addition, these same enslaved bodies were at times counted as taxable polls to raise funds for 
militias and the defense of the colony.47 Such was the case in the wills of Charles Hinckley with 
regards to Phillis, Prince’s mother, who was counted alongside other “things.” Nevertheless, by 
the time of the war, New England became more amenable to the idea that Black people in a 
Puritan world, once considered “hereditary heathens,” were capable of being converted to 
Christianity, conceding that these African persons might have souls after all.  
But such was the business of American slavery that within the broad interests of Atlantic 
world commerce and the expansion of slavery in the early United States that “[B]ondspersons 
who shouldered the burdens of unpaid labor to the businessmen who orchestrated and financed 
the larger system” became indispensable to the systems of money and credit.48 This chattel 
system also evolved over time in regard to what was deemed acceptable concerning race, gender, 
religion and sexuality.  
The Middle Passage of Cuff Wells and Phillis Saunders 
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As a native-born West African from the Guinea region, Cuff Wells’s journey from Africa 
to the world of American slavery might have begun on the hinterland of Africa, as it did for 
most. He may have retained his memories as a young African child, who carried to the Americas, 
saw his world transformed overnight by the slave trade.49 Cuff’s odyssey across the Middle 
Passage, was radically different from his son’s later journeys, which were those of a 
cosmopolitan extraordinaire—though both stories to the modern American might read like a tall 
tale. Cuff was transformed by his journey aboard a slave ship, a “strange and potent combination 
of war machine, mobile prison, and factory,” that uprooted and fragmented his African life.50 
Having survived the horrors of the transatlantic journey, Cuff would rise to reinvent himself in 
the aftermath of the American War of Independence, not just while living in slavery, but in spite 
of the excesses of the inhumane institution.  
Knowing the intimate stories of Cuff Well’s enslaved beginnings will forever remain a 
task of assembling elusive pieces of a puzzle. However, Cuff likely suffered similar fates as 
other enslaved people who traversed the Atlantic before, during, and after the American War of 
Independence. They were treated as human commodities whose personhood was entwined with 
identical memories, geographies, as well as the terrible and mundane realities of slavery. We do 
know, for instance, some important particulars that informed Cuff’s likely transitions from 
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captivity in Guinea to resettlement in New London, where he eventually settled into a life of 
American slavery.  
In the late eighteenth century, a number of publications authored by and about the 
enslaved, detailed journeys similar to those of Phillis and Cuff across the Atlantic. As an 
educated person in New England, especially in a maritime town, Cuff would have seen, heard, or 
likely read these broadsides and slave testimonies himself. Among these was the autobiography 
of James Albert Ukawsaw Gronniosaw, a former slave and freedman from Britain, published in 
the late 1770s in nearby New Port, Rhode Island. 51 Such narratives reflect what historians know 
to have been an extensive oral practice among the enslaved: freed Africans did not shy away 
from telling their stories—however vulnerable doing so might have made them; the were willing 
to evoke the sympathies of a politically charged revolutionary moment or to condemn its 
hypocrisies.  
By 1792, some one hundred copies of The Life and Adventures of Olaudah Equiano; or 
Gustavus Vassa, the African: From an Account Written by Himself  had been published and 
shipped from New York to Middletown, Connecticut. The copies circulated throughout New 
England, where antislavery attitudes in the Revolutionary era were filtering into emerging public 
literature.52 The Life and Adventures evoked the sympathies of Quakers and Methodists by 
exposing the horrors of uprooting African children from their communities to export them across 
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the seas to a life of chattel bondage. According to Olaudah Equiano, captured Africans often 
believed they were being trafficked by cannibals whose objectives were “only to fatten and 
afterwards eat them as delicacy.”53 One historian has noted that the high mortality rates during 
the Atlantic passage generated such terror of European cannibalism that the captured even 
“believed that Black bodies had been pressed to make cooking oil, that European red wines 
contained the blood of the enslaved, and that cheese had been pressed from their brains.”54 
Having lived through and survived capture and transport, as well as purchase and 
enslavement, Cuff and Phillis knew well that the rhetoric of freedom and slavery, popularly 
deployed by white men and women of the revolutionary generation, were realities that applied 
primarily to whites. Only those whose natural freedoms had been displaced by captivity and 
enslavement could truly speak to the material realities of un-freedom and the need for genuine 
radical liberty. As Ottobah Cugoano’s second volume, Thoughts and Sentiments on the Evil and 
Wicked Traffic of the Slavery and Commerce of the Human Species (1787) sought to 
demonstrate, “in a barbarous and cruel manner, conveyed to a state of horror and slavery,” 
enslavement confined all human emotions to “the extreme bitterness of grief and woe, that no 
language can describe.”55 The “rattling of chains, smacking of whips, and the groans and cries of 
our fellow-men” were the common refrain that tormented and united a diverse group of Africans 
into persons whose captivity, transatlantic crossings, and enslavement came to define the 
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“multitude of Black people of every description chained together, every one of their 
countenances expressing ejection and sorrow.”56  
Among the most outstanding narratives recalling the perils of the Middle Passage was 
that of Venture Smith. An enslaved man in Connecticut, Smith said he was born a free man in 
West Africa, a fact that gave him a great reverence for liberty: “My freedom is a privilege which 
nothing else can equal.”57 In his narrative, Smith mourned his separation from his partner and his 
longing to reunite with her, writing that “Meg, the wife of my youth, whom I married for love, 
and bought with my money, is still alive.”58  
As Venture Smith’s narrative illustrates, slavery put enslaved persons at risk for not just 
the disruption of their family life but for its destruction—not only were slaves separated from 
spouses, their children changed hands like exchanged goods, and families were often separated, 
uprooted, and transplanted many times over. As kin they were widely dispersed geographically, 
creating an intergenerational movement of bodies that scarred their memories, bodies, and 
souls.59 Planters were notorious for separating children from parents, spouses from each other, 
and “over a lifetime . . . in the exporting states it would have been quite rare [for an enslaved 
African-American person] to have survived into the middle age without being sold locally or 
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inter-regionally.”60 According to historian Michael Tadman, the enslaved person’s “dread of 
separation was unending . . . [because] over half of all slaves who fell into the hands of traders 
would either have been forcibly separated from a spouse or have been children who were 
forcibly separated from one or both of their parents.”61 Even more, separating families was a 
profitable business for those slave traders who had excess stocks of enslaved peoples to dispose 
on other markets further South.62 
Africans enslaved in the colonies understood and articulated the injustice of their plight. 
A source preserved from the period of the American Revolutionary War preserves the voice of 
an enslaved African in the Colony of Connecticut, who asserted that Africans were “most 
unjustly [taken] from the Bosoms of their dear Parents, and Friends, and without any Crime, by 
them committed, doomed, and bound down, to perpetual Slavery.” Enslaved people wanted to 
impress upon the white colonists that slavery was a “flagrant injustice” and a “detestable 
Practice.” On this point, they were persistent in their protest that their dark skin did not justify 
their dehumanization:  
Belief or Suspicion, that we are any more obliged to serve them [white people], 
than they us, and the more we Consider of this Matter, the more we are 
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Convinced, of our Right by the Laws of Nature and by the whole Tenor, of the 
Christian Religion, so far as we have been taught) to be free; we have Endeavored 
rightly to understand, what is our Right, and what is our Duty, and can never be 
convinced, that we were made to be Slaves . . . .63 
 
Enslaved Africans and African Americans clearly discarded the ideological assumptions that 
justified slavery, and in fact argued on the basis of Enlightenment thinking and the tenets of 
Christianity, that white settlers had no basis for denying the evident truth of Black personhood. 
After the War of Independence, however, the concept of equality as applicable to Blacks 
never came to fruition, despite the idealism of the American Declaration of Independence. By the 
first decade of the nineteenth century, Jeffersonian democracy was on the rise, and a singular 
full-fledged white democracy was ascendant by the 1820s and 1830s.64  
At the same time that white supremacy was gaining traction, the burgeoning interstate 
slave trade was blurring the borders of commerce between North and South, and growing 
markets bolstered the idea that the best government was one that intervened least in the capacity 
of the “yeoman farmer,” the plain folk, and the planter class’s ability to govern themselves and 
their internal affairs at the state level.65  
 
The Legal Suppression of Blacks 
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Literacy, as the pre-and post-revolutionary generations knew, is tied to the healthy 
functioning of any democracy. But literacy was largely denied to Africans and African 
Americans, with extreme laws excluding them from participation in political life, even in the 
early American Republic, and in particular in the Southern states. 
In the few decades following the War of Independence (1783-1815), the revolutionary 
generation confronted the monumental task of establishing a nation where before there had been 
colonies. Naturally, this political enterprise created communities of animated public discourse 
where opinions were widely shared and distributed across class. Patriotic sentiments were high, 
and pamphlets, diaries, journals, letters, books and early newspapers circulated with such speed 
that the diffusion of ideas and information simultaneously generated a culture of democratic 
possibilities by a liberated and literate public.66 And a more knowledgeable reading public 
engaged even more the in democratic politics of the new nation.  
Not surprisingly, however, freed African Americans were informally excluded from 
political participation, and excluded specifically by law in some states—especially Southern 
states—from citizenship in the growing political republic of letters. The fact was that “Under 
slavery Blacks were defined as private property rather than public citizens.”67 Even where 
abolitionist views existed, the law perpetuated the notion that Blacks stood outside of politics 
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because “the language of abolition failed to disrupt the assumption that “free persons of color as 
a class, everywhere and always” constituted an invisible part of the public.68 
For much of Prince Saunders’s lifetime, it was rare to find a Southern state that did not 
elect to make Black ignorance compulsory. South Carolina enacted legislation that specifically 
restricted the “assemblies of slaves, free negroes, mulattoes, and mestizos and of a portion of 
white persons” from meeting.69 Given this history of slave insurrections in America, at first 
glance the letter of this law appears to establish de jure segregation in public life; but in fact this 
legislation was not just a simple regulation to prevent Black insurrection on a mass scale. The 
actual goal of South Carolina in this case—as was true of similar laws in the early American 
republic—was to prevent the possibility that by proximity to white persons, enslaved and free 
Black people might capitalize on some form of education to rise up as respected members of 
American society. Beyond imposing structural barriers to prevent Black access to equity through 
education, the primary objective of anti-literacy laws was to eliminate educational opportunities 
altogether:  
“…For the purpose of mental instruction in a confined or secret place, are declared to be 
an unlawful meeting. Magistrates are hereby required to enter such confined places and 
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break doors, if resisted, and to disperse such slaves, free Negroes, and the officers 
dispersing such unlawful assemblage.”70  
 
By preventing Black and white people from occupying the same social spaces, a regime of 
separation and violence was codified by law. To that effect, the law recommended that whites 
should take care not to make  
“…themselves too familiar with them [enslaved Black people], treating them as equals, 
and making little or no distinction in regard to color; and, on the other hand, those who 
treated them cruelly, denied them the common necessaries of life, neglected to protect 
them against the abuses of others.”71 
 
Ultimately, the trope of Black people as either docile or rebellious children who must be cajoled 
and handled with the paternalism of the slave patriarch reinforced the belief among whites that 
enslaved men, women, and children were naturally constituted for the purpose of chattel.72  
North Carolina would follow suit by discouraging Black education because “teaching 
slaves to read and write tends to dissatisfaction in their minds and … produce[s] insurrection and 
rebellion.”73 Inherent in the assumption of this law is the notion that allowing the Black mind to 
consider and think about freedom was tantamount to corrupting and submitting them to a state of 
political life for which they were neither naturally or socially suited to. To those who defended 
this view of Blacks, its rationale was based in scientific anthropological observation; it was not a 
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case of suppressing free thought. No example illuminates this assumption better than the belief in 
the Black disease “Drapetomania Or the Disease Causing Negroes to Run Away.” An editorial in 
proslavery Debow’s Review described the symptoms of this so-called disease:  
“It is unknown to our medical authorities, although its diagnostic symptom, the 
absconding from service, is well known to our planters and overseers...In noticing a 
disease not heretofore classed among the long list of maladies that man is subject to, it 
was necessary to have a new term to express it. The cause in the most of cases, that 
induces the negro to run away from service, is as much a disease of the mind as any other 
species of mental alienation, and much more curable, as a general rule.”74  
 
Slave owners and their overseers were advised to use “the advantages of proper medical advice” 
to solve this otherwise “troublesome practice that many negroes have of running away.”75 The 
editorial goes on to explain that this problem—maroonage or flight from slavery—lent itself to 
easy solutions, among which were the absence of formal education and any kind of social 
fraternizing that would mix class, race, and caste—and of course—the more immediate threat of 
the lash. Because Black people according to this view were naturally predisposed by “the Deity's 
will” to the condition of slavery, any white person who attempted “to make the negro anything 
else than the submissive knee-bender (which the Almighty declared he should be,) by trying to 
raise him to a level with himself, or by putting himself on an equality with the negro,” would 
incite them to become fugitives.76  
The threat of the lash loomed large in punishing the crime of Black education. Education 
of slaves was prohibited, and teachers Black or white of enslaved Blacks were subject to legal 
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punishment: “[T]o teach a slave to read or write, or sell or give him any book (Bible not 
excepted) or pamphlet [was to be] punished with 39 lashes or imprisonment if the offender is a 
free Negro; but if a white, then with a fine of $200.”77 How many “lashes upon such slaves and 
free negroes” was left up to the overseer’s discretion— whatever “they may judge necessary for 
deterring them from such unlawful assemblage in the future”78 was sanctioned by law.  
In Georgia, an 1829 law warned whites that anyone caught teaching “a free Negro or 
slave to write” would be “fined $500, and imprisoned at the discretion of the Court, and if the 
offender be a colored man, bond or free, he may be fined or whipped at the discretion of the 
Court.” The same was true in Alabama where  
 “any person who shall attempt to teach any free person of color or slave to spell, read, or 
write shall…be fined in a sum not less than $250, nor more than $500. Any free person of 
color who shall write for any slave a pass or free-paper, on conviction thereof, shall 
receive for every such offense 39 lashes on the bare back and leave the state of Alabama 
within 30 days.”79 
 
These laws were so effective that by 1832 one representative from the Virginia House of 
Delegates noted that the anti-Black education agenda was nearly complete:  
“We have, as far as possible, closed every avenue by which light might enter the slaves' minds. If 
we could extinguish the capacity to see the light, our work would be completed; they would then 
be on a level with the beasts of the field and we should be safe.”69  
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Enslaved Black women inhabited a society that viewed their personhood as equal to that 
of beasts of burden. As a member of the enslaved class, women like Phillis Hinckley occupied 
the lowest social stratum in eighteenth-century North America. Under the brutal transformation 
of African persons into enslaved commodities by the chattel principle, the nineteenth century 
understanding of property reduced women like Phillis Hinckley “to a thing [as her] person [was] 
lost in the propriety and the exclusive right of the owner.”70 Phillis was expected to manage ties 
of kinship in a society in which systemic, dehumanization was inflicted upon the bodies of Black 
women. Their fertility and maternity, too often was subject to their permanent status as chattel, 
as dictated by the 1662 law partus sequitur ventrem, assigning enslavement to all the mother’s 
offspring. Enslaved women and their children were at the bottom of New England’s caste system 
“held pro nullis pro mortuis pro quadrupedibus” or as “impersonal things, inanimate things and 
quadrupeds or beasts.”7180 
While New England slavery never developed a reputation for the brutality that existed in 
the Caribbean or the southern states, common everywhere was the particular vulnerability of the 
enslaved women to sexual exploitation, separation from spouses, and the sale of their infant and 
grown children. 
Dred Scott and Connecticut’s Anti-Black Codes 
Connecticut was an early site of the protracted battles over laws concerning slavery and 
free Blacks that informed much of Prince Saunders’s concerns regarding Black citizenship in a 
white society. When Chief Justice Robert B. Taney issued his infamous Dred Scott vs. Sanford 
decision in 1857, nearly twenty years after Saunders’s death, he used the anti-Black codes that 
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were enacted in Connecticut just before Saunders birth into slavery in 1775. Employing the 
state’s judicial history from the early republican period as the basis for his reasoning, Taney 
argued, “It is very clear, therefore, that no State can, by any act or law of its own, passed since 
the adoption of the Constitution, introduce a new member into the political community created 
by the Constitution of the United States.”72 Connecticut, argued Taney, was the first evidence 
that the states never intended to raise free Black people to the same rights, privileges, and 
immunities as white men. 
As a lawyer and Maryland slaveholder himself, Taney might have been well-acquainted 
with Connecticut’s inconsistent and uncomfortable history in dealing with the inhuman 
institution. But in the decades leading up to the War of Independence, the laws of colonial 
Connecticut that purported to curb slavery, which Taney used as to guide his jurisprudence, were 
more aligned with efforts to control and contain the numbers of Black people rather than 
ameliorate their political conditions. Those colonial lawmakers would have generally concurred 
with Taney’s later conclusion that the Black man has “no rights which the white man was bound 
to respect.” However, the general spirit of reform that accompanied the rise of conflicts with 
British authorities in the period leading up to the Revolutionary War, which then required the 
services of Black men in the fight against the British offered room for transformations—changes 
that unfortunately were not far-reaching enough to halt the trajectory that led to Taney’s finding 
in Connecticut’s legal history a basis for denying African Americans citizenship.  
African Americans and Enlightenment Ideas  
In 1776, Thomas Paine published his pamphlet Common Sense, presenting his arguments 
for American independence. Born in England, Paine was an ordinary tradesman who migrated to 
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the colonies in 1774. Immersed in Enlightenment ideas, Paine became a political theorist with a 
flair for journalism. His pamphlet was immensely influential, going through sixteen editions in 
Philadelphia alone. Elites and commoners alike read Common Sense, which was so popular that 
it traded hands in the streets. Paine’s pamphlet likely reached not only the white lower classes 
but also free Black people and the larger enslaved population. The Enlightenment ideas that 
precipitated the American Revolution were not restricted to the higher social classes; the 
proximity between whites and Blacks guaranteed that such notions would reach even the lowliest 
persons of New England’s households.  
Both Cuff Wells and Phillis Hinckley, Saunders’s parents, shared proximity with the 
white elites by virtue of their work as domestic slaves of two of Connecticut’s wealthiest and 
patriotic families. Paine’s words, fittingly, spoke most passionately to the poor and the 
downtrodden, Black or white. Paine was a radical, who judged that from the perspective of some 
elites, knew no bounds and threatened to unravel a society built on hierarchies of land and 
wealth. Paine even touted the antislavery sentiments of African Americans and in later decades 
expressed his frustrations with France’s efforts to undermine the Haitian Revolution.81  
The widely disseminated pamphlet advocated for the natural rights of the proletariat. For 
men like Cuff, Paine’s thinking would have represented a belated confirmation of their shared 
conviction that enslavement was contrary to the core concepts of human rights and 
republicanism. John Adams noted in his diary the excited reaction and effects of Paine’s 
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radicalism on the lower classes: “The People, even to the lowest Ranks, have become more 
attentive to their Liberties, more inquisitive about them, and more determined to defend them, 
than they were ever before known or had occasion to be.”82  
Adams’s statement could not have rung truer for Africans and African Americans like 
Cuff, who were among the most wretched and downtrodden at the bottom rung of colonial 
society. Patriot Benjamin Rush observed how Paine’s progressive writings were everywhere 
being “read by public men, repeated in clubs, spouted in Schools, and in one instance delivered 
from the pulpit instead of a sermon by a clergyman in Connecticut.”83 It is not far-fetched to 
suppose that upon hearing and reading Paine’s words, Cuff and his contemporaries were 
inflamed by Paine’s revolutionary and radical consciousness.84 To Phillis and Cuff, the bold 
articulation of an unbounded freedom by a non-aristocrat like Paine was certainly compelling, if 
not inspired, and convinced them of the genuine, radical possibilities of a transformative future 
for their son and family.  
Lacking a prominent leader of their own, Africans and African Americans would have 
found solidarity in the story of Paine’s rise as well as his message of political redemption and 
freedom for the common person. The promise of a new meritocracy as advocated by Paine 
involved elusive and lofty ideals such as liberty, democracy, and equality. It is feasible to assume 
that to give their son Prince a life of freedom, liberty and equality likely became part of Cuff and 
Phillis’s mission as enslaved persons who believed service in the American Revolution could be 
an entry point to demonstrate patriotic fervor, and with that, win the promised concessions of an 
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unmolested freedom. Cuff, as we will see, would seek emancipation through his service in the 
American Revolution and by doing so, believed he could give his son the security of a political 
world free of the racial prejudices that legally and socially sanctioned Black slavery and social 
inferiority.  
By the late eighteenth century, at the same time white colonists increasingly spoke of 
liberty and natural rights, antislavery enthusiasts were championing certain Enlightenment 
principles as weapons against slavery. On both sides of the Atlantic, political philosophers 
articulated antislavery views that were more in keeping with the petitions of the enslaved than 
the views of the masters who propagated Enlightenment rhetoric to legitimize the American 
rebellion against Britain.  
James Madison, for example, credited American anti-despotism sentiments to the French 
political scientist Montesquieu, who he deemed “The oracle who is always consulted and cited 
on this subject . . . If he be not the author of this invaluable precept in the science of politics, he 
has the merit at least of displaying and recommending it most effectually to the attention of 
mankind.”85 Montesquieu’s political treatises were revered by the American patriots,86 but only 
selectively, as some turned a blind eye to his warnings in his Spirit of the Laws that slavery was a 
despotic institution and a threat to a free and equal society:  
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Slavery in its proper sense is the establishment of a right that makes one man so 
much the owner of another man that he is the absolute master of his life and of his 
goods. It is not good by its nature; it is useful neither to the master nor to the 
slave: not to the slave, because he can do nothing from virtue; not to the master, 
because he contracts all sorts of bad habits from his slaves, because he 
imperceptibly grows accustomed to failing in all the moral virtues, because he 
grows proud, curt, harsh, angry, voluptuous, and cruel.87 
 
Other philosophers argued that to link the words “slave and right” were destructive to the 
creation of a genuinely free society. For example, Adam Smith, now considered the intellectual 
father of Anglo-American capitalism, delivered the following searing critique of slavery, one of 
the most intellectually devastating blows to its defense in the eighteenth century:  
It will scarcely ever happen that [slavery] should be abolished. The persons who 
make all the laws in that country are persons who have slaves themselves. These 
will never make any laws mitigating their usage; whatever laws are made with 
regard to slaves are intended to strengthen the authority of the masters and reduce 
the slaves to a more absolute subjection . . . . The authority of the masters over the 
slaves is therefore unbounded in all republican governments.88 
 
Meanwhile, countervailing voices sought to modify Smith’s critique by prodding their fellow 
patriots to present the ideology of the American Revolution as something that would ameliorate 
the worsening conditions of Black people, which, if not altered, could “serve to render our 
inconsistence, oppression and cruelty more criminal, perspicuous, and shocking, and bring down 
the righteous vengeance on our heads.”89 These admissions of “oppression and cruelty” inflicted 
upon the enslaved were evidence of what Jefferson once derided as “a great political and moral 
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evil.” Such were the views and sentiments that would eventually frame Prince Saunders’s early 
political consciousness in the post-independence era.90  
In 1774, a humanitarian and religiously inspired concern for the enslaved in New 
England was the catalyst for a transatlantic correspondence between Methodist bishop John 
Wesley in England and Anthony Benezet, a French-born American Quaker from Philadelphia. 
Benezet was successful in bringing Wesley to see slaveholders as “Men-buyers” and “Men-
stealers.” Wesley message attracted New Englanders drawn by his urgent message that his 
American followers to do as much good “as far as is possible, to all men.”91  By actively acting 
“to steal, rob, murder men, women, and children without number,” said Wesley, slave merchants 
had compromised their souls by abnegating the notion of liberty as “the right of every human 
creature, as soon as he breathes the vital air. And no human law can deprive him of that right, 
which he derives from the law of nature.”92 No such seemingly religiously unequivocal 
condemnation of slavery had previously entered religious discourse regarding rights, equality, 
and justice.  
By making the connection between slavery and sin, Methodists had effectively attracted 
the attention of African Americans like the future Rev. Richard Allen, who later established the 
African Methodist and Episcopal Church (AME). Methodists questioned the institution of 
slavery, encouraged fraternization between the races, and called members “brother” and “sister,” 
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exciting the antislavery sensibilities of those who sought to promote consciousness-raising about 
the plight of Africans and promote greater social inclusion. Therefore, New Englanders who 
adhered to Wesley’s message shunned exploitive norms such as the “buying or selling of men, 
women, or children, with an intention to enslave them”. Rev. Allen’s preaching was thereafter 
imbued with the Methodist biblical principle from St. Paul hat there is “neither male nor female, 
barbarian nor Scythian, bond nor free, but all are one in Christ Jesus.”93 Wesley’s language and 
doctrine had a powerful impact on bishop Richard Allen’s future mentorship of Prince Saunders. 
The bishop’s activist education was itself empowered by what he viewed as the closest 
manifestation of an equalitarian culture that valued religious identity more than race or social 
rankings; moreover his attitudes would be in keeping with those of the wider emerging 
engagement with religion and liberty in America: According to historian Jill Lepore, during the 
American Revolution, “a scant one in 10 Americans were church members; by the time it ended, 
that ratio had risen to eight in 10.”94 In a matter of a few decades, Americans would ride a 
sudden and rising wave of religious fervor into the nineteenth century to improve what they 
perceived as the depraved morality of a young nation that had been corrupted by British greed.  
In turn, this belief in the spiritual equality of all human beings animated the cause of the 
political equality of Africans and African Americans among some whites. In the same period, 
African-Americans came to reject Biblical representations of slavery as their natural lot. Like 
their white counterparts, they used “[t]he self-evident, secular truths of the Declaration of 
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Independence”95 to become evangelical souls on a mission to emancipate the world from the 
corruptions of government; these truths of equality, they believed, were revealed through 
religion, and by association they constituted a civic religion of liberty as the divine right of 
individual Americans.  
In Connecticut, despite the deism of the Founding Fathers and the new nation’s 
constitutional system of religious liberty, the Connecticut Assembly overall held on to 
Congregational establishmentarianism. State assemblymen John Leland, a Baptist minister and 
political ally of James Madison, criticized the state its close tied to the established ecclesiastical 
culture that “still undertake[s] to guide the helm of religion: and if Congress were disposed yet 
they could not prevent it by any power vested in them by the states.”96  However, in Connecticut, 
the state’s close ties with religion played a significant role in swaying its reluctant slave masters 
and the broader public to gradually manumit some of their African slaves, moderately curbing 
the slave economy until outright abolition in 1848. 
Somerset Case of 1772 
Another factor in heightening the awareness of political rights among Africans and 
African Americans in the pre-war British colonies was England’s celebrated Somerset Case of 
1772. Under pressure of Granville Sharpe, the humanitarian anti-slavery campaigner and a 
member of the evangelical, abolitionist Clapham Sect, British Chief Justice Lord Mansfield ruled 
in favor of a fugitive slave named Sommerset in England, issuing a writ of habeas corpus which 
ordered him freed from incarceration in the slave ship by which his master had planned to deport 
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him back to slavery in Jamaica. This case overturned the concept of human bondage by granting 
liberty to a slave and revoking his status as property.  
Another concept—“the rights of Englishmen”—had been a point of pride by association 
for the thirteen North American colonies. After the Sommerset Case, however, unlike the British,  
white Americans saw no reason to extend Lord Mansfield’s protections to formerly enslaved 
Black people on a large societal scale. Nonetheless the case certainly generated conversations 
among slaveholders as to whether their properties might be confiscated. As for Black people, it 
opened up a potential avenue for rethinking legal challenges of slavery and the potential results 
of doing so. 
 
The Emerging Political Culture of Free Blacks 
In the late eighteenth century, it was in places and towns like New London that a vibrant 
community of established local Black residents had joined fugitive slaves to consolidate the 
emergent political culture of free Black men and women throughout New England and the North. 
Theirs was a freedom won not by paternalistic manumission alone, but as runaways in the latent 
activities of what would later be described as the Underground Railroad. From this vantage 
point, New London was an enclave of Black freedom, where fugitives made their home as 
members of the coastal settlement. In fact, so widespread was this phenomenon that ship captains 
feared the town might be encouraging rebellious Blacks fleeing slavery to settle there at in 
alarming numbers. For this reason, captains warned residents against providing shelter to Black 
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men and women who appeared to be fleeing. Planters flooded newspapers with advertisements to 
direct others to apprehend men and women they suspected of being runaways from the harbor.97  
Scholars have noted that ports like New London became maritime underground for illicit 
activities in the cause of Black freedom during the revolutionary period. This was due in no 
small part to a confluence of geography, Atlantic seafaring, and its derivative cosmopolitan 
culture in coastal towns. Thus, if in the nineteenth century Prince Saunders witnessed an era in 
which slaves used ground transport to escape slavery, then sea travel and ocean ports in the late 
eighteenth century served the same function for his father’s generation. The maritime 
underground aided the gradual outflow of fugitive slaves from the south up the North American 
coastline.98 If New London, in this sense, became the symbol of the new nation’s resilience, it 
was also a testament of the resistance that free and enslaved Black people showed during the fog 
and chaos of war.  
 
Cuff Wells and the Revolutionary War 
The American founders, with their declarations of liberty and natural rights, constructed a 
narrative of an imagined nation with “inalienable rights” to property and life, convincing even 
some skeptics among the American colonies that the republic was their best hope for a new 
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world apart from the tyranny of the British Empire.99This rhetoric also appealed to Africans and 
African Americans living in the thirteen colonies. 
Amid the cruelty, violence, devastation, and betrayals of the Revolutionary War, the fate 
of enslaved African-American families like the Saunders were entangled with that of the 
colonies, implicating them in the anti-colonial revolt as much as any of their white neighbors. 
Already living at the crosshairs of racism, slavery, and colonialism, by participating in the 
American War of Independence, African Americans had nothing to lose but their enslavement; 
their cause in the revolt, by its sheer significance, was the most noble of the Americans. 
There are numerous examples in the early republic of antislavery sentiments and reform 
going hand in hand, forming the bedrock for a more egalitarian society that came close to 
capitalizing on the revolutionary moment.100 The possibilities of this moment, unforeseen by the 
majority of white American rebels, was that the American War of Independence would disrupt 
the social worlds of both Blacks and whites, weakening barriers to freedom. The Black 
population of Connecticut sensed this opportunity to make their dissent heard regarding their 
status as slaves or as second-class citizens. As historian James Horton puts it, “The irony of 
slaveholders publicly declaring their commitment to human freedom did not go unnoticed at 
home or abroad” as we hear in this remark from one British citizen: “we hear the loudest yelps 
for liberty among the drivers of Negroes.”101   
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Interestingly, much has been made of these supposed attacks on the character of 
American patriots as having inspired British abolitionism. The verdict among historians is still 
inconclusive, but we do know that the emerging United States had enough of its own internal 
critics pointing out the contradictions and frictions in a society that upheld American slavery and 
American freedom simultaneously. Hence, letters from British abolitionist Granville Sharp 
circulated in Baltimore supporting abolition. Some historians also credit American Anthony 
Benezet as the founder of transatlantic abolitionism, had been publishing antislavery pamphlets 
that may have inspired the work of Thomas Clarkson, whose efforts helped passed the Slave 
Trade Act of 1807, which ended the British slave trade. In his famous essay on The Slavery and 
Commerce of the Human Species, Clarkson also devoted entire passages to highlighting how 
Benezet, an American, had spearheaded the struggle of antislavery on a transatlantic scale.102  
Accusations of British hypocrisy regarding the slave trade are hard to substantiate since by the 
1780s, British society was well on its way to regarding slavery as blight on the nation’s moral 
character. Hence, many opposed spending precious capital on wars to secure Great Britain’s 
North American possessions; instead there were calls to invest instead in “contending with our 
American Colonies for supremacy in virtue and DEVOTION.”103  Lord Dunmore, at one time 
the governor of the American colonies, suggested that British antislavery rhetoric was a way to 
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shift the relationship between the colonies and the Crown as a way to suppress American 
rebellion.  
In any case, it appears that the British public may have been moved more by the slaves’ 
effort to seize their own freedom by whatever means the British offered it, as opposed to fight 
the Americans merely as a reactionary impulse to American moral failures. As the spirit of war 
and rebellion reached Lebanon, Prince Saunders’s father, Cuff Wells, had been patiently 
watching to see how he and his family would be served by the frenzy for liberty. His service in 
and actions during the War for American Independence reveal Cuff Wells as a learned and 
skilled Black man acquainted with the political spirit that would ultimately emancipate him from 
his white masters. He wholeheartedly embraced Thomas Paine’s assertion in Common Sense that 
“We have it in our power to begin the world over again.”104 
The American War of Independence would open opportunities for the emancipation of 
many enslaved Blacks. These opportunities emerged from the realities of war itself. The 
Revolution had disrupted Connecticut’s trade with the West Indies. However, this disruption was 
remedied by an increased demand for the state’s agricultural products— hence Connecticut’s 
reputation as the breadbasket of the Continental Army. Connecticut’s towns were major 
suppliers of provisions during the War of Independence and served as critical stations for feeding 
soldiers. However, providing supplies also meant that towns like New London were susceptible 
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to British raiding. As a consequence, the British threat heightened demand for the services of the 
enslaved to defend the towns.  
Of the towns and cities where one or more African-American soldiers and sailors enlisted 
for service, New London, Colchester, and Lebanon (towns where the Saunders family had lived 
at one time or another between 1775 and 1788) contributed fifty-one men to the war 
effort. Connecticut’s outsized contribution of men relative to its neighbors is evident in the fact 
that some 820 African-American soldiers and seamen served in the Revolutionary War. This 
contingent of Black patriots constituted sixteen percent of the 5,000 men who served from the 
thirteen colonies. At the time of Prince Saunders’s birth, Black people constituted a little more 
than 2.6 percent of Connecticut in an overall population of 2,833. While minuscule in numbers, 
their service cannot be underestimated. As demographers have noted, “If, for example, 50 
percent of the African American male population under 20 was 16 and 80 percent of those over 
20 were under 40, the level of eligible African American male participation in the Revolutionary 
War would be nearly 43 percent.”105  
The large presence of Connecticut’s Black soldiers in the war meant that as a child 
Saunders periodically witnessed the comings and goings of these men, whose motives for 
fighting were in part driven by a desire for freedom and the larger possibility of emancipation or 
manumission. Given that almost half of all Connecticut towns shared an association with an 
African-American male who had enlisted to fight, the numbers suggest that the call to take up 
arms for liberty stirred the passions and desires for Black freedom among both the freed and the 
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enslaved. Among the indicators of this desire for freedom, as we have noted, was how New 
England’s seaports were often doubled as ports of freedom.  
Not surprisingly Black patriots would enlist in the Continental Army, believing that their 
service would legitimize their aspirations to claim citizenship in the young nation, which if 
granted would confer the best legal protection they could receive in return. By virtue of their 
service, many Africans-Americans did secure their freedom, and genuine equality in citizenship 
seemed to be on the horizon. 
Though suffused with patriotic fervor like the rest of Connecticut, Lebanon, however, 
never fully viewed Black people as entitled to the dignified social equality they helped fight for 
in the War for Independence. And yet, if ever there was an example of the patriotism that 
animated the independence effort across the color line, it was to be found among the Black 
recruits from Connecticut towns like Lebanon and Colchester. 
Cuff Wells enlisted from the town of Cochester, according to files and affidavits in order 
to rise up from slavery to freedom: “In 1777, Cuff enlisted in the Continental Army. His first 
intention was to buy his freedom in the process while also securing the freedom of his conjugal 
family.106  He served as a private in the 4th Connecticut Regiment while still “a Slave of Israel 
Wells of So. Colchester . . . in order to obtain his freedom.”107 For his service in the American 
War for Independence, Cuff Wells received a bounty of 30 pounds “that was given to [him] at 
his Enlistment [and with which he] Purchased his Freedom,”108 placing him, as historian Gary 
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Nash has observed, among The Forgotten Fifth— the twenty percent of Americans who toiled in 
slavery, some of whom gained freedom in a land of captivity.109 Cuff’s enlistment had to have 
made a deep impact on his son, perhaps inspiring his later, grander ambitions; in any case, his 
father’s service made Prince Saunders a child of the Revolutionary generation and among the 
earliest descendants of the generation of Black Founders.110  
Another interesting fact fueled the enrollments of Blacks in the fight for American 
independence. In 1777, when Cuff Wells enlisted in the Connecticut militia, the British had 
promised freedom to enslaved Black men in exchange for service; this offer led thousands to 
desert their colonial masters and flee to British lines. By 1777 this defection of Black manpower 
began to turn the war in favor of the British, attracting the attention of the Continental Congress, 
which in turn acted to rescind a November 1775 declaration that had excluded Black soldiers 
from entering the ranks of the American patriots. Following the recision, hundreds of Black 
freedmen and enslaved men joined the Continental Army and its militias in alliance with their 
masters.111  New London happened to be home of a large percentage of the Connecticut’s 
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enslaved and free Black population, which constituted a boon for the enlistment rolls of the 
Continental Army.112  
 
The Medical Career of Cuff Saunders 
Given his family’s sociopolitical status at the lowest rung of Connecticut society, Cuff’s 
decision to enlist was driven largely to separate his own fate and that of Phillis and their son 
Prince, from colonial bondage. But there were other factors that might influence an enslaved 
Black man to enlist. As one historian notes, “some slaves were emancipated before they entered 
the army, while others were not given their freedom until well after they had completed their tour 
of duty. Some were freed by their owners so that they could serve in their masters’ place or in the 
place of a member of the owner’s family.”113 Moreover, it was often agreed between the 
enslaved and his master that money earned through military service could be used to purchase 
the freedom of a loved one, such as a child, wife, or husband. In Cuff Wells’s case, while 
motivated to purchase his freedom, he may have entered the military as substitute private for his 
master, Deacon Israel W. Wells. 
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Given the hard realities and deleterious effects of slavery upon Black families, it became 
a benevolent act by white masters to allow family members who were Black freedmen to 
purchase enslaved family members. Masters made “their lot easier by granting them their 
freedom for a nominal sum, or by permitting them to work it out on liberal terms.”114 Historian 
Carter G. Woodson explains: “Slaves of Negroes were in some cases the children of a free father 
who had purchased his wife. If he did not thereafter emancipate the mother, as so many such 
husbands failed to do, his own children were born his slaves and were thus reported by the 
enumerators” in census records.115 
Information about African-American soldiers fighting in colonial militias was rarely 
documented, yet several affidavits found in the probate records reveal that Cuff was a man of 
great determination and grit. Upon Cuff’s enrollment in the military, a controversy arose over his 
purchase of his freedom. As an enslaved person who enlisted in the service, a Black man was 
either owned by the army or by his master. In Cuff’s case, whether the army or Deacon Israel 
Wells owned him, the party involved in this serious legal quarrel of great consequence to Cuff 
“always understood that the money that was given to Wells at his Enlistment Purchased his 
Freedom.”116   
In fighting to purchase his own freedom, Cuff filed complaints against officers, masters, 
and his white superiors, taking them to task for abuses of his contractual service in the army. 
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Evidence shows that Cuff believed his master was attempting to cheat him of his freedom, but 
Cuff’s actions in his own interest were neither insubordinate nor unscrupulous. Whoever Cuff 
believed cheated him of the terms of his pay or contract, it was no small political matter. In fact, 
he appears to have suspected collusion to deprive him of the fruits of his labor, his mobility, and 
worst of all, his freedom.117  
Justice of the Peace Benjamin Huntington, who was a witness to the agreement that 
granted Cuff his freedom, noted that while that part of Cuff’s earnings were exchanged for 
freedom, some was unfairly squandered by his master—the consequence of which was that Cuff 
would still be a bondsman to the Continental Army.118 As confirmed by Cuff’s commanding 
officer, Captain Jedidiah Hyde of Norwich, it was “always understood that the money that was 
given to [Cuff] Wells at his Enlistment Purchased his Freedom” and that, as documented by the 
affidavit, his enslavement and his service to the army should have been contractually terminated 
by 1781.119 Cuff’s story thus enters the literature of enslaved Americans, documenting the early 
trials and difficulties Blacks faced in gaining their freedom in the revolutionary era of late 
eighteenth century America. 
On a more personal level, Cuff’s fierce willingness to assert his personal and political 
autonomy by fighting for his freedom is also demonstrated by his decision during the war to drop 
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his master’s surname “Wells” in favor of Phillis’s surname “Saunders,” by which he insisted 
fellow soldiers and government officials address him formally. 
 
Medicine and Networking  
Ethno-medical historiography shows that physicians and surgeons were not always well 
compensated for their work. Nonetheless respected for their knowledge, they possessed 
considerable social capital; their importance to the medical-political economy, especially to 
laboring bodies, cannot be understated. Many freed Black practitioners augmented their salaries 
by opening private practices in the urban centers or coastal towns; if enslaved, they tended to 
health of the white master or mistress’s household as well as others in the plantation complex. In 
this sense, they protected their patients from the dangers of disease and death. In the larger 
context of the community, Cuff would have been seen as a steward of public health. In the 
society and economy of his time, his worth was based on the fact that many men and women of 
all classes depended on his medical services.  
Sometime in the intervening years between his arrival in Connecticut as a child and slave 
and his enlistment in the military, Cuff became a skilled apothecary or what we would call a 
pharmacologist or pharmacist. In addition to any formal training he may have had, Cuff might 
also been knowledgeable about African herbal healing of which white practitioners were 
unaware. In combining such knowledge with Western medical systems, Cuff could have situated 
himself as a reliable practitioner with a diversity of clienteles—all this in spite of living in an 
epoch when the scarcity of medical resources and a lack of extensive medicinal knowledge was 
the norm.  
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How remarkable his service was is apparent, given the skills usually attributable to Black 
artisans in the regional economy of New England, especially in Connecticut, where enslaved 
men in valued trades worked alternately on farms and aboard ships. With the arduous nature of 
eighteenth-century labor, a variety of workers, Euro-Americans and African Americans, as well 
as their animals, relied on Cuff’s medical techniques for their survival. Cuff’s medical skills, 
which would have placed him at the pinnacle of social respectability had he been a white man, 
increased his value as an enslaved asset as a “beast of burden” that enriched his enslavers by the 
monetary value of his services. Ironically, before procuring his freedom, Dr. Cuff occupied the 
rare social status of both slave and medical doctor while fighting for the nation’s freedom.  
The honorific appellation doctor also conferred a great deal of respect upon its holder in 
the Black community; it also demonstrated the difference of accomplishment between Northern 
maritime Black men and highly skilled African-American men like Cuff who, even if under the 
watchful gaze of his master, proved that achievement in fields of medicine and pharmacology 
was not limited only to whites. From his father’s example, Prince Saunders inherited an 
unconventional model of success, indicating what would have been expected of him later in life. 
Because Cuff was not among New London’s Black men who lived their lives in maritime 
slavery, Prince’s first decade was shaped differently from the rest of New London’s young Black 
boys and girls.  
Given his honorific title and recognition as a full practicing doctor, Cuff’s medical 
knowledge rendered his medical services in high demand by the Continental Army.120 His 
apothecary skills proved, however, unmatched and in short supply, making him essential and 
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worth more to his regiment’s men than any other enslaved person might have been. Like his 
white counterparts, his work was no less consequential for its social medical, economic, and 
political significance. 
History records Cuff’s distinguished contributions to the Revolutionary war effort in the 
words of a fellow serviceman in the army: Cuff, he recalled, was “discovered by the officer of 
[his] regiment,” who remarked how “Cuff possessed considerable individual skill by having 
some year before been a slave of Doctor Langret of Hartford who was a physician and kept an 
apothecary store.”121 When it was discovered that Cuff had “learnt the act of preparing & mixing 
medicine, he was accordingly placed in the hospital as a waiter & assistant to the surgeon.”122 
Furthermore, he was later promoted again for “part of the time he acted as an assistant in the 
apothecary store belonging to the Continental Army at Danbury in said state [Connecticut] where 
he continue[d] till late in the fall of 1783.”123  
A few years into the war, these compartmentalized roles received a makeover from 
General George Washington. The general had witnessed the success of British armies’ medical 
corps during his days on the frontlines in the French and Indian War (1754–1763). As supreme 
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commander of the Continental Army, he convinced Congress that sanitation and a healthy diet 
were essential to the functions of his servicemen.  
Congress enthusiastically embraced Washington’s recommendations, and by late July 
1777, Massachusetts took the lead in establishing a centralized army hospital organization and 
medical supply system. As regimental medical personnel shifted from apprenticeship to 
certification throughout the course of the war, medical competency examinations, in lieu of 
active combat, became a prerequisite for service. Cuff appears to have had the experience, if not 
the required certifications, to meet these prerequisites. Thus, his training and inclusion in the 
army’s emerging medical network speaks to the fact that he most likely had, like Washington, 
seen service in the French and Indian War.  
Phillis’s pension documents provide fascinating particulars of Cuff’s service as an 
assistant to the “venerated” surgeon Dr. Philip Turner. Officer Jedediah Huntington laud Cuff’s 
skills as a physician and similarly praise Turner as “being blessed with a natural insight into 
wounds and a dexterity in treating them.”124 The surgeon was staffed with one or two assistants, 
designated as “mates,” who provided basic care to all army personnel.  In 1777, Congress had 
appointed Dr. Turner “Director-General of the General Hospital and later made him Surgeon-
General of the Eastern Department, where he remained until nearly the end of the War whose 
tenure included serving as “the Surgeon General of the Continental Army during the 
Revolutionary War, assistant surgeon of the Army at Ticonderoga and First Surgeon of the 
Connecticut Troops at Boston”; shortly thereafter, he was appointed Surgeon to the Staff of the 
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United States Army.125 After the war, in 1800, Turner would establish a private practice in New 
York.126 
As a surgeon, Turner’s “services were of immense value to the wounded” during the war. 
That Cuff was assigned to Dr. Turner demonstrates how invaluable Cuff’s skills were. From 
1777 to 1783, Cuff would assist Turner at the General (military) Hospital in Danbury, 
Connecticut—one of the most important sites of the Eastern Department, which also included 
New Hampshire, Massachusetts, and Rhode Island—while also reportedly working other shifts 
“part of the time…as an assistant in the apothecary store belonging to the Continental Army at 
Danbury.”127 
The official papers of Dr. Philip Turner reveal a deep network of influential individuals 
with whom he corresponded regularly, including George Washington, Thomas Jefferson, Roger 
Sherman, Samuel Huntington, James Monroe and James Madison, among others. Cuff’s 
distinguished service and proximity to Philip Turner would likely have helped open the doors to 
elite society that Saunders would later enter. Turner’s papers reveal Cuff Saunders’s proximity to 
a world closed to most African-Americans—especially the enslaved— the networks of 
influential white men like Turner, who were examples of persons “with rank and clout enough to 
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be on social terms with General Washington” and most of the men of the Virginia presidential 
dynasty.128  
It is no surprise that in his lifetime, Prince Saunders’s name would appear in the 
correspondence between First Lady Abigail Adams writing to her daughter-in-law, the future 
Sixth First Lady of the United States, Louisa Catherine Adams, wife of later President John 
Quincy Adams: “We have really been quite amused with the figure, which his Highness, (as the 
countess of Cork calls him) Prince Saunders makes, amongst the Great folks.”129   
Cuff was responsible for saving the lives of soldiers and nursing them back to health. He 
likely administered the drugs soldiers needed for injuries and medical rehabilitation. He would 
also likely decide whether and when to return soldiers to the battlefield or send them home; in 
the latter capacity, he had the power to reunite families.  
Historical records further suggest Cuff may also have served as aide-de-camp to the 
regimental quartermaster—one of the most important positions in maintaining the daily life of 
the troops. In the Continental Army, the quartermaster was responsible for distributing rations, 
clothing, ammunition within the regiment, and for assigning quarters and pitching camp. The 
position was also tasked with supervising about six privates, known as the “camp’s color men,” 
who assisted the quartermaster in fulfilling all these responsibilities. The “camp of color men” 
sometimes worked alongside the army’s commissariat, whose numerous civilian functionaries 
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included conductors, storekeepers, clerks, laborers, and skilled craftsmen. Medical care was 
among the most important of those functions.  
That an enslaved person became so essential to the Continental Army officers who 
initially refused to enlist Black men as soldiers does not align neatly with the story of someone 
who was imported as a slave in his childhood. The life of Cuff (Wells) Saunders is the stuff of 
legends that existed in fact: he was respected and valued though being degrees removed from 
freedom and social equality with his white peers. 
The Legacy of Cuff Saunders 
Historians have not adequately researched the Atlantic medical world of the eighteenth 
century of which Cuff was a part. The history of Black members serving in the United States’ 
nascent military system has only recently emerged as a historical subfield of American medicine 
within the larger framework of the history of science. While prominent men like Benjamin 
Franklin and Dr. Benjamin Rush have been studied as revolutionary heroes and scientists, the 
contributions of the no less consequential “indigenous informants,” collectors, merchants, 
apothecaries, alchemists, and enslaved workers who doubled as medical practitioners and 
medicinal healers have been overlooked. These men and women made up a motley crew of 
invisible scientists who rarely entered the scientific and medical guilds of the eighteenth and 
nineteenth centuries and were often unreported in the print media of those times. Nevertheless, 
they played a much larger role in daily caregiving than historical documents suggest or reveal.  
Most Americans are now familiar with the critical contribution of the 300,000 Black 
soldiers who served the Union during the American Civil War. Not as well-known, however, is 
the role of Black medical professionals like Cuff. Before the American War of Independence and 
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decades prior to the professionalization of medicine, most medical practitioners, regardless of 
race or gender, learned medicine by apprenticeship.  
With the rise of professionalized medicine by the turn of the nineteenth century, Dr. 
James McCune Smith became known as the earliest African-American practitioner in the annals 
of American medicine. A celebrated abolitionist and physician, he obtained a medical degree in 
1837 from the mecca of medical studies, the University of Glasgow in Scotland. In the armed 
forces, Alexander Thomas Augusta, born in 1825 in Norfolk, Virginia, though refused admission 
to a medical school in the United States, received his medical education in Canada and became 
the first Black commissioned officer as a US army surgeon. In April 1863, during the American 
Civil War, Augusta was made a major in the 7th United States Colored Infantry (USCT, for US 
Colored Troops). In retirement, he rose to the rank of lieutenant colonel.  
At least nine other African-American men served as acting assistant surgeons before the 
end of the Civil War. Most served at the Contraband Hospital in Washington, D.C., which 
became Freedman’s Hospital. In 1868, six years later, it became the teaching hospital for 
Howard University Medical School. 
Not surprisingly, as has often been the case in American history, the army was the first 
US institution to desegregate caregivers in its ranks during the War of Independence. Enslaved 
and free Black men served as aides and apprentices to more senior white physicians who 
sometimes doubled as instructors and masters. As such, these Black men were the first genuine 
pioneers to break the racial barrier in American medicine. Cuff Wells Saunders was among the 
select few to open this path for his successors. However, even considering the achievement of 
doctors Smith and Augusta, it would take more than a hundred years between Cuff’s service and 
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World War II for another prominent African-American man of medicine, surgeon Charles 
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CHAPTER 2  
Revolutionary American Families and the Early Education of Prince Saunders 
“Let them come and show to white men that there yet exists coloured and Black  
men who can raise a fearless front, secured from insult and from injury.” 
 
                       —Joseph Balthazar Inginac, Secretary General of Haiti 
 
Phillis Hinckley, Revolutionary and Republican Mother 
.  Much of what we can verify about the Saunders family comes from the Revolutionary 
War Pension and Bounty-Land Warrant Application Files, which on average number thirty 
pages per document. Absent a diary or a slave narrative, much of our knowledge of Phillis comes 
from the many petitions and affidavits she submitted decades after her husband’s death in her 
efforts to secure her widow’s pension for Cuff’s service in the Revolutionary War. These files 
span the years from 1818 and 1843 and include the names of veterans, military officers, doctors, 
lawyers, judges, and local politicians and ministers who knew or had known Phillis and Cuff. 
With a population of around 3,060 between 1774 and 1776, Lebanon, Connecticut, was an 
intimate community whose close associations are recorded in these files. These community 
networks linked family, friends, and neighbors who had lived in Lebanon but had relocated to 
nearby towns such as Colchester, New London, or Thetford, Vermont. 
Phillis first applied for her widow’s Revolutionary War Pension in 1803 with documents 
that included detailed probate records related to her late husband, Cuff. Phillis’s efforts to receive 
her pension turned into a long bureaucratic ordeal, requiring witnesses to confirm the veracity of 
her statements. Her lawyers filed affidavits in 1803, 1818, 1836–1840, 1843, and 1848—the first 
when she was about fifty-one years old, the last about four years before her death in 1848, when 
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she was a nonagenarian, about four years before she would have turned 100. By her own 
account, Phillis was twenty-three years old when she gave birth to her only child and son Prince; 
in her last petition she reported herself as “aged about 85 years (not knowing her past age as she 
was from Guinea when a child),” which sets her birth at roughly around 1752.131 Phillis also 
listed Cuff as having come from Guinea as a child. The last petition dated “On this 3rd day of 
November 1837” describes her as  [as an] African before the court of probate for the district of 
Colchester in New London County” and was filed by her attorney, John Isham of Colchester, 
who had been working closely with Congressman Thomas W. Williams of Connecticut, the 
chairperson of the Congressional Revolutionary Pension Claims Commission,132 to secure her 
pension. After that date, no more petitions were filed.  
At the time of Prince Saunders’s illegitimate birth in 1775, the circumstance of which we 
will look at later in this chapter, both Cliff and Phillis were enslaved persons. Their son’s 
education and later achievements bespeak his parents’ desire that their son’s life be one of 
freedom; Prince Saunders’s later achievements confirm their child’s precocious intelligence, 
sensitivity and insight into his parents’ world of slavery as well as the limited circumstances of 
their life, which he would not only transcend, but labor to abolish. 
Between 1775 and 1818, Connecticut was still known for its reputation as a land of “old 
habits.” From early colonial times, a group of Congregational aristocrats and clergymen had a 
tight grip on the state’s politics. Operating since its foundation in 1623 until 1818, the Standing 
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Order of the Congregational Church, composed of elite Congregationalists and their religious 
leaders controlled almost every aspect of Connecticut life.133 By 1791 “there [were] in the state 
about 168 Presbyterian, Congregational and consociated preachers, 35 Baptists, 20 
Episcopalians, 10 separate Congregational, and a few of other denominations. The first [were] 
the standing order of Connecticut, to whom all others [had] to pay obeisance.”134  John Adams 
acknowledged the power of the families tied to this historical body: “The state of Connecticut 
has always been governed by an aristocracy, more decisive than the empire of Great Britain is. 
Half a dozen, or, at most a dozen families, have controlled that country when a colony, as well as 
since it has been a state.”135 
The Hinckley Family 
 Among the families that controlled colonial Connecticut were the Hinckleys. The 
Hinckleys' progeny would include Caleb Strong, a founding father and signer of the U.S. 
Declaration of Independence, delegate to the Constitutional Convention in 1787, and a twice 
governor of Massachusetts (1800–1807; 1812–1816).136 Among the Hinckleys’ notable colonial 
ancestors were governors John Winthrop and Thomas Hinckley, the last colonial administrator of 
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Plymouth colony.137 Governor Hinckley, through his two marriages, fathered seventeen children 
whose accomplishments in the region as politicians, lawyers, clergymen, and merchants 
cemented the family’s name as among the most influential and reputable.  
According to a family memoir, “Governor Thomas Hinckley was prominent in the affairs 
of the town, colony, and confederated colonies of New England. His public life was almost co-
equal with the existence of Plymouth colony, and it was mainly through his advocacy that the 
two colonies of Massachusetts and Plymouth were united under one government.”138 Governor 
Hinckley, however, like other elite families within the thirteen colonies, was also involved in the 
enslavement of the indigenous population as a means of appropriating their lands. For instance, 
he encouraged Massachusetts Bay Governor John Leverett to pursue and kidnap Indians who 
were then enslaved under the pretense of being prisoners of war. Many of these indigenous 
proprietors of the land were then sold into Caribbean slavery after being traded to slave traders, 
likely in exchange for other goods.139  
In his eleven years as governor, Thomas Hinckley’s Faustian dealing with Native 
Americans earned him the reputation as a stubborn character with an “uncompromising 
disposition and favoring severe repressive measures” against the natives. Not surprisingly, “he 
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incurred the enmity of the cape Indians” during King Philip’s War (1765–1768).140 According to 
family lore, his treatment of Native Americans could be cruel. A family biographer noted, 
“Governor Hinckley was a general officer in the army that was sent against King Philip at his 
home at Mount Hope in the town of Bristol, and was engaged in the celebrated ‘Swamp light’ so 
fatal to the Indians.”141 The governor would later coauthor an unpublished manuscript of the war 
entitled Narrative Shewing the Manor of the Beginning...Warr.142  
As early settlers of New England, the Hinckleys owned large tracts of land across the 
region. Given the legal pretenses of Indian enslavement during King Philip’s War, some of their 
lands confiscated from the Indians were distributed among other influential settlers. The 
Hinckleys owned properties in Maine and New Hampshire, Massachusetts and Connecticut, with 
Vermont tracts extending into New York.143   
The Hinckley family history connects with that of the Saunders’s family through one of 
the governor’s descendants, Oramel Hinckley, who eventually left Lebanon, Connecticut, to 
settle in Thetford, Vermont, where he had inherited lands from his father, Charles Hinckley. 
Charles Hinckley died in 1781, two years before the end of the War for Independence and before 
Cuff’s return from service in the army as a freedman to reunite with his wife and son. Another 
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interesting connection exists between the Saunders and Hinckley families. Phillis’s mistress, 
Elizabeth Throop Hinckley, was a cousin of Colonel Dyer Throop and Captain Benjamin 
Throop.144 Cuff Saunders in Colonel Dyer Throop’s 4th regiment that Cuff Saunders served as a 
member of Connecticut’s militias.145 Furthermore, Elizabeth’s first husband, Colonel Hinckley, 
born in 1766, was only nine years older than Cuff Saunders.  
Charles Hinckley, in a detailed will, outlined the disposition of his property, 
“bequeath[ing[ unto Elizabeth Throop Hinckley, my beloved wife, one third part of my personal 
estate to her sole use & dispose to other itemized properties.” After stipulating that he was 
leaving “the use and improvement of one third part of my real estate, during her natural life,” 
Charles enumerated that he would “also give unto my wife my Negro Girl Phillis - my Chaise 
and a horse proper for its use and service.”146 Arguably Phillis, along with the horse, the horse-
drawn carriage, and the land, constituted some of the disposable items that Elizabeth inherited 
for “her sole use.”147  
The inclusion of Phillis in the list of disposable property traded from the hands of the 
master to his surviving wife, made Elizabeth the mistress of Phillis and makes clear Phillis’s 
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status as legal chattel. The casualness with which Phillis was transmitted to Elizabeth indicates 
the ease of colonial New England’s acceptance of slavery. As was common in the slave cultures 
of the Southern colonies and states, the young Saunders would likely have witnessed 
conversations in which his mother, and by extension himself, were discussed without regard to 
their presence or personhood. In short, Charles Hinckley’s will underscores what historian Edgar 
McNamus argues was a New England society in which slavery and the slave trade were “as 
honorable an enterprise as farming, manufacturing, or ordinary commerce.”148 
The Union of Phillis Saunders and Cuff Wells 
In 1775, when Phillis gave birth to Saunders, documents show that she continued to sign 
papers with the surname Hinckley, which was that of her mistress, Madame Elizabeth Hinckley; 
this fact suggests that Phillis was not yet married to her husband-to-be, who was stationed with 
the Connecticut militia. In fact, the couple were not freed persons at the time they consummated 
their union. What is certain is that according to Phillis “during the war . . . we [she and Cuff] had 
been acquainted with each other for some time before he enlisted and had agreed to be 
married.”149  
In New England, Blacks and white shared lives in close proximity to one another, simply 
because many Blacks worked as household domestics or as helping hands to their white 
overseers. Blacks were also members of a motley crew of different ethnic groups of skilled and 
unskilled Africans. Given these social realities, Phillis and Cuff’s romance would have been a 
topic of conversation among and between slaves and masters. However, while the couple had  
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already professed their intentions to marry, they had not secured the approval of Elizabeth 
Hinckley. Such approval was a likely a religious precondition of their marriage.  
Before, during and after the War for Independence, Connecticut remained more 
entrenched than other states in comingling church and state, with the church accorded almost 
equal footing with government. The Congregational and Presbyterian churches, both born of the 
Reform tradition, dominated the state. Madame Hinckley was acting under her strict aristocratic 
adherence to the Standing Order of the Congregational Church when she, for a time, disapproved 
of Phillis’s wedding to Cuff. Although, as Phillis put it, Cuff “was in the habit of coming home 
occasionally on furlough and always called to see me,” these periodic visits were allowed by 
Elizabeth but were not officially sanctioned until 1783, according to the court records of their 
marriage.150  
Given that Prince was born out of wedlock, the Hinckleys would likely have wanted to 
avert as much embarrassment as possible, especially in a community whose religious piety they 
were expected to enforce. Phillis lamented the delayed pleasure of wedding her future husband at 
a time of her choosing: “We could not obtain the consent of my old mistress Madame Elizabeth 
Hinckley to our marriage until April 1783.” It could have also been that Elizabeth Hinckley 
deferred their marriage until the end of the war to make sure that all contracts and affairs of 
emancipation were straightened out between Cuff and his master Israel Wells. In any case, 
shortly before the end of the war, when it became clear that Cuff would become a freeman, 
Phillis and Cuff were permitted to marry in May 1783, eight years after Prince’s birth. The two 
                                                           




following passages from Philli’s affidavits present the particulars, with the second passage 
mentioning Cuff’s purchase of land in Lebanon, where he built a “small house.” 
It is also significant that as Black landowners, Cuff and Phillis entered the ranks of a small but 
emerging Black middle class:  
Got Mr. John Shapley who had been aide To my master Hinckley in his lifetime 
to write to Cuff who was then serving as a waiter to the surgeons at the hospital of 
the United States at Danbury and inform him that my mistress has given her 
consent for us to marry and request him to get a furlough for a short time and 
come home which he did and we were joined in marriage. The first was in May 
1783 by the Rev. That my said husband Doctor Cuff soon after went back to 
Danbury and remained in the military service of the United States until late in the 
fall after to 1783.151 
 
Late in the fall of 1783 – then we had agreed to marry each other before he went 
into the army, that he return home in the month of May 1783 on a dressed in 
Uniform with red facings and the letters USA on his button at which time he 
further declares that she was married to the said Cuff Saunders alias Cuff Wells 
who was commonly called Doctor Cuff in the month of May 1783 at the house of 
my Master Charles Hinckley in Goshen in said Lebanon by the Rev. Timothy 
Stone declared then minister over the Society of said Goshen – and that the said 
Cuff soon after return to the army at said Danbury where he continues until late in 
the fall 1783 that he returned home purchased about ten acres of land, also of 
Lebanon and built a small house in said Lebanon near the line of Colchester 
where we ___ log when until December 1788 and that her husband the aforesaid 
Cuff Saunders, alias, Cuff Wells died in the month of December 1788.152 
 
In 1786, Elizabeth Hinckley had remarried to Captain Elihu Thomas, and consequently 
Phillis had gained or regained her freedom.  For reasons unknown to the historical record, Phillis 
assigned her son Prince Saunders to the guardianship of Oramel Hinkcley, the son of the late 
Charles Hinckley. Beyond the fact of that the manumission of slaves was becoming more 
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common across post-revolutionary New England, there are several possible reasons why Prince 
Saunders was taken in by the Oramel Hinckley family and given his freedom.  
Northern Manumission and the Two Families 
 Before examining the story of Prince Saunders’s manumission, it would be helpful to 
examine manumission in the context of Northern abolitionism. Between 1783 and the 1790s, 
Prince Saunders would enter a world where post-independence offered the founding generation 
an opportunity to rethink the relationships between so-called superior and inferior social groups.  
Among the first to oppose the slave trade were the Quakers. Though a tiny group they 
were members of the New England and mid-Atlantic merchant elites whose commercial 
enterprises were implicated in the transatlantic slave trade. Many Quakers opposed slavery as a 
matter of religious principle, and those Quakers persisted in and profited by the slave trade began 
to feel the social pressure of fellow Friends to denounce slavery and distance themselves from it.  
 Quakers who was tainted by the trade could seek atonement for their sins by supporting 
abolition, especially upon realizing the enormous costs the institution inflicted on Black lives. In 
Rhode Island, for example, which contained the largest enslaved population in New England, 
Quaker Moses Brown divested himself from the slave trade as well the fortune he had made in 
Caribbean slave-commodities like distilled rum and sugar.153 Facts such as these speak to the 
possibility that Prince Saunders’s freedom could have derived in whole or part from the moral 
conscience or revolutionary idealism of elite whites in addition from their philanthropic and 
paternalistic attitudes toward Blacks. 
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To some degree economic interests likely drove the moral calculations of slaveholders-
turned-emancipators. As a doctor who had economic clout by virtue of his highly valued medical 
skills, Cuff could better negotiate with his masters on behalf of his family and win protections 
not afforded to other enslaved families in Connecticut.154 Cuff could have been playing what we 
call hard ball with the Hinckleys, because young masters like Colonel Oramel Hinckley, born 
into wealth, would receive economic benefits from relieving Cuff’s son Prince from a life of 
slavery. After all, enslaved men like Cuff who served in the Continental Army in place of their 
New England masters, guaranteed the masters’ take of 500 acres of land for every slave that 
enlisted for at least three years of service, as Cuff did between 1777 and 1783.  
There is also the fact that beyond any religious zeal as members of the Standing Order, 
the Hinckleys de facto or de jure adoption of Prince Saunders may have had its roots in genuine 
antislavery sympathies which would fully manifested themselves during the rise of radical 
abolitionism in the 1830s. However, Prince’s baptism in 1784 in actuality would later protect his 
freedom rather than functioning as a legal or religious ruse to conceal his status as a slave. 
In the first half of the nineteenth century, the family history documents the Hinckleys' 
commitment to abolitionism. Deacon Lyman Hinckley would be recognized as a reliable 
supporter of the Vermont Underground Railroad. He marshaled his wealth and resources to aid 
fugitives, often providing his mansion in Postmills, which sat across the Hinckley Linseed Oil 
Company, as a safe haven for fugitives en route to Canada.155 
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 Between 1775 and 1790, as the Northern states one by one gave up slavery, Connecticut, 
lost sixteen-percent of its Black population, which dropped to 1,045. Many free Blacks, suffering 
from a depressed economy, made their way to Vermont, sometimes as members of white 
households. Vermont was experiencing a boom in its population as settlers throughout New 
England emigrated to the Commonwealth in search of better livelihoods.  
 The Hinckley family’s scattered residences throughout Connecticut and Vermont suggest 
there might have been routine travel between New London and Thetford, allowing Prince 
Saunders newly taken in by the Hinckleys to maintain close relations with his blood family. So 
great was the web of generational connections between the two states that some were 
accustomed to calling Vermont the “New Connecticut,” since the majority of the families who 
resettled there after the revolutionary period had emigrated from the nutmeg state.156 By placing 
Saunders in the care of Col. Hinckley, his parents helped liberate him from the dire realities of 
racism and re-enslavement that free Black people often faced. 
Prince Saunders’s Release from Bondage 
With Cuff’s enlistment in 1777, two years after his son was born but before his marriage 
to Phillis, it is conceivable that the boy’s escape from bondage was conditional on his father’s 
military service and subsequent freedman status, that might also have included the purchase of 
Phillis’s freedom as well as his son’s. Another possibility, however, is that a combination of 
fortunate circumstances conspired to guarantee his son’s freedom.  
Given the limited citizenship and freedom of women among whites relative to their 
husbands and sons, it is possible that by virtue of her second marriage, Elizabeth forfeited rights 
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to inheriting her first husband’s property; as a widow who had remarried, she may have had to 
relinquish her ownership of her inherited Hinckley properties, which would have included Phillis 
and Prince Saunders. In this scenario, Prince Saunders would go to her oldest son, Oramel 
Hinckely, who resided in Thetford, Vermont, where slavery had been abolished in 1777 in a 
provision of the state’s constitution that stipulated male slaves would be freed at the age of 21 
and females freed at the age of 18.   
 Another intriguing explanation of Prince’s freedom is that Elizabeth had also been 
directed by Charles’s will to manumit one of his slaves: “My Negro man Robin [should] be made 
free on the 5th day of Sept'r in the year One Thousand Seven hundred Eighty five provided he 
shall behave in such a manner after my decease as my wife shall approve of by a writing under 
her hand.”157 In addition to his freedom, Robin was promised “fifty acres of new land lying in 
the State either of N. York or New Hampshire, to be set off to the said Robin out of such part of 
my lands in said State as my Executors shall think proper, soon after he shall become free as 
aforesaid.”158 After freeing Robin—out of goodwill, for practical reasons, or both—Elizabeth 
might also have freed Phillis and her son Prince Saunders. Phillis then possibly could have 
turned her son over to Oramel to work as a hired hand.  
At the time of Elizabeth’s marriage to Captain Thomas in 1786, Prince Saunders was 
eleven-years-old. Having become a member of the Hinckley family, Prince would have had 
some understanding of his new social position. That slavery had been abolished and made illegal 
in Vermont meant that Oramel Hinckley was required to transport the young Saunders to 
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Thetford with a deed stating that he was not bringing a slave into the state under the guise of a 
servant. Despite various possibilities concerning the young Saunders’s status, it is clear that the 
boy was not enlisted as indentured—and in all likelihood, he was included as member of the 
Hinckley family.159   
The benevolence of the Hinckleys might also have been the result of a larger trend 
throughout New England. As several historians have discovered, by the 1780s the business and 
political elites who had initially reaped major profits from the slave trade were slowly divesting 
themselves from it.160 Furthermore, during these years, most New England masters’ 
humanitarian sensibilities opened the door for better treatment and sometimes the manumission 
of slaves. Looking forward, when the Fugitive Slave laws were first adopted as state statutes, 
evidence suggests that the Hinckley family reflected the general antislavery views prevalent 
among Vermonters. 
One difficulty for the benevolent Hinckleys was that in their native state of Connecticut, 
they could not manumit a slave as swiftly as they could in Vermont. One historian notes that 
“Negroes were more numerous in the [Connecticut] than in the rest of New England combined, 
and racial anxieties were correspondingly more acute.”161 Connecticut’s lawmakers were 
generally more cautious in their approach to emancipation and manumission by slaveholders and 
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added apprenticeship as conditional to Black freedom.162 In contrast, Vermont, which existed as 
a free commonwealth and was not admitted to the Union until 1791, passed a law in July 8, 
1777, that “no male person, born in this country, or brought from over sea, ought to be holden by 
law, to serve any person, as a servant, slave or apprentice, after he arrives to the age of twenty-
one Years.”163  
No matter the logistics, the then twelve-year-old Prince Saunders was a freedman by the 
time the founding revolutionaries met for 1787 Constitutional Convention, and in Vermont, the 
home of Saunders’s adopted family, a 1790s census listed Saunders among the Hinckley children 
as a free person of color.164 Whatever the circumstances or conditions of Prince’s freedom, it is 
clear that his mother and father fully supported the manumission of their son and his 
incorporation into the Hinckley family. Away from the evils of slavery and the threat of 
kidnappings, and under the tutelage of this wealthy white family, Prince Saunders would 
eventually attain the highest formal and social education a Black pupil could get in New England 
gentility at this time.  
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In Thetford, Vermont, Oramel Hinckley and his family resettled near the village of 
Postmills, an extension of Thetford, Vermont, where the Hinckley family had established various 
businesses.165 Oramel became one of the most important developers of the town. Born in 1766, 
Oramel Hinckley was not much older than Cuff Saunders, who was only nine years his junior. In 
1798, the Hinckley was admitted to the bar as an attorney in Orange County, Vermont. In 
addition to a private legal practice, the Colonel also served in various government positions, 
including state attorney for Orange County in 1799, which was followed by a judgeship— 
earning him the permanent moniker of Judge Col. Oramel Hinkcley. Before his death in 1811, he 
also served in the state legislature as a representative of Thetford.  
While other Black Yankees and New Englanders like Paul Cuffee and Prince Hall 
enjoyed close associations with prominent white families from which they benefited, neither 
grew up in a house as privileged and as powerful as the Hinckleys, whose matriarchs and 
patriarchs had their feet in two worlds: The class of New World American elites who had 
forfeited none of the titles, wealth, or privilege they accrued from their connections to the Old 
World. This powerful combination of privilege meant that an unlikely circle of influential 
people, whose power and networks transcended the origins of the Republic itself, surrounded the 
adolescent Saunders. It also meant that Prince, unlike his parents Phillis and Cuff, did not bear 
the burden of reinventing his life as a freed person—something that was a struggle to do for both 
apprenticed white commoners and free Black people. Yet however many benefits would accrue 
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to Prince upon becoming a member of the Hinckley family, the decision to send Prince to live in 
Thetford had to be a difficult choice for his parents.  
The Saunders family, including Prince, knew the pain of the separation: Prince rarely saw 
his father during the years of the Revolutionary War. However, unlike those Africans and 
African Americans who feared and dreaded the sale of their family members, for the Saunders 
family, their son’s removal from his Lebanon home was more a matter of choice than of fear or 
coercion. It protected him from ongoing slavery in Connecticut, where he would not have 
become a free person until well after the age of twenty-five.  
While the most critical fact of Saunders’s childhood was that he was born in slavery, few 
would ever know that because Prince Saunders’s accomplishments seemingly gave the lie to his 
origins; furthermore, he seldom spoke of his birth into slavery and the decade he spent as a child 
living in slavery. Saunders’s silence could have stemmed from shame for the indelible mark of 
slavery. A more plausible explanation for his reticence, however, is that he never experienced the 
widespread depravity typically inflicted upon his enslaved brethren and sisters in colonial 
America or the French colony of Saint-Domingue.  
Prince’s mother, Phillis Hinckley in that first decade of his life, encouraged her son to 
develop an indomitable and rebellious political spirit that he later displayed in his own life. In his 
mother’s life, Saunders saw what a life of hard labor looked like. It can be argued that it was 
Phillis who emancipated her son from the inhumanity of human bondage.166 In addition, almost 
nothing can be understood about Saunders’s political trajectory without accounting for the 
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towering role Lebanon played in his life, located as it was in dictating how slavery and freedom 
informed the choices his family made, as well as how he would come to understand citizenship 
after emancipation. Saunders’s move to Thetford, Vermont, as a member of the Hinckley family, 
not coincidentally—and significantly— made him a member of the first class of Black citizens in 
the post-Revolutionary North to escape bondage.167 It was a period that shaped and informed the 
arguments Saunders would later develop against the problem of truncated Black freedom in a 
time of expanding slavery; when he finally did so, however, he would find their truest living 
embodiments in the examples of Black revolutionaries.168  
Having escaped bondage, Saunders would be groomed so as to enter a prominent career 
that facilitated his close associations with African Americans from all walks of life—a spectrum 
of men and women that included elite Black ministers and educators, skilled artisans, 
entrepreneurs, and ordinary seamen. The most privileged class of these people was Boston’s 
Black “Brahmins,” highly visible activist leaders whose education, cosmopolitanism, social 
polish, and political engagement put them at the apex of the Black community. Prince Saunders 
was certainly one of these.  
All records indicate that Saunders might well have been the first college-educated 
African American of the post-revolutionary era. As we will see in later, Saunders was 
unwaveringly committed to educating the next generation of Boston’s African Americans as 
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exemplified by his involvement in opening by the Abiel Smith School for Black boys and girls in 
Boston. 
The Legacy of Phillis Saunders 
“Republican motherhood” was a specific trope of post-revolutionary America and was 
generally understood as largely restricted to upper- and middle-class white women, whose 
proximity to white male power allowed for more direct influence in the political education of 
their sons. However, Phillis Saunders, who raised her son single-handedly during her husband’s 
service during the Revolutionary War, assumed the role of the first and primary “republican 
mother” of her son. 
To properly appreciate Phillis Saunders’s role as a “republican mother,” it is important to 
understand the achievements of Black women as mothers, who often occupied the dominant 
place in their households and families. Pioneering educator, civil and women’s rights advocate 
Mary McLeod Bethune once declared, “The true worth of a race must be measured by the 
character of its womanhood.”169 In the speech “A Century of the Progress of Negro Women,” 
Bethune, herself the daughter of former slaves, observed that it was the Black mother who “both 
before and since emancipation, by some rare gift . . . has been able . . . to hold onto the fibers of 
family unity and keep the home one unimpaired whole.”170 Bethune concluded, “the Negro 
woman embodies one of the modern miracles of the New World.”171 At the height of the Civil 
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Rights Movement, Black activist Mahalia Jackson echoed Bethune’s assessment, commenting, 
“it was usually the Negro mother who had to keep a certain dignity in the family to offset the 
inferiority the white man inflicted on her husband.”172 While the successes of the Black 
community were often attributed to their male counterparts, the record points to a more obvious 
reality, claimed Jackson:  “[I]t’s Negro mothers who believe it’s time for their children to fight 
for their rights and a good education,”173 and who toiled the most to sow the seeds of dissent 
against racial oppression into the political consciousness of their children. In her position as a 
Black republican mother, Phillis Saunders transformed the traditionally female-gendered sphere 
of the home into a radical space during slavery and after emancipation, demonstrating a rare 
ability to manage and safeguard the precarious welfare of her son.  
Saunders’s eventual success, especially in light of its improbability given the political 
and social status of Africans and African Americans, both slave and free, in the early Republic, 
was nothing less than a miracle of Phillis’s tireless labor.  
The relation of Phillis and her son testifies to how this gendered heritage in African-
American life was a permanent fixture of everyday life for both Black boys and girls. With 
Cuff’s absence, Phillis would have been the primary guardian of her son’s fortunes, and as 
Bethune points out, the one who “control[ed] home discipline with a tight rein and exerted a 
unifying influence.”174 By insisting that Saunders keep a certain dignity about him when his 
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Black peers were losing theirs or being stripped of it, Phillis—and Black matriarchs like her—in 
Jackson’s words, “held her head up high and she showed the way to her children.”175 
Phillis Saunders’s maternal nurturing should be read as a political act in itself, for it was 
in keeping with the beginning expansion of women’s roles in the public arena. Not unlike white 
women, as a Black woman Phillis would have instructed her son in the ways of the emerging 
democratic virtues of the new republic.176   
Saunders’s improbable education suggests that he was not denied these advantages in 
spite of existing racial barriers. The ideal republican woman was not enslaved or indentured, and 
seldom a wage laborer, let alone Black. The Saunders’s decision to place their son with the 
Hinckley family was a deliberate one that assured their son the education that would allow him 
to flourish as much as possible in a white republican world. Notwithstanding her social standing, 
Phillis—as well as her husband—were eager to instill the virtues and ideals of the new republic 
in their son. Nonetheless, it is easy to imagine that Cuff and Phillis would have found handing 
over their son to the Hinckleys’ care a wrenching emotional sacrifice. 
The Education of Prince Saunders 
The decades between 1775 and 1800 were important years for Prince Saunders. As he 
matured into a young man in the 1790s, the Atlantic world was convulsed with revolutionary 
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activities, and at a rapid rate. The French Revolution and, closer to the American theater, the 
Haitian Revolution signaled that an age of political transformations had commenced. 
Not only did the egalitarian ideologies of the Black revolutionaries of Saint-Domingue 
reverberate with Black Americans, their revolution refuted the racist assumptions and rationales 
that— as Prince Saunders witnessed firsthand— had been deployed against his parents’ 
generation. Much to Saunders’s disappointment, American independence brought self-
governance to the colonies but suppressed African-American demands for the same liberties that 
white colonists championed. Even as the founders embedded the words “slavery,” 
“representation,” and “tyranny” into their anti-British rhetoric, their language was as a harbinger 
of white supremacy.  
Looking back at that post-revolutionary, propitious moment, AME bishop and 
abolitionist Reverend James Walker Wood proposed in his survey of the early history of the 
American Methodist Episcopal Church that the reason the revolutionary generation squandered 
an opportunity to grant citizenship to Black Americans is that they could not conceive of Black 
Americans as social equals.  As evidence of this divide, Wood cited the fact of segregated 
religious institutions: “the Negro Church is the legitimate offspring of American caste,” said 
Wood, attributing it to “American slavery, [which] for its own aggrandizement, attempted to 
chattelize” Black people. In order “to do this effectually,” he continued,” it was necessary to 
deny, as far as possible, or at least to crush out” Black manhood.177 
According to Wood, Saunders’s adolescence, which had initially benefited from a wave 
of manumission, was suddenly confronted with white efforts “to brutalize the race,” which he 
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noted “was a very early development in American history. It was especially apparent in the 
closing of the door of every social organization against” Blacks.178 
Wood did not credit these broken promises of liberty to the Black population to what 
were disagreements of “opinion on points of doctrine or church government,” which would occur 
in the normal course of events. Such “difference[s],” he argued, “were not sufficient … an 
historical explanation to separate Blacks and whites into separate congregations because “in 
nearly every case they adhered to the same doctrine and form of government, as the church from 
which they separated.”179  
In Woods’s view, the origins of the racial division between Blacks and whites were to be 
found in the emerging attitudes of white supremacy, which Wood called Americanism, an 
ideology that defined citizenship as for whites only. Only the general disposition of whites “to 
limit, proscribe and regulate [Black people] in the Church”180 and “nothing but the desire for the 
freedom denied them in the white church, could have produced this general exodus” of Blacks 
from the white churches and congregations.  
For every action, there is an equal or opposite reaction, and Wood understood that in 
history “like causes produce like effects wherever they operate.”181 Thus, oppression being 
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oppression in any and every sense of the word, “the desire to escape it became general” in the 
minds and wills of aggrieved Black people.  
Such was the rapidly changing political climate for Blacks overall that the social status of 
Black Christians deteriorated into segregation within the churches and then outright separation:  
Wherever operated, back seats, sometimes called “Nigger” pews, were provided 
for them. Galleries which were reached by outsteps, and in some cases, outside 
sheds were provided without any means of keeping warm, where they could hear 
the preacher, but could not see him. They were denied the privilege of the Lord's 
table, until all the whites had communed. 
 
If Wood’s assessment of racial segregation of the pews is accurate, the ideology of Americanism 
developed at the precise moment that Prince Saunders was maturing into an adult:  
Near the close of the eighteenth century, there began an unparalleled movement, 
which has resulted in the establishment of the Negro Church, not one branch 
merely, but all the branches; not of one denomination, merely, but of all the 
denominations…The colored members of the different Christian denominations, 
of one accord, in all parts of the country, and as nearly as can now be learned, at 
about the same time, separated from the whites, and formed each for themselves, 
a church of the same faith and order, as those from which they separated, leaving 
the white churches almost without a colored membership. 
 
In addition to experiencing the separation of races in the churches, almost overnight 
Saunders’s generation of African-American reformers were thrust into the throes of the Haitian 
Revolution. As active witnesses of that revolution, they processed its impact and significance for 
their struggle at home. For reformers like Saunders, the African revolutionaries in Saint-
Domingue revived the antiracist, antislavery Black Radical tradition that had emerged in the 
aftermath of Northern manumission.  
Black revolutionary politics had its antecedents in the generation of African-American 
soldiers, petitioners, and activists who helped shaped the nation’s future political development. 
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This first phase occurred with the revolutionary generation, men and women like Phillis and Cuff 
Saunders. The next phase occurred with the Black children of the Revolution: It was in Prince 
Saunders’s later engagements with the legacy and promise of the Haitian Revolution that many 
of his American-born dreams of freedom would be tested.  
Prince Saunders’s character would mirror his father’s shrewd pragmatism and political 
faith in Black aspirations. Saunders likely absorbed his father’s determined character by osmosis. 
Indeed, the similarities between their ambitions and careers are startling. The senior Saunders 
with his specialized medical training and mastery of apothecary emerged as central to the success 
of the army’s eastern division during the revolutionary war. In this, he benefited from his 
unusually close proximity to white men of medicine. Prince Saunders would be elevated to 
Health Minister in King Henry’s administration in one of Haiti’s earliest efforts to eradicate 
smallpox and vaccinate children against common fevers—this so, with no historical evidence of 
formal medical training. Like his father, it seems he leveraged his social capital, through 
disparate networks of American Christian ministers, wealthy benefactors, antislavery societies, 
and prominent British scientists and educators. Both father and son leveraged their knowledge 
and expertise into positions of power and privilege, and his life bears the imprint of the politics 
and revolutionary forces of early American society.  
An Educated Gentleman 
We can glean information about Saunders’s education and insights into how it shaped his 
future from the remarks of contemporaries and from the obituaries published upon Saunders’s 
death in 1839 in Haiti. Saunders’s contemporaries usually describe him in superlatives, as when 
his friend William Bentley, the prominent Unitarian minister, polymath, noted diarist and 
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philologist, described Saunders as “the superior man” to his Black abolitionist counterparts.182 
One obituary remarked on Saunders’s pedigree as Black “man of talents and respectability,” who 
not only acted in open rebellion against racist statutes, but also was “in contempt of the states’ 
judiciary.183 These many accolades from peers and admirers, especially among antislavery 
circles and the gentlemen educators of New England, New York, and Philadelphia, characterize 
him as “educated” and a “man of talents,” underscoring his prominence as an activist member in 
the public sphere of Black life.  
One need not look too deeply into the social customs and etiquette of the nineteenth 
century to learn that the term, “an educated man,” was a phrase particularly reserved to describe 
gentlemen like Saunders— the college educated man whose education, accomplishments, and 
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social networks set them as members of a class apart from their less educated peers. The 
“educated man,” at a minimum, would be versed in the classical languages, such as Greek or 
Latin and possess a deep knowledge of the Judeo-Christian world as part of their command of 
letters. As one historian puts it, “The Judeo-Christian man or woman” was not only “an 
interpreter of texts [but also] skilled in the self-critical art of reading history.”184  
As a member of the Hinckley family, Saunders was reared in a home where it was 
insisted that he believe in himself as an equal to his white peers. Not surprisingly, he received the 
best classical liberal arts education of the time, which also shaped his white contemporaries, 
including his later friend and peer, John Quincy Adams.185  
Saunders’s schooling would include instruction in the Bible for ministry; philosophy and 
political science; a firm grasp of his English, as well as mastery of Latin and Greek (and perhaps 
other languages as well); and an education in the mathematical and physical sciences. Prince 
Saunders would have the additional benefit of legal training under Colonel Judge Oramel 
Hinckley’s supervision. Saunders was indeed that person of talents and respectability that 
defined the educated man, and he would seek to exploit the advantages of his education as much 
as possible. 
In New England, classical, philosophical, and Christian education, notes historian 
Richard Brown, meant that learning was also an affair of class-consciousness. One was not a 
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gentleman in provincial Massachusetts without first obtaining a taste for a college education that 
upon graduation stamped you as a cosmopolitan who “whether obscure or prominent, enjoyed 
access to a network of peers who rose to stations of importance.”186 
Saunders was fortunate to receive an exceptional education in a time when the high tide 
of Revolutionary rhetoric included the ideas of the French philosophes—intellectuals whose 
writings inspired the European enlightenment. He would become a member of literary circles 
where talks on freedom, liberty, and governance were influenced by seventeenth-century 
theorists such as Descartes, Spinoza and Locke. Enlightenment thinking likely suffused his 
homes with Cuff and Phillis Saunders and the Hinckleys, and later, his college education.  
Dartmouth and Prince Saunders 
Saunders would go on to earn a bachelor’s degree from Dartmouth, the story of its 
founding reflecting the racial biases and conflicting attitudes of the North as colonies and states.  
Eleazar Wheelock, who hailed from Prince Saunders’ birthplace in Lebanon, 
Connecticut, was the controversial Congregational minister who founded Dartmouth College in 
1769 in Hanover, New Hampshire, and served as its first president. Dartmouth College, however, 
was initially supposed to be Moore's Indian Charity School, in honor of Joshua Moore, an 
industrious farmer from the Connecticut Valley who partly endowed the school. By 1765, 
Samson Occom, a member of the Mohegan nation and a scholar and minister—and one of 
Wheelock's first students—was instrumental in realizing Wheelock's dream by raising goodwill 
                                                           




and additional funds of £12,000 pounds from English and Scottish missionary organizations.187 
Most of the money was placed in the charge of an English board of trustees, which included John 
Thornton, an abolitionist member of the Clapham Sect in England, who had designated funds for 
the project.188 Per the trustees’ directives, all funds were intended for “the education and 
instruction of youth of the Indian tribes in this land in reading, writing, and all parts of learning 
which shall appear necessary and expedient for civilizing and Christianizing children of pagans, 
as well as in all liberal arts and sciences, and also of English youth and others.”189 Also included 
in the school’s mission was education of  “Black boys and girls.”190 
Most of the funds Wheelock designated to build Dartmouth were initially set-asides by 
British philanthropists for Moore’s School. Per the trustees’ directives, all funds were intended 
for “the education and instruction of youth of the Indian tribes in this land in reading, writing, 
and all parts of learning which shall appear necessary and expedient for civilizing and 
Christianizing children of pagans, as well as in all liberal arts and sciences, and also of English 
youth and others.”191  
However, to the anger of the English trustees, by 1769, Wheelock misappropriated the 
funds that were raised for the youths of color by exploiting a loophole derived from the phrase 
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“English youth and others” to create a college expressively for white boys and young men.192 
Saunders had a blood connection to Dartmouth through his guardian-patriarch, Judge Col. 
Oramel Hinckley, a peer of Eleazar Wheelock’s son, John Wheelock, also born in Lebanon. John 
inherited the presidency of the college after his father in 1779. It was under his tenure, from 
1779-1815 that Saunders attended the college sometime between 1804 and 1808. Hinckley also 
sent his own son to the college. 
By the time Saunders reached Dartmouth College in the early 1800s, the school’s alumni 
included Daniel Webster, an influential white nationalist whose connection to the American 
Colonization Society made him one of the most prominent advocates for the deportation of free 
Blacks.193 And although New Hampshire had gradually moved to abolish slavery, Hanover was 
still populated by enslaved people, some of whom had been transported across state lines by 
Eleazar Wheelock to build the college. According to Craig Steven Wilder, there were likely 
“more slaves than faculty, administrators, or active trustees”194 by the time Saunders enrolled in 
the institution. So vital was the labor of the enslaved people to the college that it would not have 
been unusual for Saunders, though there as a freeman, to encounter more people of African-
descent on Dartmouth’s campus than he had in Thetford, Vermont. “In fact, there were arguably 
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as many enslaved Black people at Dartmouth as there were students in the college course, and 
Wheelock’s slaves outnumbered his Native American students.”195 
During his time at Dartmouth, Saunders often returned to Colchester, where his mother 
was still living, to teach in a small school established for Black children. His tenure at Dartmouth 
and his connections to the Wheelock men, as well as to the world of cosmopolitan gentlemen, 
would launch him beyond this provincial network of New England, and also introduce him to the 
transatlantic circles of British Clapham evangelists and philanthropists. Altogether, these British 
men and women would later be among the most prominent supporters of his activism on behalf 
of African-American emigration to Haiti. Saunders was educated at Dartmouth, under the 
auspices of Moore’s Charity School, graduating in 1807. He emerged from the college unscathed 
as a young Black man among enslaved African-Americans, with guaranteed protection and 
opportunities because of his adopted family. 
Between 1811 and 1812, Saunders appealed to the “Reverend N. [Nathaniel] Niles 
president, To The Honorable president and trustees of Dartmouth College, Reverend and 
honored gentlemen,” of his alma mater to grant him a certificate which would legitimize his 
graduation from the institution because, like other gentlemen, his objective, as he pointed out, 
was as follows: 
…The ultimate object at which my exertion for improvements has been directed to 
qualify myself to become an instrument in the hand of God of the more extensive finer 
notion of the moral and religious Improvement of mankind.196 
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He was awarded his degree and secured the resulted entitlement of gentlemanly rank that was 
said to be given to any college graduate “whatever his family origin.”197 
 
A Boston Gentleman and Educator 
Saunders’s successful petition of Dartmouth’s board of trustees to confer his bachelor’s 
degree meant he was qualified and recognized as an educator, a role for which he had received a 
recommendation from John Wheelock, Dartmouth’s president. Writing to Reverend Jedidiah 
Morse in 1808, Wheelock recommended Saunders for job teaching young Blacks in Boston:  
“Saunders informs me that he understands there is an opening for a teacher of the young 
Blacks in Boston. To this end he and his friends have desired me to mention his name to 
you. He wishes to engage should there be a vacancy. His conduct has been singular in the 
school. He has made considerable Improvement in the English language and gained some 
knowledge in Latin and Greek. He is desirous and well-disposed and has a good 
character. Could he be usefully employed to the benefit of the young of his own nation in 
your vicinity, if your acquaintance will [complete] the way, and your benevolence and 
influence lead to the effect. I remain very respectfully and sincerely Dear Sir your most 
obedient and humble servant John Wheelock.”198  
As a Boston educator of Black students, beginning in 1815, Saunders built a notable reputation 
with widespread appeal in the New England states. Saunders was the principle founder and 
director of the Abiel Smith School, the first public school created exclusively to educate Black 
children. It was Saunders who, according to Bentley Fowle’s autobiography, took the initiative to 
appeal to Smith as a benefactor: Abiel Smith was a white, wealthy, and highly respected ex-
merchant whom Saunders induced to fund to the city for the support of the school. Smith left a 
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will that would  “order my Executor to transfer to them [Saunders and other instructors] all my 
title to said Property.”199 Included in those titles were  
Thirty shares in the Newbury Port Turnpike all my twenty shares in the second Turnpike 
Road in New Hampshire my seventeen and an half shares in the Kennebeck Bridge my 
five shares in the Bridge across from Tiverton, Rhode Island my five shares in the 
Springfield Bridge my share in the Boston Theatre my share in the Bathing House in 
Boston with Four thousand dollars in three per cent funded Stock of the United States in 
Trust] for the Purposes aforesaid.”200 The money and the shares in stocks, as directed by 
Smith and which would in part be managed by Saunders, was set aside for “the purposes 
following and no other to wit that they shall collect and receive the neat income thereon 
and appropriate and apply the whole income to the maintenance and support of a school 
or schools under their direction for the instruction of People of colour, meaning Africans 
and their descendants, either clear or mixed in reading writing and Arithmetic in such 
place places & manner as said Selectmen [Saunders and others] shall deem best….201  
 
Records vary on the amount of Smith’s donations. One reports a gift of $4,000—$7.5 
million dollars in today’s value; whatever the amount, the gift catapulted Saunders’ political and 
social capital even higher as he now cemented his reputation as a radical educator and a 
cosmopolitan man of letters. The school was eponymously named the Abiel Smith Primary and 
Grammar School, and the endowment and the school were jointly managed and owned with the 
city of Boston, and located in the basement vestry of the African Meeting House. The city gave 
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the Smith school a permanent charter,202 despite opposition from many white people in the city. 
From 1816 to 1835, the school expanded into three primaries and one grammar school supported 
by city taxes and had an enrollment of 300 Black children.203 Saunders’s experience as an 
educator would thrust him onto the public stage as an advocate for African-American 
education,204 and highlight an early career that harnessed Black and White elites to cosponsor his 
programs in education. Saunders’s interracial network of white philanthropists and the Black 
elite was not uncommon at the time. Some historians of the period maintain that Black leaders 
often sought aid from and formed alliances with whites in an effort to convince them of Black 
respectability; they aimed to demonstrate that African Americans were becoming assimilated as 
English-speaking, Bible-reading citizens.205 
The African Masonic Lodge and Belles Lettres 
As an educator and a founder of that school, Saunders would have had broad access to 
some of the African-American community’s most elite individuals and prominent social and 
political societies like the African Masonic Lodge—the Masonic society founded by Black 
Bostonians and headed by one of the earliest advocates of Black Nationalism, Prince Hall—also 
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housed in that same brick building. As the organization’s general secretary, Saunders, might 
have been pacing up and down the halls as he pondered whether to go to Sierra Leone, London, 
or Hayti for his next business trip on behalf of the Masons. 206 
Saunders directed the school and was surrounded by many others working to elevate New 
England’s free Black community socially and politically. The community would regularly gather 
there to discuss the struggle for Black citizenship. As historian George Levesque noted: “Much 
of the history of Black Bostonians in the middle years [of the 19th century] was planned and 
plotted, debated and discussed in this very house.”207  
 Connections and networks from Hinckley and Dartmouth meant that Saunders, a Black 
man, was deemed a suitable tutor for the nephew of William Bentley—William Bentley 
Fowle.208 The Bentley and Fowles were white families. Caleb Bingham, an education reformer, 
textbook author and bookseller, and a trustee of Dartmouth had made Saunders’s introduction to 
the Bentleys in the years when Saunders was enrolled at the college.  
After graduating from Dartmouth, Bingham became master of the new Moore’s Indian 
Charity School, which provided enough training for him to return to his hometown in Boston, 
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where he established a school for girls. Noted for his success in teaching arithmetic, grammar, 
spelling, and reading, Bingham was likely the one to have further trained Saunders, who was 
then enticed to venture into the bigger stage of urban education after having taught for several 
years at the Colchester School for Colored Children in Connecticut. Boston’s wealthy families 
and philanthropists, who recognized the success of Bingham’s private school, convinced the 
educator to expand the school both in size and in scope. Bingham’s connections and position as a 
prominent leader in the education community led him to become director of some of the city’s 
public grammar schools, thus also raising Saunders social capital by association.  
 Ultimately Saunders sought to extend the benefits of his academic success to other 
economic and sociopolitical projects benefitting the Black men and women of his community. 
Saunders worked his social networks in spite of the racism that he knew pervaded New England 
life. Once included in these circles, Saunders associated government officials and merchants of 
Massachusetts and New England society more generally, at the same time, developing a close 
relationship with Philadelphia’s Black elite. As a result, when in Boston, Saunders was 
frequently invited to lead or speak at learned societies and could often be found in the Masonic 
lodge of free Black men. By 1811 Saunders founded and was the administrator of the Belles 
Letter Society, an integrated literary group composed of young white men, including Bentley 
Fowle, where Saunders was often the only Black person in the room.  
According to William Bentley Fowle’s recollections, Bingham ran a rare bookstore that 
became a magnet for local teachers as well as leading college educators; there discussions were 
held that often revolved around the politics of free public schools. Bentley Fowle remarked on 
the impact of the group: “Society upon my mind is remarkable. I began to love learning and 
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reviewed my Latin studies working harder than ever upon my French.”209  Surrounded by this 
active environment of learning meant Saunders continued his education and made even more 
connections with the elite of New England society.  
Clearly, to be a cultivated Boston gentleman meant that one could speak the same 
language of natural science, religion, and history as much as one could also debate the day’s 
politics, read what the rest of the prominent gentry read, and be knowledgeable in the classical 
authors. In short, to be a successful cosmopolitan member of the New England elite meant one 
had immediately to begin acquiring information, acquaintances, and connections beyond one’s 
completion of college. According to John Adams’s reflections, those activities were the gateway 
to becoming the “universal Scholar, gay Companion, and accomplish’d Gentleman.”210 Another 
glimpse of Saunders’s life in these circles again includes the Adams family.211 On one occasion, 
having become close acquaintance of Saunders in London, Louisa Catherine Adams visited 
Saunders’s home in Boston, voicing her surprise that he was just as widely admired and 
respected by some in Boston society, especially the literary community, as he was adored in 
Britain. In a letter to John Adams, she recalled gossiping about Saunders to her friend Mrs. 
Hopkinson, the wife of Congressmen Joseph Hopkinson (1815-1819):  “We were speaking of 
Prince Saunders his house company and I observed he was visited by many literary 
characters.”212 Such anecdotes disclose how wide-reaching Saunders’s networks would become; 
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they would eventually include connections to the British antislavery Clapham Sect, which in turn 
opened doors to networks for that included powerful antislavery allies such as Thomas Clarkson, 
William Wilberforce, the British Quaker William Allen and many other prominent British 
politicians and elites. 
Saunders’s close associations with many wealthy individuals placed him in the circles of 
several historically notable Connecticut and New England dynasties, including Freemason 
leaders, and men and women of stature from the ranks of the Adams, Hinckley, Wells, Bentley, 
Wheelock, Morse, Channing, and Smith families. In one instance, a historian writing about 
Lebanon and its surrounding towns equated Saunders’s prominence with other notable white 
men from the area. Included in the list were white senators, scholars, college presidents, officers 
of the army, congressmen, governors, a speaker of the Second Congress, five judges of the 
higher courts, and two chief justices—with the only person of African-descent named in this 
select list of elite citizens being “a colored man in Prince Saunders, connected for a time with 
Dartmouth College, who was minister from Hayti to Great Britain, and attorney general of that 
government.”213  
Member of the Black Elite 
Prince Saunders was now one of the New England elite, possessing the self-confidence of 
an “accomplished” Black Gentlemen, comfortable and effective in moving among the circles of 
his educated white peers as well as among the educated Black elite. The most privileged of this 
latter group were Boston’s Black “Brahmin,” of which Prince Saunders was one—highly visible 
activist leaders whose education, cosmopolitanism, social polish, and political engagement put 
                                                           




them at the apex of the Black community. In Boston, Blacks constituted only two percent of the 
city’s population, and the Beacon Hill neighborhood—also called “nigger Hill” 214 —was the hub 
of African-American life. The “Hill” was known as an “extremely squalid and vicious” area with 
“tumbled down tenements,” sailors, prostitutes, and thieves.215 There, one would find the brick 
building that housed the African Meeting House on 46 Joy Street where as a young man “with 
dark skin” Saunders taught African-American boys and girls at the African School. Saunders 
witnessed firsthand the plight of his fellow Blacks, and during his time there, he worked with the 
distinguished Unitarian minister, William E. Channing, in the interest of “the elevation of the 
colored people.”216  
As a successful African-American educated gentleman, Prince Saunders was sometimes 
envied by whites, and sometimes even the object of envy among African-Americans in the 
Boston area. As William Bentley Fowle, one of his white students, once remarked in his journal, 
“He [Saunders] was not popular among the Blacks because a little lifted up by the attentions of 
the whites.”217 In another case, a young white man of college age who joined his Belles Lettres 
society wrote that the Abiel Smith’s school, during Saunders’s tenure as its supervisor, was not 
at all the success it portended to be. As this critic put it: “Prince had no talent for teaching or 
studying. I never could induce him to pursue any plan of mental culture and all the Improvement 
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he made was by intercourse with his wife friends and patrons. The children made little progress 
under his instruction but it was far better than nothing.218”  
Beginning in the 1830s, the limited citizenship of Boston’s Blacks was heavily 
circumscribed by the passage of anti-miscegenation laws, public transit segregation, and a 
racially segregated public school system that persisted until the 1840s. This uptick in anti-Black 
racism motivated Saunders and his radical white allies to press on, rather than retreat from their 
larger national project of full equality of the races. From then on and until his death in 1839, 
Saunders became the biggest advocate for African-American emigration to Haiti. It is not 
surprising that the British abolitionists embraced Saunders with such enthusiasm. As they 
promoting their own emigration schemes, as the Sierra Leone plan to resettle free Black 
Americans from the American War of Independence, people connected to Saunders had been 
involved, among them John Clarkson, Thomas’s brother, and Paul Cuffe, widely believed by 
some historians to be Saunders’ father-in-law. At every turn, it seems as if Saunders had a knack 
for finding supportive and influential networks to tap into to realize his political aspirations. 
Eventually, Saunders’s activism would take him to London in his short, but remarkable, tenure 
as an agent plenipotentiary of King Henry Christophe of Haiti—where is would associate with 
British royalty, politicians, and philanthropists.  
But even in London, despite his brilliant career, Saunders was not always well regarded, 
especially by American expatriates. Some white Americans in London treated his success with a 
heavy dose of skepticism. For them, this Black personality was just “Prince Saunders, a nobody, 
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who was made much of.”219 He would have been restricted to “the margins of their society, 
physically and figuratively” were he back home in the United States.220  
History records a telling incident that underscores the racist realities even accomplished 
Blacks faced abroad. “A great Boston lady [who] was in England,” asserted to one of his 
admirers, “when Saunders last called on her in Boston,” she would have sent “him into the 
kitchen to have lunch with her servants.”221 Later, in London. that same white woman called on 
Suanders, who with a sleight movement of his hand, confidently but condescendingly, rebuffed 
her invitation, saying,  “thank you, ma'am, [but] I am going to breakfast at Carlton House.”222   
The words of the initial incident reveal the ugly character of New England’s racism— the 
coexistence of freedom and slavery that shaped the lives of free Black New Englanders. Even 
though he was a free man, it was inconceivable from the white Bostonian’s perspective that 
Saunders should ever confidently assume a shared social equality with any of his white 
counterparts. The racist sentiment contained in the woman’s remark conveyed the larger 
problems of racism and slavery in American society. 
It is not surprising that Saunders may have felt that his character questioned—that  
the insult was not just directed against his person, but was a violation that would probably not 
have been directed to a white American abroad. What mattered to Saunders was how high the 
stakes of respectability were for a Black person. After all, the incident indicates the woman 
believed she had some societal license to treat Saunders as just another average Black layman. It 
is also true that Saunders must have been held to different standards throughout his career—
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criticized for his brash style of comporting himself like a gentleman, for his education, which to 
some did not, and never would, confer respect on him as a Black man. When it comes down to it, 
he likely felt that he was under attack for being unafraid to claim and flaunt his own success.  
Seen through the lens of this incident, and given the racism that permeated American 
society, it is surprising that Saunders would later display a daring confidence in the task of 
securing the entitlements of citizenship for others. This daring would most manifest itself in his 
untiring efforts to promote African-American emigration to Haiti. The epoch that made Saunders 
also made his ambitions.  
The Limitations of Black Respectability 
Saunders’s life is in part fascinating because it spanned the social and political of the late 
eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries. As such his biography covers almost the entire Age of 
Revolutions (1776–1848). Beyond the events of the American Revolution, Saunders saw the 
transformation of Europe and the larger Atlantic world as the currents of the 1789 French 
Revolution influenced another anticolonial revolt in the Americas—the Haitian Revolution.  
In the post-revolutionary aftermath of the Haitian struggle, Saunders would again witness 
the processes of revolution and state- and nation-making in the newly organized Black Haitian 
nation.  Saunders inherited and embraced his parents’ revolutionary activism, which formed and 
framed his engagement in the political life of free Black people in the post-revolutionary world.  
Throughout New England, by the 1790s, partisan politics had created a heightened 
political consciousness of a freer world on the rise; in some cities, people intoxicated by new 
American liberty welcomed news of foreign revolutionary activities. In one instance, Americans 
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and French sailors paraded the streets of New York “bearing the liberty cap with reverence” in 
solidarity with news of the French Revolution.223  
It is highly likely that this period of international revolutions taught Saunders important 
lessons about the limits of freedom after emancipation. While Saunders had escaped a life of 
slavery, his forebears, especially his mother and father, had to maneuver carefully to avoid the 
fate of being returned to slavery. In fact, whatever notions of Black respectability he inherited 
from his parents, he understood that they were dependent upon the shrewd exploitation of 
whatever political opportunities presented themselves.   
During the American Revolution, the relations between whites and Blacks, between 
masters and slaves, involved a mutual interplay of fears: Masters understood that to prevent 
outright rebellions among their slaves, they had to give Blacks some active role in fighting the 
British in return for their freedom. African Americans were therefore the recipients of a series of 
fortunate events that aided their cause for greater freedoms. As the War for Independence 
progressed, the free Black population in the North began to see significant improvements in the 
colonial governments—if not in the broader population—in ensuring some Black civil rights. 
These advancements expanded increasing notions and opportunities for Black respectability.  
Opportunities for class mobility came when the Continental Army opened some of its 
ranks to free Black soldiers and to Black soldiers seeking freedom. The enthusiasm that 
accompanied those opportunities was well-founded. As one historian notes, “It is but little 
wonder that when the Revolutionary War began in 1775 Connecticut’s Blacks were optimistic. 
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In times of upheaval conditions . . . the Black American of that era must have believed that 
change for him had but one way to turn—for the better.”224 
However, by the mid-1790s Saunders would have known that the tradition of the genteel 
Black gentleman, which shaped him in his young adult years in New England, and which paid 
dividends in terms of social advancement, was an inadequate tool to secure citizenship for Black 
people. The notion of Black respectability as a political instrument in the United States was 
limited—confined to local communities or states. Even on a national scale, Black respectability 
could not solve the larger problems of slavery, racism, and unequal citizenship; those were not 
problems limited to American democracy—they were of an Atlantic magnitude. As far as 
Saunders was concerned, the politics of Black respectability could not and would not secure the 
promise of an egalitarian future. Black respectability was insufficiently political, insufficiently 
radical, and too constrained to create the ideological capital and principled ammunition Saunders 
needed to pursue his broader agendas of antiracism, abolition, and the fully deserved civic rights 
of people of African descent.225  
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As the son of an African-American patriarch and veteran of the American War of 
Independence, and as someone with intimate knowledge of the Haitian Revolution, Saunders 
conceived an ideal of Black political power that was authentic, revelatory, and entirely original. 
Throughout the 1810s and 1820s, Prince Saunders would create and spearhead a transatlantic 
liberation struggle to influence the possibilities of revolutionary action toward a transnational 
reform of the meaning of Atlantic citizenship.226 
The Promises of Two Revolutions 
 The decades between 1775 and 1800 were notable years in the early education of Prince 
Saunders. By the time he became a young man in the 1790s, the Atlantic world was convulsed 
with a series of revolutions. After the American Revolution, the French Revolution and closer to 
the American theater, the Haitian Revolution, signaled that an age of political transformations 
had commenced. Not only did the Black revolutionaries of Saint-Domingue articulate egalitarian 
ideologies that reverberated with Black Americans, their revolution refuted the racist 
assumptions and laws that, as Prince Saunders witnessed firsthand, had been deployed against 
his parents’ generation. Much to Saunders’s disappointment, the aftermath of American 
Independence brought freedom but suppressed African-American demands for the same liberties 
that white colonists had championed. 
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Looking back on that propitious moment when Americans won their independence from 
Britain, AME bishop and abolitionist James Walker Wood posited that the reason the 
revolutionary generation squandered an opportunity to prioritize citizenship is that they could not 
conceive of Black Americans as social equals. To his evidence, the fact that there existed 
separate religious institutions at all was because “the Negro Church is the legitimate offspring of 
American caste,” which he attributed to “American slavery, [which] for its own aggrandizement, 
attempted to chattelize” Black people. In order “to do this effectually, it was necessary to deny, 
as far as possible, or at least to crush out”227 Black manhood.  
According to Wood, Saunders’s adolescence, which had initially benefited from a wave 
of manumission, was suddenly confronted with efforts by whites “to brutalize the race,” which 
he noted “was a very early development in American history. It was especially apparent in the 
closing of the door of every social organization against him.”1 Wood took pains to remark that of 
course disagreements over governance existed between Black and white churchgoers, but such 
quarrels regarding “difference of opinion on points of doctrine or church government” were not 
sufficient to explain what “caused the Black people to leave the whites; for in nearly every case 
they adhered to the same doctrine and form of government, as the church from which they 
separated.”228 The origins of the racial division were in the emerging attitudes of white 
supremacy, which Wood called Americanism. Only the general disposition of whites “to limit, 
proscribe and regulate him [Black people] in the Church”229 and “nothing but the desire for the 
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freedom denied them in the white church, could have produced this general exodus.” For every 
action, there is an equal or opposite reaction, and in this story Wood understood that “like causes 
produce like effects wherever they operate.”230 Thus, oppression being what it was, “the desire to 
escape it became general” in the minds of aggrieved Black people.  
Such was the rapidly changing political climate that the social status of Black Christians 
deteriorated:  
Wherever operated, back seats, sometimes called “Nigger” pews, were provided 
for them. Galleries which were reached by outsteps, and in some cases, outside 
sheds were provided without any means of keeping warm, where they could hear 
the preacher, but could not see him. They were denied the privilege of the Lord's 
table, until all the whites had communed.231 
 
 If Wood’s historical assessment of the racial segregation of the pews is accurate, Americanism 
developed during the same years that Prince Saunders was maturing into an adult:  
Near the close of the eighteenth century, there began an unparalleled movement, 
which has resulted in the establishment of the Negro Church, not one branch 
merely, but all the branches; not of one denomination, merely, but of all the 
denominations . . . . The colored members of the different Christian 
denominations, of one accord, in all parts of the country, and as nearly as can now 
be learned, at about the same time, separated from the whites, and formed each 
for themselves, a church of the same faith and order, as those from which they 
separated, leaving the white churches almost without a colored membership.232 
 
With the coming of the Haitian Revolution, however, Saunders’s generation almost over 
night found itself in the throes of the Black Atlantic revolution in Haiti, who as African-
American reformers actively witnessed it, processing its impact and significance for their 
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struggle at home. In a way the African revolutionaries of Saint-Domingue revived for American 
Blacks, the antiracist and antislavery Black Radical tradition that had emerged in the aftermath 
of Northern manumission.  
Black revolutionary politics had its antecedents in the generation of African-American 
soldiers, petitioners, and activists who took part in shaping the nation’s future political 
development. This first phase could be credited to the revolutionary generation— 
men and women like Phillis Saunders and Cuff Wells Saunders. But it was in his later 
engagements with the legacy and promise of the Haitian Revolution that many of Prince 
Saunders’s dreams of freedom would be tested.  
Cuff’s son later matched his father’s shrewd pragmatism and political faith in Black 
aspirations. Indeed, similarities abound between their ambitions and career profiles. As we have 
seen, the senior Saunders was highly educated, with specialized medical training, enough to 
emerge as a key player in his role as an apothecary for the army’s eastern division during the 
war. In this, he benefited from his unusually close proximity to white practitioners of medicine. 
In a parallel move, Prince Saunders was later elevated to a ministerial role in one of Haiti’s 
earliest public health efforts to eradicate smallpox and vaccinate children against common 
fevers. Saunders held the title of health minister in King Henry’s administration though having 
no evidence of formal medical training. Like his father, Prince, with his social ambitions, 
leveraged the social capital of his disparate networks of American Christian ministers, wealthy 
benefactors, antislavery societies, and prominent British scientists and educators. Both men used 
their knowledge and expertise for as a means to power and privilege. 
Saunders’s life is remarkable in that it spanned every revolutionary event that 
revolutionized the social and political worlds of the late eighteenth to early nineteenth centuries. 
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His life nearly covers the entire Age of Revolutions (1776–1848). Beyond the events of the 
American Revolution, in 1789, he observed the transformation of Europe and the larger Atlantic 
world as the currents of the French Revolution influenced the rise of another anticolonial revolt 
in the Americas, the Haitian Revolution.  
In the post-revolutionary aftermath of that struggle Saunders would again witness the 
processes of state, nation, and revolution at work in the newly organized Black nation of Haiti. 
His parents were actors in revolutionary politics, and Saunders inherited their grit and persistence 
as he moved as a cosmopolitan force in the ensuing years, framing the political life of free Black 
people in the post-revolutionary world. By the 1790s, partisan politics throughout New England 
heightened the political awareness of many that a freer world was on the rise; this consciousness 
of political transformation manifested itself in some cities where news of foreign revolutionary 
activities was celebrated as harbingers of liberty. In one instance, Americans and their French 
sailors paraded the streets of New York “bearing the liberty cap with reverence,” in solidarity 
with news of the French Revolution.233  
It is entirely plausible as well that the revolutionary period taught Saunders an important 
lesson about the limits of freedom after emancipation. While Saunders had escaped a life of 
slavery, his mother and father had to maneuver carefully to avoid that fates that could overtake 
freed Blacks, who had to rely largely on notions of Black respectability to protect their freedoms. 
In fact, whatever notions of Black respectability Saunders inherited likely stemmed from the 
example of his parents exploiting whatever political opportunities were afforded to them.  
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As the War for Independence progressed, the free Black population began to see 
significant improvements in the conduct of the colonies, if not in the broader population, toward 
ensuring some Black civil rights. Notions of Black respectability became more accepted, just as 
opportunities for class mobility presented themselves as the Continental Army opened up more 
of its ranks to free Black soldiers. As one historian noted, “It is but little wonder that when the 
Revolutionary War began in 1775 Connecticut’s Blacks were optimistic. In times of upheaval 
conditions . . . the Black American of that era must have believed that change for him had but 
one way to turn—for the better.”234 
However, by the mid-1790s Saunders would have likely noticed the limits of the genteel 
 Black gentleman, in which tradition he knowingly participated and was shaped by in his early 
decades in New England, He would see that his position as a Black gentleman paid some 
dividends in his access to exclusive society; but he would recognize its inadequacy as a tool to 
secure citizenship for Black people.  
The power of Black respectability as a political instrument was bound to the context of 
the United States—confined to the local or national scale, and independent of larger problems of 
slavery, racism, and unequal citizenship—which were not only central problems of democracy, 
but were of an Atlantic magnitude. As far as Saunders was concerned, Black respectability in 
politics was limited in its ability to secure an egalitarian future. It was too understated, too 
insufficiently political or insufficient radical, and too restrained to provide the ideological capital 
and principled ammunition he needed to pursue the broader agenda of antislavery, antiracism, 
                                                           




and civic rights that of people of African descent fully deserved.235 Prince Saunders possess a 
political acumen that in every way was authentic, revelatory, and entirely original. This gift 
likely grew from his close and intimate family life, in which the patriarch was an African-
American veteran of the American War of Independence, and his mother a republican mother. 
He would most likely have heard about what was transpiring in Haiti. Throughout the 1810s and 
1820s, Prince Saunders would combine these moments and experiences of his childhood to 
launch a transatlantic liberation movement in support of revolutionary action toward a 
transnational reform of Atlantic citizenship.236 
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“All This May Appear to You a Fable, But It is Never the Less True:” 
 
British Abolitionist and the Transatlantic Origins of Emigration, (1800–1840) 
 
 
“I am for the Whites, because I am White; I have no other reason, and that 
is the right one.”237 
— Napoleon Bonaparte, March 12, 1803 
 
“The African peoples quickly realized that dignity and sovereignty were 
exact equivalents.”238  
— Frantz Fanon 
 
To Hayti let us go, and then 
We may enjoy our natural rights,  
For negroes there are viewed as men 
And there thought as good as white.  
— William Wordsworth, “Toussaint Louverture” (1802) 
The Predicament of Black Freedom 
 
For African Americans, enslaved Africans, and even Native Americans, in the American 
War for Independence all had to deliberate, according to their best interests, whose ranks they 
would join in the fight between Britain and the Thirteen Colonies. Britain seemed to offer the 
best possibilities for freedom. Lord Dunmore’s Ethiopian Regiment in 1775 and General 
Clinton’s regiments promised freedom to enslave people in exchange for enlistment. As we have 
seen in the case of Cuff Saunders, in response to British promises of freedom, to stanch the flow 
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of enslaved Africans and African Americans to the British lines, the Continental Army made a 
counter-promise of freedom to enslaved Blacks in exchange for their enlistment. 
Although the Declaration of Independence stated that “all men were created equal” and 
independence from Britain seemed to promise liberty, rights to property, and a social contract 
based on consent of the governed, neither the American nor the French Revolutions bequeathed 
to their enslaved populations the right to own their own bodies.   
In the United States through the 1790s to the 1820s, by abolishing property requirements 
for the vote, universal white male suffrage was established, with representative democracy 
including only white men. As early as the 1790s and then inn response to the rise of radical 
abolitionism in the early 1830s, the same states that had eliminated voting restrictions for white 
men disenfranchised the entire free Black male population. Even an educated free Black 
gentleman and sophisticate like Prince Saunders could participate in the emerging American 
democracy of the people. Black Americans who had fought and helped win the War of 
Independence saw the promise of equal citizenship evaporate.   
By 1830 as the British were moving toward the abolition of slavery to embark on an 
economy of free labor, slavery became more entrenched and widespread in the US. The white 
citizenry of post-colonial America were reluctant to support Black struggles for civil rights, even 
among those who were manumitted in the first post-war wave of emancipation in New 
England.239 Ironically, even as other forms of absolutism came under attack in Western Europe, 
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the newly independent United States moved into the antebellum period with no serious intention 
of eliminating slavery.  
Status in Connecticut 
Even in New England where racial discord was somewhat muted, racial prejudice was 
widespread. Years after the war ended, one resident of Hartford, Connecticut, pointed to the fact 
that “So many volumes have been written on this subject [of slavery]” and yet “…nothing new 
can be expected; yet the subject ought never to be deemed exhausted, while an individual of the 
human race is groaning in shackles of servitude.”240 Connecticut, like most of New England, 
reluctantly accepted free Black people, treating them as invisible, but nonetheless away them as 
threatening the amicable union of North and South. As another resident noted, while the general 
political sentiments and culture of the state were antislavery and abolitionist, those notions came 
with a caveat:  
The injustice of it has been generally, if not uniformly acknowledged; and the practice of 
it severely reprobated. But when the question of total abolition has been seriously put, it 
has met with steady opposition, and has hitherto miscarried, on the ground of political 
expediency - That is, it is confessed to be morally wrong, to subject any class of our 
fellow-creatures to the evils of slavery; but asserted to be politically right, to keep them in 
such subjection.241 
As this citizen indicates the political and social conservatism regarding slavery was apparent as 
early as the 1790s and resistance to its abolition deeply entrenched. 
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Citizens of Connecticut and New England generally supported the omission of the word 
“slavery” from the US Constitution as a practical political move to guarantee its ratification. As 
historian Paul Finkelman, has noted, the Framers of the Constitution of 1787 refrained from 
using the word “slavery,” namely because of “The request of the Connecticut delegation and 
some other Northerners, who feared that their constituents would not ratify the Constitution if the 
word was in the document — not because the delegates objected to the word—or the 
institution—itself.”242 One contemporary noted that African Americans were still being 
auctioned off and “sold with less ceremony than the beasts of the field.”243 A general attitude of 
ambivalence seemed to dominate the state as we see from another Connecticut man who reported 
that his antislavery concerns were disavowed by his fellows in Connecticut, who while 
recognizing the misery of the enslaved, nonetheless urged him to not “subscribe [himself as] a 
friend of mankind, but more especially to the poor unhappy Blacks, as they most need it.”244 
Another resident of Connecticut has left us his testimony regarding the unprotected status of 
freed Black children from his state, who had been kidnapped and sold into slavery: 
... I was in Virginia; there I saw with my eyes, two poor helpless children, thus stolen or 
kidnapped from Derby, in the county of New-Haven, and sold as slaves for life. I really 
thought it my duty to prosecute the men who had been thus guilty. When I returned home 
I conversed with my best friends; they all united to discourage me ... [an attorney told 
him] the cause was new, the expense was great, and that there was so many wicked 
people, it would be very unpopular...245 
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In fact pro-slavery protests—as opposed to demonstrations or gatherings in support of abolition 
in Connecticut, even in the 1830s— were not unusual. One occurred in New London “to 
demonstrate that this city is decidedly hostile to the movements of the abolition faction.” White 
residents publicly condemned abolitionist activities and openly reaffirmed to their “Southern 
brethren that we are sincerely desirous to cultivate the most friendly and honorable intercourse 
with them, to disclaim any interference with their constitutional rights, or the Slave question.”246 
And in Hartford, the state capital, politicians and laymen chided antislavery activists by issuing 
“A Declaration of the Sentiments of the People of Hartford, Regarding the Measures of the 
Abolitionists,” whom they feared acted as agents of disruption. Abolitionists were regarded as 
hooligans, whose “proceedings will result in no good, but much evil” by “their direct and 
obvious tendency to agitate and alarm the people of the slave States.” Abolitionists, the tract 
warned, would “endanger their peace and security, if not expose them to the evils and horrors of 
insurrection, massacre and a servile war.” According to the Declaration, abolitionists threatened 
to “destroy that reciprocal harmony and confidence which should prevail among the people of 
different sections of the Union.”  
In sum, the concerned white residents of Hartford feared that radical antislavery protests 
were commensurate with importing the radical sensibilities of Haitian Jacobinism to America. 
Abolitionists were roundly condemned for distributing their “incendiary publications” and 
exciting the rebellious passions of “The servile population in the slave holding States.” The 
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established powers urged the “good” white “citizens [of Hartford] by word, deed and example 
[to] condemn and discountenance the violent measures of the Abolitionists.”247  
Status in Massachusetts 
Although Massachusetts was among the first states to abolish slavery following the 
Quock Walker case in 1783, white racism festered there in reaction to the increasing number of 
manumitted slaves and free Black people in the state.248 The Massachusetts’ state legislature 
viewed the growing manumitted class of free Black people as a public nuisance; in response to 
their growing numbers, legislators assembled a committee to consider “the necessity of checking 
the increase of a species of population, which threatens to [be] both injurious and 
burdensome.”249 Black people were depicted as a drain on “all public establishments of this 
State; as well as Prisons and Poor Houses.”250 In other words, this propaganda spread the view 
that free Blacks were leeches on the social welfare infrastructure of the state and, by implication 
in comparison to whites, were more apt to commit crimes.  
In Massachusetts by 1788, less than a decade after the 1780 state constitution abolished 
slavery, a law was passed “regulating the residence in this State of certain persons of colour.” 
Forty years later, attitudes and sentiments had become even more virulently anti-Black. On 
January 16, 1822, a committee on “Free Negroes and Mulattoes” published a report by the state’s 
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House of Representatives, which considered whether Massachusetts should prohibit free Blacks 
from entering the state.251 Judging by these events, and as the scholarship of Joan Pope Melish 
and Margot Minardi has painstakingly demonstrated, Massachusetts had become deeply 
ambivalent about abolition and effectively hostile to the presence of free Blacks within the state.  
Given that nation-building and preserving the Union were more serious priorities, Massachusetts 
and most New Englanders consequently feared emancipated slaves, and resented the civil rights 
activism. New England had become an ambivalent world where freedom and belonging of freed 
Blacks was never a simple affair.252 
While the Commonwealth of Massachusetts claimed that free Blacks were reportedly “as 
directly represented as the whites” and were even occasionally allowed to vote, in other states 
those same privileges were abrogated. Ambivalence toward and inconsistently enforced rights 
for free Blacks tragically created two sets of citizens: first-class whites and second-class freed 
Blacks— or more accurately put, citizens and non-citizens within a latent Herrenvolk republic. 
Boston and the whole of New England more generally never fully guaranteed equal 
citizenship for the likes of Prince Saunders and other free Black persons. Nonetheless the region 
offered the most potential for Black citizenship and related activism. Most striking about Boston 
during Saunders’s time, the era of the first post-Revolutionary War generation, were the tensions 
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concerning citizenship rooted in the American War of Independence. These tensions sparked 
Saunders’s personal struggles with the nature of American citizenship, who despite his freed 
status, his education and manifold accomplishments, never felt that he completely belonged in 
the United States, a factor that would contribute to his transformation from a Boston teacher to 
an antiracist cosmopolitan, promoting Haitian emigration to freed American Blacks. For 
Saunders, Boston would be the center and source of innovative Black thought and protest253 that 
so many New Englanders feared.  
 
Abolitionist Vermont 
Even in colonial days, as the history of the Saunders’s family demonstrates, Vermont 
exemplified the region’s most overt antislavery attitudes by being the first state to outlaw slavery 
in 1777.254  By the mid-1830s, there were eighty-nine local antislavery societies with some 5,000 
members throughout the state.255 At least thirty towns had enlisted delegates in the state branch 
of the Anti-Slavery Society, which was formed in 1834 on the heels of the founding of the 
American Anti-Slavery Society in 1833.  
Vermont’s liberal abolitionist views especially attracted South Carolina Senator John 
Calhoun’s attention. He rebuked its resolution to Congress announcing its opposition to slavery 
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in the District of Columbia as well as its opposition to the admission of Texas into the Union as a 
slave state. The Congressional Globe noted that “Mr. Calhoun deemed the present moment one 
of deepest importance,” but viewed the Yankee Vermonters antislavery resolution as a veiled 
threat that would decide “whether we are to remain as one united and happy people or whether 
this union is to be dissolved by the hand of violence.”256 Calhoun further asserted, “Vermont 
ha[d] struck a deep and dangerous blow into the vitals of our confederacy.”257 But Calhoun may 
have also been reacting to the longer tradition of antislavery protest emanating from Vermont. 
For instance, at the height of the debates that ultimately established the Missouri Compromise of 
1820, Vermont’s General Assembly forthrightly proclaimed their moral allegiance to the 
elimination of slavery:  
Slavery is incompatible with the vital principles of all free governments and tends 
to their ruin. It paralyzes industry, the greatest source of national wealth, stifles 
the love of freedom, and endangers the safety of the nation. It is prohibited by the 
laws of nature which are equally binding on governments and individuals. The 
right to introduce and establish slavery in a free government does not exist.258 
 
Southerners from the upper South also approached Vermont with suspicion as when Virginians 
felt their constitutional views insulted by a resolution from Vermont’s legislature petitioning the 
Virginia legislature to oppose the Fugitive Slave Act of 1857:   
The legislature of Virginia declines to consider the resolutions of the state of 
Vermont, relative to the peace of the world until that body shall show itself 
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careful of the peace of the Union by conforming to the enactments of the 
Constitution of the United States and laws pursued.259 
 
Cleary, Virginia predicated the preservation of the Union as contingent on the preservation of 
slavery. Vermont, nonetheless, seemed intent on antagonizing Virginia, whose extensive role in 
the domestic slave trade has led some historians to label Virginia’s coast at the time as America’s 
“Slave Coast.”  
 Prince Saunders no doubt would have taken pride in his adopted state, where a year after 
his death, the radical abolitionists of Vermont founded the Liberty Party, and the state took the 
lead in the battle to undermine the Fugitive Slave Act by forbidding its sheriffs, bailiffs, jailers, 
constables, and citizens from detaining fugitives from the slave states for re-enslavement. 
As we have seen, Prince Saunders as a freed person in Vermont was protected from 
slavery. In actuality, however, even Vermont, like other northern states, exaggerated the 
benevolence of its own history. “The legal reality of abolishing slavery,” argues one historian, 
“did not always reflect social reality.” Slavery in Vermont, as elsewhere in the country, was a 
contested and complicated affair.260 That said, wherever opposition to slavery was weak or 
faltering, Vermont shone by comparison. 
Despite Vermont’s reputation for its intense commitment to the antislavery movement, 
which was based in a belief in social and racial democratic equality, the effective generosity of 
Vermont’s antislavery culture was limited. Democracy throughout the Union was reserved for 
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the majority of the white population, which left African-Americans like Prince Saunders adrift to 
find their own solutions to the problems of racism and citizenship  
It was naiveté that allowed white Vermonters as well as other white New Englanders to 
fashion themselves liberal in regards to race; in reality they were untroubled by the racism of an 
illiberal democracy. Such naiveté was dangerously oblivious to the tragic consequences it carried 
for anyone with a Black skin.  
While white northerners were convinced that their culture of antislavery protest would 
bring about the “overthrow of prejudice by the power of love—the abolition of slavery by the 
spirit of repentance,”261 none of these northern states passed legislation conferring the rights of 
citizenship upon their Black citizens necessary to prevent the illegal kidnappings of freed Black 
men, women, or children under the Fugitive Slave Act. Through the serious omission of New 
Englanders, Southern planters were allowed to tap into the free Black population as a source of 
bodies for their slave labor markets and plantations. While the North agitated against “man-
stealers” in the late 1840s and ‘50s, the reality was that many white northerners were content to 
see free Blacks disappear from their midst.262  
Some might argue that Vermont’s 1786 “Act to Prevent the Sale and Transportation of 
Negroes and Malattoes Out of This State”263 protected freed Blacks. But from the moral 
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perspective of the present, it is clear the law reflects the assumptions of the time, in which 
northerners saw Black people as weaklings in need of saviors. Most benevolent laws regarding 
Black men and women rarely transcended the assumptions of the time that even free Blacks by 
nature belonged to an enslaved race.  
Antislavery attitudes and laws, as many at the time knew, did not create or bestow actual 
legal or political rights. In 1788, Articles One and Four of the Constitution of the United States 
ratified and thereby ensured masters’ rights of property of Black persons, with the Tenth 
Amendment barring the federal government from intervening in slavery at the state level; 
furthermore, three-fifths of the enslaved population, which could not vote or pay taxes, were 
denied political rights.264  
Philadelphia Abolitionism 
With the founding of the Pennsylvania Abolition Society (PAS) in April 1775, 
Pennsylvania became a sanctuary state for freed slaves. In fact, Philadelphia was known for its 
thriving Black community, where churches, schools and voluntary societies flourished. The city 
was dense with Black self-help societies—at least fifty of them by 1830 and over 100 in the 
decade leading up to the Civil War. The organizers of the first Black National Convention 
fittingly viewed Philadelphia as site for their first meeting in 1830.265   
As early as 1799, in Philadelphia the Reverend Absalom Jones and seventy-three other 
free African-Americans were confronted with the problem of free Blacks who earned their 
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livelihoods by their own free labor being kidnapped into slavery. Because of lax federal policing, 
traders were “Emboldened to keep up a regular chain of communications and barter from 
Philadelphia to the Eastern shore of the Chesapeake,266” kidnapping and terrorizing the Black 
community. Rev. Jones and other free Blacks petitioned Congress put a stop to “a trade practiced 
openly by citizens of some of the southern states, upon the waters of Maryland and Delaware,”267 
decrying “the artifice and cunning of those who are engaged in this barbarous traffic.”268 In the 
words of the Philadelphia petitioners, these slavers captured men, women, and children, and 
“like droves of cattle…fettered and hurried into places provided for this most horrid traffic, such 
as dark cellars and garrets.”269 They then loaded their captives onto vessels that would take them 
down the Mississippi River where they would eventually be auctioned off to highest bidders in 
the Deep South. 
Black Americans in Philadelphia maintained their tradition of activism, responding as 
best they could to anti-Black organizations such as the African Colonization Society founded in 
1816 to promote the “immigration”—a euphemism for the repatriation or deportation of freed 
Blacks—to Africa. In response to the ACS, in January 1817 three thousand Black Philadelphians 
publicly denounced the organization. Their efforts built upon the intellectual work Saunders and 
the African Society in Boston had done a decade earlier. 
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By 1860, the free Black population of Philadelphia had reached more than 22,000 men, 
women and children. Just like Massachusetts, Pennsylvania feared the increasing numbers of 
Blacks fleeing slavery and taking up residence in the state. Saunders’s mentor, James Forten, a 
prominent political leader in the free Black community, openly protested a bill in the 
Pennsylvania senate that proposed to stop the emigration of free people of color into the state.270 
Signing his letter as “A Man of Colour,” Forten pleaded with legislators to keep Pennsylvania a 
humanitarian refuge for those escaping Black bondage.  
Along with Boston and New York, Philadelphia was a hub for Black activists addressing 
matters of education, labor, and legal justice for Blacks precisely at the time when these states 
were moving towards constricting Black rights.271 Philadelphia was a battleground of free 
African-Americans against white supremacists, with the city’s many Black societies providing 
safe forums to debate and speak as a united people.272 Hence, Black writers, organizers, church 
leaders, newspaper editors, and entrepreneurs were attracted to Philadelphia as a place where 
they could speak as one.273 It was in Philadelphia where African Americans first began 
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discussing emigration, including to Canada.274 However, as James Forten writes, the 
Philadelphia sanctuary was under threat as  
The dog is protected and pampered at the board of his master, while the poor African and 
his descendant, whether a Saint or a felon, is branded with infamy, registered as a slave, 
and we may expect shortly to find a law to prevent their increase, by taxing them 
according to numbers, and authorizing the Constables to seize and confine everyone who 
dare to walk the streets without a collar on his neck! What have the people of colour been 
guilty of.275   
 
For Forten, as for many others like him, what was at stake was not just freedom, but the 
intransigence of Euro-American racism, which refused to afford him and his fellow Black 
patriots the opportunity to reap the sociopolitical benefits so many African Americans had sowed 
on the battlefields of the Revolutionary War. 
The Political-Economic-Industrial Slave Complex 
By 1810, Eli Whitney’s invention of the cotton gin had created a political-economic-
industrial complex that required slavery to keep it running, and to which both North and South 
belonged. A far-flung domestic slave trade now informed the most ordinary choices of what a 
New Englander might choose to wear as much as it influenced what livelihood a working class 
white Southerner could pursue by virtue of the powerful plantation slave economy and by the 
limitations slavery imposed upon free labor. The slave economy of the Deep South required 
many different kinds of labor: clearing, ditching, sawing, and hauling; planting, weeding, cutting, 
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and picking; gardening, cooking, washing, and cleaning. Blacks were especially prized, whether 
free or enslaved, for their skills as “carpenters, coopers, bricklayers, cabinet makers, plain cooks 
& pastry cooks &c and among the wenches good washers, ironers, pleaters and cooks.”276  
This political economy based on race and racism bound North and South in a complex of 
commerce, investment, and credit; cotton produced by slave labor in the Deep South would be 
transformed into cloth by the water-powered mills of New England. On this point, Edmund S. 
Morgan’s thesis in American Slavery, American Freedom is correct: If institutionalized Southern 
slavery was problematic to American freedom, it was equally problematic to widespread 
emancipation in the North— from which Saunders and his parents benefited—because they 
created a group of people whose freedom was legally precarious.   
 An editorial in the De Bow Review, a proslavery periodical, indicates that this 
Constitutional arrangement between North and South was clearly understood by both regions:  
There are two clauses in the Constitution which point directly and specifically to 
the negro race as a separate class of persons and show clearly that they were not 
regarded as a portion of the people or citizens of the government then formed. 
One of these clauses reserves to each of the thirteen States the right to import 
slaves until the year 1808 if it thinks proper. And the importation which it thus 
sanctions was unquestionably of persons of the race of which we are speaking as 
the traffic in slaves in the United States had always been confined to them. And 
by the other provision the States pledge themselves to each other to maintain the 
right of property of the master by delivering up to him any slave who may have 
escaped from his service and be found within their respective territories. By the 
first above mentioned clause therefore the right to purchase and hold this property 
is directly sanctioned and authorized for twenty years by the people who framed 
the Constitution and by the second they pledge themselves to maintain and uphold 
the right of the master in the manner specified as long as the government they 
then formed should endure.277 
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In the context of the Constitution, the 1857 ruling in Dred Scott vs. Sanford, however cruel its 
logic, was not only entirely within the law with regards to the non-citizenship status of free 
Black people; its historical interpretation of the facts withstood Constitutional scrutiny. The De 
Bow Review editorial declared that the two constitutional 
provisions show conclusively that neither the description of persons therein referred to 
nor their descendants [Africans] were embraced in any of the other provisions of the 
Constitution for certainly these two clauses were not intended to confer on them or their 
posterity the blessings of liberty or any of the personal rights so carefully provided for the 
citizens.278 
 
Ironically, American law knew how to convert Black bodies into hereditary slaves, even when 
they were taken from freedom, but it did not know how to unloose those same persons from 
bondage.  
No one articulated this problem of citizenship better than the radical white abolitionist 
Wendell Phillips. In January 1863, as the Civil War became the theater of justice over slavery, 
Phillips reminded his audience that the war was but a prolongation of “only one part of a great 
fight going on the world over, and which began ages ago . . . between free institutions and caste 
institutions, Freedom and Democracy against institutions of [racial] privilege and class.”279 
Phillips disputed the axiom that white freedom depended on Black slavery. Prior to the Civil 
War, this clash prompted Saunders and his class to look to Haiti and articulate a philosophy of 
Black Nationalism and proposals for emigration; in contrast, for white Northerners and 
Southerners an insidious program of deportation was the preferred course of action.  
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“The Most Vicious” Class 
 
As a member of the first generation of Americans to see the emerging political culture of 
the new American republic, Prince Saunders foresaw the paradoxical policies that would 
endanger Black freedom and forestall the freeing of the enslaved. By failing to align their 
vociferous antislavery rhetoric to demands for full citizenship for Blacks, white Northerners 
empowered the racist enemies of Black freedom, leaving the Black population vulnerable to the 
slave lobby and fueling the rise of a culture of bigotry.  
The difficulty for free Black people was that under the Fugitive Slave Act, they were 
subject to kidnapping and enslavement with no guarantee of safety or rescue. But the prevailing 
political culture made them the problem. Under this political system and its assumptions, it was 
free Black people—and not the prejudices of Euro-Americans—that became the crux of the 
nation’s troubles over race, freedom, and slavery.  
Henry Clay best articulated the scapegoating of Black Americans as the source of the 
nation’s woes regarding race and slavery, asserting, "Of all classes of our population, the most 
vicious is that of the free coloured.” Amplifying Henry Clay’s claim, slaves more discontented.” 
Ralph R. Gurley, Secretary of the American Colonial Society, added his Malthusian opinion that 
“to elevate and instruct free Negroes in America would make the slaves more discontented.”  
Gurley’s plan was to wed emancipation with colonization and gradually deport Blacks from the 
nation. Thomas Jefferson and James Madison had endorsed similar proposals that captivated the 
imagination of state legislatures across the country. Between 1800 and 1813, for example, both 
houses of the Virginia state legislature had pushed repeatedly for such a solution and asked their 
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governor to devise a treaty that would give the US a colony where they could deposit Black 
people.280  
Another movement in response to the Black “vicious class” was the creation of the 
Society for the Colonization of Free People of Color of the United States, which would be 
commonly known as the American Colonization Society or ACS. Set up as a rival to the Sierra 
Leone Company, which had promoted loyalist Black emigration to the eponymous British 
colony in Africa after the American Revolutionary War, it also opposed Great Britain’s Clapham 
Sect’s African Institution, which promoted antislavery ideals through moral reform and 
humanitarianism. The ACS, of course, was attached to the ideology of a Herrenvolk American 
republic.  
The ACS was organized in 1816, as New Jersey was in the process of freeing 20,000 
Black men, women and children. New Jersey clergyman, Rev. Robert Finley, along with Charles 
Fenton Mercer, a congressman from Virginia, called on President Madison, Henry Clay, Francis 
Scott Key, and other powerful figures in American life to help him to organize the ACS, whose 
purpose would be to assist free Black people to emigrate to Africa—on the understanding that 
emancipation, not slavery—was the chief point of contention in American political life, as it left 
the country with a number of undesired and undesirable human beings.  
In his Thoughts on the Colonization of Free Black, Finley expounded the beliefs of his 
supporters, who were less concerned about whether Black people could exercise freedom and 
citizenship than maintaining their own status as white people. In their view, a nation in which 
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Black people were free would disrupt the social system that depended upon the value of 
whiteness as opposed to the difference, represented by color in Blacks—a distinction seen as 
inherently impossible to overcome.  
Prince Saunders’s views however, were quite different. As a child of the Black 
revolutionary generation, he had witnessed the religious revivalism of the Great Awakening, 
imbibing its lessons of camaraderie and equality— which also influenced AME founder Rev. 
Richard Allen. The Great Awakening injected ideas of equality espoused by English Wesleyan 
Methodism into the religious life of the country. Whether espoused by Presbyterians, 
Congregationalists, Quakers, or Unitarians, those adhering to the ethics of moral righteousness 
rejected the rationalizations of white race superiority, even when dressed in the garb of 
Christianity.  
Unfortunately, but perhaps predictably, many white Christian ministers nonetheless 
proclaimed the gospel of race-based African colonization. The Reverend Nathaniel S. Prime in 
1805 exclaimed: “What legislature will be willing to admit the Negro to equal privileges and 
powers of the white man, on the floor of the senate chamber? What university will hold forth the 
same advantages and honors to our children and descendants of Africans?”281 And another white 
believer in the gospel of colonization asked: 
What right have the children of Africa to an [sic] homestead in the white man's country? 
 . . . Let the Atlantic billow heave its high and everlasting barrier between their country 
and ours. Let this fair land, which the white man won by his chivalry, which he has 
adorned by the arts and elegancies of polished life be kept sacred for his descendants 
untarnished by the footprint of him who hath ever been a slave.282  
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Saunders had drafted a response to similar arguments in which he explicitly claimed to 
speak on behalf of the “Sons of Africans.” Rejecting the argument proposed by “Some [white] 
men [who] . . . are ready to say, that a Black man, or an African, ought never to be free.” 
Saunders retorted that “this assertion is groundless since it is founded on so shallow a foundation 
as to scarcely bare bringing up to remembrance as an argument.”283 Moreover, he continued, not 
only do “most assuredly all men have an equal and undoubted right to freedom, either in their 
own land or in whatsoever part of the world God, in the course of his divine providence, may 
cast our lot,” white men cannot deem Black people inferior “unless it can be proved that they 
have a right to them.” And in any case, the burden “to prove this” was on those who make these 
arguments against Black equality, not on Black people “to prove the reverse.”284  
Saunders’s sharp defense of Black equality attacked the hollow claims of equality in a 
society dedicated to democracy the privileges, wealth, power, and prestige that came with white 
skin. Saunders would argue for a genuine democratic life for everyone.  
British Abolition of the Slave Trade 
 Great Britain would abolish the slave trade long before its former colony, the United 
States. Abolition was in process even before the American Revolutionary War. In the landmark 
case of Somerset vs. Stewart, Lord Mansfield’s 1772 ruling from the Court of the King’s Bench 
was powerful indictment of slavery, declaring it “so odious, that nothing can be suffered to 
support it, but positive law.” The ruling held that chattel slavery was contrary to the common law 
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of England and Wales, and it provided fodder for early British antislavery activists to mobilize 
public support for abolition. If a slave must be freed by “virtue on being on English soil,” as the 
case maintained, then opponents of slavery argued for extending the same protection to Africans 
in other British dominions. Mansfield’s ruling prompted British abolitionist Granville Sharp to 
explain how the transition from slavery to freedom could be enacted. His pamphlet The Just 
Limitations of Slavery in the Laws of God looked to “Spanish Regulations” or manumission laws 
that allowed Caribbean slaves to purchase their freedom with partial earnings from the fruits of 
their labor. Sharp that such laws could “soften and gradually reduce the Slavery in the West 
Indies.”285   
By 1775, British activists were obsessed with how to effectively abolish slavery in order 
to create a British empire without slaves.286 As early as 1787 British Parliamentarians like 
George Fox, arguing on behalf of the struggle of the enslaved and the freemen of color, insisted 
that the suffering of enslaved Africans could only end by wholesale abolition of the slave trade. 
 By 1787 abolitionists of the Clapham Sect or The Saints had organized the Society for 
Effecting the Abolition of the Slave Trade. The Clapham Sect as these British men and women 
were called, leveraged their resources as a group of wealthy Evangelical Christians brought 
together by John Venn, the rector of Holy Trinity Church, to create networks that connected 
them to antislavery societies in the Americas, especially in the United States and Haiti. With 
revolutionary zeal, they labored to become the moral lodestar that would extinguish slavery from 
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the world. William Wilberforce’s rhetoric was typical of passion with which they decried 
conditions that left enslaved people in miserable circumstances, “loaded with chains, oppressed 
with disease and wretchedness.”287  
Antislavery activists in Great Britain set aside any customs, traditions, and human laws 
that justified slavery to make a case for what they deemed the higher moral laws of human 
conscience and nature. The Quakers, joining with various Protestant sects, created a zealous 
antislavery religious movement based on natural rights. By so doing, they starkly distinguished 
themselves from the gradualism of American antislavery, which privileged conservatism over 
radical dissent and promoted moderation over the immediate emancipation of slaves.  
Women in Britain also played an important part in abolishing the British slave trade. 
Around 1805, a coalition of British abolitionist women overwhelmed Parliament with their 
petitions, becoming a public force that could not be ignored. Constituting at least ten percent of 
subscribers to abolitionist pamphlets, they were responsible for spreading the antislavery 
message of and on behalf of male abolitionists like William Wilberforce and Grenville Sharp. In 
1806, in response to female protests, Sharp delivered a passionate speech in Parliament, 
declaring the slave trade “contrary to the principles of justice, humanity and sound policy.”288 By 
1817, after the home abolition of the slave trade in 1807, British women had completely 
embraced the evangelicalism of the Clapham Sect and were advocating for the end of slavery in 
the British Empire.  
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The story, however, was different among women abolitionists in the United States, where 
antislavery ideals lacked synergy. Two decades after the British abolished slavery within the 
British Isles, in the early 1830s, in a caustic note of self-criticism, women abolitionists in New 
York decried the apathy of their own movement toward slavery: 
Shall our British sisters, after all their indefatigable exertions, lose half of their blest 
fruition, in grief at our insensibility and inactivity, on a subject which they found so 
absorbing? Shall the eyes all radiant with joy, for the triumphs in their own land, be again 
damned with tears at the sad spectacle of humanity prostrate in ours?289  
 
These female abolitionists pointed out that white Northerners who “do not hold slaves,” were 
thereby not free from their obligation to work for abolition.290 Indeed, manumission in the post-
revolutionary war period had transformed most northern states into societies without slaves. But 
it was also true that by the 1830s, Northerners had largely refused to extend the American 
Revolution’s ideals of liberty, equality, and citizenship to freed Black people.  
In 1807 it seemed as if a duel of humanitarian goodwill was occurring in the North 
Atlantic between the British Empire and its former colony, the United States, in regards to 
abolishing the slave trade.291 That year the United States Congress issued the Abolition of the 
Slave Trade Act, and the British Parliament also abolished the slave trade. Thomas Clarkson, the 
main campaigner who had enlisted parliamentarian William Wilberforce on behalf of the cause, 
wrote to the lawmaker in elation:   
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Dear Friend! I write to inform you that our efforts were blessed by Providence last night 
in the promotion of the great Cause of the Abolition of the Slave Trade. I want words to 
express the joy I feel on the occasion.292 
The reality, however, is that the American republic kept the institution intact whereas the British  
outpaced the Americans in their antislavery campaigns, having a monopoly moral capital that 
regarding the issue that white Americans generally lacked.  
In England, meanwhile, the antislavery movement extended its crusade to end the 
transatlantic trade of the buying and selling of African souls and bodies within the Empire’s 
colonies, demanding a transition to free labor. To achieve that goal, however, would entail 
grappling with what kind of regimes of property, land, labor and citizenship would follow the 
abolition of slavery.293  
Quakers, Haiti, and International Abolitionism 
The United States would always be marked by contradictions in regards to slavery. The 
United States Congress passed the Naturalization Act of 1790, restricting naturalization and 
citizenship to free white persons. Meanwhile, free Black people and their allies were beginning 
to see the writing on the wall: Congress would not protect their status or work towards a large-
scale emancipation of the enslaved. Freed Blacks found white allies, however, among American 
Quakers, whose Society of Friends established the Pennsylvania Abolition Society (PAS) in 
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1775, the first such society in the Atlantic world.294  American Quakers had already forged 
antislavery networks that connected England to the antislavery societies of North America. 
Delaware Quaker Warner Mifflin would lament that when traveling in the Upper South 
he witnessed:  
the abominable Trade carried on through that part of the Country, by Negro-drovers, 
buying Drove after Drove of the poor afflicted Blacks, like droves of Cattel for Market; 
carrying them into the Southern States for Speculation; regardless of the separation of 
nearest Connections & natural ties.295  
 
Mifflin’s letters are part of a correspondence among a large transatlantic network of antislavery 
activists, especially women, who based their abolitionist appeals on the ethical conscience of 
civil society—making slave powers on both sides of the Atlantic alert to their growing 
presence.296 Hence, letters from Granville Sharp, one of the earliest antislavery activists, 
circulated in Baltimore to in support of similar efforts. Anthony Benezet, credited by some 
historians as the founder of transatlantic abolitionism published antislavery pamphlets that would 
influence Thomas Clarkson’s famous Essay on the Slavery and Commerce of the Human 
Species, Particularly the African. Clarkson also devoted entire passages describing how Benezet, 
an American, had spearheaded the global antislavery movement.297 
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Led by parliamentarian William Wilberforce, and then Thomas Fowell Buxton, this 
transatlantic group also included Hannah More, a prominent evangelical figure, writer and 
philanthropist who had exchanged letters with and assisted Jedidiah Morse, the famous 
geographer and clergyman from Charlestown, Massachusetts, in establishing tract societies.  
Hannah More, especially, took great pride in her antislavery endeavors, which included 
supporting Wilberforce’s efforts to send Saunders back to Haiti with instructors who would help 
the Haitian Kingdom’s anglicize their educational curriculum and schools. As she remarked to a 
friend:  
It is not a little flattering to me to find that I shall be immortalized by forming a new era 
in the annals of Barley Wood It is much more gratifying to me than to have been 
recorded in those of the empire of France or the more respectable one of Hayti I rejoice to 
hear of the flourishing state of my arbutus…298 
 
Not too long before she met Saunders, More was writing Wilberforce periodically, asking for 
information about the Clapham Sect’s connections to the island and their progress: “How goes 
your new empire of Hayti? I take great interest in its progress of which I know nothing but from 
the papers.”299 In September 1819, the septuagenarian would again write her friend, concerned 
that his health had suffered from overwork on behalf of Haitian causes, and offering him support 
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in his untiring efforts:  
I should have been uneasy about you, had I not heard from several quarters the last from 
Mr. Roberts that you were looking stout I trust that God may intend you for one other 
great work that of building up the new empire of Hayti on stable and Christian 
principles….300 
 
If this correspondence proves anything, it is the affinity Wilberforce felt toward King Henry 
Christophe of Haiti. According to a friend, Wilberforce believed the Haitian King incorruptible, 
even staking his reputation on efforts to prevent the sullying of Christophe’s name. As this friend 
recollected, with his staunch support of King Henry and his projects, Wilberforce alienated some 
members of his own social circle:  
the line he has taken respecting St Domingo (Haiti) and the slave trade, [he] has alienated 
many of his former friends. You will have read in the newspapers the account of the Red 
Book of Hayti of which island I believe the real state would if told to the greater part of 
the West India proprietors appear not a whit more credible than Swift's account of 
Lilliput or Laputa. Mr Wilberforce felt much the death of Christophe King of Hayti 
which occurred in December 1820 Christophe had for some time past been applying to 
him for counsel and assistance in various plans for the improvement and happiness of his 
people He had shown great liberality in particular in advancing money for their education 
having transmitted a very liberal sum to Mr Wilberforce to pay schoolmasters e.t.c…301 
 
British Abolition and Imperial Politics 
One of the consequences of the Haitian revolution against its French colonial masters was 
that it created great instability in British Caribbean markets. The agitation within British civil 
society against Caribbean slavery, not surprisingly, did not entirely reflect the concerns of the 
British Crown.  
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In the world of international politics, Sweden, Denmark and Russia maintained their 
neutrality in regards to the rebellion. As we know, the Americans, although allies of the French, 
feared the importation of Haitian revolutionary impulses. The Spanish had their own Caribbean 
colonies, but were no friends to the English, and therefore somewhat sympathetic to the enslaved 
Haitian patriots. The British feared that a French invasion from across the English Channel might 
be as eminent as the French meddling in or targeting their colonies in the Caribbean basin.302  
Furthermore, given the push of British public opinion to abolish slavery throughout the empire, 
Great Britain faced the problem of how to stave off the rebellion of their enslaved populations in 
the Caribbean British, having already lost their American colonies to powerful revolutionary 
impulses.  
As historian Christopher L. Brown argues, Black inclusion, discussed in the abolition 
agenda as the “incorporation of strangers had become, inescapably, the subject of extensive 
discussion” among British antislavery reformers and parliamentarians. While it is true that being 
a subject of a nation or colony does not always confer the full civic benefits of citizenship, it was 
nonetheless possible for British colonists, by extension of the Somerset argument, to claim 
certain rights and privileges, to hold property, and to lawfully demand equal protection from the 
Empire. 
At this point, abolishing the slave trade throughout the Empire dominated British public 
discourse, with hundreds of men and women gathering to discuss the precise legality, morality, 
and justification for slavery as an institution. Their questions included ones such as  “Is the slave 
trade justifiable?” and “Are there sufficient reasons to justify Englishmen in continuing the slave 
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Some of the clearest responses to these questions came from British Parliamentarian 
Granville Sharp. Sharp’s contention against slaveholding was to insist that British citizens 
connect their sense of liberty to the humanity of the enslaved. Along this line, Sharp insisted that 
any slave was to be regarded as “absolutely secure in his or her personal liberty,” and that “Every 
inhabitant of the British colonies, Black as well as white, bond as well as free, are undoubtedly 
The King’s subjects, during their residence within the limits of the King’s dominions, and as 
such, are entitled to personal protection, howsoever bound in service to their respective 
masters.”304 The solution of course was for the British Crown to attempt to seemingly engage in 
the questions of freedom, labor and emancipation in regard to its enslaved populations, but do so 
in a fashion that satisfied moral piety without endangering the wealth and financial health of the 
empire.  
Scholars have addressed the conflict between slavery and profit, by taking slavery, 
capitalism, and industrialization as their point of departure in understanding the sudden British 
awakening to complete abolition. In doing so, scholars may have underestimated the genuine 
effort of antislavery activists to devise schemes that would allow a peaceful exit from an 
immoral institution of incredible profitability. How could enslaved men and women be given 
their freedom without forfeiting the enormous profit the institution generated for its proprietors 
and the Empire? To satisfy both imperatives, a complex scheme was needed that would unite 
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labor, citizenship and moral obligations as an essential catalyst; that in itself was a breakthrough 
in the intellectual arguments against slavery.  
With the 1808 abolition of the British Atlantic slave trade, four years after the end of the 
Haitian Revolution, a coherent and well-integrated international abolitionist community began to 
gain momentum. Having ended the slave trade in Britain, the next move of British abolitionists 
was to abolish slavery in the Atlantic world. Not coincidentally, their aim was strengthened by 
the revolution in Haiti. For their campaign to be convincing and effective, they had to promote 
and defend the existence of Haiti, which they did by saturating Haitians with Anglo-Saxon 
civilizational values and ideas.  
As for the response of the United States, just as every major European power was 
invested in containing the rebellion in Haiti, it is no surprise that President Thomas Jefferson 
departed from John Adam’s policy of trade and engagement to enact non-recognition of the 
Black republic; that decision was designed to cripple the nascent republic and discourage the US 
Black population following the example of Haiti. Rather than joining Haitians in celebrating the 
success of enlightenment principles Jefferson had championed during the American War for 






Between 1804 and1807, the years immediately following American independence, the 
slave trade was abolished in the British Empire, and the famous antislavery activist Thomas 
Clarkson began to actively support of Haiti. Working in concert with him were the many 
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antislavery titans who, by the early nineteenth century, had formed a philanthropic circle so 
powerful in its advocacy of abolitionism that politicians, civil society, and foreign dignitaries, as 
well as slave merchants, were forced to reckon with their activism and their transatlantic agenda.  
It is not entirely clear how Saunders found his way into this select group of antislavery 
evangelists, called the Clapham Sect or the Clapham Saints. What is apparent is that the sect had, 
by the late eighteenth century, already started to ally themselves with free Black people across 
the Atlantic. As the former British North American colonies began consolidating into a new 
republic, African-Americans started flirting with the idea of emigration to other lands. The 
revolutionary war period, as Paine noted, tested the souls of the men and women who proclaimed 
their love for liberty. Throughout the post-revolutionary North, the free African-American 
community showed remarkable strength and resilience, even though reeling from the aftermath 
of chattel slavery with all its legal and social ambiguities. They organized and sustained fraternal 
organizations, churches, schools, and some, like Prince Saunders, joined the Masonic order. In 
1816 African Americans began to more militantly question and rebuke the racial hostility 
directed against them.  
In the United States, this post-revolutionary understanding of race, nationalism, and 
citizenship—what historian James Brewer Stewart aptly calls “racial modernity”—did not deter 
Prince Saunders from claiming his place in the American story. He became an outspoken critic 
of the country’s ideological, political, and moral failures. His emergence as a public figure was 
due in part to his deep involvement in Boston’s thriving community of Black activism. Boston, 
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like Philadelphia and New York, was a hotbed where white nationalism collided with the 
increasingly assertive political activity of emerging Black abolitionists.305  
My views on Black abolitionism somewhat complement Samuel Moyn’s contentions in 
The Last Utopia that Black abolitionism as an idea, and inasmuch as it was concerned with a 
global human rights endeavor, was also about self-determination. That said, unlike Moyn, I see 
within Black abolitionism a plea for citizenship based on a discourse of human rights, however 
undefined those terms were in the nineteenth century Atlantic world.  
Anti-slavery movements of the time were “almost never framed as rights issues.”306 In 
fact, given that social movements were often more concerned with the moral formation of the 
citizenry, guaranteeing and protecting rights was not a central feature of the revolutionary 
Atlantic. Although the American and French Revolutions respectively produced a Declaration of 
Independence and a Universal Declaration of the Rights of Man and Citizen, they were meant for 
application within their nation-state borders.  
The Haitian Revolution, however, expanded those claims beyond national borders—in 
effect, making them “universal” rights. One of the greatest legacies of the Haitian revolutionaries 
is their appeal to the humanity of the enslaved to assert a bold claim that— regardless of race—
even the ex-slave could demand citizenship, understood in my view as the most basic premise of 
the right to have rights.307 
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As historian Carolyn Fick points out, Haiti demonstrated a rare political autonomy that 
safeguarded and affirmed Black freedom by radicalizing “the notion of natural rights.” The Haiti 
revolution “exposed the tensions and philosophical contradictions in Enlightenment thought in 
ways that no other historical event of that period could have done.”308 Beyond the fact of seizing 
freedom and asserting its symbolism, the post-revolutionary Haitian state also stood as a 
powerful alternative to the racial schemes of the ACS racial to deport people of African descent 
to West Africa. In the first two decades of the Haitian republic, slaves from American merchant 
ships and the surrounding Caribbean British colonies frequently escaped to Haiti, provoking 
diplomatic quarrels in which various colonial powers tried to “denaturalize” the said slaves of 
their newly won citizenship. Such claims were commonly rebuffed by the Haitian regimes, 
further building the confidence of African Americans that they had as much right to belong as 
citizens on the Western side of the Atlantic as anyone else.309 
As African-American networks grew, promoting and demanding American citizenship, 
they created socially and intellectually respectable organizations that began to work in concert 
with white institutions. As we have seen, by 1798 freed American Blacks in the North had their 
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own schools, churches, and a Masonic Lodge with a charter from London that connected them to 
British antislavery activists. American Quaker networks extended to London, as white American 
abolitionist Anthony Benezet established communication with his British counterparts. African 
American Paul Cuffee, as a Quaker and a well-traveled merchant, was among the earliest free 
Blacks involved in this developing transoceanic partnership. However, these integrated 
networks, while facilitating the regular exchange of information and broad-based strategies for 
abolitionist concerns on both sides of the Atlantic, had not yet established solid institutions that 
spanned the Atlantic.  
As demeaning as this white British abolitionism and paternalism might have seemed to 
Haitians, abolitionist solidarity was a powerful tool among those who wanted to make citizenship 
inclusive for the entire community of Atlantic nations. In this, the British found a willing partner 
in the Anglophile King of Haiti, Henry Christophe. 
Prince Saunders: International Abolitionist 
It was as a neophyte devoted to an internationalist outlook on the problems of racism that 
Prince Saunders entered into this antislavery struggle. Saunders had ventured far from his 
provincial Vermont upbringing to join the more cosmopolite community of Black Bostonians, 
and from that community he would become an international, transatlantic activist promoting  
ideas of universal citizenship.  
In the summer of 1839, an editorial obituary in the African-American weekly The 
Colored American, noted that the late “Mr. SAUNDERS [sic] was one of the best educated 
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colored men ever reared in this country.”310 For an epoch that also produced the likes of Phillis 
Wheatley, Benjamin Banneker, Reverend Richard Allen, and fellow Philadelphian James Forten, 
this statement confirms Prince Saunders’s place among the most recognized African-American 
men and women of his generation. These individuals— reformers, writers, and antislavery 
activists—constitute America’s Black Founders—a generation of once neglected men and 
women who are now well-deserved and long overdue subjects of a burgeoning historiography 
that is examining their role in the history of the early United States.311 With backing from 
African-American churches, abolitionist societies, and fraternal organizations as well as 
donations from prominent white supporters, The Colored American circulated widely in the 
Northeast, especially in New York City, where it was headquartered.312 Prince Saunders’s 
activism, after all, aligned neatly with the paper’s objective to aid in the social and political 
advancement of free people of color.313  
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The Colored American’s praise for Saunders was also indicative of an emerging Black 
reading public314 that, in one capacity or another, recognized Saunders’s importance in the larger 
antislavery and citizenship struggles of early African America. The authority with which the 
article indicates the paper’s readers were familiar with Saunders and would have held him in had 
shied away from media scrutiny during his life, perhaps because of the rise of radical 
abolitionism in the mid-1830s.315  
As free African Americans increasingly radicalized against the Northern racism, 
especially manumission schemes that advocated for the expulsion of Black Americans to Africa, 
newspapers became a critical venue for resistance in swaying public opinion for better 
alternatives. Black political consciousness evolved to realize that the fight against American 
racism was inseparable from the abolition of slavery in the South and the wider Atlantic world. 
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This Atlantic focus encompassed news from everywhere in the West Indies, particularly Haiti 
and the British West Indies, where abolitionists had been experimenting with free labor and the 
abolition of chattel slavery in Jamaica since late 1833.316 As abolitionist circles became more 
organized and influential, solidarity regarding citizenship was bolstered  by Haiti, where 
economic opportunities awaited free Blacks willing to help rebuild the country after a 
devastating Haitian War of Independence (1802–1804). 
Moreover, proslavery argument for the permanence of the institution carried less weight 
once post-emancipation and apprenticeship had been applied in Jamaica. As Eric Foner’s Free 
Soil, Free Labor, Free Men demonstrates, Northerners tended to deride slavery and advocate 
emancipation, but seldom would they advocate a system of free labor that would expand 
citizenship and suffrage to Black people.317  
To break this silence, newspapers ranging from the Boston Liberator, the New York 
Emancipator, and the Cincinnati Philanthropist, proliferated alongside the New York Colored 
American, actively reporting on events in the Atlantic. Dealing with a skeptical Northern public, 
these presses followed the British model of arguing the merits of emancipation to their American 
readers, who for the first several decades of the 1800s, like the British, sympathized with 
slaveholders defending the institution as a corrective to Black laziness. 
If Saunders and his British associates could prove the contrary, Haiti and the West Indies 
would feature in the American mind as a successful “laboratory of freedom.” It was a tall order, 
but as Edward Rugemer has noted in his study of the Caribbean roots of the American Civil War,  
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“The abolition of slavery in the British West Indies was a compelling story for American 
newspaper editors, and reports on the workings of gradual emancipation created for their readers 
a portrait of free Black labor that would become increasingly important in the national debate 
over slavery.”318  
From 1833 to the 1840s, New York, Massachusetts, Pennsylvania, Connecticut, Ohio, 
New Hampshire, Rhode Island, and Vermont all housed communities of free African Americans 
who had taken to the streets to corroborate this developing ideology by openly celebrating the 
First of August in British emancipation as if it were a national achievement.319  
As the existence of these newspapers indicates, the revolutionary transatlantic 
consciousness that Saunders had been working to build alongside the British and the Haitians 
had, by the 1830s, become American. One can imagine that the outpouring of The Colored 
American’s praises of Saunders, an influential Black cosmopolitan figure in the rise and 
increasing importance of this transatlantic outlook, informed and animated discussion among 
educated free Black people of the Northeast. It is also reasonable to conclude that the weekly 
readers of these newspapers were aware of Prince Saunders’s work in some capacity. Almost 
obsequious in its praises of the man, The Colored American’s reporting had as much to do with 
highlighting its own political agenda as it was about spotlighting the career of one of the earliest 
transformers of American abolitionism.320 
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Saunders was among the exceptional few of freed and enslaved people whose tenacity for 
educational, social, and political equality succeeded in the face of racial customs that barred 
Blacks from the economic and educational opportunities available to whites. Saunders, however, 
had discovered promoting Black respectability through education and social fraternization in 
addition to benevolent practices, had limited success in making Black aspirations a reality. In 
short, Black respectability as a strategy backfired. The ugly reality was that Black successes only 
further stoked white fears and resentment. The walls of American prejudice would not easily 
shatter for the first post-revolutionary generation.  
Following the Revolutionary War, Prince Saunders began his career in a new republican 
culture that privileged whiteness and overlooked the Black public sphere of the body politic. As 
an educated Black person who was himself an educator, Saunders would necessarily join other 
“Blacks as a class, regardless of individual achievement, standing, or behavior”321 to construct a 
collective identity as a way to subvert regimes of legal slavery and racial subordination in public 
life.322  
Therefore the existence of a Black counter-public powerfully challenged the “criminal 
accusation, economic exploitation, social exclusion, perpetual servitude, indebtedness, and even 
kidnapping and re-enslavement”323 that racially restrictive laws tried to sanction. We can see that 
if the life of Saunders reveals anything, it is that the fight for citizenship resonated with Black 
Americans, who through Saunders’s promotion of African American emigration to Haiti, could 
imagine a more universalized version of freedom and citizenship that refuted the American 
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dichotomy between Black and white. To implement these ideals, Saunders and his allies would 
wield Haiti as their most powerful tool in combating white supremacy.  
By the mid-1810s, Saunders risen to leadership of New England’s Black abolitionist 
movement. In this role, he soon formulated a vision for securing equal citizenship for dark-
skinned people, which in turn would lead him to embrace emigration of free African Americans 
to the revolutionary Republic of Haiti.  
By 1815, the Clapham Sect persuaded Prince Saunders to travel to Haiti, where he joined 
the Black Royal court of Haitian King Henri. In Haiti he would help develop a British 
Lancastrian school system while serving as diplomatic go-between between the Clapham Sects 
and the King.324 It is likely that the Clapham circle saw that if Saunders embraced Haiti, others 
would see Haiti as an alternative to Blacks seeking from if slaveholders did not move to quickly 
abolish slavery. 325  
Evidence for this view can be found in the observations of leading abolitionist William 
Rosecoe, who in 1792, during the Haitian Revolution, noted British awareness of and to Haiti as 
it increasingly flexed its muscle against the loathed institution,326 as several naval reports and 
letters confirm. British abolitionists believed that in Saunders, they had found a Black advocate 
for Haiti, who could present it as an alternative place of citizenship for formerly enslaved people 
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in an Atlantic world that seem intent on expanding slavery.  
With the aid and persuasion of Saunders, Philadelphia abolitionists Reverend Richard 
Allen and James Forten helped found the “Haitian Emigration Society” with seed money from 
the Haitian government of Jean-Pierre Boyer. Saunders soon journeyed to England, where he 
won powerful support for the Haitian emigration project from Great Britain’s leading 
abolitionists. These interactions placed him in the center of a complex web of Atlantic-minded 
abolitionists. 
Even after his death, Saunders’s activism bore fruit, when in the late 1850s on the eve of 
the Civil War, a white abolitionist named James Redpath tried to resurrect Saunders’ dream of 
African-American resettlement.327  
The Haitian Model 
While the United States deliberated about whether free African Americans would ever 
enter the ranks of citizens, men like Prince Saunders began to openly confront the nation’s 
failure to fulfill the republican promises it had made in constructing “a more perfect union.” In 
the process, Saunders developed a repertoire of historical interpretations that combined appeals 
to the humanitarian rights of Black people to standard antislavery rhetoric. What became clear in 
this period was that arguing for the merits of citizenship by appropriating Revolutionary-era 
rhetoric would not do enough. Antislavery activists had to combine their tactics of moral suasion 
with a more assertive outlook, including the threat of a possible Black revolution. 
What this Black revolution might look like provided the Haitian revolutionary agenda. 
The Haitian Revolution lent a powerful impetus for the radical consciousness that was brewing 
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among African-Americans before the rise of immediatism. Haitian revolutionaries electrified 
American Black leadership by proposing a North American and Caribbean de facto struggle 
against Atlantic slavery and white supremacy. At the nexus of the two contrasting revolutions, 
Haiti’s success only added fuel to the upsurge in Black resistance that fostered political linkages 
between metropolises from Port-au-Prince to Philadelphia. Consequently, some Black 
Americans some left the US without recognizing its legitimacy as a state. Regardless, carving out 
a sovereign republic from the powerful French Atlantic empire of the late eighteenth century 
meant that the US was still consolidating its nation-state project without resolving issues of 
citizenship for free Black people; by capitulating and granting concessions to slaveholders, the 
traffic of US slavery would continue for another twenty years. Meanwhile the outline of a Black 
nation was beginning to emerge in Saint-Domingue.  
It is important to note the remarkable similarities between the struggles of free African-
Americans in the North and gens de couleur (the free people of color) in Haiti. Led by Vincent 
Oge, the Haitian gens de couleur demanded civic and political equality, which complemented the 
call of the slave revolutionaries and united enslaved and free people of color in an ideology of 
radical republican citizenship. Like their counterparts in the US, freedom for this class of men 
was not enough; they demanded that equality with full democratic citizenship was essential to 
real politically recognized freedom. 
Their demands went even further to include sitting representation in the French National 
Assembly and universal equal rights to public facilities, as well as access to the same positions 
and jobs as their white counterparts. Their petition received broad support from a contingent of 
French abolitionists whose society, Amis des Noirs, had ties with British abolitionists— 
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The antislavery activists were blamed by both French and American slaveholders for 
fanning the flames of racial discord in the Atlantic. The French Assembly did respond in a 
limited scope by granting free men of color some political rights. Imbibing French libertarian 
ideology, the revolutionaries pressed for and gained even more concessions—the most prized an 
emancipation decree issued on February 4, 1794 that freed the slaves throughout the entire 
colony. The enslaved had fought for and won their freedom—and received a formal declaration 
of the same— not by legal tactics as Philadelphia-based PAS was using in the United States, but 
by taking up arms against their oppressors.  
This radical highpoint of the revolutionary Atlantic is what animated revolutionary 
transnationalism, as men of color and Black slaves suddenly became citizens of a European 
imperial state. It was, in short, the first mass democratic movement to display a multiracial front: 
Black, white, and brown men (now citizens of the metropole) from Saint-Domingue sat next to 
French deputies from the mainland. As one historian remarked, the implications were sweeping, 
for what ensued was no less remarkable as it was radical.  
Never before had a sovereign state emancipated its slaves outright: “The emancipated 
slaves were declared citizens with full constitutional rights. Slave owners were not compensated 
and slave emancipation was hailed as a new weapon of war to be wielded against the colonies of 
Britain and Spain.” This was a remarkable conjunction of French libertarian ideology with the 
struggle of slaves for their liberation to freedom. With a full guarantee of access to the emerging 
revolutionary regime in France, men of color, ex-slaves and the freeborn, regardless of race, 
were beneficiaries of French egalitarian ideology, possessing the fraternity, liberty and equality, 
which were the trademarks of the French Revolution.  
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The rise of Toussaint Louverture, in this confluence of events, was telling in that the 
Black revolutionary general all but succeeded in establishing a quasi-independent or pseudo-
republic: a nation within an imperial state had been created without formally declaring 
independence from France. Louverture had, in 1797, been promoted to commander-in-chief of 
all forces under the French command. He kept the country under nominal French rule, but 
unfortunately ruled it with a heavy hand, as if it were his own directorate. As a free Black planter 
who knew the profits of the plantation system, Toussaint was friendly with French planters and 
even invited those who had emigrated to return. He maintained the rigid plantation labor system, 
and even forced ex-slaves back to the land as workers. Nonetheless, Blacks and whites alike 
were deemed equal under the law of this new regime led by a Black revolutionary.  
Louverture also succeeded in assembling an export-oriented economy and established a 
constitution that guaranteed his rule. After invading the eastern two-thirds of the island, Spanish 
Santo-Domingo, he declared himself, within that same constitution, governor-general of 
Hispaniola. As such, his rule created resentments among all the major powers of the Atlantic—
Dutch, Spanish, British, and French—whose own slave societies could be affected by the 
potential effects of the Revolution’s reverberations.  
Historians, whether critics or admirers, saw in Toussaint a villain or a hero; a republican 
or an enlightened despot who kept the colony in the French sphere by not fully declaring 
independence—which by any evaluation was a disservice to his people. His pragmatic strokes in 
matters of foreign policy, whether with Britain, Spain or the US, were shrewd enough for a 
colony operating as a pseudo-state. Despite the ambiguous status of Hispaniola, his policies did 
not favor France; instead he operated in Hispaniola as a sovereign who guaranteed that 
emancipation and racial equality reigned supreme. 
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By the revolution’s end in 1804, when the Haitian rebels realized that racial equality and 
emancipation would never be secured under Napoleon Bonaparte, who intended to restore 
slavery—a full-fledged Black republic of ex-slaves been established. It was a potent contrast to 
the United States, which had a constituted a free government that protected slavery. 
Evaluating the Rise of British Abolitionism 
The history of British Abolitionism has been told in many iterations over the past four 
decades.328 Yet its historiography is incomplete. The rise of British abolitionism, as a 
transatlantic movement is usually studied in relation to the American mid-Atlantic seaboard and 
the aftermath of the American Revolution, wherein growing concerns with slavery as an immoral 
institution is interpreted solely as a consequence of the British defeat at the hands of American 
patriots. While studies include the place of Black British soldiers in the American War of 
Independence and Black refugees from the war of 1812 who resettled in the British colonies of 
the Caribbean, this transnational analysis has tended to neglect the role of the Caribbean in 
relation to the Haitian Revolution in the rise of British abolitionism. Even Nova Scotia and Sierra 
Leone, as the earliest resettlement locations for free Black people, shave been given more 
prominence in the literature than their Caribbean counterparts.  
 It is, however, equally crucial effort to address the problem of slavery, emancipation, and 
citizenship as pertaining to the Caribbean, especially in relation to the Haitian Revolution, which 
resulted in increased antislavery activism, notions of Black emigration or colonization, and Black 
citizenship and personhood. These three factors formed what would become a transnational 
movement from which Prince Saunders emerged.  
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After the American Revolution, abolitionism and Black emigration grew from the British 
public’s increasingly pious concerns with slavery as a moral wrong, particularly in the 
Caribbean. This is all the more surprising because in the eighteenth century, the British profited 
the most from the Atlantic slave trade, and the prospects for the future growth of the institution 
and the profits that came with it looked bright. After all, the French in nearby Saint-Domingue 
extracted enough wealth to enrich nobles, merchants and financiers while also financing internal 
state expenditures in the European metropole.  
Therefore, the British public’s unexpected moral conversion to anti-slavery in 1787 and 
its successful abolition of the slave trade inside the empire by 1807 proved a pivotal and 
transformative moment in the global history of abolition. Scholars have missed the significance 
of Lord Dunmore’s “Ethiopian Regiment” filled with former slaves from Virginia: the former 
slaves were not only enticed by the offer of freedom; they also hoped to benefit from the 
“inclusion, allegiance, and protection” that would come as liberated subjects of the Crown.  
Meanwhile, across the Atlantic, as the Haitian Revolution (1791-1804) raged on against 
Napoleonic forces in the Caribbean basin, British abolitionists were secretly supporting Haitian 
freemen of color who had been demanding to be fully recognized as citizens of France during the 
French Revolution, whose effects had rippled across the Atlantic. Enslaved men and women on 








CHAPTER 4  
 
Prince Saunders and the Problem of Citizenship in the Revolutionary Atlantic 
 
And thus, the negro not only reconquered his freedom, but reclaimed his 
title as a man. 
— Louis Félix Boisrond-Tonnerre 
 
Our claims are on America; it is the land that gave us birth. We know no 
other country. It is a land in which our fathers have suffered and toiled. 
They have watered it with their tears and fanned it with their sighs. 
—Thomas L. Jennings, Freedom’s Journal, April 4, 1828 
 
Borderless Revolutions: Race, Citizenship, and Freedom 
 
In the late eighteenth century, struggles for and over the meaning of citizenship 
culminated in three interrelated revolutions that changed the course of human rights in the 
Atlantic world. Starting with the American War of Independence (1775–1783), British-American 
colonists issued a Declaration of Independence in 1776 that severed bonds with Great Britain. 
Among the grievances it listed, the Declaration argued for a new form of government whereby 
all men (and depending on situational contexts, some women) were understood to be equal and 
“endowed by their Creator with certain unalienable Rights, that among these are Life, Liberty 
and the Pursuit of Happiness.”329  
This grand proclamation was later revisited, and vastly expanded by the radicalism of the 
French Revolution (1789–1799), when on August 26, 1789, the French National Assembly 
adopted the Declaration of the Rights of Man and Citizen. Its first four articles guaranteed 
freedoms derived from the natural rights of the people: “Men are born and remain free and equal 
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in rights,” which include “liberty, property, security, and resistance to oppression.” The 
document stripped sovereignty from the monarch and returned it to the people, asserting that 
sovereignty “proceeds directly from the nation.”330 Most importantly, the French Declaration 
abolished aristocratic and social privileges inherited by and from birth. These actions together 
constituted a dramatic restructuring of the meanings and principles of citizenship.  
Two years later, the republican and revolutionary ideals espoused by the nascent French 
Revolution took an even more radical turn with the rise of the Haitian Revolution (1791–1804). 
When enslaved men and women in the French colony of Saint-Domingue rebelled in 1791, 
demanding their freedom, they also demanded racial equality.331 With those demands the 
enslaved seized the opportunity to expand the boundaries and understanding of citizenship. 
Unlike the French Jacobins and American Revolutionaries who defined citizenship as nothing to 
do with skin color, the rebels of Saint-Domingue demanded all persons be defined as legal 
citizens regardless of “race.” If, as the French Declaration of Rights of Man and Citizen 
proclaimed, human rights were in fact universal, and that “[m]en are born and remain free and 
equal in rights,” the enslaved and free people of African descent insisted they must be recognized 
as beneficiaries of that definition. After thirteen years of struggle, on January 1, 1804, the 
Haitian Revolution now resolved to “render the [new] country independent, and to enjoy the 
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liberty consecrated by the blood of the people of this island.”332 The modern Atlantic world, once 
bludgeoned by racial slavery and European dominance, was remade.  
From the Americas to the imperial states of Europe, the Haitian revolution in particular 
culminated in a turn-of-the-century transformation that rattled age-old hierarchies and 
institutions. In short order, the slave dungeons shook, the enslaved awoke, and plebeians and free 
people of color in the West Indies rebelled. Revolutionaries across nations avenged the loss of 
their long-overdue rights to usher in an era in which an empire of liberty would attempt to break 
and transcend borders. As Toussaint Louverture, the most prominent of the leaders of the Haitian 
Revolution had promised, “the tree of negro liberty” would not be overthrown by conservative 
forces, “for its roots are numerous and deep.”333   
This new language of human rights would create exceptionally challenging problems for 
those who embraced it. Prince Saunders, for instance, was confronted with the double challenge 
of convincing an Atlantic world steeped in slavery and white racism to accept the principle of 
universal rights, and to acknowledge that Black citizens were not an abstraction created from 
theoretical delusions. As Saunders would put it, the actuality of Haitian citizenship was a living 
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“refutation of this gross misrepresentation” that Black people were incapable of self-governance 
or any state of politics beyond slavery and freedom.334 
An “Empire of Liberty” 
 
The Haitian Constitution of 1805 made ethno-African and Native American335 identity a 
prerequisite for citizenship, abolished slavery, and annulled the right of property for white 
men.336 It bears remarking that while the Haitian Declaration of Independence defined its 
nationalism as predicated on indigenous identity— in addition to African heritage—the 
population of the island at the time was overwhelmingly comprised Africans and Afro-
Americans.337 By the time of the revolution in the late eighteenth century, the European 
colonizers had decimated the Native American population. Even so, Black revolutionaries 
renamed the island Haiti, the etymology of which is traceable to the Taino Arawak Indian word 
Ayiti, meaning “land of rugged mountains.” The revolutionary army was also christened l’Armée 
d’Indigène, a peculiar choice of words given that close to two-thirds of revolutionary combats 
were documented as Africans born in Africa, not Creole-born.  
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With few clues to work with, historians speculate as to the reasons for the renaming of 
the former colony and its symbolic importance for post-colonialism. Within the context of the 
study of revolutionary transnationalism and emigration, it is logical to conclude that the 
revolutionaries had at the least intended to reclaim a legacy of resistance against European 
imperialism and colonialism. Haitian historian Thomas Madiou, writing in the nineteenth 
century, locates the renaming within a larger deliberative process that suggests a discourse 
around what the name would convey to the outside world. He notes that shortly after the French 
troops were evacuated in 1803, the renaming of the island became a topic of conversation:  
People immediately thought about giving a new name to this land that formed the 
new state. On everyone’s lips was the name of “Haiti,” a reminder of the island’s 
native inhabitants, who had been wiped out defending their freedom. It received 
an enthusiastic welcome, and the local people called themselves “Haitiens.”338 
 
The revolutionary who authored the Haitian Declaration, Louis Boisrond-Tonnerre, though 
educated in Paris and of mixed French and African ancestry, reportedly held such anti-European 
views that he declared, “To draw up the act of independence we need the skin of a white man for 
parchment, his skull for an inkwell, his blood for ink, and a bayonet for a pen.”339 
Such visceral reactions against white supremacy were directed against what the 
revolutionaries considered “the diabolical politics of the Europeans,” who they believed acted as 
“the implacable enemies of the rights of man.”340 The renaming the country by the 
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revolutionaries in effect reclaimed the history of the indigenous populations who, as far as the 
Africans were concerned, had been as brutalized by “the barbarians who have bloodied it [the 
land] for two centuries,” through “the massacre of the entire population of this isle.”341 The 
historical record offers evidence of European attempts of genocide: Almost a month before he 
died, French General Leclerc had been following Bonaparte’s orders to “not allow any Blacks 
having held a rank above that of a captain to remain on the island.”342 As the situation worsened 
and Leclerc became desperate to subdue the revolutionaries, he wrote back to Napoleon to 
inform him of his even more extreme intentions: 
[For] if my position has turned from good to critical, it is not just because of the 
yellow fever [which he along with his troops suffered from], but, as well, the 
premature reestablishment of slavery in Guadeloupe and the newspapers and 
letters from France that speak of nothing but slavery. Here is my opinion on this 
country: We must destroy all the Blacks in the mountains – men and women – 
and spare only the children under 12 years of age. We must destroy half of those 
in the plains and must not leave a single colored person in the colony who has 
worn an epaulette.”343 
 
Leclerc anticipated that “Without these measures the colony will never be at peace.”344 The 
choice to reclaim Amerindian indigenous population by recognizing and reverencing their 
struggle, especially by constitutional decree, demonstrates a consensus among the Haitian 
founders that a grave injustice had been committed by Europeans against not only Africans, but 
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against the natives as well. For this reason, the founders “were agreed on giving back to the 
country its aboriginal name of ‘Haiti.’”345  
Moreover, Jean-Jacques Dessalines, the successor general to Toussaint Louverture, led 
the l’Armée d’Indigène with the conviction that the new country had to set an “example to other 
nations of the vengeance that a people must take when it is proud to have regained its freedom 
and is determined to maintain it.”346 For this reason, Boisrond-Tonnerre penned missive after 
missive, reminding readers around the world that the formerly enslaved acted not from the 
vengeance but from within the context of an inhumane history, one in which the lives of 
indigenous peoples and enslaved Africans “had been drenched in the innocent blood.”347 In fact, 
even in Great Britain, as news of the revolution was being reported, Louverture was depicted in 
opposition to the French as the revolutionary personality who upheld the principles of European 
enlightenment:  
That no part of the world should be exempt from the atrocities of the Corsican 
Despot it appears from these pamphlets that the same system off fraud perjury and 
murder has been practiced at St Domingo as has been experienced wherever 
French power has obtained any footing. The person whose history is here related 
is an example of cruelty and oppression familiar to the times and calls aloud for 
vengeance. The enlightened African has fallen a victim to Gallic perfidy and 
claims the pity and respect of every one who feels properly for the injuries of 
oppressed merit borned down by savage power.348 
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The revolutionaries’ desire for a racially explicit poetic justice was driven foremost by a 
need to reclaim their humanity in the face of colonial exploits and devastation. That devastation 
was not only being called a crime by people of African descent, but also by French thinker and 
founder of the Société des Amis des Noirs, Henri Grégoire who similarly exclaimed that “Europe, 
which calls herself Christian and civilized, tortures without pity, and without remorse, the people 
of Africa and America, whom she calls savage and barbarian.”349   
Building on this history as understood by Louverture, Dessalines, and Boisrond-Tonnere, 
the Haitians deployed their claim for justice on the basis of human rights and thus acted “from 
the memory of the cruelty they [the French] . . . committed here” in Hispaniola. These statements 
were tantamount not only to a global declaration against European colonialism, but were also the 
articulation of an event that would link the legacy of the revolution with the idea of transcending 
Blackness. In other words, Blackness denoted a larger category of the universally marginalized, 
emblematic of all the oppressed peoples who suffered under white imperial rule. Hence, Black 
and Indian, the two most subjugated classes of New World colonialism, could both identify 
under the umbrella of the Haitian Revolution and claim it as their own event, and do so in the 
context of their own making. In this way, the Black revolutionaries were not simply making 
history but were exercising the broadest possible agency of their newly won freedom to rewrite 
and fashion a revolutionary history of the past, present, and future. Prince Saunders would later 
tap into this construction of the legacy of the Revolution to persuade African Americans to own 
revolutionary Black transnationalism.  
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Amerindian symbolism was also repurposed to neutralize the history of Eurpoean 
domination in order to take history back to an earlier reference point when the land was had not 
suffered European arrival, with its subsequent conquest and colonialization of the island..350 
Moreover, it is notable that for Boisrond-Tonnerre, who authored many of these declarations, 
and for Dessalines, who helped dictate them, the need to excise from memory “the French name 
[that] still haunts our lands” is not to be read as simply an act of grievance taken by formerly 
enslaved Africans. The Haitian Revolution, Boisrond-Tonnerre argued in his Mémoires Pour 
Servir à L’histoire d’Haïti, followed a continuum of history, where one group, in subjugating 
another by depriving it of liberty, in effect committed a crime against all humanity:  
The most beautiful time in a man’s life is after having strengthened his faculties 
by instruction and learned to direct them by education, he is called upon to 
exercise them and to contribute to all the burdens imposed on him by society. 
Then he comes into possession of himself and measures his greatness by its 
strength, and its strength by how well he takes charge of the social burdens placed 
on him. And so, it is, with the most significant period in the life of a people, that 
after a long and harsh subjugation, he breaks his bonds and comes to claim his 
share of burdens, and its benefits, in the family of nations. But if such a period is 
as remarkable in the solemnity of humanity, it is especially so with Haiti, this 
island which the Europeans called "the Berne of the West Indies," which, after 
having made the indigenous race disappear, they [Europeans] succumbed 
themselves to the wrath of another race that they had transported to replace their 
victims.351 
 
From the perspective of Boisrond-Tonnerre, the French suffered not the cruelty of fate at 
the hands of the ex-slave, but the consequences of a punitive justice long overdue. In the same 
way that the French had destroyed the natives, the Revolution would not be complete without the 
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expulsion of the French from the land they had unjustly claimed. Therefore, in naming Haiti after 
its first inhabitants, and in forcing the French to suffer the pain they had inflicted on the Indians 
and sought to perpetuate on enslaved Africans, a cruel parity was established between the races. 
In his memoir, Boisrond-Tonnerre reflected on the meaning of that sentiment:  
Indeed, for the most part, other nations take independence as nothing more than 
the simple triumph of a people's victory over their ancient enemy; but in this case, 
the victor knows that he who he has just defeated is a man just like himself. With 
regards to the Haitian people, that was not the case. Among the whites, availing 
the color of their skin, certain thin and delicate lines on their faces, and their 
physiology, they seriously postulated that the negro was but one step removed 
from the ape. And next to their masters, resolved to cruelly treat us as their slaves, 
with no distinction between us and true beasts of burden. And thus, the negro not 
only reconquered his freedom, but reclaimed his title as a man. But the revolution 
that erupted in Saint-Domingue proved to the whites that the negro has a heart 
that feels insults, intelligence and an arm that is capable of avenging that which 
belongs only to men; that is, these Black men know how to be free.352  
 
More than avenging Europeans crimes against Africa, however, the revolutionaries 
believed they had acted on behalf of a universal cause: freedom. Thus the achievement of the 
Haitian Revolution was in the fact that it also returned the New World to its forebears and its 
natural state of liberty by “avenging America” to “forever assure the empire of liberty in the 
country whose birth we have witnessed.”353 An empire of liberty, when read in this context, or in 
contradistinction with the post-revolutionary United States, is one in which an outright rejection 
of everything colonial, despotic, and tyrannical constituted—in essence— anti-whiteness. The 
inverse of that formulation was not racial but categorically historical.  
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Black struggle and Indian resistance against European domination had posited Europe as 
the clear enemy of freedom. This partly explains why Dessalines saw fit to equate “colonist or 
European” with master and proprietor. “Never will any colonist or European set foot on this land 
as a master or proprietor,” he declared. What’s more, moving forward, freedom would be 
understood in the context of Blackness as struggle and anticolonial, and “Will henceforth be the 
foundation of our constitution.”354 As Deborah Jenson argues, in this reformulation, “for 
Dessalines, liberty in the mouths of the French was a euphemism for the veiled existence of 
slavery and prejudice.” 355 Therefore, French, white, European, or any designation of the like is 
predicated less on race and more on the historical fact of racism as the unique contribution of 
Europe in the New World.  
Dessalines, it can be argued, viewed the historical construction of his Black republic as 
evidenced by the need to parse the reality of racism from the subverted fact that Black and Indian 
are identities lived in the struggle to oppose white supremacy. This also helps explain why he 
naturalized these identities as the legal definitions for citizenship, thus inaugurating a new 
system in which genuine freedom and full equality is at the most basic level, conditioned by the 
security of those most marginalized in society. And if anyone doubted the Black republic could 
make this new formulation work, Polish soldiers who had defected from Napoleon’s legions 
during the war gained their Haitian citizenship in this humanist tradition, not as master or 
proprietor colonists, but by declaring themselves Black.  
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In delivering this powerful blow to the systems of race, racism, and slavery, the self-
emancipated revolutionaries applied Enlightenment ideals to create wholly novel and truly 
universal definitions of citizenship, rights, and equality. They coalesced and vastly expanded the 
promises of the Declaration of Independence and the Declaration of the Rights of Man to create a 
new language of human rights that, by way of its radical antiracism, went beyond the declarative 
intents of French and American revolutionaries. However, this language also sets forth 
exceptionally challenging problems for those who embraced it. Prince Saunders, for example, 
confronted the dilemma of convincing an Atlantic world steeped in slavery and white racism to 
accept the universalization of rights in principle, and at the least acknowledge the fact that Black 
citizens are not an abstract of theoretical delusions. Haiti is evidence enough, as he put it, that in 
actuality Haitian citizenship is the living “refutation of this gross misrepresentation” that Black 
people are incapable of self-governance or any state of politics beyond slavery and freedom.356 
Revolutionary Transnationalism 
 
Prince Saunders’s formulation of citizenship, unburdened as it was by racism, marked the 
development of what I term “revolutionary transnationalism.” The term, as I define it, involves 
an ideological formulation wherein Haitians, African-American abolitionists, and British 
abolitionists stood together. Rooted in the revolutionary ideals of the British Americans’ 1776 
declaration of liberty and natural rights as “self-evident” truths and the subsequent French 
Declaration of the Rights of Man and Citizen in 1789, Haiti’s post-emancipated nation-state 
sought to articulate these declarations beyond mere abstracts. In the process, this ideology of 
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revolutionary transnationalism was developed as an attempt to create a new social order around 
avowedly antiracist principles and definitions of citizenship.  
In a piece of literature that underscores how this ideology partly informed Black political 
thought in the early republic, one sees Prince Saunders grappling with the questions of the 
revolutionary era: questions of exclusion and inclusion, who has the authority to be legally 
recognized as citizens within a national body politic, and thus to make claims on the state, and 
how to reconcile seemingly irreconcilable facts of republicanism and radical, racial democratic 
citizenship next to undemocratic processes such as slavery and racism in a moment of 
revolutionary crisis. At the earliest periods of his political activism, Saunders’s early writings, 
though few in volume, show him working towards these goals and ideals in his nascent career, as 
when he articulated that during this age of revolution, free African-Americans should articulate 
the fact that it is Euro-Americans who are morally bankrupted by the enlightened principles they 
profess to adhere to in the revolutionary era. If the period revealed one thing, he argued, it is 
proof of the falseness that “a man hath a right to another”357    
concerning a period when universal freedom should take place, in such a manner 
as that every man should sit beneath the shadow of his own vine and fig tree, and 
none to molest or make them afraid, when they shall be their own men, the 
anticipation of it would create in them an universal joy.358 
 
In a rather bold move, none of this reformulation departed from the eighteenth-century 
Enlightenment ideas about natural rights. From the perspectives of the enslaved, “just as 
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universal claims were intertwined with justifications for exclusions based on the incapacity of 
certain ‘others’ to enjoy their natural rights,” as well as having been “saturated with racism and 
hierarchical thinking,” it was only fitting that the Haitian Revolution historicized the intellectual 
movement’s content to substantiate the material equation that transformed hereto natural and 
individual rights to human rights, or into “the rights of all mankind.”359 On this, French 
philosopher and humanist Marquis de Condorcet, one of the leading thinkers in the 
Enlightenment, precipitated by almost a decade the “enslaved enlightenment” of Haiti, when he 
noted in his Reflections on the Slavery of the Negroes: 
Though I am not of the same color as you, I have always regarded you as my 
brothers. Nature has trained you to have the same spirit, the same reason, the 
same virtues as the whites. I speak here only of those of Europe, for to the whites 
of the Colonies I do not injure you in comparing them with you; I know how 
many times your fidelity, your honesty, your courage have made your masters 
blush.360 
 
Saunders too, would push his fellow Americans to recognize Haiti’s struggles for 
emancipation as an event beyond reaching for political independence, in which the enslaved had 
succeeded in overthrowing slavery for a universalism of natural rights that actualized human 
freedom in the most modern sense as enshrined in Western metaphors of liberty. In this respect, 
Haiti’s revolutionaries secured a legacy for reconstructing freedom as also belonging to Black 
Americans, forcing not just French masters but their American counterparts to alter their versions 
of modernity closer to what historical sociologist Paul Gilroy underscored in The Black Atlantic: 
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Any concept of modernity ought to have something to contribute to an analysis of 
how the particular varieties of radicalism articulated through the revolts of 
enslaved people made selective use of the ideologies of western Age of 
Revolution and then flowed into social movements of an anti-colonial and anti-
capitalist type.361 
 
In his publication of the Haytian Papers, various addresses, and pamphlets distributed to 
antislavery groups, and a brief political memoir, Prince Saunders made this precise argument for 
why African Americans ought to reconfigure their freedom struggles as an extension of the 
legacy and aims of the Haitian Revolution. Indeed, to prod others into embracing the idea of 
1804 as the apogee of human progress was the raison d'être of Saunders’s lifelong mission as a 
citizen-activist and government official in the revolutionary state. Pursuing such radical 
reinvention of the citizen was in keeping with his bona fide qualities as a polished, gentlemanly, 
and revolutionary cosmopolitan. Devoted as he was to resolving the vicious paradox of white 
freedom and the enslavement of two million African Americans, his identity as a cosmopolitan 
was suited to the task.362 
Embracing this idea of the revolutionary transnational also meant that, beyond Black 
Nationalism, Saunders’s was the example of what appears, at first glance, a paradoxical life of 
displacement born in part through voluntary exile. In this instance, rather than explain his 
political endeavors as failed attempts at Black Nationalism, as some scholars do, it is best to 
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approach his emigration to Haiti and return to the United States as the demonstration of an 
alternative outlook on freedom and citizenship.363 This geopolitical exercise in what I call exilic 
nationalism shifted the constructive terrains of citizenship away from a purely internal discourse 
dominated by the United States.364 
Saunders was not the only Black abolitionist to approach emigration in that context. 
Reverends Peter Williams, Jr., and Thomas Paul, Sr.; activists John Brown Russwurm, Martin 
Delany, William Wells Brown, Henry Highland Garnet; and later W. E. B. Du Bois and 
Reverend Alexander Crummell, in one fashion or another believed in and lived the life of the 
exilic national. In other words, the exodus of African Americans to Haiti, like Prince Saunders, 
posited some of them as go-between agents who witnessed Haitian freedom and citizenship on 
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the one hand, and used this experience to resist American racist frameworks of democracy at 
home on the other. Historically, African Americans who sought freedom as exilic nationals have 
helped historians understand how Black people, free and enslaved, explored Haitian notion of 
freedom to see what an unrestricted world of Black freedom without racism looked like.365 
 
A Transnational Network 
This study intends to flesh out the expansive ideology of revolutionary transnationalism 
and universal citizenship by investigating the implications of Saunders’s itinerary. In the spirit of 
a true exilic national, he crisscrossed the Atlantic to promote the emigration of Black Americans 
to Haiti. In the process, Saunders stitched together a web of revolutionary trans-nationalists 
whose connections have thus far been overlooked when considering antislavery activities 
throughout the North Atlantic basin. He won the support of Great Britain’s most powerful 
opponents of slavery, whose names read like a Hall of Fame of transatlantic abolitionism: 
Hannah More, Thomas Clarkson, William Wilberforce, William Allen, Sir Joseph Banks, and 
John and Henry Thornton. At the same time, across the Atlantic, he recruited an all-star roster of 
New England’s most prominent Black abolitionists and white antislavery proponents, 
specifically James Forten and the reverends Thomas Paul Sr. and Richard Allen, along with 
white statesmen, including John Wheelock, Paul Cuffee, William Ellery Channing, and Prince 
Hall. Add to this constellation the Republic of Haiti’s most powerful political leaders—veterans 
of the Haitian revolutionary struggle: King Henry Christophe, Presidents Alexandre Petion and 
Jean-Pierre Boyer, and statesmen Pompee Valentin de Vastey, Joseph Balthazar Inginac, among 
                                                           




others. This impressive tapestry of influential men and women is evidence of the full extent of 
Saunders’s stunning success in building a transnational alliance on behalf of racial equality.  
By the time Saunders made his way to England in 1815, this web of prominent 
individuals had inextricably joined one another through one form of activism or another—
antislavery, promotion of the British Lancastrian school systems, proliferation of ideas of free 
labor, free trade, and boycott of slave-produced goods—all in an attempt to broaden the scope of 
abolition beyond Haiti. As the representative at the nexus of this network, Saunders was in 
London to strategize the way forward in making Haiti’s example the standard-bearer for the new 
world that revolutions had created. It was, at its core, a mission to rid the United States and the 
world of the conflicting visions of citizenship and lay bare the fact that citizenship, as Haitians 
conceived it, must abolish the hierarchies generated by slavery and racism. In this sense, 
Saunders also approached the legacy of the Haitian Revolution as crystalizing an ideology that 
was incompatible with constructs of white supremacy. Haitian revolutionary transnationalism 
spoke against what historian Rogers Smith called the “ideological and institutional traditions of 
[the] political identity” Europeans had devised to elaborate “principled arguments for giving 
legal expression to people’s ascribed place in various hereditary, anti-egalitarian cultural and 
biological orders, valorized as natural, divinely approved, and just.”366 Among his first acts in the 
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mission to promote international support for Haiti’s expansive political vision was an encounter 
with John Quincy Adams, an antislavery man, who himself had been reared in these inherited 
privileges. In chapter one of this dissertation, we course through the nuances and complexities of 
the politics of that encounter and what it meant for Saunders’s tenure in London.  
Black Emigration: The Biography of an Idea 
 
This dissertation steps into the gaps left in Saunders’s biography. One of the many 
mysteries of his life is that much of what is known so far is hearsay, and this study proposes to 
replace speculations with firmer evidence, grounded inferences, and reliable generalizations 
when useful. He wrote about policy, self-uplift, and the global quest for Black citizenship. He 
spoke, he agitated, and he built extensive alliances. His friends and associates documented his 
politics, and others partially chronicled his journeys. These fragmented pieces are conjoined in 
this dissertation to present a clear, substantial account of the political life of Prince Saunders to 
articulate the reason he was in England on behalf of the newly established Black nation of Haiti.  
The study, to be sure, is neither a definitive nor an exhaustive biographical study of 
Prince Saunders. Its focus instead is on the emigration movement to Haiti in which Saunders 
played an instrumental role. The study thus purposely declines to evaluate the relative merits of 
the rise, fall, successes, and failures of that particular project. I devote some analysis to the 
implications of emigration for emigrants on the ground and attend carefully to the legacies of 
emigrationism that occurred after Saunders’s death in 1839. Beyond that, readers will find that 
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extensive literature already explores in depth the contours of emigration and colonization as a 
sociopolitical event.367 By contrast, this study’s concern is the ideologies of freedom, equality, 
and citizenship that formed the crux of emigration as a pursuit of those ideals. Viewed and 
embraced by Saunders as one kind of freedom lived and explored abroad, emigration as an 
ideology was meant to showcase, among other goals, Black people’s potential to exercise 
citizenship absent of white supremacy. As a result, this study demonstrates how the idea of 
emigration partly originated from Saunders’s activities and those of his allies. Also important 
here is how that same idea circulated the North Atlantic to generate an internationalized 
perspective in solving African-American problems of race and citizenship.  
I also understand Prince Saunders, cosmopolite and revolutionary trans-nationalist par 
excellence, as a forerunner to later Black Nationalism, especially its more international wing. For 
instance, it is not coincidental that by the 1900s, when the first Pan-African conference, founded 
by Garvey, was organized in London, its name, the Universal Negro Improvement Association 
(UNIA), according to one writer, “bore suspicious similarity to the Universal Association for the 
Moral Improvement of Mankind,” established in 1905 by Benito Sylvain, a Haitian Pan-
Africanist.368  Historical occurrences like these are not incidental to Haiti and Prince Saunders’s 
legacy of revolutionary Black transnationalism; they are an integral part of recasting Blackness 
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from the margins to the center of revolutionary ideals.369 As one observer noted, “To Mr. Benito 
Sylvain it seemed especially appropriate that the greatest Black man in the world should become 
the honorary president of his society.”370 Garvey’s “Africa for the Africans” is, in this fashion, a 
borrowed rhetoric that reverberates nineteenth-century calls of “Hayti for the Haytians.”371  
Recast more globally, Prince Saunders’s political activism, though widely recognized as 
among the building blocks of emigrationist politics, is one of the most overlooked factors in the 
historiography of the making of transatlantic abolitionism by a Black man. By his own volition, 
Saunders cast aside his comfort as a free Black person to mobilize civil society in three 
countries—Haiti, the United States, and Great Britain—toward a transoceanic struggle for Black 
citizenship, more than a decade before the emergence of Garrisonian abolitionism in the 1830s. 
He also embraced Haiti as the singular model for this democratic project during a cacophonous 
debate surrounding the intellectual, and potentially threatening, example of Haiti’s history of 
slave resistance. 
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Enslaved Enlightenment versus Republican Racism 
 
If Prince Saunders is the protagonist at the center of a cosmopolitan elite in revolt against 
racism, it is because he came of age in the immediate years following the American Revolution 
and at the cusp of the Haitian Revolution’s success in 1804. The republican virtues of the 
revolution were imbibed by a confident, though also anxious, generation of Americans who felt 
they had created something exceptional under the sun. To paraphrase historian Henry Steele 
Commager, Europeans might have imagined the Enlightenment, but Americans made the world 
that gave it practical meanings. In this sense, when European intellectuals of the late eighteenth 
to early nineteenth centuries watched from across the ocean, they might have seen the 
blossoming of the seeds of their radical ideas. This was partly because, just as the European 
philosophes had met in salons in Paris and Edinburgh, Franco-Caribbean and American thinkers 
formed their own learned societies, including the Cercle des Philadelphes in Cap-Français 
(today’s Cap-Haitien) and the American Philosophical Society in Philadelphia. Nevertheless, 
progress in a time of chattel slavery did not so much abolish racism and race as reinforce the 
naturalization in the minds of most Americans. By the closing of the French Revolution in 1799, 
as the ideals of equality, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness had come to be taken for granted in 
France, these same ideals reached a climax in the French-Caribbean as the enslaved and the free 
people of color began making demands for a more universal application of the Revolution’s 
promises. But there was also a plain irony in these ideals, even hypocrisy: as American and 
French revolutionaries sought a separation from the past, their beliefs in supposed natural 
hierarchies between groups left out women and Black and Native American men, women and 
children, from the discursive or ideological power of radical equality. 
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In the United States, this post-revolutionary understanding of race, nationalism, and 
citizenship, or what historian James Brewer Stewart more aptly calls “racial modernity,” did not 
deter Prince Saunders from claiming his place in the American story. He became an outspoken 
critic of the country’s ideological, political, and moral failures. This was due at least in part to his 
deep involvement in Boston’s thriving community of Black activism. But Boston, like 
Philadelphia and New York, were hotbeds of antislavery actions where white nationalism 
coincided with increasingly assertive political activity of the emerging class of Black 
abolitionists.372  
Beginning in the 1830s, the limited citizenship of Boston’s Blacks was heavily impaired 
by the passage of anti-miscegenation laws, public transit segregation, and a racially segregated 
public school system that persisted until the 1840s. This increase of anti-Black racism further 
empowered Saunders and his radical white allies to press on, rather than retreat, in their larger 
national endeavor for full equality. Boston, and the whole of New England more generally, was 
not a political space in which Saunders, like all other free Black person, could truly call a 
sanctuary for equal citizenship. But it was certainly the site of the most explicit demonstration of 
the potential for Black citizenship. What is perhaps most striking about Boston after the 
American War of Independence is that from this tension arose Saunders’s personal struggles 
with the character of American citizenship. His sense of being uprooted in the United States 
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helped transform him from a Boston teacher to an antiracist cosmopolitan promoting Haitian 
emigration. Boston was, certainly for Saunders, a center of innovative Black protest.373  
Among the earliest states to legally abolish slavery, in Massachusetts following the 1783 
Quock Walker case, white racism also festered as a reaction to increasing numbers of 
manumitted slaves and free Black people.374 The state’s legislature viewed both the manumitted 
and resulting class of free people as a public nuisance and assembled a committee to consider 
“the necessity of checking the increase of a species of population, which threatens to both 
injurious and burdensome.”375 Black people were depicted as a drain on “all public 
establishments of this State; as well as Prisons and Poor Houses.”376 In other words, it was 
widely promoted that free Blacks were leeches on the social welfare infrastructure of the state 
and were more apt to commit crimes. By 1788, less than a decade after the 1780 state 
constitution abolished slavery, a law was passed “regulating the residence in this State of certain 
persons of colour,” and on January 16, 1822, a committee on “Free Negroes and Mulattoes” 
published a report by the state’s House of Representatives, which considered whether 
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Massachusetts should prohibit free Blacks from entering the state.377 Judging by these events and 
as the scholarship of Joan Pope Melish and Margot Minardi have painstakingly demonstrated, 
efforts at nation-building, slave emancipation, and civil rights activism in Massachusetts and the 
wider New England region created an ambivalent world where freedom and belonging for Black 
people after slavery was never a simple affair.378 
By embracing emigration, Prince Saunders in effect established himself as the most 
visible international spokesperson and ambassador of the radical ideologies of the Haitian 
Revolution. Almost immediately after the American Revolution, in the subsequent decades 
before the American Civil War, Black citizenship stood next to slavery as one of the most 
contentious factors in American politics and life. The United States Constitution delegated the 
definition of citizenship to the individual states: “That the citizens of each State shall be entitled 
to the privileges and immunities of citizens in the several states.” But there was no denying that 
this decentralized system wreaked havoc for Black citizenship—whereas free Blacks in the 
Commonwealth of Massachusetts were reportedly “as directly represented as the whites” and 
even voted at times, in other states those same privileges were abrogated. This of course created 
the tragic dual status of first- and second-class citizens, or, more appropriately, citizens and non-
citizens within a latent Herrenvolk republic.  
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This dualism, or “twoness—an American, a Negro,” as W. E. B. Du Bois puts it in his 
Souls of Black Folk, was particularly revealing. It illustrated the undemocratic character of Euro-
American nationalism and the striving of African Americans to be both Black and American. But 
if the life of Saunders revealed anything, it was that the fight for citizenship resonated in the 
ability of Black Americans to imagine a more universalized version of freedom and citizenship 
that refuted the dichotomies between Black and white. And to do this, they would use Haiti as 
the most powerful tool in combating white supremacy.  
From Revolutionary Slaves to Republican Citizens 
 
In 1816, the founder of the American Colonization Society (ACS), the Rev. Robert 
Finley, declared of Blacks: “We should be cleared of them,” by sending them to Africa where the 
indigenous “population [could be] partially civilized and Christianized for its benefit; our Blacks 
themselves would be put in a better situation.”379 Finley was as hostile as ever to the idea that 
one could be Black and American. The latter presupposed freedom, while the former was the 
most singular signifier of un-freedom. In this sense, racism gave birth to the American 
Colonization Society. The ACS’s racist approach to antislavery and reform spurred a rethinking 
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of Black peoples’ place in American citizenship, and a new movement for voluntary emigration 
emerged.  
I focus on 1816 as a radical turning point in which African Americans began to more 
militantly rebuke the racial hostility against them. The debate on African Americans’ place in the 
new nation provoked an assertive response from Black leaders. In the same manner that Euro-
Americans pointed to Europe with pride, African Americans began to underscore Haiti’s 
revolutionary history. In so doing, African Americans’ focus on Haiti was one strategy among 
others to counter the racist discourses of the ACS. They frequently highlighted the Black 
republic’s leading men as triumphant slave revolutionaries over their European counterparts. As 
historian Carolyn Fick points out, Haiti demonstrated a rare political autonomy that safeguarded 
and affirmed Black freedom by radicalizing “the notion of natural rights, Haiti exposed the 
tensions and philosophical contradictions in Enlightenment thought in ways that no other 
historical event of that period could have done.”380 Beyond the fact and the symbolism of seizing 
freedom, the post-revolutionary Haitian state also stood as a powerful sanctuary against the 
ACS’s racial schemes for deporting people of African descent to West Africa. In the first two 
decades of the Haitian republic, it was not unusual to see slaves from American merchant ships 
and surrounding British colonies escape to Haiti, provoking diplomatic quarrels in which various 
parties tried to denaturalize the said slaves of their newly won citizenship. Such claims were 
commonly rebuffed by the Haitian regimes, further contributing to African American’s 
                                                           




confidence that they had as much right of belonging on the Western side of the Atlantic as 
anyone.381 
Given that in Haiti’s immediate post-revolutionary era, regardless of color, one had to 
consider one’s self as constitutionally Black, Haitians’ conception of citizenship was as much 
constructed by an African understanding of ethno-nationalism as white American understanding 
of citizenship was constituted in being of European descent. Indeed, Prince Saunders, a freedman 
“of pure African blood and highly polished manners,” published The Haytian Papers “in order to 
give them [Europeans] some more correct information” on the Haitian government as a civilized 
body.382 Not coincidentally, the Haytian Papers was published in 1816. Among early Black 
nationalists and antislavery advocates, debates regarding colonization focused on whether to 
emigrate, why Haiti, and what message this would send to white peers. Such engagement 
introduced the first material and intellectual encounter with Haiti’s significance in the political 
consciousness of African Americans. That consciousness also buttressed Black claims on 
national politics to make citizenship a global concern. As a matter of fact, this concern seemed to 
have received the attention of King Henry Christophe of Haiti in the 1810s, and later President 
Boyer in the 1820s actively encouraged African-American leaders like Prince Saunders, Bishop 
Richard Allen, the Reverend Thomas Paul, and businessman James Forten to promote Haitian 
emigration after forming the Haytien Emigration Society in Philadelphia.383  
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How did advocates intend to present the embrace of the Black republic as an appeal for 
citizenship at home? Touting Haiti as a symbol of Black republicanism carried a burden. Despite 
the rhetorical flourishes, the strategies Saunders would employ often omitted the fact that the 
complex realities of nationhood and its associated lexicon—citizenship, state, nation, culture, 
and rights to personhood—were more prescribed than experienced. Reflecting the difficulties of 
the living in the grossly economically indebted new republic, of the estimated 13,000 African 
Americans who eventually settled in Haiti between 1816 and 1826, a substantial number, almost 
6,000 men and women, returned to the United States by midcentury.384 These facts do not mean 
that historians should race to characterize the political endeavor surrounding emigration as a 
failed attempt at Black Nationalism, for that conclusion ignores the fact that exiling to Haiti and 
returning to the United States served as the demonstration of an alternative and transnational 
outlook on freedom and citizenship. Some scholars call this transnational enterprise for 
citizenship and freedom cosmopolitanism, or simply Black cosmopolitanism. This study will 
explore what it meant that an abolitionist enterprise involved looking outward to consider 
freedom from an exiled approach.  
Ironically, white defenders of colonization made similar arguments but for different 
reasons. Not surprisingly, they tended to look toward Africa—instead of the already-established 
Black republic—as where African Americans should relocate. For instance, on January 20, 1827, 
just as Haiti was lobbying African Americans to emigrate, Secretary of State Henry Clay 
                                                                                                                                                                                            
in which Black Nationalism appears to have also demanded citizenship on the basis of full equality. What I aim to 
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questioned why free Blacks would refuse to relocate to Africa: “Why should they not go? Here 
they are in the lowest state of social gradation; aliens—political, moral, social aliens—strangers, 
though natives. There [in Africa] they would be in the midst of their friends, and their kindred, at 
home, though born in a foreign land.”385 The political irony of Clay’s assertions was not lost on 
African Americans like Thomas Jennings, who caustically reminded Clay that “Our claims are 
on America; it is the land that gave us birth. We know no other country. It is a land in which our 
fathers have suffered and toiled. They have watered it with their tears and fanned it with their 
sighs.”386 When confronted by colonization schemes, Black abolitionists often responded with 
this retort. That is because Clay’s assertion offered the answer to the very problem he articulated, 
and whether he acknowledged it or not, he placed his hand on the pulse of the issue that 
frustrated men like Jennings and Saunders. To go to Africa is to conceivably relocate to a too-
distant place they did not know. They would not be at home when in fact they had been “born in 
a foreign land,” America. And since, as Jennings argued, America is “the land that gave us 
birth,” the true solution was to stop treating Black people as sociopolitical aliens inside the body 
politic.  
While the above-mentioned solution was clear and simple, the problem of racism was too 
intractable, too stubborn to accept the obvious: the dilemma that confronted the problematic 
experience of being clack and free in America, to which Clay demonstrably alluded to, was the 
refusal of white Americans to admit that they forced Blacks to exist as domesticated aliens, a 
situation that rendered them both natives and strangers. Prince Saunders believed revolutionary 
Haiti had a solution to that dual consciousness that haunted free Blacks. After all, there could not 
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be full equality for free Blacks where African-based chattel slavery persisted. American racism 
was what prevented Black freedom from ever being realized. So long as citizenship was 
predicated on whiteness, and slavery on Blackness, free African Americans could not hope to 
achieve the citizenship they deserve. They had to tap into the revolutionary heritage that Haiti 
had instituted, one where the Black revolutionaries had demonstrated that racism is not 
impervious to defeat. In Haiti, African Americans could join a community whose symbolic 
resurrection of the pre-Columbian Amerindian name for the island signified the end of a 
European colonial past and the futures of a Black universalism whose thrust created a new 
American identity. In Haiti, Blackness defined the citizen, yet was radically capacious enough to 
even accommodate those whites who would renounce whiteness as nothing more than an 
aristocracy of the skin.  
Unlike the white colonizationists, Saunders would present Haiti not as an alternative 
home to the United States, but a radical examination of the possibilities for a citizenship that 
could be projected back to the mainland. In other words, Saunders set out to prove to his fellow 
countrymen that they were entitled to what Boisrond-Tonnerre had earlier explicated as the most 
singular achievement of Haitian society: “Saint-Domingue proved to the whites that the negro 
has a heart that feels insults.” To launch this enterprise for freedom and citizenship, however, he 
would need more than just the words of Haitians. His journey to London provides a window into 
how he relied on an extensive global network to support Haiti in demonstrating that Black 
citizenship would advance the larger cause of the antislavery movement.  




As the antebellum decades proved to be a contested period for settler politics and frontier 
expansionism, the most ardent Jacksonian Democrats advanced universal suffrage for white men 
while eliminating most of the remaining vestiges that had stood as property requirements for 
voting. But as Caleb McDaniel underscores in The Problem of Democracy in the Age of Slavery, 
“the idea of completely unlimited and equal suffrage was, in short, still a radical notion in the 
world abolitionists knew, even to some abolitionists” themselves.387 In this dissertation, a 
political portrait of Saunders sheds light on how a relatively small group of New England and 
Mid-Atlantic Black abolitionists pioneered different strategies, approaches, and solutions to 
solving the problem of citizenship when it appeared as though Black people would never 
disassociate their Blackness from enslavement and racial inferiority. The more the institution 
grew in the late eighteenth to nineteenth centuries, the more racism underpinned the freedom and 
mobility of free Black people. In the face of this difficulty, and in spite of the odds, it is all the 
more remarkable that Saunders’s political agility and unyielding determination served so well to 
rally his compatriots in a transatlantic abolitionist crusade that radically centered the 
revolutionary achievement of Haiti as something to be emulated in the Atlantic community.  
By 1831, when the white abolitionist editor William Lloyd Garrison headlined his 
newspaper, The Liberator, “Our Country Is the World—Our Countrymen All Mankind,” he was 
in effect corroborating what Saunders and other free Blacks had long championed as the path to 
defeating racism and slavery at home. The project of African-American liberation and 
citizenship had to transcend the standard constructions of citizenship with broad internationalist 
appeal. And true to this approach, Saunders aligned his internationalist vision with the proven 
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record of the Haitian state by way of his British friends, Thomas Clarkson and William 
Wilberforce, who set the transnational relationship in motion. As McDaniel uncovers in his study 
of Garrisonian internationalism, Garrisonians borrowed from Saunders’s reading of history to 
denounce the moral shortcomings of American politics as hypocritical. American patriots 
promoted theirs as “the land of free and the asylum of the oppressed” while slavery is “ruthlessly 
invading the holiest relations of life and cruelly separating the dearest ties of nature.”388  
Seeking to examine this contrast between American slavery and Haitian liberty, the 
dissertation uncovers the ongoing radical engagement that has persisted between Haitians and 
African Americans as aided through transatlantic abolitionist networks from Boston, 
Philadelphia, and New York to Port-au-Prince and London. As the earliest established nations in 
the Western Hemisphere, the United States and Haiti share the longest histories of inter-
migration. The first migration emerged when a slave rebellion erupted in colonial Saint-
Domingue in 1791, which almost immediately sparked a wave of migration to the United States. 
From the outbreak of the Haitian Revolution to 1809, at least 25,000 refugees left the island and 
arrived in the United States. They settled in the Chesapeake, the lower Mississippi region, and 
the Delaware Valley. In 1809, Haitian refugees who had migrated to Louisiana helped transform 
New Orleans into this country’s first Black metropolis. The second migration took place between 
1824 and 1826, when 13,000 African Americans emigrated to the island republic—that is more 
people than the American Colonization Society was able to resettle to Africa before 1867. Black 
Americans, men and women, voluntarily left the United States in the quest for full citizenship 
and the promise of greater economic freedom in Haiti.  
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My concern is with this last diaspora of 13,000 migrants to post-revolutionary Haiti and 
how and why it came to be. Saunders, with the encouragement of British abolitionists to consider 
Haiti, initiated the earliest efforts by the island republic to make arrangements to invite and 
accommodate African-American emigration to its shores. For much of the 1810s he impelled 
other preeminent Black abolitionists like Richard Allen and James Forten to embrace emigration 
as the flesh-and-blood display of revolutionary citizenship in action. This dissertation seeks to 
identify the motivations, implications, and consequences of that emigration effort. Saunders, who 
certainly knew about the refugees flocking to US shores during the Haitian Revolution, reversed 
sail and decided that Haiti might be the place where he and other African Americans could find 
the genuine freedom and citizenship to which they were entitled.  
I also argue that despite the 6,000 emigrants who returned to the United States in the 
1800s, the failure of resettlement should not be interpreted as a failure of ideology—it was more 
likely concerned, in some instance, with proving better moral perspectives toward an egalitarian 
political future. Nor should it be considered a failure of the aspirations of Black freedom and 
citizenship that informed this migration. The emigrants who pivoted toward Haiti took sail in 
part because Saunders encouraged them to more effectively carry their ideological hopes of 
reforming American citizenship offshore.  
 
Exilic Nationalism  and Circuits of Knowledge 
To demonstrate how this transatlantic flow of ideas made Prince Saunders a valuable 
asset in the struggle for Black citizenship, it is important to first understand that his transatlantic 
crossings were an integral component in fostering exchanges in the defeat of white supremacy. 
In essence, the wider the abolitionist net was cast across the ocean, the more the transnational 
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currents of Haitian revolutionary flowed back and forth between Boston, Port-au-Prince, 
London, and Philadelphia. Thus, when Saunders fostered crucial networks that reached across 
the ocean to British antislavery activists and Haitian revolutionaries, he established himself as 
the father of Black revolutionary transnationalism. Within that ideology, he incorporated Black 
citizenship and equality as pillars of transoceanic abolitionism. These networks were critical 
circuits for solutions, informed by ideas. As such, it is one of the goals of this dissertation to 
delineate what was at stake for African Americans in setting this moral and political strategy as 
one solution among many.  
Within a trans-Atlantic framework, this identity formation developed into a transnational 
struggle when it aligned itself with Haiti’s antislavery ideals and traditions. My label 
revolutionary transnationalism articulates this hemispheric exchange, in which African-
American orators like James McCune Smith, or leading editors in the abolitionist press389 like 
John Russwurm and Samuel Cornish, employed the heritage of Haitian antislavery “revolt to 
imagine an alternative collective history distinct from that of white America.”390 Yet, even as 
they transformed this Black Atlantic current, African Americans held fast to their American 
identity, suggesting that theirs was a nationalism attached to the idea of equality and inclusion, 
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not land.391 To make sense of this, I propose a geopolitical concept, exilic nationalism. That is to 
say, the exodus of African Americans to Haiti posited them as go-betweens who witnessed 
Haitian freedom and citizenship on the one hand, and used this experience to resist American 
Herrenvolk democracy on the other. Exilic nationalism is, in this sense, an exploration of 
unrestricted Black freedom. 
The idea of emigration and its conferred Haitian citizenship represents the exportation of 
the fight for Black equality abroad. It further suggests that those who emigrated to Haiti occupied 
a complex status in the space between nationalism and transnationalism. Black identity has 
always been a concept in flux. On the one hand, circumstances that rendered free Black people 
aliens at home shaped their response in the direction of self-exile. On the other hand, the push 
factor of domestic racism that drove them to emigrate did not in itself shatter their sense of 
belonging in the United States. They became citizens in exile or foreign-national refugees. This 
duality further reinforced their bilateral attachment to citizenship as recognition of their 
humanity and natural birthright—in other words, alliance with Haitian revolutionaries provided a 
confirmation of their Blackness as integral in the former.  
As will become clear, Black Nationalism in the nineteenth century was itself a variant of 
American nationalism, albeit universalist in its inclusion and internationalist in its outlook. It was 
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foremost concerned with defending Black inclusion in state and national politics.392 Color itself 
and the identification with American nationality were not mutually exclusive. Perhaps no other 
historian encapsulates this striving for equality more succinctly than W. E. B. Du Bois in Souls 
of Black Folk. In “this longing to merge the [African Americans’] double self into a better and 
truer self,” Du Bois argues, Black Americans simply wished “to make it possible for a man to be 
both a Negro and an American.”393 This desire added a contentious element to the irreconcilable 
conflicts between African Americans and their Haitian hosts, who did not understand that 
voluntary emigration did not entail rejection of the United States.   
In an effort to reject white Americans’ imagined homogenous community, the Du 
Boisian insight of double-consciousness becomes particularly revealing. The warring ideals that 
poignantly illustrate the undemocratic character of American nationalism were the effort to be 
Black and the effort to be American, and the simultaneous attainment of both created a struggle 
only because of their assumed incompatibility in the white imagination. Du Bois’s concept of 
“second sight” resonated in the ability of Black folk to imagine a more universalized version of 
freedom and citizenship that refuted the supposed dichotomy between Black and white. Haiti, I 
argue, offered the singular example of a world that was both imaginable and possible. Yet, 
however tragic the racist logics of American citizenship, there was an equally fatal logic that 
sustained this emigrationist impulse to utilize Haiti in the racial uplift. Assumptions about Haiti 
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in the minds of some African Americans were undergirded by racial prejudices not too distant 
from those entertained by white racists. In Haiti, as in African America, intellectual efforts to 
defend Blackness were a response to Europeans’ exclusion of the freedmen from the rights of 
citizenship and the suffrage by birth, culture, and blood.394  
There emerged from this emigrationist rhetoric another legacy that historians must 
reassess when examining the roots of Black radical traditions: the evolution of a claim for a more 
universal construction of citizenship that recognized Black humanity as equal to whites and yet 
pleaded for a particular respect of Black transnationalism. In short, African Americans like 
Saunders sought to redefine their claim to American citizenship through Black civilizational 
politics, for which Haiti provided an enticing theater of action. In essence, Saunders used Haiti to 
reject the racist elements of American nationality while advancing a particular understanding of 
citizenship as universally rooted in human rights, hence the capacity of American citizenship to 
expand and be multiracial in character. If his project seemed at all ideologically separatist, that 
contradiction lies in the complicated method of inclusive American citizenship as perhaps only 
achievable in exile. This of course brings up another question concerning what it means to 
become free in exile. I suggest that the likes of Prince Saunders should be seen as revolutionary 
trans-nationals when answering that question. Within the Black diaspora, Saunders stood out as a 
cosmopolite and ventured widely in his efforts to conceptualize citizenship beyond the 
provincialism of the domestic sphere. In this regard, the problem of citizenship in the United 
States, as he viewed it, demanded a political and intellectual solution that was coterminous with 
Black liberation and equality.  
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Revolutionary transnationalism reveals that African-American radicalism was in part 
forged in this early period at the cross-section between Haitian rebuttals to white supremacy and 
Euro-American efforts to restrict Black citizenship entirely. As such, it transformed and 
reimagined the landscape of human equality by positing Haiti’s revolutionaries as 
counterweights to American racist patriots. At the core of this conviction was the belief that 
using the master’s tool to expose the lie of white supremacist political culture could have 
implications for a new birth of American freedom. The implications of this strategy were to 
simultaneously reject American citizenship in absentia and rejoin it on more radical and equal 
footing. The roots of that exercise in transatlantic abolitionist politics, and its ability to transform 
African-American citizenship in the nineteenth century, are the central issues in this dissertation. 
Historiographical Review 
 
Since this is a study primarily concerned with the quest for citizenship and equality, how 
might we approach Black cosmopolitans like Prince Saunders? In thinking about this question, 
Paul Gilroy’s Black Atlantic prods us to rethink the nation-state as an integral part of the Atlantic 
insofar as the Black diaspora engineered freedom movements to produce its identity formations 
away from the pressures of white supremacy. Identity formation, in this sense, involved a mosaic 
process that contained Western and African dynamics.395 Following Gilroy, I highlight points of 
convergence or interactions between Afro-Caribbean (more specifically Haitian) and African-
American notions of freedom. Through this historiographical lens, I view the Atlantic as the 
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political theater wherein Black ethnic alliances consolidated in opposition to the Euro-American 
construction of citizenship.  
The dissertation further develops the historiography by proposing to review and 
reexamine emigration as it developed in a shared transatlantic struggle that involved a wide array 
of actors from New England to London and Port-au-Prince. To underscore what I regard as 
perhaps the major contribution of this study, the reconsideration of Black emigration calls for 
reconsidering the politics of place and displacement, as well as race and space, to denote 
emigration as encoded in the idealism of refashioning American nationhood, citizenship, and 
outlooks on civic identity as inclusive instead of exclusive parts. Haiti was a desirable place—
revolutionary, Black, and free—but also the place that could not materialize into what African 
Americans wanted in the end: one where the ties are severed between citizenship on the one hand 
and racism and full equality on the other. That struggle could be projected outward, as it did in 
emigration, but salvaging a full solution would ultimately take place on the home front, where 
the problem existed.  
Another important contribution of this study is that it challenges how we perceive 
African Americans’ decisions and desires to use Haiti to overthrow prevailing conceptions of 
U.S. citizenship. Rather than simply theorize the extent to which Haitian revolutionaries left an 
impact on the developments of antislavery activism and the Civil War through imagery and 
perceived influence, I suggest that we show how such influence was actualized by an expressed 
desire for a movement that would in turn bring it about. As I will show in my discussion of 
implications of the emigrationist project, even as the Civil War appeared to have stymied 
prospects of relocating to Haiti, the Black republic never lost its meaning as a sanctuary, and 
indeed a prototype, for Black citizenship.  
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My other historiographical intervention is a revision of the roots of Black radicalism. By 
analyzing emigration, colonization, and racism in the context of the Early Republic and the 
political crises of the antebellum years, I explore the intersection of slavery and racism, where 
Black political consciousness and nationalist ideologies were rooted. The turn of the nineteenth 
century, replete with reverberations of the Haitian Revolution, is particularly relevant here as it 
calls to mind the roles of the men and women who inserted Black Nationalist rhetoric in 





















“To Transplant in Alien Soil”: 
Race, Nation, Citizenship, and the Idea of Emigration in the Revolutionary Atlantic 
 
I was leaving the South to fling myself into the unknown … I  was 
taking a part of the South to transplant in alien soil, to see if it 
could grow differently, if it could drink of new and cool rains, 
bend in strange winds, respond to the warmth of other suns and, 
perhaps, to bloom. 
—Richard Wright 
 
The outlaws, of the men without a country. 
—Stefan Zweig 
Landless people are but refugees in a strange land.  
—Gary Grant396  
 
Renegade Negroes and Exiles: Origins of Revolutionary Transnationalism 
The Haitian Revolution (1791–1804) was a revolutionary event with global 
repercussions. Among its consequences was the demographic transformation of several major 
cities in the Caribbean and the larger Atlantic basin,397 resulting in “the first truly modern 
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emancipated countries became entangled in their anticolonial struggles. For example, “Haiti, a free country, would 
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international crisis of exiles.”398 As heirs of French revolutionary Enlightenment ideals, the 
Black revolutionaries of the Haitian rebellion led enslaved people of color in the colony of Saint-
Domingue against their French masters and the free gens de couleur—free people of color. The 
Haitian Revolution, however, was not a revolution based on race. As one historian notes, “mere 
months before Haiti’s actual independence the rebel leaders defined themselves not in opposition 
to France and the white race but as defenders of the French revolutionary heritage.”399 In 
hindsight, the Franco-Haitian rebellion was a logical outgrowth of the French revolution but with 
significant differences, as we shall see. 
Republican ideals had travelled across the Atlantic Ocean and planted discontent among 
the enslaved population. Americans, whose shores were close by worried 400 that white French 
slaveholders fleeing the colony for the United States were bringing enslaved human property, 
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who also happened to hold radical ideas—a fact that generated widespread fear, especially 
among white Americans slaveholders.401  
Masters and mistresses with their bondservants boarded ships that also dropped them on 
the shores of Cuba, other various Caribbean islands, and on South America’s Caribbean coast.402 
The planter class of the United States rightly suspected that the refugees would inflame the 
political sensibilities of their slaves—and of Black American freedmen—.403 Indeed, subsequent 
events throughout the American South confirmed their fears.404 In 1800, for example, Gabriel 
Prosser, an enslaved Blacksmith in Richmond, Virginia, plotted a rebellion inspired in part by 
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the Haitian revolution.405 More troubles followed in 1811 when the Haitian-born slave driver 
Charles Deslondes,406 the principal leader of the largest slave rebellion in American history, led a 
large band of self-styled rebel slaves to New Orleans in a failed attempt to conquer the city and 
overthrow the slavocracy.407 Eleven years later, in 1822, Denmark Vesey, a former slave turned 
carpenter and Methodist preacher, plotted a rebellion to execute Charleston’s slave masters, 
liberate the city, then sail to Haiti for refuge. The plot was found out and in the ensuing months, 
the slave conspirators and their allies were put on trial by city authorities. The justices charged 
Vesey “with a diabolical plot designed to instigate blood, outrage, rapine, and conflagration.”408 
In the end, Vesey and thirty-four of his co-conspirators and followers were hanged. Vesey’s 
rebellion inspired South Carolina to pass the Negro Seamen Act of 1822, which restricted the 
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land movements of Black sailors for fear they would spread Haiti’s revolutionary ideas.409 To the 
authorities the lesson was clear: Haitian revolutionary ideas would entice Black Americans to 
challenge the fatal contradiction—white freedom, Black slavery— at the heart of American 
liberty.410  
Especially in the southern United States, communities like Charleston could not or would 
not distinguish among refuges from the Haitian disruptions whom they perceived as threatening 
the established order. Whether masters or mistresses, the human chattel they brought with them, 
or free Black people—all were regarded as potential disrupters of the lucrative slave markets of 
the South in addition as being possible subverters of the established institutional relations of 
slavery.411 Not just American planters but the broader American public were correct in fearing 
that Franco-Haitian revolutionary ideals would plant the seeds of rebellion not just among 
African American slaves, but among poor and working-class whites as well. Some sympathy was 
reserved for the refugee French slaveholders arriving at American ports, but none for their 
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human property or for the thousands of affranchis (free people of color) who also 
disembarked.412  
Thomas Jefferson, supportive of the French Revolution in his letters to General Marquis 
de Lafayette, reserved his goodwill for France, not its colonies.413 (According to Thomas 
Clarkson, Lafayette later lamented with anger that “I would have never have drawn my sword in 
the cause of America, if I could have conceived that thereby I was founding a land of 
slavery.”)414 Jefferson, being closer to the Saint-Domingue theatre of the revolution, was 
apprehensive as he had to consider the possibility of containing the rebellion if it spread. 
Jefferson also questioned French motives in their clandestine deportation of several thousand 
Black exiles and people of color to other shores, especially to Florida. By one estimate, the 
French navy deposited about two thousand exiles on the Florida coast.415 Jefferson was so 
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concerned about the Haitian rebellion spreading to American shores that on August 27, 1802416 
he hurried off a letter to his secretary of state, James Madison, “on the subject of apprehensions 
that the negroes taken from Guadeloupe will be pushed in on us.”417 Jefferson feared that in 
order to reconquer Haiti and secure slavery throughout the French Caribbean, Napoleon was 
exiling revolutionaries and Black prisoners of war.  
As was true of other European powers, Spanish authorities feared the “renegade negroes” 
would incite their enslaved population to rebellion. American lieutenant colonel Wade Hampton, 
who hailed from one of South Carolina’s wealthiest slave-holding families, had warned 
Secretary Madison in a letter of August 21, 1802 that three French warships had attempted to 
land in “Carthagena, [a Spanish colonial port on the Caribbean in present day Columbia] where 
they touched with a view to sell, or otherwise dispose of a number of renegade negroes they have 
on board;”418 the Spanish barred them from entering the city. In the same letter to Madison, 
Hampton alerted him that French ships had attempted to land in New York to sell their 
unfortunate cargo: 
Some little time ago three French ships of War arrived at this Port [New York]…The 
number of these unfortunate half-starved wretches already arrived, and momently 
expected in three other ships of War, amount to about 1500, and from the best 
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information we can collect after having been at much pains to procure it, we have little 
doubt but they will attempt to disperse them clandestinely along the Southern coast, they 
have in many instances offered to sell them in this City, in open violation of the laws” of 
the state. 419  
 
 
Colonel Hampton, familiar with the brutality of slavery, could anticipate that slave rebellions on 
the scale that were occurring in the Caribbean theater were not too far from reaching the shores 
of other lands throughout the Americas. Aware of the vagaries of military intelligence, Hampton 
thought his information in the main true: 
this information may not in every respect be correct, yet we believe it nearly so, and from 
the extreme agitation which exists in the public mind, we have deemed it expedient to 
give it to you, with a view, that you make such use of it as you think proper to guard 
against a measure which if carried into effect may considerably endanger the peace and  
tranquility of the Southern States.420  
 
Hampton’s apprehensions were correct. Nine years later after penning his letter to Madison, 
Hampton led the suppression of an 1811 slave uprising on the Louisiana German Coast.421 
The French nightmare in its Caribbean colony had not only materialized as an Atlantic problem 
but also metastasized on US soil.  
The Haitian Revolution dispersed exiles across the Atlantic, ultimately creating and 
consolidating a Black Atlantic where a revolutionary consciousness would spread among 
enslaved Blacks and free Blacks, passing from one agitator to the next. An underworld of sailors, 
debtors, and pirates traveled throughout the Atlantic world with news of the Haitian insurrections 
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and the political ideals they inspired, and like any revolutionary contagion, it threatened to 
unravel Atlantic slavery. 
American planters throughout the South understood the threat of the Haitian revolution 
and its power to undo the institution in the United States not only in the South, but in other 
territories and states as the US expanded its continental reach. Savannah, Georgia, for instance, 
passed a resolution on July 2, 1795, barring the entry of “seasoned Negroes, or People of Colour, 
from any of the West India, Windward, Leeward, or Bahama Islands, East or West Florida, or 
any other port whatever, with seasoned Negroes or People of Colour, who have been one month 
on the said islands, or East or West Florida.”422 The Savannah measure was a desperate one, 
designed to protect its trade in bodies and goods from the “mischiefs which the people of St. 
Domingo, and other French islands, have experienced, from the insurrection of their Negroes and 
People of Colour.”423  
 
Revolutionary Transcultural and Political Dynamics 
Regarding these real and present threats, Southerners and other officials in the United 
States perceived white French émigrés as possible colluders in slave agitation— in essence, 
Jacobins associated with the Société des Amis des Noirs (Society of Friends of the Blacks) under 
the pretense of being war refugees.424 This perception was not unfounded as France supported 
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the development of a core group of respected men who publicly advocated for equal rights for 
hommes de couleur libres—free men of color—a term, though gendered, applied to men and 
women who were free persons.425 Many notables lent their voices publically to the campaign that 
would later ignite the Haitian Revolution; among these were Jacques-Pierre Brissot, Olypme de 
Gouges, Abbé Henri Grégoire, Honoré-Gabriel Riqueti, Comte de Mirabeau, and philosophes 
like Antoine de Condorcet, as well as the revolutionary general, the Marquis de Lafayette, Their 
interventions led to the passage of a law on April 4 , 1792, that accelerated the abolition of 
slavery in the colonies by French National Convention on February 4, 1794.426  
By the late 1790s, the Société had dispersed and was largely defunct after several 
prominent members were guillotined. Regardless of its demise, as far as Southern slaveholders 
were concerned, it had already sown the seeds of republicanism and discontent in the hearts of 
the enslaved. Some scholars associate this migration of people and ideas from revolutionary 
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Saint-Domingue to the United States with the diaspora's connections among Black people from 
Charleston, South Carolina, to Cap-Haitian, Haiti.427 The more specific question, however, is 
what impact Haitian migration of the period had on American communities of the time in the 
United States—as opposed to US whites. Recent scholarship on these migrations has looked at 
competing identities among people of African descent, with one scholar arguing that the 
emergence of an ethnic identity among Black Saint-Dominguans, shaped by their Roman 
Catholicism and Franco-African heritage, slowed the assimilation between African Americans 
and Haitian communities in early Philadelphia.428 Other studies show that migrants to New 
Orleans, for instance, more easily assimilated, indicating the transcultural and political 
dynamism of the revolution.429  
Irrespective of their spheres of influence, the Black revolutionaries sent shockwaves 
throughout the Atlantic world. Numbers and geography tell the story. Beginning in 1793, the 
thirty thousand refugees of the Saint-Dominguan diaspora430 carried the news of the revolution 
far beyond Hispaniola to Cuba, Caracas, Guatemala, Florida, and to some extent France. The 
migration did not end until 1809, five years after revolutionary activities in Haiti had ceased. For 
decades after, the influence of the migration would be felt in the physical, social, economic, and 
cultural spheres of communities throughout the Spanish-American empire, ranging from Spanish 
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New Orleans to Cuba, and extending to Cartagena de Indias (the most important port city of the 
Viceroyalty of New Granada). In Cartagena, French Caribbean migrants, during their Latin 
American wars of independence, would establish maritime connections with Haitian 
revolutionaries in order to defend the city’s claim of sovereignty from Spain.431  
To be sure, the currents of migration that flowed from the Haitian Revolution were not 
the first to disturb the Americas. The American Revolution had in fact created its own 
revolutionary diaspora of devoted loyalists, white and Black, throughout the Atlantic.432 One 
study, for example, documents the life of Lieutenant Colonel James Moncrieff, an exiled British 
loyalist from Georgia and South Carolina who migrated three times—from East Florida to 
Jamaica and then to the Mosquito Coast—transporting both free Black laborers and his 
considerable estate of enslaved Americans.433 
A Transnational Interpretation of the Haitian Diaspora 
In this study, however, I have taken an approach different from the usual in regards to the 
migrations of the Haitian diaspora. I see it as world-altering as the American and French 
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revolutions, and perhaps even more so because it stands as a watershed in the early history of 
transnational migration in the Americas, and not least because it resulted in the widespread 
dissemination of both antislavery ideologies and a repudiation of the same.  
The Haitian Revolution began in earnest as a small-scale rebellion spurred by a 
controversy between landed whites and their wealthy mixed-race offspring—gens de couleur. In 
this regard, it mirrored the causes of the French Revolution and can also be understood as one of 
the side effects of the revolutionary turmoil in mainland France. As the rebellion within Haiti 
turned from a French colonial debacle to an international affair that implicated the Atlantic 
world, it recreated and changed the meanings of encounters between Black people and their 
superiors. In the process, the Haitian Revolution redefined the various kinds of experiences that 
freedom, citizenship, racial oppression, and enslavement wrought on Blacks in the many zones 
of colonialism and slavery in the Americas. Most revealing is how in the United States cultural 
centers like Philadelphia, Norfolk, Baltimore, and New Orleans were never the same politically 
after they received hundreds, and sometimes thousands, of Franco-Haitian refugees.  
The diaspora of the Haitian Revolution also influenced and inspired the dynamism of an 
Afro-political diaspora beyond its shores. Those who were affected by events surrounding the 
revolution spread the revolution’s legacy.434 Especially in the radical imaginations of would-be 
and real political exiles from locales in African America, we see how the values of those who 
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imbibed its ideas affected larger schemes of antislavery activism, with American and French 
concerns of citizenship, nationalism, and human rights, taking on a new immediacy. In fact, the 
historical record shows that questions of citizenship as it pertained to land, nationhood, and self-
determination—often dismissed as escapism and fantasy435—had always been a major concern 
of Black abolitionists. 
Prince Saunders: Portrait of an Exile 
As an early exemplar and promoter of African-American emigration and the ideology of 
a global abolition of slavery, the life of Prince Saunders offers many historical insights into the 
continuing search of African Americans for a stable political home and a firm political identity. 
Before addressing a myriad of historical questions pertaining to Black emigration, however, we 
must first make sense of what the political, social, and racial themes of Prince Saunders’s life as 
a multinational exile teach us about the politics of racism, slavery, and citizenship in the United 
States; we must also explore how African American perceptions of revolutionary Haiti became a 
lens to confront the problems and questions of race, racism, slavery and freedom in the early to 
mid-nineteenth century.   
Prince Saunders’s transatlantic political career spanned the decades between 1800 and 
1840. During his many voyages to London, Saunders worked on behalf of Haitian leaders, 
encouraging British antislavery sympathizers to cooperate with the Haitian king and support 
Haiti’s endeavors, by building learned societies, expanding primary education, and developing 
the country’s public health complex and other infrastructure. Saunders’s hope was that these 
internal developments would inspire African Americans to emigrate to Haiti, thereby spurring 
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the country’s economic growth and ultimately securing the overdue recognition of the Black 
republic as a sovereign nation. 
In order to understand Black émigrés like Prince Saunders—who were in fact were often 
voluntary exiles from their home—we can turn for a moment to a classic work of fiction, A 
Portrait of the Artist as a Young Man by James Joyce. The protagonist, Stephen Dedalus 
maintains that he writes from “silence, exile and punning.”436 What precisely Dedalus, or even 
Joyce, means by “exile” is debatable, as Dedalus refuses to give a definitive account of whether 
what he left behind should be considered “my home, my fatherland, or my church.”437 His novel 
and other writings indicate that Joyce appeared to be especially fond of his home, or the idea of 
it. His pages are imbued with his attachment to the “fatherland” he so adamantly claims to reject. 
Joyce also refers to his own works as the long arm writing from an exile’s perspective. These 
same themes of home, nationalism, and belonging are echoed in the life of Prince Saunders and 
his emigrationist activism with regard to the resettlement of African Americans in Haiti. For 
Joyce, exile was a way to look from the outside at the inside of Ireland, his home. In the same 
way, Saunders used Haiti as a way to reexamine the conditions of freedom, equality, and 
citizenship in the United States. But the question remains: Why would one choose a life of 
exile—a word that evokes foreignness, alienation, rejection, and status as a denizen more than a 
citizen, when a exile is a sovereign individual who embraces rootlessness rather than rooted 
identity.  
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Vacillating between a Künstlerroman and a bildungsroman, A Portrait of the Artist as a 
Young Man, according to Joyce, was not about him; it is not a fictional autobiography of the 
artist. At least this was the line of defense Joyce offered in the hope it would deflect any chatter 
that equated his fictional “artist as a young man” with a self-portrait.  
Despite Joyce’s protest, scholars argue that Joyce’s life affected his fictional narrative, 
not least because the main protagonist of the story mirrors the experiences of the young Joyce for 
the first twenty years of his life. In his fictional sketch of these years, Joyce shows how the 
precarious life of the artist differs from those who occupy the same world in that the artist 
occupies an alternate universe in regards to community, roots, nationalism, and country. He often 
clashes with a society that prescribes his identity for him, and as a result, the artist feels 
distanced and displaced from the world of his origins. More and more the artist feels isolated and 
aware of his growing social alienation.  
Sensitive, eloquent, and goal-oriented, Joyce’s young man could be the European version 
of Prince Saunders. Like Saunders, Joyce struggled with the dialectic of provincialism and 
cosmopolitanism—of Dublin and the world. Born in Dublin, Joyce emigrated permanently to 
Zurich, where he eventually died and was buried. Joyce lived as a transient national who could 
never in fact sever his attachment to home. If his body rests in Zurich, his mind and ghost lie in 
Dublin: “For myself,” as he said, “I always write about Dublin, because if I can get to the heart 
of Dublin I can get to the heart of all the cities of the world. In the particular is contained the 
universal.”438  
                                                           
438 Quoted in Michael Patrick Gillespie, James Joyce and the Fabrication of an Irish Identity (Amsterdam; 
Atlanta, GA: Rodopi, 2001). 
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A similar self-awareness was true of Prince Saunders, whose exilic identity also 
embraced a particular universalism unique to the lives of free northern Blacks whose political 
existence contained multiple identities. Saunders was an Afro-American and a Haitian, an 
ambassador to European gentility while a freeman in Haiti, also bound to a precarious racialized 
political existence that relegated him to second-class citizenship in his native land.  
The dualities of Saunders’s life, his many hyphenated selves and numerous personal 
identities, offer historians the rare opportunity to explore how race and racism produced a people 
with a political identity that crossed borders. Thus understood, the story of Prince Saunders’s life 
is one of a self-aware, self-conscious, highly educated and sophisticated national and 
international Black, containing multiple political identities.  Saunders’s life and activist itinerary 
therefore exemplifies the many political identities that comprise the diversity of Black America. 
As such, his life provides insights into the cosmopolitan and the global dimensions of Blackness.  
A False Dichotomy: Nationalisms and Cosmopolitanism 
The Portrait of the Artist as a Young Man is a meditation on contradictions. How, some 
have asked, can cosmopolitanism truly and adequately accommodate nationalism? After all, the 
conflicts of nation versus empire and the national versus the global are very real. Does not an 
antagonism exist between them that invoke one in order to counter the other? Is the cosmopolite 
not a rootless individual? How then can cosmopolitanism and internationalism integrate a 
genuine politics of citizenship that transforms structures, rights, and politics into a society of 
equals?  
In my view what these Joycean questions really raise is how human beings negotiate the 
complex and mutually dependent relationship between the universal and the particular, between 
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home and exile. Inherent in these questions are also tensions that presuppose a conflict between 
the part and the whole.  
As applied to the history of independent and mixed Haitian and African American 
identities, there is no doubt that these conflicts, far from being mythical, are in fact quite real. 
For as long as white supremacy has flourished, Haiti has symbolized the antithesis of white 
supremacy. Even the most enlightened republican philosophes who sought to marginalize Black 
people could not do so when confronted with Haiti’s historical importance. What Haiti 
represented and still represents to African Americans is the idea that Black humanity cannot be 
disavowed in the modern age.  
Whatever apparent contradictions exist between “Blackness” and “humanity,” they are 
the constructs of white Herrenvolk ideologies. Simply put, the unwillingness to accept the truth 
and actuality of Black humanity and its equality exposes the existence of profound political 
contradictions and hypocrisies maintained in spite of the ethos of the American Revolution.  
In the years after the revolution in Haiti, life was spectacularly brutal for Haitians. 
Despite any and all hardships that followed the revolution, it nonetheless afforded Haitians a 
secure freedom, liberated from the cancerous psychology of white supremacy that proclaimed 
the impossibility of being both Black and a human being. Indeed, the powerful claim of the 
Haitian Revolution of the full equality of Blacks later became the motto of the nascent radical 
abolitionist movement in the 1830s. 
Philosopher Kwame Anthony Appiah is one of many scholars who have explored the 
issues surrounding cosmopolitanism. Appiah maintains that cosmopolitanism, despite its 
seeming rootlessness, must be understood as neither a diluted or inauthentic identity. In a world 
of cosmopolites, patriotism should be understood as “the possibility of a world in which 
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everyone is a rooted cosmopolitan, attached to a home of one’s own, with its own cultural 
particularities, but taking pleasure from the presence of other, different places that are home to 
other, different people.”439 More importantly, he adds, the cosmopolitan also imagines that in 
such a world, migration, nomadism, and diaspora are core elements of a circulatory identity, as 
communities are formed by voluntary and involuntary exiles. This kind of world of exiles is not 
possible in a Pan-European world, where appeals to universalism are articulated as and through 
power and white domination.  
Historian Immanuel Wallerstein argues that the universalism of Pan-European world is a  
“universalism of the powerful,” which produces “a partial and distorted universalism”— 
something he calls “European Universalism.” 440 In other words, he argues that Pan-European 
leaders and intellectuals in their quest to protect their interests, dependent as they are upon a 
world of unequal and undemocratic definitions that sustain white supremacy, have promoted this 
vision of the world.  
In contrast to the assumptions of white supremacy and its world of fragmented and 
destructive universalism, Prince Saunders’s transatlantic projects sought a way to enunciate and 
institutionalize a universal universalism where human rights, and hence human worth, are not 
predicated on what is given to one group by another, but on what values a society collectively 
creates in regard to the moral enterprise of a more wholesome humanity. The criteria of this 
enterprise are composed of a set of doctrines and ethical responsibilities derived not from the 
powerful, but from the global universal values of the oppressed and persecuted. In short, in this 
                                                           
439 Kwame Anthony Appiah, “Cosmopolitan Patriots,” Critical Inquiry 23, no. 3, Front Lines/Border Posts 
(Spring, 1997), 618.  
440 Immanuel Maurice Wallerstein, European Universalism: The Rhetoric of Power (New York: New York 
University Press, 2006), xiv. 
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moral enterprise one can find a home of one’s own, where citizenship is both local and global, 
and where the exile can operate in a particular national community with the flexibility of a 
citizenship expansive enough to be transnational.  
 
Exile Then and Now: A Retrospective 
In some respects, Black transnationalism had been a fixture of the Atlantic and Caribbean 
basin for hundreds of years preceding Saunders’s life. Even in the post-colonial period, this 
transnationalism developed into new and enduring forms, so much so that almost two centuries 
after their country’s declaration of independence, Haitian migration to and from the United 
States and Haiti has continued uninterrupted. Take, for instance, the fact that for more than forty 
years, thousands of Haitians seeking asylum in the United States crossed the seven hundred-mile 
stretch of ocean between the northern tip of Haiti and the southern coast of Florida, hoping to 
land on American shores.   
This exodus began in 1972s in response to the brutal repression of the dynastic 
dictatorships of François and Jean-Claude Duvalier, the father-and-son duo who ruled Haiti from 
1957 to 1986.441 In 1991 a military junta supported by the US government deposed the 
democratically elected president Jean-Bertrand Aristide in a coup, prompting a mass exodus of 
people by boat. Guantanamo Bay, a US naval station in Cuba, temporarily housed these refugees 
and adjudicated their asylum claims in a systematic and orderly way. Beyond serving as an 
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encampment for refugees, Guantanamo Bay in 2010 again became a critical hub for 
humanitarian disaster relief following devastating earthquakes in Haiti.442 Despite efforts to stem 
the flow of migrants in the decade between 1972 and 1982, 55,000 Haitians emigrated to the 
United States.443 Then, as recently as 2009, the United States starting rejecting the claims of 
Haitians seeking asylum: 1,782 Haitians were interdicted by the US Coast Guard, detained at 
Guantanamo Bay, and then deported when their asylum petitions were rejected.444  
 During the 1810s and 1820s, however, it was African Americans who were leaving 
United States and sailing for Haiti, where slavery had been abolished in 1804.445 The Haitian 
Revolution had ended with the victory of ex-slaves over French slaveholders, and following its 
declaration of independence, the Haitian Constitution of 1805 made ethno-African or Native 
American identity a prerequisite for citizenship, affirming the legal emancipation of all slaves and 
annulling the right of property for white men—whether in chattel or any forms of titular holding or 
tangible assets. Furthermore, the Constitution declared that all “Haytians shall hence forward be known 
only by the generic appellation of Blacks” regardless of skin color.446 With the stroke of a pen, Haitians 
overthrew the tyranny of European colonialism, empire, and the legal cultures of capitalism and slavery 
that had sustained racism and Black slavery. The Haitian Constitution bundled freedom, Blackness, and 
                                                           
442 See “Subtitle H—United States Naval Station Guantanamo Bay Preservation Act” in House Bill 
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443 See Ruth Ellen Wasem, “United States Immigration Policy on Haitian Migrants,” May 17, 2011, 
Congressional Research Service: Washington, DC, 1–17. 
 
444 Wasem, “United States Immigration Policy,” 1–2.   
 
445 For more on the Haitian Revolution, see C. L. R. James, The Black Jacobins; Toussaint L’Ouverture 
and the San Domingo Revolution (New York: Vintage Books, 1963); David Patrick Geggus, Haitian Revolutionary 
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nationhood together in its definition of citizenship—a revolutionary move that deracialized the 
understanding of human rights.  
What is remarkable about post-independence Haiti is that it constructed the narrowest 
definition of citizenship possible in order to secure Black equality. At the same time, it qualified the 
legal definition of Blackness in the most universal sense imaginable. Although an active understanding 
of Blackness as “universal” regulated Haitian citizenship, no one was officially excluded from 
declaring him- or herself Black. That flexible formulation of race was possible because the citizenship 
clause was specifically constructed to meet a historical necessity. There were, at the time of the Haitian 
War for Independence, about fifty-three hundred Polish soldiers who defected from Napoleon’s army 
and joined the Haitian Revolutionaries.447 The Polish, initially referred to as the “white negroes of 
Europe,” were merely required to affirm by allegiance that they indeed considered themselves to be 
Black men. In other words, the wretched of the earth, the rejected, and the despised—subjects 
previously marginalized by racism in law—became the people who defined the most universal concept 
of citizenship that had ever existed448 In doing so, Haitian revolutionaries created a legal regime that 
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was both racially specific to the liberation of Black and indigenous peoples and also radically anti-
racist. 
Meanwhile, because chattel slavery in the United States continued unabated (as Congress 
would not enact a ban of the slave trade until 1807, twenty years after independence),449 a large 
segment of the African-American population continued to flee the country for Haiti, the world’s first 
Black republic. These emigrants were welcomed enthusiastically by Haitian officials who had been 
making overtures to African Americans to repatriate to Haiti, just a decade after the latter’s 
independence.450  
Unfortunately, the realities of racism in the era of the transatlantic slave trade would make it 
difficult for African Americans to promote the Haitian republic as embodying the virtues of self-
governance. White supremacy would find the counter-hegemonic project of Black Nationalism451 
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repugnant, with Black nationalism here understood as a radical anti-slavery solidarity452—what I call 
“revolutionary transnationalism”—in which Haitians and African Americans stood together against 
white supremacy453 in order to create a society free of racism.454  
Of Home, Land, and Nation 
To reconceptualize the history of Black migration, I will now move from considering the 
Haitian Revolution as legacy of non-racial universal citizenship to discuss the political alliance 
that developed between African American Black Nationalists and post-revolutionary Haitians 
concerning transnational politics in the Black Atlantic. To place my views in context, I must note 
a common tendency among historians to see this united transnational front between two distinct 
Black counterparts as a precursor to Pan-Africanism. This understanding, however, is an 
ahistorical reading that fails to take into account that the opposite may be more to the point: 
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Given a European Atlantic that degraded Africans and their descendants as political and social 
inferiors, a new consciousness emerged among peoples whose only shared identity was based not 
on geography but on the deprivation of basic rights that both French and Anglo-American 
revolutionaries had claimed as privileges of natural law 
By examining the history of the idea of African American emigration from this 
perspective, I hope to definitively answer several questions about the political nature of the 
emigration of northern Blacks from the United States to Haiti. Was that emigration a political 
rejection of the United States? Or was it an opportunity to explore the possibilities of democratic 
citizenship—the right to have rights455—that only Haiti could offer? Did African Americans 
emigrate to Haiti with the hope of promoting genuine democracy in the United States? Why did 
the Haitian government invite African Americans to settle in Haiti? And why, in spite of their 
insistence that they, too, were Americans, did some thirteen thousand African Americans accept 
the invitation?  
My fundamental insight in answering all these questions is that Black emigration was not 
born of racial solidarity. Rather, it was the political consequence of the exclusion of Black 
Americans from full political freedoms and rights in the United States. The confirmation of my 
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thesis is evident as early in 1792 when Prince Hall, a prominent African American Freemason, 
urged Black Bostonians to heed the example of Haitian Revolution.456 Sympathetic to the 
ongoing revolutionary struggle in Haiti, Hall also delivered a speech in 1797 that anticipated the 
emigrationist sentiments of later decades. “The day [of revolution] dawns now in some of the 
West Indies Island,” he declaimed.457 Furthermore, he urged free African Americans, like the 
Haitian revolutionaries, to not let themselves “be cast down under these and many abuses we at 
present are laboring under, for the darkest hour is just before the break of the day.”458 Ultimately, 
it was with this understanding that the emigrants left for Haiti, needing as it were to sever the ties 
that existed between white nationalism and the economic and sociopolitical inequality that 
deformed and ultimately denied complete citizenship to free Black Americans in the United 
States.  
To the extent that slavery undergirded freedom and economic development in the US as 
understood by white Americans, slavery was the organizing principle and the opiate of the 
master class. As John Calhoun—an American slaveholder, congressman, and ardent supporter of 
slavery—reminded John Quincy Adams, slavery was the providence of Black people: “It 
[slavery] was only manual labor—the proper work of slaves. No white person could descend to 
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that. And it was the best guarantee to equality among the whites.”459 Calhoun’s beliefs were a 
stark reminder that Black bondage affirmed white freedom. And since Blackness was the mark 
of slavery, it was also duly associated with sin, dependence, and abjection. To be a “slave” was 
considered by some a personal choice, a willful submission to their condition, in which slaves 
had forfeited the privileges of freedom.460 This logic suggests that if whiteness came to represent 
virtue and independence, it follows that slavery was the cornerstone of exclusion. Consequently, 
American citizenship became contingent on defining Black people as unworthy of freedom. The 
unfitness of Black people for freedom coupled with their enslaved status became a central trope 
of early American political discourse.461 The cruel irony of a professed “Empire of Liberty” built 
on slavery—manifested itself most vividly in a scientism of race. But the coming Haitian 
Revolution decisively challenged this irreconcilable contradiction at the heart of the American 
Founding—the idea that Black people were natural slaves unworthy of freedom. 
Of Place, Race, and Geography in Citizenship 
In August 1791, slaves in northern Saint-Domingue launched a rebellion that toppled the 
French slave-owning colonial regime and defeated an armada sent by Napoleon Bonaparte with 
the goal of restoring slavery on the island. It was an effort of Haitians to realign the French 
Revolution with its professed ideals of the rights of man and of the citizen. In 1794 the French 
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assembly took notice of military events on the island and moved to recognize the de facto 
freedom of the Haitian slaves by formally abolishing slavery throughout its colonies. 
From 1797 to 1802, under the military leadership of Toussaint Louverture, the former 
slaves won many political concessions from France. Louverture, cementing his control over the 
entire island of Hispaniola, established a colonial constitution that reaffirmed the abolition of 
slavery and declared Black and white people equal citizens under the law. Louverture’s actions 
had predictably angered then first consul of France, Napoleon Bonaparte, who would lead a coup 
that established himself as emperor. Napoleon did not object to the Haitian Constitution outright 
but expressed concerns that while “it includes many good things,” it was also “contrary to the 
dignity and the sovereignty of the French people, of which Saint-Domingue is only a part.” In 
1802 he sent General Charles Leclerc, his brother-in-law, to rein in the Black general, restore 
slavery, and “rid us of these gilded Negroes,” of which Louverture was a prime example.462  
When Louverture was exiled and imprisoned deep in the French Alps, the restoration of 
slavery seemed imminent. The fact that broader economic aims were at the core of Napoleon’s 
plans was not lost on anyone, especially the Africans he tried to re-enslave. If the revolution was 
not quelled, Bonaparte argued, France “will have nothing to wish for … and an immense and 
beautiful colony will always remain a volcano, and will inspire no confidence in capitalists, 
colonists or commerce.” He shared his warnings and ambitions with Leclerc, assuring him that 
“once the Blacks have been disarmed … you will have done more for the commerce and 
civilization of Europe than we have done in our most brilliant campaigns.”463 The slaves, 
                                                           





however, allied themselves with freedman, reconstituting the revolutionary army under 
Louverture’s successor, Jean-Jacques Dessalines.  
After a bloody struggle of thirteen years, in November 1803 the revolutionaries defeated 
the French army and resolved to “Render the country independent, and to enjoy the liberty 
consecrated by the blood of the people of this island,”464 renaming Saint-Domingue—Hayti. The 
revolutionaries succeeded where many had failed before and since: The Haitian Revolution 
became the only successful slave revolt in history to establish one of the first independent 
nations in the New World and becoming the modern world’s first Black republic.465 As we have 
seen, following their declaration of independence, the writers of the Haitian Constitution of 1805 
introduced several short clauses—2, 12, and 14—that made Blackness the central definition of 
citizenship.466  
What seemed improbable—even impossible to whites—to many African American 
observers was a vindication of the capacity of Black people to resist oppression and fight for 
their long overdue freedom and equality. The racist myths that justified slavery had not just been 
refuted by words; Louverture and his men by military action had destroyed the proponents of 
those myths. No longer could racist ideologies reinforce notions of Black submissiveness: Haiti’s 
existence and the clear defeat of Europeans by African and Afro-Caribbean revolutionaries 
challenged ideologies of white supremacy.  
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In place of slavery stood the very ideas of universal equality that the United States 
claimed to embody despite the institution of inhumane bondage. In this sense, revolutionary 
Haitians were motivated by the universal identity of human beings. Only the Haitian Constitution 
stipulated a legal ethnic identity—as opposed to a racial ethnic identity-- as the basis of equal 
political rights that guarded against the legal and political exclusion of groups that were 
historically denied “a politics of equal dignity.”467  
In response to this substantiation of rights, racist ideologues took to ad hominem attacks 
on the Haitian revolutionaries as nefarious cannibals, with newspapers claiming they were 
“spurred on by the desire of plunder, carnage, and conflagration … and not by the spirit of 
liberty, as some folks pretend.”468 As these derogatory claims proliferated in the American press, 
the silencing of the international impact of Haitian Revolution came to depend on outright lies 
and denials that slaves had led a successful revolution. As historian Ashli White observes, 
alternative “[a]ccounts in American newspapers … generally denied that the slaves were the 
authors of revolution. Instead, contemporary commentators looked to other groups—French 
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republicans, colonists, and antislavery activists among others—as a way to explain the 
uprising.”469  
Not surprisingly, this avalanche of nineteenth-century “fake news” hardly kept African 
Americans from absorbing the meaning and import of the Haitian Revolution. A new 
revolutionary transnationalism bound Haitians and African Americans together as comrades in 
their fight against slavery. As partners, they would offer a variety of solutions to the problem of 
freedom and slavery in the nineteenth century, most notably the emigration of African 
Americans to Haitian shores. The Haitian Revolution had created a white and Black diaspora that 
carried the stories of the slave insurrection to the United States, where successive waves of 
Haitian emigrants had already settled in the North American cities of Philadelphia, in Maryland, 
Charleston, New York, and elsewhere. New Orleans received the lion’s share of ninety percent 
of Haitian émigrés, doubling the city’s Black population.  
Americans North and South worried that freedmen would realize the significance of a 
Black country neighboring the world’s most racially repressive nation. Founding American 
revolutionaries like Thomas Jefferson, and white Americans more generally, could not imagine 
the United States as a biracial society and had taken constitutional steps to prevent that 
possibility. The American Constitution protected slavery and permitted the African slave trade to 
continue for another twenty years. Fugitive slave laws would criminalize runaways and require 
them to be returned to their owners. Three-fifths of slaves were counted in the electoral rolls of 
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the Southern states, dramatically expanding the power of the slaveholder gentry in national life. 
Meanwhile, the North took on a more racist character. While free Blacks enjoyed greater rights 
than slaves, their freedoms were gradually being restricted through disenfranchisement measures. 
Racial exclusion came to define and dominate public life as white and Black people increasingly 
occupied segregated social spheres.470  
Taken together, these measures deprived Black Americans of hope. Slavery emerged 
from the revolutionary period stronger than ever. The undiminished appetite of Northerners for 
Southern cotton drove Americans to promote and defend the territorial and economic expansion 
of slavery across the American continent and beyond. As hundreds of thousands of African 
Americans were forced into a “second middle passage” that peopled the Cotton Kingdom of the 
Deep South, American slavery was wedded to a full-fledged ideology of racism 471 that defined 
what it meant to be an American. Thus, in the 1780s, French diplomat Hector St. John 
Crevecoeur confidently proclaimed the American individual to be of European stock: a person 
who is “a mixture of English, Scotch, Irish, French, Dutch, Germans, and Swedes. … He is 
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either a European, or the descendant of a European.”472 Congress agreed. It moved to reaffirm 
this principle and passed the Naturalization Act of 1790 to reinforce Crevecoeur’s definition of 
what it meant to be an “American” by restricting naturalized citizenship to white immigrants.  
According to historian George Fredrickson, the harsh racism that overtook Black life in 
the North suggests a “tragic limitation of the white racial imagination of the nineteenth century,” 
namely its inability to recognize Black people as equals.473 If the early republic anticipated the 
Jacksonian era’s white yeoman’s republic, then 1816 marked the most expressive moment of this 
racist ambition, with New Jersey Presbyterian minister Rev. Robert Finley founding the 
American Colonization Society (ACS), which lobbied the public and the government to deport 
and colonize African Americans in Africa.474  
The ACS was not the first organization, nor would it be the last, to suggest an exodus of 
African Americans from the US in one way or another. In many instances, Blacks themselves 
often embraced such strategies. As early as the 1780s, free African Americans in the North 
considered emigration as a solution to their social and political predicaments. In 1780, for 
instance, free Blacks in Newport, Rhode Island, organized the African Union Society (AUS),475 a 
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society that seriously pondered emigration, but whose members were convinced that any steps 
forward had to be taken under the aegis of, for, and by African Americans themselves.476 In 
1787, decades before white colonialists dominated the national debate, Boston’s Black Masons 
had petitioned the Massachusetts General Court (state legislature) for monetary assistance “to go 
to Africa, and procure lands to settle upon; and to obtain a passage for us and our families.”477 
Among the petitioners who served as signatories were Prince Hall, a Black tradesman and 
Methodist preacher, who, in 1776, had founded the Masonic African Lodge in Boston.478 Prince 
Hall’s Lodge may have influenced the nationalist thinking of Prince Saunders, who as we know 
became the leading voice for African American emigration to Haiti in the early republic and an 
advocate of recognizing Haiti’s significance as a free Black republic.479  
Free Black Americans were apparently caught in a contradiction. Prince Hall and others 
like him championed an outsider’s revolution as a means to critique their own country, 
embracing Haiti as a model to fight an increasingly racist US regime while at the same time 
entertaining the possibility of exiting the country. However a more serious view reveals the ideas 
and actions of Prince Hall and Prince Saunders as a civic critique designed to perfect the 
Union—not abandon it in favor of another. Promoting emigration to Haiti could easily be 
understood as a goal in and of itself. However, proposing the idea of a redemptive return to the 
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African homeland, as the AUS did, accentuates an important truth of African American political 
thought and identity at the time—the integral and inevitable reification of their American 
identity. 
However, as sociologist Paul Gilroy has generally observed, even where a revolutionary 
rhetoric exists against the state, it all the same is situated in the fact of an ideal political identity. 
In the case of African American political identity, he asserts, that rhetoric “stands between (at 
least) two great cultural assemblages, both of which have mutated through the course of the 
modern world that formed them and assumed new configurations.”480 Consequently, the idea of 
an “ethnic identity”—of belonging to a certain African race—should be seen as the product of 
racist politics that blocked African American aspirations for social and political autonomy in the 
context of democratic freedom. Hence, the rhetoric of returning home, to Africa or Haiti, as 
much as that prospect might have been seriously contemplated, should be scrutinized by the fact 
that African Americans fought for the right to stay home—in the United States—by reforming 
the definition of citizenship in the domestic sphere.481 The rise of the ACS and the response of 
African Americans who instead chose their own path toward emigration was more than a 
rejection or repudiation of white Americans who promoted colonization schemes. At bottom, 
African Americans were sending a political message that selected Haiti as a genuine option that 
could seriously contend with the racist nationalism of the ACS.  
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Migration: Nationalism or Separatism? 
Some scholars, among them Dean E. Robinson, equate African-American nationalist 
movements with those that promote Black separatism through emigration. Hence, Black 
Nationalists like Reverend James T. Holly, who believed Haiti exemplified the “lever that must 
be exerted, to regenerate and disenthrall the oppression and ignorance of the race, throughout the 
world,” are viewed as merely recycling the racialist separatist assumptions prevalent throughout 
the nineteenth century.482 Robinson regards Holly’s views as a Black counterpart to the ACS, 
leading him to mistakenly conclude that Black organizations like the African Civilization Society 
and the ACS shared “similar aims.”483 In making Black Nationalism a mirror image of white 
nationalist tendencies, Robinson falls into the same analytical trap as historians like Sterling 
Stuckey, who interpret African American nationalist movements as having inherited a proto-
African cultural sensibility.484  
It remains a stubborn fact that scholars find it difficult to imagine Haiti as a site for 
asylum seekers because of its history of political instability and the return of some American 
emigrants to the US. Even as studies of the Haitian Revolution experienced a renaissance in the 
early 2000s, this perception, unfortunately, has meant that few Americans are aware of how 
migration binds Haitians and African Americans in a revolutionary legacy. If few historians have 
probed the influence of the revolution on African-American political thought, fewer still discuss 
the Haitian Revolution in relation to African-American migration history. For instance, it has 
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become fashionable of late among academic and popular historians to declare the Great African 
American Migration (1915–1970) from South to North as “the” transformative event among 
African Americans in US history. Indeed, it was transformative: Some five million Black men, 
women, and children left their Southern homes for Northern states in search of better lives. The 
factors leading to this uprooting of generations of Black Americans included, among others, the 
necessity to escape a racist juridical regime that encouraged and enforced mob lynching, 
inequality of education, and widespread disfranchisement. As a result, northern cities like 
Pittsburg, New York, Milwaukee, Detroit, and Chicago, as well as Los Angeles in the West, 
were demographically transformed into centers of Black life. This “great” migration has been 
studied carefully by historians, but rarely in connection with its antecedents in the nineteenth 
century.  
Migration has always played a key role in the making of African-American life. For 
instance, as I have noted, following the Haitian Revolution, New Orleans experienced an influx 
of free people of color, not only doubling its population but altering its culture and politics as it 
became the largest center of Black culture in the United States; sixty-three percent of its current 
inhabitants can trace some form of African ancestry in their lineage.485 In Cuba, the 1809 
population of Afro-Creoles grew with the coming of Haitian émigrés, bringing close to ten 
thousand people from the former colony of Saint-Domingue, including some 3,102 free persons 
of African descent and another 3,226 slaves brought by their masters. The historical footprints of 
post-revolutionary Haiti can also be seen in the connections between African Americans of 
Haitian descent who settled in New Orleans after their expulsion from Cuba in the immediate 
                                                           




years following the Haitian War of Independence. This awareness of Haitian connections adds a 
new dimension to our conceptual framework concerning Anglo and African Americans in the 
nineteenth century and illustrates the key role of migration in shaping African American life and 
thinking.  And the Atlantic odyssey of these Afro-Creoles’ have been analyzed in great detail in 
the works of Rebecca Scott, Jean M Hébrard, Ada Ferrer, and Mary Frances Berry.486  
Rebecca Scott’s seminal article, “The Atlantic World and the Road to Plessey v. 
Ferguson,” for instance, traces the concept of full and universal citizenship, regardless of color, 
in the Louisiana Constitution of 1868 to the political activity of many of the Haitian émigrés of 
color and their descendants, who were elected to the 1867-1868 state constitutional convention. 
She cogently argues that “The concept of equal public rights was built on a transnational political 
dialogue that encompassed Haiti as well as France, translated into terms that were readily 
accessible to people who had never left the state of Louisiana.”487 Scott’s work belongs to a body 
of studies of post-emancipation societies and their organic exchange of radical political ideas 
within the sphere of the Black Atlantic, focusing in particular on Haiti’s role in instigating 
antislavery and anticolonial movements inside the United States and the wider Americas. As 
historian Ada Ferrer notes in Freedom’s Mirror, enslaved people across the Atlantic World 
“actively engaged with the Haitian Revolution and later with Haiti itself as a way to think about 
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freedom and “to ease the burden of their enslavement.”488 Even beyond integrating the Haitian 
Revolution into analyses of African-American migration history, however, such perspectives 
help to probe how migration toward, not just away from, Haiti can help us better understand the 
internal and external processes that linked African-American, anti-aristocratic, and anti-caste 
thinking to Black Northerners’ claims to US citizenship. These perspectives can also illuminate, 
how the invocation of the language of rights by African Americans can be traced to Haitian 
revolutionaries.  
My point here is not to argue that African American activists acquiesced to the 
mechanisms of resistant strategies reflected by Haitian émigrés and vice versa. Rather, it is to 
question, from the vantage point of the Haitian Revolution as a transnational event, the activism 
of Black northerners who would later imbibe these ideas and emigrate to the new Black republic. 
Such a comparative study of migration history can illuminate the processes and outcomes that 
resulted in the shared development of voluntary migrations and abolitionism within the Black 
Atlantic.  
A most important historical reality is that the story of the Haitian Revolution is more than 
the history of Haitians. It is a history of a transnational diaspora throughout the Atlantic world, as 
the economic forces that thrust it into history were shaped at the intersection of European 
colonization, global commerce, and Atlantic slavery in the Americas. This history therefore 
belongs to Americans too. In the nineteenth century, Haiti was central to how one spoke about 
freedom and citizenship in the face of white supremacy, an experience with which African 
Americans, free or enslaved, were too familiar. The transatlantic currents of ideas that circulated 
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among Haitian revolutionaries and free Blacks challenged the prevailing racism of American 
nationalism. Free Blacks in the United States had always stood midway between freedom and 
bondage.489 Because they did not fit neatly into the racial dualism of American politics, their 
demands for citizenship and suffrage borrowed from the example of their Haitian counterparts. 
In this sense, African Americans who contemplated emigration, and those who actually resettled 
in Haiti, served as a ready-made contingent of visionary leaders for the ongoing struggle of 
African Americans for freedom more generally.  
 I thus see Northern Blacks’ emigration to Haiti as an important to reframing our 
understanding of the history of African-American migration. In looking to the Caribbean, I am 
also shifting the historiography toward a reconsideration of external as well as internal processes 
of Black migration. Close examination of this history subverts our general ideas of North versus 
South, domestic versus foreign theaters of action, separatists versus integrationists, and Black 
Nationalism versus diasporic and transnational ideas. My argument is that the one constant in the 
African American migration experience is that migration was driven by a radical notion of Black 
citizenship in opposition to white supremacist exclusion; it was therefore universalist and 
inclusionary in its desire to transform US citizenship. Repositioning our approach in this way 
helps us transcend opposites that fail to capture the much more complicated and intimate realities 
of history as it was lived.  
My last point is critical to properly understanding African-American migration from the 
North. That migration did not have its origins in an ideology only of separatism independent of 
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and in opposition to white supremacy. Nor was it marked by supposed organic affinity to an 
African heritage.  
Deploying such essentialist notions of identity to make sense of solidarity is a hopelessly 
imprecise task. The real objective rests in understanding the historical reasons that undergird 
what individuals and groups are searching for when they voluntarily uproot themselves from one 
political locale to another. Understanding the intellectual lineages of such movements is more 
obvious than it initially appears and involves deeper digging into history. Otherwise we tend to 
lean too comfortably on the assumption that the émigrés were in search of a sympathetic Black 
country. After all what is a “Black” or “white” country if, as Thomas Jennings affirms, “Our 
claims are on America; it is the land that gave us birth. We know no other country”?490 And as 
Barbara Fields points out in her seminal study, “Ideology and Race in American History,” too 
often scholars have overlooked the conceptual problems that must be resolved before employing 
race as a mode of historical analysis.491 What Fields calls “the single race theory of Black” is 
evident in historical scholarship that explores the histories of Black people as wholly contingent 
on the idea that what binds them is an African identity. Like Fields, I see such history as 
inadequate to explain why Black nationalists framed their fight as an ideological struggle to 
entirely transform American society— not simply to better its race relations.492  
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Likewise, Appiah urges scholars “to remove the rubbish that lies in the way of 
knowledge” about “the illusions of race” and the “invention of Africa.”493 According to Appiah, 
once we begin to read race into difference, we tend to forget that “Whatever Africans share,” it is 
not a common traditional culture or even belonging to a common race.494 What Appiah's 
criticism fails to underscore, however, is that by jettisoning Blackness as constitutive of an 
“ennobling lie,” it is far to easy to elide race with the ideological consequences of racism.  
The African-American experience is rooted in a uniquely and inescapable truth: that 
Black people experienced their political environment through a racially imposed structural 
violence. Whereas Euro-Americans invented the ideology of race to sustain that environment, 
constructing a people bound to enslavement, African Americans used the same to invent 
“themselves not as a race, but as a nation. They were not troubled, as modern scholars often are, 
by the use of a racial vocabulary to express their sense of nationality. Afro-American soldiers 
who petitioned on behalf of ‘These poor nation of colour’ and ‘we Poore Nation of a Colered 
[race]’ saw nothing incongruous about their language.”495 That nation of African Americans 
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within a nation created a nationalism that was in this instance both Black and included demands 
for political rights. 
The backlash against white supremacist formulations of US citizenship and nationhood 
is, at bottom, the source and origin of most Black migrations. Yet, in explaining these political 
endeavors as nothing more than failed attempts at Black Nationalism, the historiography neglects 
the reality that exile to places like Haiti and returns to the United States demonstrated an 
alternative outlook on freedom and citizenship. This exercise in what I call exilic nationalism 
shifted the constructive terrains of citizenship away from a purely internal discourse dominated 
by the United States.  
Taking a cue from Julius Scott’s “Common Winds” thesis, I argue that Black Nationalism 
in the United States can best be understood as the intra-racial political struggles of African 
Americans to attain citizenship and equality. Within a transatlantic framework, this formation of 
identity developed into a transnational struggle when it aligned itself with Haiti’s antislavery 
ideals and traditions. My label “revolutionary transnationalism” articulates this hemispheric 
exchange. The term highlights historical moments when African American orators like James 
McCune Smith and leading editors in the abolitionist press, like John Russwurm and Samuel 
Cornish, employed the heritage of Haitian antislavery “to imagine an alternative collective 
history distinct from that of white America.”496 Yet even as they transformed this current of 
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Black Atlantic thought, African Americans held fast to their American identity, suggesting that 
theirs was a nationalism attached to the ideas of equality and inclusion, rather than to a 
geographical locale.497 To make sense of this, I propose exilic nationalism as a geopolitical 
concept.498 In other words, the exodus of African Americans to Haiti positioned them as 
ambassadors who witnessed Haitian freedom and citizenship on the one hand, and used this 
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(Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 2013). Devji’s insights inform my thinking that Haiti was precisely 
important to African Americans because Black nationalism required grounding in a space it could not wither away 
under the pressures of racism (13–48).  
 
498 My use of the term “exilic nationalism” is borrowed from various scholars. See the following sources: 
Paul Allatson, Exile Cultures, Misplaced Identities (Institute for International Studies Annual Research Symposium 
and Workshop on Exile and Social Change, held in July and December 2004 at the University of Technology, 
Sydney [UTS], Australia) (Amsterdam: Rodopi, 2008), 36–38; and Allon Gal, Athena S. Leoussi, and Anthony D. 
Smith, The Call of the Homeland Diaspora Nationalisms, Past and Present (Leiden: Brill, 2010). I am particularly 
drawn to Anthony Smith’s definition of nationalism, which holds the concept to mean “an ideological movement for 
attaining and maintaining autonomy, unity and identity on behalf of a human population some of whose members 
deem it to constitute an actual or potential ‘nation.’ Nation, in turn, I would now define as a named and self-defined 
human community whose members cultivate shared myths, memories, values, symbols and traditions, who reside in 
and are attached to an historic territory or ‘homeland,’ create and disseminate a distinctive public culture, and 
observe common laws and customs” (4–5). For my perspective on an ethnic African American nationalism informed 
by its resistance to the Herrenvolk state, refer to Nikhil Pal Singh’s Black Is a Country: Race and the Unfinished 
Struggle for Democracy (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 2005), a book I found particularly instructive on 
Black freedom imaginations of the nation. Singh makes a case for seeing the foundations of American democracy as 
tied up to racial exclusions, despite the American myth that race and nation are mutually exclusive concepts. African 
Americans, argues Singh, always recognized that racism was entangled with American nationality and citizenship. 
As Du Bois articulated in The Souls of Black Folk, this construction of the nation posited the descendants of 
Africans as a problem people. Catherine Squires’s review of Singh brilliantly sums up the argument: “Because 
property rights formed the basis of citizenship and the ‘universal’ right to political participation, ‘the ideal national 
subject has actually been a highly specific person whose universality has been fashioned from a succession of those 
who have designated his antithesis, those irreducible non-national subjects who appeared in the different guises of 
the slave, Indian, and, at times, immigrant’ (21). The exclusion of these groups has been central to the consolidation 
of national power; thus, Black existence is repeatedly formulated as a problem, from the antebellum dreams of 
sending Black people back to Africa to Gunnar Myrdal’s American Dilemma, to neoconservative calls for an end to 
all race-based public policies.” Catherine R. Squires, “Black Is a Country: Race and the Unfinished Struggle for 
Democracy (review),” Rhetoric and Public Affairs 9, no. 2 (2006): 343. 
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experience to resist American Herrenvolk democracy on the other.499 Exilic nationalism thus 
involves an exploration to discover what unrestricted Black freedom looked like.  
Fly Away Home 
The idea of the exilic nationalist who exported the fight for equality abroad suggests that 
emigrants to Haiti occupied a complex place in the space between nationalism and transnational 
thought. Black identity, in fact, has always been a concept in flux. On the one hand, 
circumstances that virtually rendered free Black people aliens at home shaped their response to 
self-exile. On the other hand, the push of domestic racism that drove them to emigrate did not in 
itself shatter their sense of belonging in the United States. They became citizens in exile or 
foreign-national refugees, whom we today sometimes confusedly call expatriates. This dual 
status further reinforced their attachment to citizenship as recognition of their humanity and 
natural birthright, while standing in alliance with Haitian revolutionaries provided a confirmation 
of their Blackness as integral to the recognition of the claims of equal rights.  
On August 30, 1824, the esteemed African American abolitionist and preacher Peter 
Williams, Jr., remarked to departing emigrants that in Haiti they would find a country “where a 
dark complexion will be no disadvantage; where you will enjoy your freedom.”500 Williams 
continued by insisting that they must “go to that highly favored, and as yet only land, where the 
                                                           
 
499 For how I am using the concept of the “Herrenvolk Republic,” see these three important studies of 
Jacksonian America: Paul Goodman, Of One Blood: Abolitionism and the Origins of Racial Equality (Berkeley: 
University of California Press, 1998); Alexander Saxton, The Rise and Fall of the White Republic: Class Politics 
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Law, Labor, and Civic Identity in Colonizing English America, 1580–1865 (Cambridge: Cambridge University 
Press, 2010). 
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sons of Africa appear as a civilized, well ordered, and flourishing nation.”501  Urging the 
emigrants to “go, remembering that the happiness of millions of the present and future 
generations depends upon your prosperity,” he emphasized that voluntary emigration was a 
political statement of the highest order— underscoring the failure of American freedom and 
democracy by the enslavement of Black Americans. In his oration, he also appropriated the 
rhetoric of democratic ideals to point to Black people’s capacity for self-rule.502  Williams 
thereby posited the American Revolution as insufficiently radical in contrast to Haiti’s. 
Similarly, other early Black abolitionists like William Hamilton pointed to revolutionary 
personalities such as Thomas Jefferson to drive home the American legacy of equal rights based 
on distinctions of racism. Jefferson, Hamilton claimed, was a dilettante who “kept around him a 
number of slaves” and who first declared “‘that all men are created equal, and that they are 
endowed with inalienable rights of life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness’” before arguing 
“that one class of men are not equal to another, which by the bye, does not agree with axioms of 
geometry, that deny that things can be equal, and at the same time unequal to one another.”503  
Individuals like Williams believed that American prejudice could be exposed through the 
juxtaposition of the American Revolution’s failed promise with the possibilities inherent in the 
Haitian Revolution. The success of the emigrants’ resettlement effort was crucial to reinforcing 
the point that racism—as much as ideals of democracy and liberty—was a definitive belonged to 
the heritage of the American Revolution. Rather than conceiving of being African and American 
as antithetical, emigrants viewed their journey to Haiti as an opportunity to reconcile those 
                                                           
501 Quoted in Alexander, “‘The Black Republic,’” 57.  
 
502 Ibid.  
 
503 Quoted in Manisha Sinha, “To ‘Cast Just Obloquy’ on Oppressors: Black Radicalism in the Age of 
Revolution,” William and Mary Quarterly 64, no. 1 (2007), 157.  
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notions with broader claims to citizenship.504 Conceptualized in this way, emigration is a means 
to articulate inclusion through an alternative vision of American nation-building. In this context, 
the idea of voluntary emigration as self-expulsion is obliterated and appears much more 
integrationist in nature. Put more simply, emigration was not the goal; it was the means to an 
end.  
Finally, Black Nationalism in the nineteenth century was itself a variant of American 
nationalism, intended to defend Black inclusion in state and national politics.505 Color in itself 
was not mutually exclusive to identification with American nationality. Perhaps no other 
historian captures this striving for equality more succinctly than W. E. B. Du Bois in his Souls of 
Black Folk. In “This longing to merge [African-Americans’] double self into a better and truer 
self,” Black Americans simply wished, Du Bois argued, “to make it possible for a man to be both 
a Negro and an American.”506 Du Bois assertion added a contentious element to the conflicts 
between African Americans and their Haitian hosts, who failed to understand that voluntary 
emigration did not entail rejection of the United States.  
                                                           
504 To be sure, such strategic oration could easily play into the hands of racists who advocated for Black 
deportation. Nevertheless, it was in reaction to internal threats of racism and enslavement in the years following 
American independence that Black Americans grew increasingly frustrated with how citizenship was misconstrued 
as a white privilege.  
505 If one understands the dynamism of American nationalism in the same way as historian David 
Waldstreicher, as I do, it is instructive to think of this double-movement as not only focused on separation because 
nationalism in America “has been a set of practices that empowered Americans to fight over the legacy of their 
national Revolution and to protest their exclusion from that Revolution’s fruits. It is not inherently reactionary or 
progressive; like other nationalisms, its political meanings are multiple, even contradictory, and can be shown to 
have changed radically over time” (Waldstreicher, In the Midst of Perpetual Fetes: The Making of American 
Nationalism, 1776–1820 [Chapel Hill: The University of North Carolina Press, 2012], 3.  
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In rejecting the imagined homogeneous community of white Americans, the Du Boisian 
insight of double-consciousness is particularly revealing. The warring ideals of being both Black 
and American poignantly illustrate the undemocratic character of American nationalism; the 
struggle to be both was born of the limited white imagination that assumed there was no such 
creature as a Black American. The concept itself was considered oxymoronic. Du Bois’s gift of 
“second sight” resonated among Black folk as they imagined a more universalized version of 
freedom and citizenship that refuted the supposed dichotomy between Black and white. Haiti, I 
argue, offers the singular example of a world that was both imaginable and possible. Yet, 
however tragic the racist logic and assumptions of American citizenship were, there was an 
equally fatal logic that sustained this emigrationist impulse to incorporate Haiti within notions of 
racial uplift. Some emigrants viewed Haiti as the workshop to exhibit the vanguard qualities of 
free African Americans to other Black people.507 
Haitian emigration occurred in a conceptual landscape in which slavery and race, as well 
as class and gender, rationalized unequal status. Within this framework, racism was the bane of 
Black existence, whether one was freed or enslaved. While pushing for recognition of 
citizenship, free Black leaders like James Forten did not shy away from expressing pride in Haiti; 
in the same breath while encouraging resettlement in the Black republic, Forten denounced the 
American Colonization Society.508 By understanding Haitia as a place of political refuge, Haiti 
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became a significant and potent symbol; as such it is one of the earliest examples of the 
multifaceted nature of African American political thought.509  
It may seem incongruous that African Americans would conceivably make these racialist 
arguments for inclusion, but in confronting racism in a racist world, common sense is not too 
common. Racialist arguments by Blacks are better seen as not merely indicative of their times 
but rather as the striking expression of the limitations of racial ideologies and American 
citizenship in the early nineteenth century. As Rogers M. Smith notes, the American 
understanding of citizenship was grounded in the exclusion of others, namely Black people, 
women, and Native Americans.510 Encountering the hate that forged race out of racism, Black 
people as political creatures had to explain, within dubious civilizational terms, why they too 
were people of dignity. However, trapped within the racially discursive traditions of the period, 
African Americans in their appeals for dignity used language easily adapted to white concepts of 
civilization. Hence, African Americans, as well as Haitians, had to constantly create and recreate 
their collective being in all the varied forms of discourse that were available to them: ideologies 
of nation, religion, empire, and the competition of racialized civilizations. Their ideological 
response to white supremacy necessitated their unfortunate claim to being the vanguards of 
Black racial uplift. 
                                                           
509 David Everett Swift, Black Prophets of Justice: Activist Clergy before the Civil War (Baton Rouge: 
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Faced with scientific racism and efforts to limit citizenship and nationalism, African 
Americans were compelled to legitimize their national belonging to the United States.511 In Haiti, 
as in African America, intellectual efforts to defend Blackness were a response to the European 
exclusion of freedmen from the rights of citizenship.512 As Doris Garraway shows, the first 
Haitian writer of note, Pompée Valentin de Vastey, who was the secretary and “publicist” of 
King Henry Christophe, passionately defended the Black monarchy as an enlightened product of 
modernity and thus comparable to European nation-states.513 When confronted with these racist 
exclusionary principles, African Americans also formulated a response built upon a politics of 
place and space. In the words of historian Wilson Moses, proponents of emigration to Haiti 
believed “The humanity of the Negro would be vindicated and the link between Blackness and 
slavery would be destroyed, once an African civilization had been established” there.514 
 
                                                           
511 In Black Nationalism in American Politics and Thought, Dean Robinson agrees that Black Nationalism 
throughout the nineteenth century was not as outward-looking as the historiography has led many to believe. Yet, his 
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untenable dream from the outset. Trapped in nineteenth-century thinking, Robinson argues, Black nationalist 
ideologies were not capacious enough for an alternative vision to white racism.  
 
512 Robert Carr, Black Nationalism in the New World: Reading the African-American and West Indian 
Experience (Durham: Duke University Press, 2002), 25–26.  
 
513 See J. Michael Dash, “Modernism, Modernity and Otherness,” in The Other America: Caribbean 
Literature in a New World Context (Charlottesville: University Press of Virginia, 1998), 43–60. This ideological 
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presupposed a sense of antagonism toward racism, colonialism, and slavery. As such, it constructed its 1805 state 
constitution on the specified stipulation that Blackness is the universal base criterion for citizenship, showing that its 
understanding of race and itself stands fundamentally in opposition to whiteness.  




Citizenship and Transnationalism 
From this pro-emigration rhetoric another legacy emerges that historians must reassess 
when examining the roots of Black radical traditions: the evolution of a claim for a more 
universal construction of citizenship that recognized Black humanity as equal and yet pleaded for 
a respect of Black transnationalism. In this understanding, African Americans lobbied for 
political acceptance while identifying with ethno-racialist ideas modeled after Euro-American 
nationalist thought. Their models, however, differed from other models of nationalism by 
advocating for civic belonging by resettlement in a foreign country. These advocates were driven 
by visions of Haiti as a revolutionary Zion, a utopian sanctuary for Black citizenship and a place 
of Black respectability possible only in an authentic Black republic. Here too, the embrace of 
Haiti as a republic accommodated a different idea of what an “enlightened” nation ought to be. 
That a country like Haiti, forged in revolutionary consciousness and against slavery, could deem 
itself a Black republic was a radical subversion of the United States’ claim in the Declaration of 
Independence that “all men are created equal.” In short, African Americans redefined their claim 
to American citizenship through Afro-civilizational politics, in which Haiti provided an enticing 
theater of action. Haiti, then, was used to reject the racist elements of American nationality while 
asserting the potential for American citizenship to be multiracial in character.  
Therefore, even as they sought to refashion American citizenship, African Americans 
employed the very traditions they wanted to reject.515 It is not surprising, then, that African 
Americans held to assimilationist aspirations through separatist means. Haiti was the landscape 
                                                           
515 James Brewer Stewart, “Rethinking the Politics of Slavery, 1776–1836,” Journal of the Early Republic 
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where this experiment could be partially shaped and reflected to the American homeland. Insofar 
as this exercise was nationalistic, it displayed an Anglo-African slant within the larger universal 
claims of US citizenship. It was reflective of American nationhood, not antithetical to it. It 
carried an aura of Europeanized racist dogma as to who qualified for American citizenship. This 
complicated and paradoxical view of inclusive citizenship could only be actualized in exile.  
Even though emergent Black radicalism employed the racialist thinking of the period, 
more important is that it employed Haiti as the countervailing shining example against white 
supremacist politics. It therefore radically transformed and reimagined the landscape of human 
equality. At its heart was the conviction that to use the master’s tool to expose the lie of white 
supremacy could create a new birth of American freedom. This meant one could at the same time 
reject American citizenship in absentia but claim it on more radical and equal footing. It also 
contained the promises and limitations of having to project new visions of citizenship from the 
rhetorical and real political uses of Haiti. The roots and consequences of that exercise in Black 
power, its ability to transform African American citizenship in the nineteenth century, are the 
issues of concern here. 
Exilic Doublespeak? 
 It continues to confound many historians that the emigration movement to Haiti was 
mired in instances of doublespeak: How can one at the same time be an exile and yet advocate 
for citizenship in another country? For African Americans, as Richard Wright maintains, to be 
transplanted in alien soil has meant to rehearse dreams of freedom outside of their more 
immediate constraints so that they could finally grow differently. The act of exile was ultimately 
an effort to save the ideals of American freedom from the chokehold of white supremacy. It is 
because of racism that an African American must step out of the ordinary to reimagine a new 
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geography of freedom. But in so doing, the emigrant assumes culpability seems who see in that 
voluntary departure what literary critic James Wood describes as a transcendental 
homelessness.516 Wood notes this condition carries a certain permanence but without finality. He 
argues that to understand exile in this way requires a neologism: home-looseness. While 
connoting something accurate, home-looseness as a new word is actually not needed to describe 
the historical pattern of uprooted African American lives: a population that has lived in the 
milieu of exile because of constant dislocation within the homeland and external residency 
without the familiarity of home.517 As Wood puts it, the intimate “ties that might bind one to 
Home have been loosened, perhaps happily, perhaps unhappily, perhaps permanently, perhaps 
only temporarily … [and] overlap . . . at times, with the more established categories of 
emigration, exile and postcolonial movement.”518 Rather than seeing exile as homelessness, 
Wood suggests we might see in the experiences of the Black emigrants a dichotomous tradition 
of the juxtaposition of Home versus. home.  
Although many African American émigrés made their Black diasporic home in Haiti, 
Home was the United States. As honorary Haitians, they were merely guests on alien soil. 
Moreover, it helps to understand, in the words of Wood, that “Where exile is often marked by the 
absolutism of the separation, secular homelessness is marked by a certain … structure of 
departure and return that may not end.”519 Put another way, Black emigrants to Haiti lived in a 
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constant process of dialectic, fluctuating between transnational politics and transatlantic Black 
liberation movements.  
Nineteenth-century African American migration history therefore requires a reimagining 
of exodus and return as a continuous search for freedom. As Wood has said, “To think about 
home and the departure from home, about not going home and no longer feeling able to go 
home, is to be filled with a remarkable sense” of loss.520 Haiti provided a desirable, ideational 
home—revolutionary in birth, Black, and free—but it was also the place that could never provide 
what African Americans finally wanted: an end to the domestic dilemmas of citizenship, 
nationalism, and racism, with the result of full equality.521 That fight could be projected outward, 
but its eventual solution would have to be debated and worked out on the home front.522 The 
African American emigrant as an exilic national continues to understand citizenship as still being 
at home in America. 
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Nonetheless, this striving for belonging among African Americans was traumatized by 
racism, creating a survival instinct, alert and ready to take flight from a Home they realized was 
fundamentally inhospitable. 
 This hostility at home inspires flight precisely because emigrants are aliens in their 
native land. For this reason, I have, throughout my studies, called for a historical outlook that 
decenters Black Nationalism from understanding of race as given. In other words, this historical 
outlook sees in exilic nationalism of African Americans, a notion democratic citizenship as 
something firmly rooted in land with the political memory of a right to stay home. Since, almost 
by extension, the memory of home always accompanies exile, this remembrance contains the 
search for an alternate future. To put it another way, the combination of exile, home, and 
memory form the bedrock of what Edward Said calls a “radical exilic vision.”523 Therefore, even 
when away from home, as in the case of African American emigrants in Haiti, the very historical 
experience that led to exclusion and flight from the motherland also framed their historical 
experience of resistance and inclusion.524 And if that as the case, there was only one ethno-
political place to communicate the universal language of rights and ideals of inclusion: the Black 
Republic of Haiti, since it had discredited Europeanized versions of universal equality, their 
“practices and a hypocrisy that needed to be exposed, and a more universal humanism enacted 
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and taught.”525 In appealing to Haiti, the emigrants affirmed the post-revolutionary republic as a 
place where a true universalism on matters of racial equality could be lived out.  
The African American historical experience of exile further echoes Said’s point that  
particular to the experience of dislocation, exile, migration … [is] the sense of dissonance 
engendered by estrangement, distance, dispersion, years of lost-ness and disorientation—
and just as important, the precarious sense of expression by which what ‘normal’ 
residents find easy and natural to do requires in exile an almost excessive deliberation, 
effort, expenditure of intellectual energy at restoration, reiteration, and affirmation that 
are undercut by doubt and irony.526  
 
One can also add to Said’s analysis the perspective of American novelist Suzanne Berne, that  
an exile’s greatest fear is that by losing the world that has shaped him, he will somehow 
cease to be himself. Even for the voluntary exile—the pioneer or the immigrant—
everything that once seemed fixed is uprooted; everything known becomes strange. Most 
unsettling of all is the future, which an exile cannot predict, having left history behind.527  
 
Berne’s insight echoes what Du Bois said in his edifying equation of Double-Consciousness. The 
core of the free Black experience in nineteenth-century America is marked by this insider–alien 
dichotomy in which free African Americans lived as non-political persons domestically 
colonized within the larger American community. Any effort to confront questions of 
emancipation and citizenship in this hostile environment was undermined by what David Swift 
calls the perceived problem of Blackness.528  
When, as a Black republic, Haiti provided offered an exit, it became host to Black 
emigrants whose escape from white supremacy also marked them as provocateurs against, and 
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interlopers inside, this same system. However, as experiences on the ground revealed, becoming 
interlopers provided its own challenges. 529 Transplanting to alien soil created irreconcilable 
conflicts that between African Americans and their Haitian hosts, who failed to understand that 
voluntary emigration did not presuppose rejection of the United States. Emigration was but one 
strategy among many, including suits for freedom and other protest movements within the 
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Haiti and the Transnational Career of Prince Saunders  
 
To Hayti let us go, and then 
We may enjoy our natural rights, 
For negroes there are viewed as men 
And there thought as good as white. 
— William Wordsworth, “Toussaint Louverture” (1802) 
 
It is plain that, if the right belongs to any, it belongs to all.530 
–Frederick Douglass 
The Rise and Fall of Abolitionist and Haitian Emigration Societies 
 
 As early as the 1780s, African Americans grappled with emigration as a solution to their 
unimproved post-Revolutionary War social and political conditions. In 1780, free Blacks 
organized the African Union Society (AUS) in Newport, Rhode Island to address the 
disappointments of their political expectations..531 The society displayed a strong interest in 
emigration but thought African Americans should direct any such projects.532  
Founded in 1780 as a benevolent society, the African Union Society promoted emigration 
to improve the standing of African Americans as “outcasts in a land attended with many 
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disadvantages and evils with respect to living”533 and as a means to circumvent “the many 
disadvantages and evils which are likely to continue on us and our children, while we and they 
live in this country.”534 Emigration also presented an opportunity to regenerate “the natives in 
Africa.”535 This sentiment underscored the African Union Society’s belief that they could export 
Euro-American virtues to Africa and thus civilize their less-developed cousins.536  
It would be a mistake, however, to believe a consensus existed concerning emigration 
among freed African Americans even though all experienced humiliation and marginalization.  
The African Union’s hopes withered under the ambivalence of the African Society of 
Philadelphia, one of the many Black fraternal organizations that sprang up in northern cities in 
1787 and thereafter.537 Contrary to Rhode Island’s African Union, Philadelphia’s African Society 
believed such evils could be averted by prayers at home. As far as they were concerned, 
relocating to Africa was unnecessary.538 
 In reality, African Americans held diverse and even nuanced views concerning 
emigration to Africa. According to historian Julie Winch, few members of the Black elite in 
Philadelphia truly desired a return to Africa but viewed African emigration as beneficial to newly 
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freed slaves.539 Some Blacks who were “wealthy entrepreneurs with wide-ranging business 
interests”saw a return to Africa as promising potential financial rewards.540 Despite various 
petitions using the rhetoric of return emigration to Africa never materialized. Some African 
Americans but chose to refocus their sights outside of Africa to Haiti.  
 
Prince Hall 
In 1787, decades before colonization would dominate the national debate over Blacks, 
citizenship and slavery, Boston’s Black Masons petitioned the Massachusetts General Court (as 
the state called its legislature) for monetary assistance “to go to Africa, and procure lands to 
settle upon; and to obtain a passage for us and our families.”541Among the signatories was Prince 
Hall, a Black tradesman and Methodist preacher who founded the Masonic African Lodge in 
1776. Hall was one of the earliest advocates of Black Nationalism, delivering a speech in 1797 
that urged African-Americans to follow the example of the Haitian rebels. 
Prince Hall’s Masonic Lodge may have contributed to Prince Saunders’s later nationalist 
thinking about Haiti’s as a destination for emigrating African Americans. What relationship, if 
any, Saunders had with Hall is uncertain. We know Saunders and Hall shared close ties with 
England, which had issued the Boston Lodge its charter. However, as a future secretary of the 
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Lodge, Saunders likely heard Hall speak,542 and Saunders later embraced Hall’s urgent plea that 
African Americans exploit their Haitian connection.543 
Highly sympathetic to the Haitian Revolution, Hall’s 1797 speech anticipated Saunders’s 
emigrationist arguments thirty years later. Hall’s speech urged African Americans to become 
active agents in the surge of antislavery movements like those of the Haitian rebels. “The day [of 
revolution] dawns now,” Hall declared, “in some of the West Indies Islands.”544 Furthermore, he 
insisted that African Americans, like the Haitian revolutionaries, should not let themselves “be 
cast down under these and many abuses we at present are laboring under, for the darkest hour is 
just before the break of the day.”545 Hall envisioned a “Return to Africa . . . where we shall live 
among our equals and be more comfortable than we can be in our present situation” and help 
Africans “by means of inlightening [sic] and civilizing those nations, who are now sunk in 
ignorance and barbarity.”546  
After the American Revolution, Haiti’s role as an emigration destination would not be 
assured until possibilities of resettlement to Africa were tested, including the British 
Revolutionary War era proposal to relocate loyalist Blacks to the British colony of Sierra Leone. 
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African Americans were holding multiple conversations about a return to Africa.547 Surprising is 
that African Americans rationales in favor of colonization were similar to those of many whites.  
 
Paul Cuffe 
The influential Black sailor and merchant, Paul Cuffe, emerged as one of the first to 
introduce emigration into African-American politics. In 1813, he “Petition[ed] the President 
[sic], Senate and House of Representatives of the United States of America . . . [for support] to 
go to Africa for a Temporary residence in order to give their aid” in “civilizing” the community 
he hoped to establish in Sierra Leone.548 Cuffe’s support of emigration combined his business 
interests and political activism. On the one hand, he represented a group of elite Black merchants 
whose entrepreneurial activities were tied to emigration by business. On the other hand, his 
politics were linked to an impressive network of abolitionists.549  
Cuffe began corresponding with Prince Saunders in 1812, urging him to gather people 
who might want to go to Sierra Leone. Saunders followed Paul Cuffe’s example by looking for 
partners to help African-Americans attain genuine democratic citizenship. As secretary of 
Boston’s African Institution, Saunders wrote to Cuffe,550 saying “there are several men in this 
place who calculate to go to Africa with you, whenever there is an opening. An attempt was 
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made to call a general meeting of the people of color to consult upon the best method of 
organizing a society for making arrangements for going to Africa.” Saunders informed Cuffe, 
however, “there was a diversity of opinions on political ground.” Some were opposed to the plan 
“on account of its being under British government and say that those who go are going, are going 
for the purpose of speculation and trading in slaves.”551 Saunders’s remark reflects African- 
American fears that free Black persons were often kidnapped and trafficked into slavery.  
The American Colonization Society 
 The new American nation and the Southern plantocracy were deeply frightened by Haiti-
inspired conspiracies and revolts. These volatile political and social events were the context of 
the urgent emigration proposals to physically relocate African Americans outside the US. The 
conspiracy of slave Gabriel Prossner in 1800, for instance, provoked Virginia’s Governor James 
Monroe to speculate that “occurrences in St. Domingo . . . doubtless did excite some sensation 
among our Slaves.”552 Writing to Rufus King in 1802, Thomas Jefferson lamented “that the 
course of things in the neighboring islands of the West Indies appeared to have given 
considerable impulse to the minds of slaves in the United States: a great disposition to 
insurgency has manifested itself among them.”553  
While Blacks grew unhappier with their political marginalization, whites contemplated 
what to do about the increased Black populations in the Northeast. Both sides discussed 
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emigration. White conversations were largely motivated by fear—how to handle the “unnatural” 
prospect of miscegenation and the political inevitability of Black citizenship. To include Blacks 
as members of the American nation was unthinkable: it was horrendous to suppose that a 
superior race could share the same political space with an inferior race.554 For Blacks, emigration 
represented the strongest manifestation yet of African-American demands for equality.555 In the 
background, the Black emigrationist movement to Haiti enabled African Americans to make a 
stronger case in the abolitionist fight for equality. 
The foundation of the American Colonization Society (ACS) in 1816, by a group of 
white statesmen headed by The Reverend Robert Finley of New Jersey, voiced white fears. The 
ACS promoted the deportation of Africans to Africa and extolled the idea of “civilizing” not just 
Africans, but also African Americans.556 The ACS was composed of influential public figures 
like Henry Clay, John Marshall, James Madison, Daniel Webster, Andrew Jackson, Roger B. 
Taney, and later attracted the support of future president Abraham Lincoln. In 1820 the ACS 
asked the United States Congress to fund and execute a deportation scheme transporting free 
Blacks to Africa.557 The ACS’s confidence seeking Congressional support, claims historian Eric 
Foner, indicates the wider political climate of the early United States. The nation was still 
debating what citizenship was and who would be citizens: the promotion of “colonization 
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allowed its advocates to imagine a society freed from both slavery and the unwanted presence of 
Blacks.”558  
Whites saw the growing number of free Blacks as an obstacle to a white nation. In 
addition to viewing African Americans as a “problem” people, whites argued that colonization 
would “uplift” African Americans while advancing the Christianization and civilizing of Black 
people everywhere. Finley argued, “We should be cleared of them; we should send them to 
Africa, a population partially civilized and Christianized for its benefit; our Blacks themselves 
would be put in a better situation.”559 The white civilizing aims of the ACS echoed the 
sentiments of the African American African Union Society. Both organizations believed 
Africans needed civilization; both believed African Americans could achieve that end. The 
difference, however, was that while some African Americans sought to civilize Africans, their 
white counterparts in the ACS lumped all Blacks together as a race in need of civilizing. 
Finley reflected the views of men like William Thornton, a well-respected architect who 
presented an African settlement plan to the AUS in 1787, and of Henry Clay, a prominent 
politician and leader of the ACS’s colonization efforts well into the 1830s.560 For Northerners, 
the promise of colonization schemes was ridding the United States of slavery (and of for some, 
the entire Black population), while Southerners lauded the idea of removing an inferior group of 
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people from the nation. Both sides shared the hope that colonization would promote the 
proselytization of African natives to Christianity while upholding the virtues of white society.  
At the same time the ACS promoted a white republic for white people, for the first time 
in American history, northern urban enclaves like Philadelphia, New York, and Boston were 
becoming centers of political activity for the growing class of free Blacks, many of them literate 
and educated. In the half-century since 1775, free Black Americans numbered close to a hundred 
thousand people.561 This phenomenon made white Americans anxious to define the boundaries 
of citizenship.  
As James Brewer Stewart explains it, as Euro-Americans became increasingly aware of 
the presence of free Blacks, they also were driven to define the meaning of American citizenship, 
and notwithstanding regional differences and abolitionist sentiment, genuine “Americanness” 
meant having a white skin.”562 Southern slave owners and Northern investors viewed the ACS as 
a guardian of slavery interests. The ACS would be doing a good work in removing a growing, 
serious “problem” for slave masters—the increasing number of free Blacks who could excite the 
rebellious inclinations of slaves.563  
 
Prince Saunders and the African-American Response to the ACS 
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Disgruntled and insulted by the assault on their rightful place in the American polity, 
members of the Black elite scrambled to respond to the American Colonization Society. Among 
them were James Forten and Bishop Richard Allen, influential leaders among the Northern Black 
elites. In solidarity against the ACS’s forced expulsion proposal, James Forten chaired a meeting 
at the AME Bethel church in Philadelphia in which he, Bishop Allen and other prominent Black 
leaders, resolved to repudiate “with deep abhorrence the unmerited stigma [the ACS] attempted 
to be cast upon the reputation of the free People of Colour.”564  
Heeding Prince Saunders advice, Forten and Allen presented emigration to Haiti as a 
substantive rebuttal of African Americans against the racist rhetoric of the ACS.565 Saunders 
believed Haitian independence had destroyed all justifications of slavery.566  Embracing 
emigration to Haiti could help defeat racist notions of Black inferiority. Free Blacks like minister 
William Watkins argued that Haiti showed that Blacks could pursue the same intellectual 
endeavors as Europeans.567 Forten and Allen shared Watkins’s outlook, which would be echoed 
by Saunders’s campaign to make Haiti the redeeming nation of African Americans. Indeed, 
Haiti, according to David Brion Davis, “brought a glimmer of hope to thousands of slaves and 
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free Blacks who were the common victims of a remarkably unified Atlantic slave system.”568 
These victims included men from the leadership ranks of free Blacks who, despite the violence 
of Haiti’s insurrection, embraced the symbolism of the Black nation. 
In the decade between 1816 and 1826, Forten and Allen, in concert with the Haitian 
government, arranged several voyages for Black Americans to the island nation. In the 1830s and 
’40s, Black political conventions in the United States also put emigration on their agendas. 
However, the spectacular failure of an emigration effort to Haiti in the 1820s dampened 
enthusiasm for the ongoing project. Despite the support of the Haitian state in conjunction with 
the Société Philanthropique d'Haiti, previous resettlement efforts had not gone as planned, 
diminishing Haiti’s appeal as an aspirational model for African American emigrants.  
In Haiti, Saunders found what he believed African Americans had long been seeking: a 
political model that could encourage and preserve the potential and achievements of Black 
people from white racism. Saunders saw Haiti as a place of political refuge—a compelling 
example that could “dispel the prejudices that hover over us; and soon shall have, like other 
nations, by our liberal endeavors, our senate house, our heroes, our legislators, our historians, our 
poets, our painters, our sculptors, and our learned men.”569 In short, Haiti would be the champion 
of political liberties, allowing Blacks the freedom to “make great strides in the career of 
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civilization.”570 Firm in his beliefs, Saunders persuaded Forten and Allen to reassess the role that 
Haiti could play in colonization as a Black-led effort. 
The Haytein Emigration Society of Philadelphia 
Saunders arguably inspired the creation of the Haytien Emigration Society of 
Philadelphia, August 13, 1824, as a rebuttal to the ACS agenda.571 The Haytien Emigration 
Society was the first transatlantic organization of its kind. It united African-Americans with their 
Haitian and English counterparts to create the first pan-African, transatlantic abolitionist 
organization almost a decade before the American Anti-Slavery Society was founded by William 
Lloyd Garrison in 1833. In the Haytien Emigration Society, Saunders vindicated the Newport 
African Union Society’s dream of an organization that would meet a few times a year “to 
consider what can be done for our good and the good of all Africans.”  
 Saunders convinced Forten and Allen to do what the African Union Society had failed to 
accomplish in 1789: organize a Union of African Americans, Black West Indians, and Africans 
with emigration as a shared goal. According to the AUS, this organization would meet a few 
times a year “to consider what can be done for our good and the good of all Africans.”572 The 
Haytein Emigration Society revived the emigrationist efforts of the 1790s, something Allen had 
refused to do when serving as president of Philadelphia’s African Society. With the full backing 
of the Haitian state, the Haytien Emigration Society established branches in Port-au-Prince, New 
York, Baltimore and North Carolina.  
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Forten had always believed in African Americans reasserting their citizenship at all 
times: “The people of Colour…are by birth entitled to all the rights of freemen and ought to be 
admitted…to a participation of all the enjoyment of Citizenship.”573  As a Black seaman himself, 
Forten would likely have met or heard of Black sailors who often became “honorary citizens of 
Haiti”; these men when “they returned to the sea, act[ed] as roving ambassadors of the Black 
sovereignty they had discovered in Haitian ports.”574   
Bolstered by stories of Haiti’s firm support of the struggle for Black freedom, in 1817 
Forten and Richard Allen issued a forceful joint statement against the ACS in support of Haiti: 
Haiti is “the very sun of our hopes” embodying a literal promise of land that could provide the 
political refuge from the US, which was “a country where it is but too certain that the coloured 
man can never enjoy his rights.”575   
Serving as its president, Richard Allen with James Forten’s assistance,576 the Haytien 
Emigration Society would assist African-Americans emigrating to Haiti, a Black nation that had 
developed “a high sense of the social, moral, and practical obligations,”577 through its own 
revolutionary efforts. Saunders’s dream of Haitian emigration was thus partly realized. Haiti 
promised to welcome all African Americans as citizens:   
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In a word, all such as will come with a resolution to establish themselves in this country 
will be protected by the government which on its part will grant bounties of land to those 
who wish it. Men women, and children, of our color let them come we will receive them 
with pleasure and we will wait for them with open arms. console themselves beneath the 
protection of our laws from the cruel idea of being transported to the deserts of 
Africa…”578 
 
Much to his credit, the relationship Saunders helped establish between Forten, Allen and 
the Haitian state endured.579 Allen observed how uneasy White colonizationists were with the 
prospect of a powerful union between Haitian revolutionaries and Black Americans.580 He was 
also aware that far from a mere abstraction of freedom, Haiti represented but a potential, but very 
real, challenge to Whites, compelling enough to expose the racial dynamics of the white dreams 
of the ACS. The power of Haitian emigration was that it included Blacks in the republican order 
taking shape in the Western Hemisphere and thus intrinsically posed a challenge to any slave 
society. African resettlement, in contrast, was a strategy to exile Blacks, guaranteeing the 
permanent disappearance of a burdensome people.581 Despite his past skepticism about the 
prospects of Protestant Black Americans sharing a national space with Catholic Haitians, Bishop 
Allen overlooked religious concerns in favor of Haiti’s greater importance as the hallmark of the 
very ideals and promise of freedom and equality to which African Americans aspired.582 
By August 23, 1824, the Emigration Society of Coloured People saw sixty emigrants sail 
on the Charlotte Corday from Philadelphia. Weeks after the first voyage, 120 more emigrants 
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from New York were followed by 21 from Baltimore, 160 from Concordia, New York, and 
another 280 from Baltimore.583 In the months and years that followed, these hundreds of 
emigrants multiplied into thousands. As communication between Haiti and the Society became 
more direct, Saunders no longer had the chief responsibility of overseeing the emigrations, 
although he retained a background role. His establishment of the foundations of Haitian 
emigration is noteworthy, and his own lived experiences were particularly useful in promoting 
emigration. As a landowner and prominent educator, his profile among Northern elites made him 
a distinguished Black man; given that he willingly took up residence in Haiti to serve as a civil 
servant underscores his conviction about the country’s potential. As an American citizen living 
effectively as a Haitian national, Saunders was proof that Haitian emigration did not contradict 
the American hopes of Blacks who simply wished to prove they were as American as anyone.  
Later, not only would President Joseph Boyer (1818-1843) welcome African Americans 
as “fellow citizens,” Haiti would receive them as a common people joined as “brethren and 
friends.” The promises were no empty claims. Black Haiti already had history of granting 
automatic asylum and citizenship based on free soil policy to African-American sailors who 
jumped ship in Haiti.584 Furthermore, Boyer would dispatch an emissary, Jonathan Granville, to 
tour the US, including the cities of Baltimore, Boston, and as far as Indiana. Boyer offered 
African-Americans citizenship “being [that they are’ children of Africa, [they] shall be Haytians 
as soon as they put their feet upon the soil of Hayti.” Granville guaranteed African-Americans of 
the Haitian president’s promises of land, free passage, and other means of support if they were 
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willing to settle in the countryside. Boyer wanted men of trades, instructing Granville to look for 
“artizans of African blood, such as carpenters, wood-sawyers, Blacksmiths, caulkers, rope-
makers, sail-makers….and [men] who would be capable of working in a timber-yard, at small 
vessels for cruising on the coasts of the country, vessels which will be bought from them [by] the 
Government.”585  
 
Other Emigration Efforts 
 Following the passage of the controversial Fugitive Slave Act of 1850 and the Dred Scott 
decision of 1857 that declared Black people non-citizens, emigration to Haiti, somewhat 
surprisingly, generated only the lukewarm endorsement of prominent Black leaders like 
Frederick Douglass; however, Douglass’s endorsement represented some progress as he had 
once been an ardent opponent of emigration.586 The politics of race and the tensions of an 
emerging civil war in the United States were also a factor in the decline of emigration to Haiti. 
Problems plagued the Haytian Emigration Bureau, a Haitian governmental agency that sought to 
revive the earlier campaigns of the defunct Haytien Emigration Society of Philadelphia. When 
Haitian President Fabre Géffrard (1859-1867) appointed white abolitionist James Redpath as the 
organization’s agent plenipotentiary, Black Nationalists reacted angrily, taking the appointment 
as an affront to their leadership in an era of antislavery agitation.  
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 During Reconstruction (1863–1877), however, the influence of the Haitian Revolution 
came full circle. Louisiana freedmen, consisting mostly of Franco-Haitian descendants of gens 
de couleur and anciens libres who had immigrated to the United States during the Haitian 
Revolution, sounded the call for greater political rights that echoed the aspirations of earlier 
emigrationists. Historian Rebecca Scott traces the activist roots of the most radical among them 
to their Haitian heritage, which fused a tradition of Black republicanism with a long history of 
fighting for equal rights in the Franco-Caribbean.587 Hailing from free communities, they 
invoked the French-inflected ideology of abolition, which they believed was commensurate with 
universal manhood suffrage.588 According to Scott, the debate over full and universal citizenship 
arose in the Louisiana Constitutional Convention of 1867–1868 in part because of Haitian 
émigrés whose “concept of equal public rights was built on a transnational political dialogue that 
encompassed Haiti as well as France, translated into terms that were readily accessible to people 
who had never left the state of Louisiana.”589 Louisiana’s Reconstruction ordeal resulted in the 
union of the republican ideals of Haitian migrants with the quest of African-American emigrants 
for citizenship in Haiti. 
Prince Saunders, as noted above, served as the general secretary of the Boston’s Black 
Masonic Lodge. When Euro-American Masons refused to recognize their lodge, the Black 
Masons of Boston received their charter from London. During the 1790s there was much chatter 
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between Masons in London and Boston about the 1791 slave uprisings in Saint-Domingue that 
marked the beginning of the Haitian revolution. 
In the decade between 1810 and 1820, Saunders’s fame grew among antislavery activists 
and the Black elite with his many lectures on colonization and emigration. Saunders used his 
growing fame to push Haiti onto the agendas of Black and Black Nationalist organizations, 
arguing that “Among the various projects or plans devised or suggested, in relation to 
emigration…[Haiti] had the better ‘appearance of feasibility, and ultimate successful and 
practical operation.”590  
Saunders became the Black American public face of emigration to Haiti while at the 
same time opposing white plans for African colonization. He attended the American Convention 
for Promoting the Abolition of Slavery in Philadelphia and while in town also delivered a lecture 
to the Pennsylvania Augustine Society for the Education of People of Colour, which had both 
white and Black members. Speaking before Forten and other prominent Black abolitionists 
founders of the Society, he announced, “there are many hundreds [African Americans]…in the 
New England and middle states who would be glad to repair there [Haiti] immediately to 
settle.”591 Even before his own emigration to Haiti, in the late 1810s, with a promise of $25,000 
in support from King Henri Christophe, Saunders devised an emigration campaign to persuade 
African-Americans that Haiti, as the model of citizenship and political rights would advance the 
cause of the recognition of Black people’s humanity.  
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Saunders argued that emigration to Haiti, however, did not mean Black Americans were 
conceding the abolitionist fight for equality to whites. Saunders publicly welcomed the 
philanthropic and benevolent efforts of whites but only if they would also foster emigration to 
Haiti. Widely lauded by his audiences, Saunders’s speech (which may have been a standard 
stump speech) was published as a pamphlet, and Saunders known throughout the North as 
having “great popularity among the people” of Philadelphia. Not surprisingly Black Americans 
responded positively to a plan of citizenship rather than deportation.  
During his Boston years, Saunders had developed a wide-ranging network of 
philanthropic and political connections. During this time Saunders met the Reverend Thomas 
Paul, a fellow Mason and ordained Black preacher who founded one of the country’s first Black 
Baptist congregations. In 1815, the Saunders and the Rev. Paul traveled to England to conduct 
business for the African Masonic Lodge.592 Before leaving for London that year, Saunders 
solicited Cuffe’s advice on where to travel:  “[my] physician advises me go as far to the south at 
least as St. Domingo, or Africa. I have concluded therefore if I can make arrangement to go with 
you to Africa I should like it.”593 
 
Recruiting Prince Saunders 
During his first trip to London, Saunders met with British abolitionists, Thomas Clarkson 
and William Wilberforce, two men essential to the antislavery campaigns that would abolish 
British slavery in the Caribbean and help destroy the transatlantic slave trade. Evidence suggests 
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that Prince Saunders was likely recruited by William Clarkson as King Henry Christophe’s 
agent, who would later formally serve as an emissary between British abolitionists, European 
governments, and the free African-Americans and American antislavery activists. How this may 
have come about is suggested below. 
In 1814, Clarkson traveled to France in an effort to persuade French officials to abolish 
the slave trade. He returned to Paris in September 1815 to meet with Russian Tsar Alexander I, 
seeking his help gain the help of European leaders in abolition of the Atlantic Slave Trade. The 
Russian Tsar and Clarkson facilitated a campaign to recognize King Henry Christophe. Under 
Christophe, Haiti increasingly became more visible as a stable nation state as acknowledged in 
this article from The Baltimore Niles Weekly that lauded the country:  
A spirit of inquiry was imposed by a sense of self preservation, and despised 
negroes have become men and women, who, unless for the reason of their color, 
would not be anywhere rejected on account of their manners; and religion, the 
great rule over the passions, is observed and respected by them as much as by 
others, who claim a much higher grade in the scale of civilization. I speak of 
things as they are. The fact is, that persons and property are more safe in Hayti 
than in many nations of white people. The classic ground of Italy is infested by 
bands of ferocious robbers, or over run with swarms of beggars and petty thieves. 
Hayti has but few of either of these. There is more, of either class, the city of 
Naples than in this republic of Blacks -- more, perhaps, even in the "eternal city," 
Rome, though the residence of the Pope, the spiritual head of the most numerous 
church among Christians.594  
 
It was a matter of indifference to Clarkson and other activists that some in the international 
community considered Christophe a tyrant. What abolitionists needed for the transatlantic 
antislavery effort was what they saw in Christophe: The figure of a Black hero, Western enough 
in his pretensions to be accepted and appropriated by the global white antislavery establishment.  
As such a man, Christophe could change perceptions of the Haitian revolution, transforming 
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from a threat to a palatable symbol of antislavery and Black citizenship.  
Wilberforce and Clarkson would dissuade Saunders from a trip to Africa, convincing him 
to travel instead to Haiti. He indeed made the trip in 1815, as evident from a letter he wrote to 
Paul Cuffe from Port-au-Prince, in which Saunders lamented that due to having never gotten the 
“the assistance from you [Cuffe] which I had reason to expect from your kind letters, I have been 
unfortunately necessitated to go to the West India Island.”595   
Sanders’s first stop on his return from London was Boston, where he called on his friend 
William Bentley. As Bentley noted in his diary:  
Having Mr. Prince Saunders so much with me I thought I would go & hear Mr. [Thomas] 
Paul of the African Church in Boston. In his late visit to this quarter he had called upon 
me in regard to the subscription to provide African preachers for African assembles. The 
Subscription & recommendation of a plan to encourage the education of Africans for the 
ministry.596  
 
By all indications, Saunders would be bringing news from his travels to England and Haiti. 
Bentley reported:  
The great zeal displayed in the plan of a colony, upon the subject of which Agents had 
gone from the U.S.A to England, had been kindly received & sailed for Africa, & actual 
presence of Prince Saunders from England & Hayti, & some thought that he was a 
preacher & might assist, all these things gave a great interest to the occasion” that he was 
in town. And Bentley for his part, did not want to miss the enthusiasm with which the 
crowd received his friend.597  
 
Although considered a simple man, Bentley’s wide knowledge of world events came via his 
network of friends, who like Saunders, were cosmopolitans who traveled the world extensively.  
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As a minister of a church, Bentley also commanded a church where his congregants were known 
to travel to India, China, Africa, South America, Europe, Caribbean islands and the East Indies. 
Among them were sailors, merchants, and artisans.  
An avid book collector, with a library of some 4,000 volumes, Bentley spoke twenty 
languages, including Greek, Latin, and Arabic. Futhermore, he was a Jeffersonian Republican 
(Jefferson would offer Bentley the presidency of his future University of Virginia). As active 
Freemasons, Bentley and Saunders’s worlds intersected (Prince Hall was also a friend of 
Bentley). The two men also shared a common interest in education. 
As their conversation on that day in 1818 demonstrates, Saunders commanded the 
attention of a white man whose prejudices were not all that different from his white peers. 
According to Bentley, as the room of the African church filled up in anticipation of Saunders’s 
talk on emigration, the crowd swelled, because “all these things,” his extensive travels, “gave a 
great interest to the occasion. The crowd was therefore great, the house full & overflowing. 
Many could not enter. He discovered no reach of power but great solemnity of manner.”598 
Although the crowd had come to see Saunders, Thomas Paul had replaced Saunders (for reasons 
unknown), informing them of Saunders’s Haitian emigration plan in connection with the 
Claphamites of England. Paul, reported Bentley, impressed the audience with his talk and “with 
a regard to his sincerity & many with a sense of his talents.” Without explaining what precisely 
he meant, by this, the emigration meeting ended that day with Bentley noting, Thomas Paul’s 
“person is good & much beyond that of Prince Saunders,” but Saunders is nonetheless “is still 
the superior man,” of the two.  
                                                           




From Boston, Saunders would return to Philadelphia to speak to Mother Bethel‘s African 
Methodist and Episcopal Church where Bishop Richard Allen had often supported Haitian 
emigration initiatives. From the pulpit of that church, Saunders had often spread the word of a 
radical citizenship that awaited African Americans in Haiti, if they so chose to follow him.  
 
Prince Saunders’s’ International Career 
Saunders was a visionary who crisscrossed multiple countries, immersed himself as a 
member in these different communities, and constructed a multinational life in the search for a 
specific democratic purpose: uplifting African-Americans, challenging the constructions of race 
and citizenship of his time, and spreading Haitian Revolutionary ideologies.  
The Haitian leader, King Henry Christophe, was a founding father of Haiti, and a 
revolutionary general during the Haitian War of Independence (1802-1804).599  The King 
enthusiastically welcomed Saunders, who fit with his program to loosen Haiti’s tie to France and 
move it toward Great Britain through a program of Anglicization.  
Christophe inducted Saunders into his cabinet as Minister of Education and Health, a 
ministerial promotion he likely earned by impressing the king with his letters of endorsement 
from Sir Joseph Banks, a scientist, counselor to the King’s Regent and president of the Royal 
Society of London.  
In Haiti, Saunders organized schools and began a vaccination program. In addition, 
Saunders persuaded the King to invite African Americans to emigrate to Haiti, presumably as 
Anglophile teachers and other officials who could help build the new nation. Prince Saunders 
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would also become charismatic Haitian plenipotentiary to Great Britain, and he spent a longer 
term as the Attorney General of Haiti until his death in Haiti in 1829. As a Haitain, Saunders 
retained his American citizenship while encouraging his fellow Black Americans to join him. 
Historical scholarship as well as archival evidence points to Saunders as perhaps the first elite 
non-mariner African-American to have held dual citizenship as a Haitian and American. 
And If ever proof was needed that Haiti was a Black-run state, Saunders pointed to the 
official documents he published in the Haytian Papers, where government for Black people and 
by Black people was conducted free of Europeans: “there is not a single white European at 
present employed in writing at any of the public offices.”600  
If the Haitian Revolution was, as historian Laurent Dubois argues, a transcultural 
moment, then Saunders embodied the ideological ideals of the Haitian revolutionaries. Moving 
from the national American stage as a Bostonian promoter of emigration, Saunders was now the 
foremost spokesperson of a transnational alliance between free Blacks and Haitians during the 
late 1810s and 1820s. His publication of the Haytian Papers in 1818 (previously published in 
London in 1816) detailed major legal and infrastructure elements of King Christophe’s nation-
building plan. In the Haytain Papers, Saunders sought to improve the image of the Black nation. 
Haiti as a place of political refuge and as an exemplification of Black achievement, Saunders’s 
thought, would be compelling to African-Americans who desired to “make great strides in the 
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career of civilization.”601 Saunders was particularly suited to spark the momentum that ensured 
African Americans’ embrace of emigration to Haiti.  
For nearly a decade—1816 to 1824—Prince Saunders was the transnational figure of the 
fight for African-American liberation as well as Haiti’s de-facto ambassador to America. 
Thomas Clarkson, the English abolitionist who initially redirected Saunders’s interest in Africa 
to Haiti, was aware of Saunders’s growing profile. In a letter to King Henry Christophe, 
Clarkson expressed his satisfaction with Saunders’s ability as manifested in “impressing the 
citizens of North America with a most favourable idea of your Majesty’s character, both at 
Boston, New York, Philadelphia, and other parts which has caused them to turn their attention 
towards you.”602  In 1821, Saunders wrote to Clarkson that he had “received an interesting 
letter…from an association of Black people in North Carolina, informing me that there were 
14,000 free people of colour in that state alone, who were desirous on going to Hayti.”603  
Saunders embodied the strivings of Black America and the tenacity of the Haitian 
nationhood in an age of slavery. In effect he merged two political identities and united them 
against white supremacy and racism. Indeed, Saunders’s activist life reflected the singularity of 
the idea of the universal equality of Black people—a universality that included a collective mode 
of political identification with Haiti, which informed a tradition of activism and protest. From 
Saunders’s perspective, Haiti exemplified the “career of civilization” with which he wanted 
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Blacks to engage.604 Saunders wanted Blacks at home to be inspired by Haiti and also deploy it 
as a force in “the necessity of exerting utmost efforts to live in the great practice of society.”605 
Haiti as a destination for African-American emigrants to Saunders was thus a domain in 
which they could exert their political force. As such, this view underlined an insecurity 
embedded in Saunders’s politics: his apprehension of white beliefs that Blacks were incapable of 
nation-building. Saunders’s logic was that Haitians represented the “progress more or less 
influencing the opinions that the Europeans will form of us.”606 In other words, mobilizing the 
resources that Haiti provided, Blacks could counter white racism, which accepted slavery as the 
demonstration of white superiority. In this view, Haiti offered African Americans the possibility 
to reject who they were in the United States and embrace who they could become 
transnationally. Within the context of Haitian citizenship Saunders constructed a coherent 
framework of Black pride. Haiti  was the means by which African Americans could attain this 
historical consciousness and, as united with Haitians, grasp the power to reject racism and own 
claims to human progress.  
To Saunders, emigration was best perceived the creation of a virtual nation just outside 
the American republic. Saunders positioned his life as an African American who not only 
dreamed of, but also succeeded in becoming American without shedding his Blackness. Jeffrey 
Bolster points to the tangibility of Saunders’s rhetoric. Because Haiti’s nationalism took shape in 
fierce opposition to slavery, it tied race directly to citizenship, thus affording any Black 
American the opportunity to also become a Haitian. According to Bolster, this model served 
                                                           








African-American sailors who manipulated the politics of race to declare themselves Haitians 
and thus receive dual citizenship, while never relinquishing their claims to American passports. 
In regards to this practice, American commercial agent, Aaron B. Nouez, lamented that Haitian 
authorities “invariably protected seamen of colour and citizens of the United States who have 
deserted from their vessels” in Haitian ports.607 As Saunders attempted to show, however, these 
actions illustrated that by “jumping ship,” African Americans were not so much trying to become 
Haitians as much as they were attempting to redress their political grievances against the United 
States. More profoundly, they used citizenship in the model Black republic as a weapon of 
protest they hoped would reverberate back home in America. 
Seeking Haitian citizenship as a refuge from the abuse of those same rights in America 
points to Saunders’s belief that “among various projects or plans which have been devised or 
suggested, in relation to emigration, there are none which appear [as] feasible [as] the practical 
island of Hayti.”608 This practicality, in his perspective, was grounded in the fact that Haiti seems 
to be the “foundation, for the hopes of those who are to emigrate to rest upon.”609 Haiti, he 
further argued, was “blest with a Sovereign whose sincere desire appears to be the elevation of 
the characters, and improvement of the hearts and lives of various classes of society . . . . 
Especially [the] object to ameliorate the condition and improve the character of the plantation 
labourers.”610 By laborers, Saunders was most likely referring to Blacks in general, which he 
took to mean a general invitation from King Henri to all Black people wanting to ameliorate the 
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condition of the Black race. In effect, Saunders would have maintained that the possibilities 
demonstrated by African-American sailors vindicated his conviction that Haitian society was 
“without doubt in its theory, the most moral association of men in existence; nothing that white 
men have been able to arrange is equal.”611 Beyond his articulation of Black equality, Saunders 
did not clarify his vision of what an alternative society would look like in a world dominated by 
slave and plantation societies. 
 Was Saunders’s soaring rhetoric a fair portrayal of African-American hopes and 
aspirations about emigrating to Haiti? He would have answered yes, but scrutinizing his words 
reveals a more complicated man, who shared the warring ideals of the Haitian and Black-
American constituencies he sought to unite.  
Saunders’s argument that Haiti would relieve Blacks of the problem of American racism 
seems to have overlooked deep-seated complexities between the two nations. He did not 
distinguish between the ethno-distinctiveness of African Americans as Anglo-Africans and their 
Haitian counterparts as Francophone, a factor that undermined the effectiveness of Black 
settlement in Haiti. Of the estimated 6,000 to 13,000 African Americans believed to have settled 
in Haiti between 1824 and 1827, thousands would return to the United States due to 
overwhelming differences in culture and language.612 And yet Saunders was not preoccupied 
with the ethnic particularities that set African Americans apart from Haitians. He held firm to the 
ideological parallels of a pan-African framework that bonded the two sides. He believed that, if 
African Americans often pointed with pride to the Haitian revolution and its post-slavery society, 
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Haitians could likewise cite their progress at political governance as proof that African 
Americans needed to escape their political conditions for a Black majority without Whiteness as 
a barrier. However, as Bolster points out, the mutability and transient nature of Haitian 
citizenship, which Saunders praised, had limits. African-American emigrants who voluntarily 
emigrated but then returned to the United States were proving their disaffection in that they 
never sought to become permanent expatriates. Some of them found themselves markedly 
foreign in a society that boasted racial pride but spoke Haitian French-Creole and differed 
drastically in religious practices.613 
 
Mesmerizing London: Saunders and Sir Joseph Banks 
Saunders had been a member of the elite since his adoption into the Hinckley family as a 
youth. That he had political ambitions seems certain, since they drove him to secure his degree 
from Dartmouth, overcome suspicions of him as an American foreigner in London, to assuming 
several prominent appointments in the ministries of the Haitian Black republic.614  
Given his friendship with Sir Joseph Banks, which seems to have been formed during his 
first visit to London around 1815, Saunders would have been privy to the innermost corners of a 
world in which one’s entrance to the inner recesses of government and political power depended 
on currying the goodwill of wealthy patrons.  
Saunders apparently had a mesmerizing effect on London social circles. When he was in 
London, it was often reported that the Countess of Cork of Ireland requested his presence during 
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social gatherings.615 Rumors circulated in London that he was an African Prince because of his 
name and his dark skin. A shrewd publicist when it came to his own fame and celebrity, 
Saunders capitalized on the false profile and did not set the facts straight.  
It is no wonder that Saunders name pops up in the most unexpected places, as in one 
report that misstated his birthplace as Thetford, to include him among Vermont’s most 
accomplished gentlemen: “It is a peculiar fact that the third man born in this State attained 
prominence was a full-blooded negro named Saunders born in Thetford in 1775 a man who 
became author a lawyer and attorney general of Hayti.”616 Also, according to this writer, as a 
notable Black figure from the state, Saunders stood in a class of his own since “Vermont, always 
extremely small in colored population, has produced no other man of ability from that race.”617 
Saunders’s British hosts afforded him a deference of respect that effortlessly welcomed 
him into their space. A contemporary observer recalled an evening party when Saunders mingled 
with British socialites, the London literati, parliamentarians, and other dignitaries. At the center 
of attention stood Saunders as the guest of honor at the home of Sir Joseph Banks, botanist, 
president of the British Royal Society, and a trusted adviser of King George III. Some that 
evening knew his mission to England was part politics and charm offensive to buttress the status 
of Haiti and garner further support for his emigration project.  
The air was abuzz with speculation about Saunders’s background and identity before he 
could introduce himself. A person who heard the rumor that Saunders was an educated man and 
an affable personality of color, tried to make sense of the spectacle that engulfed the room: “I got 
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near to hear what passed in his [Joseph Banks’s] circle,” about this man. As he approached the 
scene, “Everybody at Sir. Joseph Banks’s asked to be presented to His Highness [Prince 
Saunders]…[and] A gentleman, with a star and ribbon, said to him “What surprises me is that 
you speak English so well.” Saunders, who had never spoken any other language in his life, 
bowed and smiled acceptance of the compliment.”618 The very appearance of Saunders in the 
company of British philanthropists and the upper echelons of London societies defied 
expectations—it was likely the anomaly of race and accomplishment that generated the society’s 
fascination with Saunders. 
Both Banks and Saunders were men reared by wealthy landed patriarchs. Banks, a landed 
man of independent means, was like Saunders, an educated gentleman. Banks’s philanthropy 
included support for British public education and scientific endeavors. Banks had amassed such 
political capital that he was a favorite the British monarch, whose ministers appealed to him for 
knowledge of the mechanisms, as well as “the nuts and bolts,” of government and power.  
Banks’s London residence offered Saunders the comforts of a clubbable world where he 
socialized with other Anglo-Atlantic elites of the gentlemen classes.  
Both Saunders and Banks shared a passion for learned societies, and as such were 
enthusiasts and proponents of science as a tool for reform, for advancing civilization, public-
sector governance, and promoting new paths away from economies dependent on slavery and 
racism. Banks served an enlightened monarch who encouraged the arts. Saunders would later do 
the same. One contemporary humorously referred to Banks’s ability to integrate science with 
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government bureaucracy as the de facto “Ministre des affaires philosophiques.”619 As president 
and director of the Royal Society, he commanded the attention and respect of many political 
alliances—partnership, one biographer agreed, that “could transform his aspirations for science 
into the common coin of government business.”620   
Both were Freemasons, and in the marble hallways of London’s Freemason’s Hall, for 
example, men formed friendships with like men of rank, talent, and status— men like Banks who 
would undoubtedly propel Saunders’s interests forward on behalf of Haiti.  
Saunders’s friendship with such a man of prominence as Sir Joseph Banks, and by 
extension the King he served, cannot be overstated. Banks had the reputation of a philosopher-
king who straddled civic society and the administrate machinery of the imperial state. Banks 
performed these duties with the piety of a voluntary professional civil servant. Through Banks’s 
patronage, Saunders certainly learned and managed the transfer of knowledge, the technical 
know-how of running ministerial infrastructures, and scientific expertise, which would later 
serve him so well in the service and good graces of the Haitian monarch. 
As an informal emissary of the Haitian King, Saunders had formed a connection to 
insiders of the British government while also learning the levers of European monarchical 
bureaucracy. As a consequence, he had an insider’s insight into how ministers accrue power and 
favors from and for the King they serve. Saunders connections and political skills would play a 
major role in ingratiating him to King Christophe. And Saunders was a man who knew how to 
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leverage the power of proximity to make his ideas and ideals reverberate across the Atlantic 
world.  
 
The London Missions of Prince Saunders and John Quincy Adams 
Between the years 1814 and 1818, both Prince Saunders and John Quincy Adams were 
serving their respective countries, the Republic of Haiti and the United States, as Chargé 
d'Affaires in London, having made the journey to Europe on the same ship. 
As emissaries of their respective young countries, Saunders and Adams would present 
themselves to the British Crown as foreign ministers of the America’s first independent 
republics. Prince Saunders was in London to lobby for continued British involvement in 
suppressing the slave trade, while Adams intended to argue for continuing support of American 
slave interests, and for the return of Black fugitives who had been freed by the British navy. 
Among his other objectives, Saunders was tasked with Haiti’s effort to create an Atlantic-wide 
foreign policy that would encourage the Quadruple Alliance Great Britain, the Austrian Empire, 
Russia, and Prussia had formed during the Congress of Vienna in 181; he would especially press 
the Russian Tsar Alexander I and other European officials to recognize Haitian independence in 
the upcoming Congress of Aix-a-La Chapelle (1818).621  
Even more so, Saunders wanted to convince the British to further expand and support 
powerful British antislavery and abolition activists, as well as help finance Haiti’s educational 
endeavors. Saunders’s wanted to build learned societies, expand primary education on a national 
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scale, develop the country’s public health complex, and make other infrastructural and internal 
improvements; these in turn might inspire African-American emigration and spur economic 
growth, with the ultimate goal of international recognition of Haiti as a sovereign nation-state. 
Saunders had sketched out this potential Black exodus to Haiti in his pamphlet, “The People of 
Haiti and [their] Plan of Emigration.” Among other initiatives the pamphlet put fort, was an 
open-door policy that would welcome Black Americans. After London, Saunders planned to tour 
Philadelphia, New York, and Boston to further promote his Haitian agenda.  
Meanwhile, John Quincy Adams, who later developed antislavery sympathies, was in 
London to further the foreign policy of the Madison administration, which viewed Haiti as a 
hostile nation. On this occasion, Adams’s particular mission was to negotiate the treaty of Ghent 
in order to end the hostilities of the War of 1812 between the US and the United Kingdom. In 
addition, he was working to secure more territories for the United States in order to expand 
American slavery, and most importantly to persuade the British to stop seizing American boats 
with enslaved people on board, whom the British subsequently released and granted their 
freedom under British law. Such policies on the home front, during the War of 1812, had 
encourage enslaved African-Americans to escape to the British lines, where they then enrolled in 
the ranks of the British armed forces. In short the British were currently threatening the 
burgeoning interstate slave trade, which American slaveholders feared could lose its vitality in a 
time of vast economic expansion, and possibly engender a revolt similar to that of the Haitian 
Revolution (1791–1804). The consequence of these effects, it was feared, would ultimately 
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cripple the profits of Southern slave-produced cotton and their financial and textile-producing 
Northern partners.622  
 Adams was representing the interests of his country, but foremost, the views of the 
president and the secretary of state, both Virginian slave-owners: James Madison and James 
Monroe. In Adams’s diplomatic delegation was Henry Clay, a respected politician and firm 
believer in the white colonizationist schemes to deport African-American; Saunders had been 
countering such plans with his Haitian emigration ideology, which he regarded as a superior 
effort for and by Black people. Adams was charged with arguing for the British to tame their 
antislavery policies and respect Article 1 of the Treaty, which stipulated “all possessions taken 
during the war shall be restored without delay, including any slaves or other private property.”623  
Prince Saunders, however, had been sent on a counter-mission by Henry Christophe, 
himself a veteran soldier of a Franco-Haitian regiment who had fought in support the patriots in 
the American War of Independence and again as a general in the Haitian Revolution. King 
Christophe wanted to extend an olive branch to Europe, informing them that Haitians want “to 
bring together the Black and white varieties of mankind under the ties of mutual and reciprocal 
equality and brotherhood, which the bountiful Creator of all things has provided for the 
advantage of both parties.”624 In their respective endeavors, both Saunders and Adams were 
instructed to seek the help of the czar of Russia as mediator.  
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Adams’s aim was to encourage the taming of British antislavery foreign policy and to 
bolster the efforts of American slaveholders in strengthening the inhumane traffic and bondage 
of people of African descent in the United States. Saunders was there as an emissary of the 
Haitian revolutionary ideology that supported the ascendancy of British abolitionism in Britain, 
which had become influential in government by the first decade of the nineteenth century. In this 
contrast between the first two independent republics of the Western Hemisphere, a clear divide 
of revolutionary ideology regarding freedom and citizenship came to fore.  
 
Prince Saunders in Haiti 
In Haiti, Saunders found what he believed African-Americans had been searching for all 
along: a model that could salvage the potential and achievements of Black people from white 
racism. Haiti would be the champion of political liberties, allowing Black people the freedom to 
“make great strides in the career of civilization.”   
For an insight into Saunders’s devotion to Haitian emigration, the words of one African-
Americans demonstrates why citizenship is so dear that one would experiment with emigration: 
“Born a slave as we were, in this boasted land of liberty, tinged with a hated color, despised by 
the rulers of the State … treated as an inferior race, incapable of self-government . . . we, 
naturally enough, desire to see the free, orderly and Independent Republic of Haiti, a refutation 
of the slanders and disparagements of our race.”  
Later, Frederick Douglass would articulate the aspirations for citizenship, even if in a 
land not the United States. He called these aspirations “A dream, fondly indulged, a desire, long 
cherished, and a purpose, long meditated, are now quite likely to be realized. At this writing, we 
are on the eve of starting for a visit of a few weeks to Hayti; and before the announcement can 
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reach all our readers and friends, especially those in Great Britain, we shall proably be well on 
our ocean-way to the shores of la Republique del' Hayti.625 
Saunders was doubtless a man of diplomatic talents and insights, whose ideas influenced 
abolitionism from the United States to England and Haiti. However, despite all his rhetoric, Haiti 
was not the political paradise he sometimes painted it to be. Tragically, those same gifts of 
leadership resulted in a sense of entitlement that sought to construct, narrowly, what he felt 
African Americans were searching for. He thus exaggerated the need to embrace Haiti. 
Consequently, he also minimized the fact that the United States was not entirely the political 
abyss for Blacks he painted it to be. In Black Liberation, George M. Frederickson points to the 
fact that “When slaves are freed, their new status requires some legal recognition and formal 
protection, and this minimal entitlement can become the basis for demanding a more substantive 
kind of freedom.”626  
Building on the platforms that his impressive education and cosmopolitan networks 
provided, Saunders acquired a unique opportunity to position himself as a go-between for the 
British abolitionists and King Henry I of Haiti. In that capacity, Saunders would encourage 
African-Americans to seek full citizenship, while he worked to cement a transatlantic political 
alliance between Haitian revolutionaries, British activists and parliamentarians, and free Black 
Americans. He facilitated a transatlantic coalition between different antislavery factions in North 
America, the Caribbean and Europe.  
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Saunders’s strategy was engineered to access and optimize the experiential successes of 
revolutionary Haitians, and the philosophical and philanthropic resources of the British, which 
extended into the highest reaches of English government and civil society. Saunders was an 
invaluable agent for the Haitian king because as a longtime educator who had already proven 
himself in Boston, he was likely to better know how to navigate English society’s political, 
economic, and social affairs than did the neophyte Haitian government. 
For the remainder of his life, Saunders embraced the Republic of Haiti, believing that this 
nation offered people of all complexions full citizenship and unqualified racial equality. In the 
final analysis, he demonstrated throughout his life that the struggle for African-American 
citizenship in the age of slavery was all at once local, national, and transnational. Prince 
Saunders showed, with great tenacity, that the struggle must be based on a truly radical vision of 
human rights. 
 
King Henry’s Protestant Afro-Saxonism 
Saunders argued that the influx of Black Protestants from the Northern states to Haiti 
would not only further the cause of antislavery and abolitionism, but pacify Haitians “the 
consequent belligerent aspect and character of the country, may at first sight appear discouraging 
to the friends of peace.” By presenting himself as both agent of Haitian emigration and 
spokesperson for “the friends of peace,” he viewed African-Americans as exporters of the view 
that “the benevolent exertions of those Christian philanthropists whose sincere and hearty desire 
is to reunite and pacify” Haitians would be well executed by African-Americans.627  
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King Henry Christophe wanted to integrate African-Americans into his broader efforts to 
mobilize education as evidence of Haiti’s progress. By 1821, there were at least eleven public 
schools in northern Haiti. A Royal Academy was founded to teach Latin, French, English, 
grammar, mathematics and geography. The connection with William Wilberforce and Thomas 
Clarkson did produce many teacher-volunteers from England. All told, about 72,000 students did 
attend school under Christophe’s regime. Christophe, like Saunders, believed that if the 
“Revolution in our country…has inclined us to civilization and the light of knowledge,”628 they 
could demonstrate to the French, Euro-Americans and the British that Haiti, and therefore people 
of African-descent, are capable of creating an enlightened nation.  
That Saunders’ viewed Haiti as the domain to exert the political force of African-
Americans underlined the racial insecurity in Saunders’s politics. He was very much preoccupied 
with white perceptions of Black capacity to engage in nation-building, as most Black 
abolitionists in this period were. That is why he argued consistently that Haitians’ represented 
the best hope for the “progress [that would] more or less influence the opinions that the 
Europeans will form of us.”  
Indeed, this was an ideological problem that proved consisted in Black American 
engagement with Haiti and its revolutionary potential for transnational politics. In this respect, 
Saunders saw Haiti as the platform to reject white nationalism, reinforce self-uplift ideology, and 
counter any claims of African inferiority. To borrow from David Levering Lewis, Saunders 
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believed in Afro-Saxonism. More than just emigration, Saunders was expressing a coherent 
ideology of Black empowerment, steeped as it was in racial essentialism. In some respects, Haiti 
did make those civilizational dreams appear possible.  
Gendered Citizenship 
Because Haiti’s ethno-nationalism developed in opposition to slavery, the Black republic 
tied race, militarism and Black patriarchy directly to citizenship. The Constitution of 1805 
guaranteed legal protection, citizenship and freedom from enslavement for Black and Brown 
people everywhere. This model did serve African-American sailors well. They often ran to 
Haitian shores to escape enslavement, or to declare themselves Haitian, be awarded citizenship, 
and yet never relinquish their claim to American passports. American commercial agent, Aaron 
B. Nouez, complained that Haitian authorities continue to “protect seamen of colour and citizens 
of the US who have deserted from their vessels” in Haitian ports.  
Was Saunders’s soaring rhetoric a fair portrayal of African-American hopes and 
aspirations about emigrating to Haiti? He would have answered yes, but scrutinizing his words 
reveal a more complicated reality.  
All Haitian citizens were declared Black constitutionally, but not all Black Haitians were 
equal citizens. The attachment between masculinity and patriarchal nationalism that emerged in 
the Enlightenment found its way into the Haitian Constitution. The Haitian Constitution declared 
“No person is worth being a Haitian who is not a good father, a good son, a good husband, and 
especially a good soldier.”629 The Haitian Revolution, like the French and American Revolutions 
before it, was gendered from the start. Saunders, being a man of his time, found no fault with the 
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restriction of citizenship to males. In this vein, the Haitian Revolutionaries deeply resented the 
blatant racism of the American Colonization Society which failed to recognize the military 
service of African Americans in the American War of Independence; the ACS proposal to send 
African-Americans to Africa, emasculated them by ingratitude, by their refusal to  recognize 
their military service.  
Haiti issued a formal declaration on the matter when the Haitian Secretary of State under 
President Alexandre Petion sent James Treadwell, the Black abolitionist, back to the US with a 
message that Haiti would defend the honor of Black men at all costs. Let African Americans 
“know how to oppose to persecution the firmness of men made to be respected. Let them 
abandon an ungrateful country, which repulses them, and seek elsewhere a more hospitable 
land…The Republic of Hayti has no more to fear of invasion than that from the United States.” 
This message, while gendered, was remarkable for its suggestion that it would protect its 
antislavery ideology, even if the Americans invaded. In contrast to King Christophe who offered 
a project of enlightened education to counter white supremacy, Alexandre Petion and Jean-Pierre 
Boyer’s would secure the dignity of Black men: “Let them come and show to white men that 
there yet exists coloured and Black men who can raise a fearless front, secured from insult and 
injury.”630 
Pan-Africanism 
Saunders believed that Haitian citizenship would relieve African American emigrants of 
the problems of American racism. However, that view overlooked complex differences between 
the two nations. Saunders failed to take into account African-Americans who identified as 
Anglo-Africans as opposed to their Haitian counterparts who identified as African Francophones. 




This cultural distinction undermined the assimilation of African-Americans in Haiti.  
Regardless of ethnic differences between American emigrants and Haitian Franco-
Francophiles, Saunders clung to an ideology of emigration as a pan-African civilization project. 
Saunders expected African-Americans to assimilate to Haiti as proud members of a post-slavery 
society; in turn Haitians would accept them as proof that African-Americans needed to and had 
escaped the oppressive political conditions of the US. Others, however, were aware of the 
problems and complexities of forging two deeply different groups into one nation.  
Throughout his activist life, Saunders never brought these political complexities to the 
surface. Doing so would have had adverse effects on his emigrationist propaganda. Perhaps it 
would have discouraged Blacks from grappling with the better points of understanding what 
Haiti meant for them. More importantly, it would have limited the message that Saunders wanted 
to impress on his fellow Black Americans—that, through Haiti, they could achieve American 
equality. Like the free Black sailors who often abandoned their masters’ ships and were 
conferred with Haitian citizenship, Haiti’s revolutionary break with slavery furnished it with an 
argument for the overthrow of European colonialism. It was a defining break that strengthened 
Black emancipationism and ensured that Haiti would forever be the triumphant model of the 
collective consciousness of the “African race.”  
In essence, Saunders did not want Blacks to lose sight of the truth that, as David Brion 
Davis puts it, no slave-inspired rebellion had ever expelled masters to erect a free nation-state in 
the Atlantic.631 Armed with that argument, slavery and the conditions of Black people in the 
United States raised perplexing concerns. The juxtaposition of Haiti with a slaveholding republic 
                                                           




served as a political microscope that magnified the shortcomings of being Black in America: 
Blackness existed concomitantly as an intimate part of a nation that simultaneously defined itself 
in opposition to its African-American population.  
Haiti as a symbol of resistant opposition to America in the first third of the nineteenth 
century helped neutralize White power, effectively countering the racist notions of the political 
and intellectual inferiority of African Americans. Saunders saw white supremacy as deliberately 
engaged in the production of Black inferiority. Manufacturing the degradation of Blacks served 
to explain and justify the racist agendas of whites who wanted to send African Americans back 
to Africa or anywhere that was not the United States or its territories.  
To push back, Saunders believed, African Americans needed to conceive of a pan-
African project that placed the successes of Haiti within their collective memory. Haiti, however 
mythologized in the mind of African Americans, would provide the political capital of a historic 
awareness that would not be easily obliterated by White racism. Indeed, from Saunders’s view, 
where Whites pointed to their European past, Blacks could do the same with Haiti as essentially 
a mirror of the equal capacity of the races. While he believed Blacks could better tap this 
political capital by physically relocating to Haiti, he did not see the migration as imperative. The 
more pressing task was to recognize Haiti as a potent model. As Blacks searched for an assertive 
weapon to combat White oppression, aligning their aspirations and identity to the triumphant 
Black heritage of Haiti would have intensified the weakness of racism.  
 
Benjamin Hunt’s Critique: Remarks on Hayti 
Benjamin Hunt, an African-American businessman living in Haiti at the height of the 
influx of African-American emigrants in the 1820s, wrote an essay eventually published as a 
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pamphlet, “Remarks on Hayti as a Place of Settlement for African-Americans.” Though the 
pamphlet did not appear until 1860, it provided a window life on the ground during the surge of 
the 1820s. Having lived in Haiti for seventeen years, Hunt offered a realistic judgment of Haiti as 
a place politically and economically precarious for African Americans. 
 Hunt offered a harsh critique of the economic hardships he believed African Americans 
should have anticipated. In contrast to Saunders, Hunt offered little glorification of the Black 
republic. Rather, his assertions were rooted in the fundamental preconditions he thought 
necessary to integrate free Blacks from the United States into Haitian life.  
Skeptical that Haiti had the social or political infrastructure to absorb the emigrants, Hunt 
argued that Haitian farmers were moderately industrious but had thus far only mastered skills of 
average farmer.632 In addition, Haitian farmers were “wholly poor and ignorant” and could not 
improve “like other people” given the failure of the elite “few Haytiens of intelligence and 
capital [to] give any direct attention to agriculture.”633 The Haitian peasantry, the majority of the 
country’s population, did not own the land they farmed, barely eking out a living of subsistence 
farming.  
In Hunt’s view the country also lacked commercial vitality; he complained that “Hayti 
has too many traders, and not enough producers. Agriculture there is not a prosperous state.”634 
Haitian peasants were a feudalistic class who still had not attained property ownership, a fact 
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leading Hunt to conclude that Haiti was a society of indentured servitude.635 Hunt reported that 
“Hayti has too many traders, and not enough producers” and “Agriculture there is not a 
prosperous state.” Furthermore, he reported that having lived in Haiti for seventeen years, in that 
time, he “never found nor heard of one who, after 1836, was living on the land assigned him by 
government.”636 Saunders never made these political and cultural complexities public..  
Had Saunders done so, it would have certainly undermined the message he wanted to impress on 
African-Americans.  
In his words, we hear the undertone of frustration, as Hunt argued that “if our Black and 
coloured people were to go to out to Hayti, in any considerable numbers, for the purpose of 
farming, they would be nearly certain to meet with obstructions.”637 For proof, he pointed to his 
time in the country during the influx of emigrants between 1824 and 1827, of whom “I never 
found nor heard of one who, after 1836, was living on the land assigned him by government.”638 
Hunt’s criticisms were published too late to have an impact on Black American 
emigration to Haiti. Otherwise, they would have ignited a clash of perspectives in African-
American politics. He contentiously claimed that “the rights of native Haytiens are not 
sufficiently protected; the great body of the Haytien people has no political existence; they have 
not advanced up to the point of political ideas [and] know no medium between silent obedience 
and revolution.”639 He also disputed that Protestanism was good for a country in which “the 
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catholic church is established religion . . . [and] Haytien authorities have generally been 
indifferent, if not, unfriendly, to Protestantism.”640 Hunt’s critique highlights Saunders’s 
problematic endorsement of Protestant Christianization in his radical celebration of Haiti’s Black 
heritage. Perhaps Saunders promoted Protestantism as a strategy to appear less threatening in his 
objection to White America or to align more closely with the religious viewpoints of the 
philanthropic groups and people he often associated with. Hunt also labeled Haiti a militaristic 
society, where “the curse of slavery was driven out by the curse of war; and a military 
government has ever since been the consequence.”641  
When comparing Hunt’s statements to Saunders’s more positive argument that Haiti 
consisted of an “enlightened systems of policy, the pacific spirit, the altogether domestic views, 
and liberal principles of the Government,” one begins to see that African Americans were largely 
uniformed about the hard realities of Haiti as they debated amongst themselves the relative 
meanings and conditions of being Black and American in the young United States.642 
Saunders appears as a contrarian, arguing that there was no better hope than Haiti for 
African Americans, while simultaneously struggling to define Black respectability. On the one 
hand, he praised Haiti as avengers of Black rights, who as “the ministers of the God of peace and 
of charity dared to become the instruments of vengeance [against] French ex-colonists.” Yet he 
also maintained that Blacks were “susceptible of improvement like the whites.” The first 
statement praises Haitians for winning their rights, but then judged them by the measuring stick 
of European norms of accomplishment.  
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Echoing Hunt, historian Robin Blackburn argues that militarism under Toussaint 
Louverture, the father of Haitian independence, did absorb much of the country’s political and 
economic surplus and discouraged the diversification of commodity production. The 
Louverturian system, which Blackburn argues was both tyrannical and burdensome, remained 
intact, as successive governments, like Christophe’s, remained on high alert about a potential 
reinvasion by France, their former colonizer.643  
Hunt also offers evidence that women in Haiti, despite their omission by law from 
Haitian citizenship, had more economic freedom and mobility than their counterparts in the US. 
To quote him at length:  
“Women are free to follow any business they may choose, unrestricted by public opinion. 
They are bakers, coffee speculators, and coffee-housekeepers. They buy and sell most of 
the dry goods, and much of the salt provisions, which are imported. The wives and 
daughters of wealthy men, not un-frequently, import costly fancy articles, and offer them 
for sale in their houses…” or use their servants to sell for them. And “several Haytien 
women have been known as shipping merchants, by continuing the husband’s business  
after his death, and receiving the consignment of foreign vessels in their own names.”644 
 
The Failure of Haitian Emigration 
Saunders’s emigrationist hope underscored his understanding of Haiti’s potential place in 
Black Americans’ claim to their country’s avowed goals of freedom and equality. He pointed to 
Haiti as the forum whereby Blacks could demand that America face its most excruciating moral 
dilemma. Any acknowledgment that slavery was morally wrong while the institution continued 
to flourish would not suffice in this battle. That acknowledgment in itself did not constitute a 
reason for giving Blacks the equality owed to them, or to abolish the economically profitable 
institution of slavery. However, if appeals to moral grounds alone could not guarantee freedom, 
                                                           




perhaps the example of the disintegration of Saint Domingue’s slave society into a Black 
republic would harden the contrasts between Haiti and the United States It was a compelling 
model, if used forcefully; African Americans could begin to be seen more clearly and heard 
louder than before in making their claim to become an equal partner in the making of American 
nationality.  
The failure of Haitian emigration did not erase this dream. In fact, it likely served to 
magnify it. The return of migrants reflexively intensified the battle over American equality as not 
exportable. In other words, whereas Blacks could be inculcated with the lessons and symbolisms 
of Haiti’s rise, their struggle had to be fought domestically. Whereas Haiti was the model to be 
used in proving that point, America was the dream to be attained through it. Haiti, tangentially 
but practically, imprinted on their political mind the very possibility of emerging victorious in 
that fight. Haiti set the stage for emigrant returnees to make a profound statement to their fellow 
Americans: they had witnessed the potentials of Black nationalism, and now they returned 
unshackled to America, to expound on their immediate demand for enjoying their warranted 
equality at home.645 
Historians often regard this migration as a movement of Black separatism. And because 
half of these emigrants returned to the US, the emigration is often thought of as a failure. Yet, 
there is another way to think about this movement as an experimental project rather than the 
permanence of resettlement. By the 1820s communication between Haiti and the Emigration 
Society became more direct. Saunders no longer had the chief responsibility to facilitate the 
emigration movement.   
The Decline of Haitian Model 
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In Haiti he period between 1843 and 1877, for instance, was marked by significant 
national turbulence, largely related to Haiti having become a perpetual predatory state. By the 
turn of the twentieth century, twenty-two heads of state had vied for supremacy, and of those 
only eleven served more than one year in office.  
Further compromising Haiti’s image and symbolism of Black power and solidarity was 
Haiti’s signatory of the Concordat of 1860 with the Vatican that gave the Roman Catholic 
Church dominance as a cultural and religious power, rankling the political and religious 
sensibilities of African Americans who had hoped for a republican cooperation closer to their 
Anglo-Protestant lineage. As one Haitian intellectual, Louis Joseph-Janvier, later wrote of this 
period: “This religious treaty of March 28, 1860 was bad. The treaty instituted another source of 
power. The church will quickly become unmanageable and overly proud as it finds itsel 
unchangeable, always increasing its power on the side of the temporary, ephemeral and 
decreasing political power.”646  
While African Americans were not flocking to Haiti in the same spirit of cooperative 
revolutionary transnationalism that inspired Saunders, they continued to build on Saunders’s 
legacy of a desire to prop up Haiti’s reputation. Saunders’s wanted to reform Haiti’s instability 
through Black American leadership, a paternalist attitude that persisted when African Americans 
became increasingly nervous that Haiti’s political failures would undo the Black republic’s 
singular racial achievement—Black civilizational progress. The need to safeguard that 
achievement—and to counter white supremacist claims of Black people as unfit to rule 
                                                           




themselves—led Black members of the American Baptist Missionary Society to write to Booker 
T. Washington for help:   
Will you not therefore now act in this matter and come to our help and the rescue 
of Haiti which means in fact the real uplift of the whole Negro race. For the 
character and capacity of the African is after all to be mainly judged not by the 
members of the race in the States much less by those on the Park Continent but by 
what the Black man is in his own Republic of Haiti.647  
 
By 1877, when white supremacists began to disparage Haiti as religiously and politically 
backward, and as the failures of the Reconstruction were assigned to Black people, African 
Americans followed Prince Saunders’s model by attempting to conform the country to elite 
Afro-Protestant bourgeois standards of piety.648 It was inconclusive at this point in time whether 
revolutionary transnationalism had evolved to encompass Saunders’s dreams of Black 
Nationalism, or simply reflected the new realities of a world where African Americans felt 
obligated to adopt white standards of pious citizenship that they then felt compelled to dictate to 
the Black republic. 
In the final assessment, Prince Saunders attempt at a widespread emigration movement 
through his transatlantic alliances, in the hopes of revitalizing Haitian Revolutionary ideology on 
an Atlantic scale, failed. The first reason was the commercial vitality of the Atlantic slave trade 
reinforced by a racism that prioritized profitability over all other considerations, including any 
indications that Blacks were capable of citizenship. Black citizenship was in some sense beside 
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the point for those who could always rationalize the political and racial necessity of white 
supremacy. As this study has shown, the Haitian revolutionaries and their allies failed to 
persuade European and Euro-American skeptics that a past history of enslavement made Black 
people incapable of exercising freedom and citizenship. In spite of this difficulty, Saunders 
sought to deploy his life and his labors that such skeptics were not insurmountable.  
In many ways, Prince Saunders was a multicultural citizen of the Atlantic. A man who 
lived and traveled between two continents, brushed shoulders with the Atlantic’s most powerful 
abolitionists, and rose up the highest ranks of Haitian and African-American leadership. His life 
demonstrated the connected notions of transnationalism and diaspora and as such, his activism 
points to him as among the earliest pioneers, and the founder of the first large scale African-
American emigration to Haiti.  
In the North in the 1810s and 1820s, few people became more deeply engaged with the 
place of Haiti in these multitudes of options than did Prince Saunders. More importantly, no 
African-American thinker of his era analyzed more systematically the political meaning of Haiti 
in the struggle for Black equality. In the process, Saunders raised fundamental questions that are 
still with us today:  How can a nation devoted to equality systematically oppress African-
Americans? What can oppressed people in the U.S do to secure racial equality? How can the 
nightmare of European domination be brought to an end? Is there a balancing act between racial 
integration and Black separatism? For African-Americans of Saunders’ generation, these 
questions provided an agonizing experience. They are questions that revealed how the nineteenth 
century generation of free African-Americans were grappling with what citizenship meant, for 
whom and under what conditions.  
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Another important implication that could be learned from Saunders’s activism is that he 
developed a cosmopolitan profile that made him into a multicultural citizen of the Atlantic. In 
other words, he lived a history in which the act of crossing borders and cultures generated a 
bicultural and bi-national identity distinct from how we have come to understand the pan-African 
diaspora identities of migrants. How migrants found and made spaces for transformative change 
through movement resonates for how historians ultimately understand, race, space and place.  
Although it seems an oxymoron, migration is often about building the very same 
community that one has left behind. In the case of Saunders, he could not begin to move without 
making and establishing the connections that could convince African-Americans that in Haiti 
they were going to find citizenship, not an alternative identity. Seeing their history from this 
perspective, historians of the Black Atlantic can begin to understand migration history as a 
mechanism of nation-building, not dislocating from one community to dislodge one’s political 
identity and reintegrate it into another as is often assumed.  
Perhaps there is one question US historians of transnational history have not asked: is not 
whether migrants are thinking about leaving home, but how are they articulating the right to stay 
home? Far from seeing them as being uprooted, how do we see their web of transportation and 
transnational belonging as a sophisticated commentary on the home society. That said, there is an 
overarching question that will be explored more in-depth in the next chapter, which is: why did 
“emigration” fail in the 1820s? Does it have something to do with the tension between host and 
home societies, a problem of transnational connections and integration? Was it because 
maintaining transnational ties to home is incompatible with integration in a host society? Is that 




CHAPTER 7  
 
Prince Saunders’s Radicalism and the Legacy of the Idea of Haitian Emigration 
 
We must take any hope of re-enslaving us away from the inhumane government 
that for so long kept us in the most humiliating stagnation. In the end we must live 
independent or die. … We have dared to be free, let us be thus by ourselves and 
for ourselves. Let us imitate the grown child: his own weight breaks the boundary 
that has become an obstacle to him. 
—The Haitian Declaration of Independence 
 
Equals in the “Modern Law of Nations” 
 
As noted throughout this study, Prince Saunders could be considered among the founding 
fathers of the idea of African-American emigration to Haiti because he was among the first to 
understand the phenomenology of its historical claim on land and citizenship and the declension 
of those factors from racism. Taken together, the interrelated developments—slavery, 
manumissions, and the case for Black citizenship by freed men and women—Saunders would 
argue, constitute a sweeping overview of the political challenge faced by reformers and 
abolitionists in replacing the consensus on which American freedom had always depended so 
heavily: Black slavery and un-freedom. He bundled African-American’s search for democratic 
citizenship with Haitian revolutionaries’ literal political gesture to a global sovereignty that 
encompasses Black and all people of color just as white supremacy created a Herrenvolk 
ideology for all Europeans.  
In seeing the Haitian Revolution as a global event of radical abolitionism in the service of 
redefining the racial boundaries of citizenship and equality in the Atlantic world, Saunders 
helped African-Americans reinterpret the revolution as situating them as equals in “The modern 
law of nations,” which previously posited enslaved as alien subjects to otherwise universal laws 
of nations and human rights broadly conceived. As Saunders may have envisioned it, emigration 
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to Haiti provided a political platform to explore the possibilities of democratic citizenship in the 
hope of promoting genuine democracy inside and beyond the western hemisphere. From the 
outset, his interpretation of Haiti’s potential was that Black emigration would encourage not 
merely racial solidarity, but an opportunity for African-American emigrants to sever the ties that 
existed between White nationalism and the realities of equality and citizenship in the United 
States. 
The Haitian revolution of 1791 was, in this sense, neither an exceptional event nor 
peculiar to the island colony. It was in many respects merely the African aspect of a much more 
widespread revolutionary desire to enter the spirit of the Age of Democratic Revolutions (1776–
1848) that had spread around the Atlantic. Something seemed to have energized free people of 
color as well was the enslaved: the late-eighteenth-century revolutions were about to pass them 
by if they did not hurry and make a stand for their place in the annals of history. Their goal was 
to denounce and abolish slavery while declaring war on those who had enslaved them on the 
basis of white supremacy and Black inferiority.  
Insofar as Toussaint Louverture was concerned, his army of largely enslaved Africans 
viewed their fight in the context of a larger Atlantic struggle: “It is not a freedom of 
circumstance, conceded to us alone, that we wish [for],” argued the general. “It is the absolute 
adoption of the principle that every man, red, Black or white, cannot be the property of his fellow 
man.”649 The French and American Revolutions had taught them that as white supremacy as a 
racist ideology was bankrupt. Freedom had to be part of a fully egalitarian society. Abolishing 
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slavery was not enough; slavery had to be replaced with citizenship. This was the great 
achievement of the Haitian revolution. 
Other slave revolts had begun in a way that Louverture cautioned against. In the decades 
prior to the Saint-Domingue crisis, maroons had set up relatively autonomous communities in 
nearby Jamaica, where insurrections like Tacky’s Rebellion and Cudjoe’s War broke out. 
Following these rebellions, the formerly enslaved established independent communities so 
powerful that slave masters dared not infiltrate those communities. But if, for some of those 
communities of rebels, freedom was the first principle and nothing else, the peculiarity of the 
Haitian moment provided a unique example apart, as it diverged significantly from the likes of 
Cudjoe’s insurgency, where his disciplinarian style was guided by what historian Michael Craton 
notes was perhaps a “paradoxically political weakness.”650  According to one sources, “It was 
always a rule with Him [Cudjoe], not to molest or injure the White People unless he was 
provok’d to do it,” and when his men did not abide by this, they would be “executed for [the] 
Murdering of White People Contrary to His orders.”651 By contrast, the Haitian revolutionaries 
were an entirely different bunch, who insisted on freedom as a restorative concept of liberty and 
on full citizenship. 
“A Perverted Sentiment” 
Although studies of the Haitian Revolution have experienced a renaissance in recent 
years, few works have mined its influences on African-American political thought. One major 
contribution of this dissertation is that it examines how the idea of Black emigration operated as 
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an antiracist campaign while adhering to a logic of race-thinking that sought to combat racism as 
the byproduct of slavery. While others viewed American citizenship as a fringe issue in the 
slavery discourse, or one to be dealt with separately, Prince Saunders and Haitian revolutionaries 
pointed out the predicament of post-emancipation that seldom did it elevate Blackness to its 
rightful place of dignified humanity. In contrast to Euro-American citizenship, they argued, 
Haiti’s declaration that “Haytians shall hence forward be known only by the generic appellation 
of Blacks,” regardless of skin color, provided a radical vision for a citizenship that anchored 
inclusion onto Black nationalism as a universalist concept that imagined and created an 
alternative landscape beyond White supremacy. This revolutionary reframing of citizenship 
jettisons race for a theory of history: In other words, the organizing principle for any society is to 
measure its civic and political health on the basis of whether the previously marginalized is 
considered among the first citizens of the nation.  
Black nationalism, as understood within that legacy of the Haitian Revolution, was 
foremost concerned with a revolutionary ideology that advocated the equality of Black humanity 
while arguing for a particular respect for Black transnationalism. Furthermore, to keep Haiti as 
inclusive and open as possible, Prince Saunders and his Haitian counterparts avoided race as 
shorthand for a complex set of interactions that included ethno-cultural and religious differences 
(Protestant vs. Catholic). They believed that whatever Africans had fought for in the Revolution, 
it was not so that Haitians and African Americans could cling to an essentialism of racial 
solidarity. Whatever commonality they shared, it was not belonging to a common race. Their 
partnership was built in opposition to the ideological and historical facts of slavery and white 
supremacy. Because both groups experienced their political lives through racially imposed 
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structural violence, they similarly worked in tandem to advocate redefining equality in 
citizenship as a universal human right.  
This double movement to recognize Black humanity and seek equal political rights was at 
core of what Saunders had sought to communicate to the Atlantic world on behalf of the post-
revolutionary Haitian state. That Prince Saunders, as a personality, remains peculiar and 
mysterious to most historians, as well as today’s public readership, underscores how little is 
known about his achievements as a New England antislavery activist and early pioneer of Black 
nationalism and abolitionist politics. And yet, as noted in chapter two of this study, an editorial 
that was widely published in the African-American community acknowledged that his impact 
was far-reaching and placed him among the nineteenth century’s African-American 
revolutionaries and a global freedom fighter.  Saunders was widely known, largely because he 
devised a strategy that viewed slavery and racism as equally blameworthy for the problems of 
citizenship after enslavement. Freedom without an even stronger effort to dispel notions of Black 
inferiority and formulate democratic citizenship as indispensable to an Atlantic emancipation 
agenda would leave Black people no better off than before.  
 
Reassessing Black Nationalism 
For this reason, much of Saunders’s struggle developed on the idea that revolutionary 
transnationalism should articulate a hemispheric exchange wherein Black abolitionists point to 
the Haitian Revolution to dispel notions of racial inferiority. African-American émigrés would, 
while in residence to politically make that message visible and seemingly workable, underscore 
Haiti’s standing as a symbol of Black republicanism that challenged the White-supremacist 
formulation of US citizenship. Another way to understand Saunders’s constant voyages 
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throughout the Atlantic is to see him as an exilic national who, as an African-American emigrant 
to the Black republic, acted as a go-between who witnessed freedom and citizenship in a world 
where it was possible and used that experience to resist racist constructions of the same in the 
other world, namely the antebellum United States. Exilic nationalism was, in this method that 
Saunders attempted to deploy it, a calculated act of both exodus and return in the search for 
unrestricted freedom in the Atlantic world.  
 Seen from this vantage point, one of the main contributions of this study is thus the 
reexamination of the politics of place, race, and space in Black Nationalism. The dissertation 
compels scholars in a variety of fields—Atlantic and African-Diaspora studies, transnational 
history, and American and French Caribbean revolutionary studies, among others—to reassess 
the roots of the Black radical traditions in the Age of Revolution (1776–1848). Moreover, it 
helps reorient our understanding of nineteenth-century Black Nationalism as a democratic effort 
to transform racially exclusive citizenship throughout the Atlantic world. In this context, early 
emigration efforts emerge as both an antislavery and radical antiracist movement. In 1865, 
Congress’s abolition of slavery advanced this non-racial definition of citizenship in the United 
States. African-American emigration enthusiasts like Saunders had therefore been proactive in 
their outlook to actualize Black citizenship beyond freedom, as an equal measure to eradicate not 
just slavery, but racism. In this context, Saunders could be best understood as having played an 
important part in the genesis of the penultimate struggle that would eventually animate 
Reconstruction after the Civil War.  
The problem of slavery was finally paired with the problem of citizenship and 
democracy, which Saunders had insisted must transform gradual abolitionism and antislavery to 
outright abolishment and a freedom coupled with universal citizenship. The conditions of Black 
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freedom in the North, mired as it was in segregationist practices and economic hardship, did not 
allow for a civic education for the transition from slave to citizen.  
If Saunders’s career had demonstrated one thing, it was that Haiti, in alliance with the 
British abolitionists, had been working to establish such a system as an alternative to the 
American example. And using Saunders as its principal foreign and American agent, the Haitian 
state had deployed him since the late 1810s to notify African Americans they were welcome to 
be active participants in recreating freedom and citizenship in the image of a freer Atlantic 
world. Saunders’s story was, in this sense, exceptional and inspiring. As an advocate of Black 
citizenship, he had further demonstrated that the would-be Black citizen could also rise to 
become an international statesman of color in British and Haitian societies next to nobles, royals, 
elite humanitarians, and parliamentarians. His example was a particularly dramatic rise and 
transformation for a person who had been born and raised partly in bondage.  
It is thus a significant phenomenon when newspapers that sympathized with the 
antislavery struggle acknowledged how Saunders had exported the message for African 
Americans as an ambassador while importing the possibilities back home through his examples. 
And since American slavery was a racialized institution, the problem of racism consequently 
inhibited whatever opportunities that could exist for a democratic ideal of citizenship, namely 
because whites are unable to conceive of racial democracy unburdened by racial prejudice.  
Saunders’s association with Haiti, where Black citizenship was the law of the land, and 
with British associates whose abolitionist activities achieved the abolition of the slave trade in 
1807 and then slavery in August 1833, crystallized his reputation as deeply inspirational to those 
who had begun to see the nascent struggle of antislavery as integral to a broader appeal for 
citizenship. While we cannot be certain that David Walker was directly inspired by Prince 
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Saunders, Walker’s belief that Black citizenship in the North had been fueled by the 
preponderance of the political power held by whites in the United States borrows from the same 
suspicions as Saunders.  
The Question of Black Equality 
The question of Black equality then was driven foremost by the critical status of the free 
persons of African descent, whose presence was a political nuisance and whose conditions stood 
in the twilight between freedom and bondage since the first era of emancipation. Though not 
enslaved, they were certainly the legal and social inferiors of their free White compatriots.652 
During a speech at Coopers Union in New York, Frederick Douglass took pains to remind fellow 
northerners that “Even in Brooklyn [free] men had lately been driven from their work and 
mobbed, for no other reason than the color of their skin.”653 These men, victims of American 
racism, were not slaves, but social outcasts in a White supremacist society that refused to accept 
them as fellow citizens. 
 Like their Southern counterparts, white Northerners settled for “the old argument that the 
negro was an inferior race. If this were true, it would be a mean and blasphemous apology for 
enslaving him.”654 Any free African Americans who picked up a newspaper in the mornings of 
March 1857 would have been confronted with the decision circling the national circuit of the 
nation’s papers.655 Black people naturally refused to accept the legitimacy of this jurisprudence 
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and its racist assumptions, but White popular opinion with regards to Black equality was firmly 
entrenched on the perspective of Justice Taney. Most Northerners insisted their antislavery 
stance stopped where their antinomian beliefs began.656 For African Americans, this logic was 
not merely flawed but assumed an absurd distinction that bore no relative difference in kind, 
degree, or substance.  
No matter, if from the perspective of African Americans like Frederick Douglass, “the 
truth was, there was only one way of disposing of the question, and that was to admit the negro 
to full equality in political and civil rights,”657 this same answer was seemingly an 
incontrovertible solution for the Founders. In fact, the question had seemingly eluded them as far 
back as the summer of 1787 when the Constitutional Convention met in Philadelphia. In the time 
that transpired between then and the high-tide of sectionalism in the 1850s, slaveholders had 
made significant progress in convincing many Euro-Americans of the “blasphemous apology” 
for sustaining a Black underclass in the North next to enslaved millions in the South. It was in 
fact rationalized through “nonsensical theories about master-races and slave-races of men.”658 By 
1862, just a year into the Civil War, the question was posed in the most explicit form, yet this 
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time by the New York Times: “What shall we do with the Negro?”659 It would dominate political 
discourse during and after Reconstruction, resurfacing in 1903 when the African-American 
scholar and pan-African activist, W.E.B Du Bois, reiterated it as “The problem of the color-line, 
—the relation of the darker to the lighter races of men.”660 Du Bois insisted that “the question of 
Negro slavery was the real cause of the conflict.” Many contemporaries of the Civil War era 
would have agreed with that statement, especially President Abraham Lincoln and the Radical 
Republicans. “But Curious it was, too,” Du Bois noted, “how this deeper question ever forced 
itself to the surface despite effort and disclaimer” to hush it.661 “No sooner had Northern armies 
touched Southern soil than this old question, newly guised, sprang from the earth, —What shall 
be done with Negroes?” The war came and went, and a great portion of the American landmass 
was now soiled and drenched in the blood of 750,000 souls.  
Douglass had hoped that when the tragedy had come to pass, the massive loss of lives 
would not have been for naught, that after “the bastille of Slavery is demolished all this prejudice 
will cease.”662 To his dismay, the country was left reeling in the same quandary that plagued the 
it before the war. The status of the formerly enslaved was an immediate issue that furthered the 
American dilemma: how to resolve the tension between racism and democracy. What was to be 
done with the additional four million freedmen, women, and children who joined the previously 
minuscule group of free Black Americans? The immediacy of the problem presented an urgency 
that could no longer be treated in the abstract, as it only magnified and escalated the elusive 
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quest for full Black citizenship. And as Du Bois noted, “Peremptory military commands this way 
and that, could not answer the query; the Emancipation Proclamation seemed but to broaden and 
intensify the difficulties; and the War Amendments made the Negro problems of today.”663 The 
Reconstruction period (1865–1877) presented “one of the most singular and interesting of the 
attempts made by a great nation to grapple with vast problems of race and social condition.”664 
But in this too, the country fumbled the opportunity.  
Toward the Biography of an Idea 
This study chronicles one effort of many by African Americans to chip away at the 
ideological foundations of the nation’s racism and to ultimately solve the problem of Black 
citizenship. In truth, this problem has been one of white supremacy in an age when anticolonial 
revolutions collided with the expansion of slavery. The American nation dodged the question 
until it finally boiled over in the Civil War. Ironically, historians have restricted neglected the 
early origins of African American thought on these matters. In this regard, one will find few 
studies on the influence and legacy of Prince Saunders, an abolitionist described by 
contemporaries as “One of the most educated men of color in America; and a man of talents and 
respectability.”665  
Like John Quincy Adams, Saunders was a New Englander, but he possessed more 
aristocratic flair and charisma, often mistaken for a highly educated West African émigré—
which presumed he had been born free. Unlike Adams, he was also a disruptive outsider, who 
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entered the intimate political and social spaces of bourgeois cosmopolitanism before it was 
deemed acceptable. In that role, he was among the most exceptional of the generation of Black 
leaders who chartered the path for Douglass and Du Bois to later echo political visions he had 
articulated. His cosmopolitanism was itself the product of an almost obsessive quest to secure the 
benefits of full citizenship for posterity. Operating within a transatlantic, multinational sprawl of 
British, American, and Haitian networks, he created the first truly global space for political 
connections that could diffuse his idea of African-American emigration to sympathizers. 
Saunders’s transatlantic activities centered him among the first originators of what some 
historians today call “antislavery cosmopolitanism.”666 Hence, his idea of Black emigration to 
Haiti was perhaps the first transnational solution to this most profound domestic problem, Black 
citizenship that had eluded activists and politicians of his generation.  
It is no exaggeration to claim that Prince Saunders anticipated historical developments in 
the long struggle against enslavement of, and full citizenship for, Black Americans. In this, his 
work would come to represent the earliest formations of antebellum Black leadership and 
antislavery and antiracist protests. This legacy became widely apparent only after his work had 
been picked up by his successors.667 By the 1820s, with the nation in the thrall of a burgeoning 
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domestic slave trade668 and White supremacy gaining traction, Saunders’s dark complexion and 
mastery of French led most Whites he encountered to assume that he was an enslaved man or a 
former slave from the French Caribbean.669 In fact, Mr. Saunders was a freedman born a slave at 
the inception of the American Revolution. His surprising successes mirror his timely birth in one 
of the primary theaters of the American War of Independence (1776–1783).  
By the mid-1810s, Saunders had risen to leadership in New England’s Black abolitionist 
circles. In this activist role, he soon formulated a vision for securing equal citizenship for Black 
people, which led him to embrace emigration of free African Americans to the revolutionary 
Republic of Haiti. Accordingly, with the aid and persuasion of Saunders, Philadelphia 
abolitionists Reverend Richard Allen and James Forten helped found the Haitian Emigration 
Society, with seed money from the Haitian government of Jean-Pierre Boyer. The pursuit of this 
vision led Saunders to England, where he gained powerful support from Great Britain’s leading 
abolitionists, who placed him in the center of a complex web of internationalist-minded 
abolitionists. It also led him directly to Haiti, where he held the offices of Minister of Education 
and Minister Plenipotentiary while at the same time retaining his American travel papers and 
encouraging his fellow Black Americans to join him. For the remainder of his life, Saunders 
embraced the Republic of Haiti, believing that this nation offered people of all complexions full 
citizenship and unqualified racial equality. In the final analysis, he demonstrated throughout his 
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life that the struggle for African-American citizenship in the age of slavery was at once local, 
national, and transnational. Prince Saunders showed, with great tenacity, that the struggle must 
be based on a truly radical vision of human rights. 
Prince Saunders as a Visionary 
This study grew out of an inquiry to understand the origins as well as the ways of 
thinking, and the influences—social, political, cultural—that informed African Americans’ ideas 
of Black emigration to Haiti within the transnational context of the legacies of the American and 
Haitian Revolutions. It has attempted to do this at the micro-level by tracking the life and politics 
of Prince Saunders, not merely to show what he thought about emigration, but how he and others 
construed the movement as a citizenship struggle for the racial, political, and social equality of 
African Americans. As such, the concern of this study is not to make a philosopher out of one 
particular Black abolitionist, as there were many who are worthy of that title; more to the point is 
to understand how, confronted by the realities of a world of expanding slavery, ordinary 
antislavery activists like Saunders offered extraordinary ideas.  
Beyond simply imagining a world without slavery and racism, Saunders traveled to one 
where Black citizenship was informed by an a priori emancipatory framework in the context of 
Haitian revolutionary ideology. That same ideology offers an alternative of universalism to the 
narrowness of white supremacy. The average men and women who were antislavery or 
abolitionists sought in one way or another to resolve these problems by taking one of two routes. 
One route involved hating the institution of slavery more than caring for the racial, social, and 
political equality of Black people. The other route was believing in the equality of Africans as 
human beings and worked that logic backward into their rationale by calling for the 
emancipation of racism and thus the abolition of slavery—the institution being the revealing 
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signifier of how associations of Blackness to slavery established social inequities as the innate 
conditions of people of African descent. Historically, both of these methods underscore the 
interpretive cultures of how everyday men and women classified or express thoughts and actions 
through the general idiom of the Atlantic World’s late-eighteenth- and early-nineteenth-century 
political culture.  
Therefore, what makes Saunders an enterprising problem-solver is the fact that he sought 
to go beyond the everyday and familiar imprints of race and slavery to hypothesize that Euro-
American anti-Black racism, more than anything, explains how the race concept produces a false 
dichotomy of enslavement and subhuman conditions as the only lot of Black people. Seldom, if 
ever, was there another historical figure in Saunders’s lifetime who not only generated similar 
approaches to the problems of Black liberation and citizenship, but combined them into a 
provocative program for Black self-determination that integrated anti-colonialism, anti-racism, 
and antislavery within the global context of anti-European imperialism. What distinguishes 
Prince Saunders’s idea of emigration from other readily available solutions in this era is his 
effort to rework definitions of citizenship within and without the U.S. national context by 
looking to Haiti. That same strategy, he believed, would also serve as a bulwark against the 
humiliation of Black humanity everywhere.  
In all, such was a program that sought first and foremost to abolish White supremacy as 
the umbrella solution. Prince Saunders believed any form of self-determination for African 
Americans required a citizenship that linked the respect for Black equality in the same collective 
recognition of the betterment of humanity, rather than the atomistic individualism of rights-based 
entitlement that emerged from the Enlightenment. While predating the rise of the Pan-African 
movements of the late nineteenth century, as well as recognizing the limitations of the 
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Enlightenment’s legacy in the revolutionary era, Saunders was among the firsts in his generation 
to conceptualize the promotion of equality as global by locating the possibility of citizenship 
claims on Haiti. As ideology and theory, and even more so as realpolitik, this strategy 
circumvented the trappings of the nation-state for an egalitarian possibility supported by a 
commitment to equalizing the legacies of the Haitian Revolution next to the unfulfilled promises 
of the American Revolution and European Enlightenment. 
Among Saunders’s most profound achievement was to call on African Americans to shift 
from demanding the abstract naturalism of individual rights as a derivative of human rights—
which was often billed as a sacrosanct metaphysical entity of rights handled by nature’s God—
toward an embrace of the Black Republic as a competing universalism to the United States and 
other European states. Haiti thus became for him, and for the many thousands he convinced to 
emigrate, a space where the post-revolutionary nation-state leverages citizenship and rights as 
mechanisms to distribute equality to all. In the end, he joined Haitian revolutionaries in revising 
citizenship from being an exercise of exclusion from the national body, to one of state inclusion. 
Positing Haiti as the crucible for the rights of citizenship that African Americans would acquire 
understandably necessitated seeing the Haitian Revolution’s victory over French slaveholders 
and imperialists as the obvious framework for an appeal to the international community. In that 
community, the British humanitarians were the most willing and eager participants. This 
transatlantic internationalism, or revolutionary transnationalism, subordinated the abstract 
principles of natural rights. This abstraction, proclaimed in the United States and guaranteed in 
its Declaration of the Rights of Man and Citizen, or the rights of Englishmen as emerged after 
the Glorious Revolution, was re-conceptualized to recognize the collective self-determination of 
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Black men and women to create for themselves a space wherein it was possible for meaningful 
citizenship to materialize.  
Transatlantic Emancipation 
Transatlantic emancipation on the global scale conceived by Saunders appeared to be an 
early-nineteenth-century version of what some scholars call “subaltern cosmopolitanism or 
internationalism.”670 Seen as an embodied precursor to this transnational consciousness, 
Saunders was perhaps among the earliest visionaries to invest his political capital in rendering 
this concept a workable possibility for achieving citizenship. Intellectually speaking, self-
determination could thus apply to Saunders’s agitation for African-American citizenship as one 
of the nearest equivalents, or articulations, of nation-based demands for human rights in the 
Atlantic sphere. As historian Samuel Moyn points out, in the 1960s, when African and African-
American anti-colonialists drafted resolutions against European colonialism, they showed that 
“human rights were defined by antiracism and anti-colonialism more generally, fully reversing 
the imperialist entanglements of the concept of human rights in the postwar moment.”671  
It would be anachronistic to assert that emigration to Haiti, as championed by Saunders, 
provides an uncontested genealogy for why Du Bois and other civil rights activists at the turn of 
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the nineteenth century endorsed African Americans’ rights to citizenship in the global struggle 
against colonialism. Nevertheless, no historian could avoid the logical evolution of a citizenship 
struggle that over time had implications even for mid-twentieth-century freedom fighters like 
Malcolm X, who, as Moyn argues, possessed an “imaginative and rhetorical association of 
African-American subordination with imperialism, and as part of a pan-Africanist and 
revolutionary philosophy.”672 To be sure, a number of points under intense debate in the 
antebellum era, such as the franchise and Black citizenship, have been codified into federal law 
and are now by and large dead letters in the twenty-first century. However, for Black radicals 
who were heir to Saunders’s methods, the vision that animated his claims for Black citizenship—
the fusion of the transatlantic movement for racial equality and full citizenship with antiracism—
only materialized legally and remained socially elusive. In the same way that Saunders’s fight 
found resonance with the global antislavery movement, Black radicals in the decades after the 
Civil War and Reconstruction recovered the transnational perspective to combat a nation 
confronting the legacies of global white supremacy and a dismal future of continued racial 
oppression.  
Creatively militant and politically inventive, Prince Saunders was among the earliest 
pioneers to link the African-American struggle to the large strategic imperatives of internal 
colonialism and interracial global solidarity. In Haiti’s example, he discovered the force of 
revolutionary transnationalism as a direct consequence of the political rights guaranteed to the 
African diaspora by the Haitian national constitution.673 The Haitian revolutionaries thus 
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anticipated these political strategies and relied on Saunders to serve as courier abolitionist and 
official plenipotentiary in advancing, as well as disseminating, the legacy of the Revolution 
through Black emigration. In guaranteeing to confer protection, with territorial sovereignty and 
citizenship, to Black fugitives, Indians, and South-American revolutionaries beyond its borders, 
Haiti promised and endeavored to at once secure self-determination and human rights to those 
living at the margins of European and Euro-American racism and colonialism. By the mid-
1860s, when Frederick Douglass and other abolitionist leaders extended the discourse of 
emancipation to include the ongoing struggle for citizenship, they agreed that “The doctrine that 
some men have no rights that others are bound to respect is a doctrine which we must banish.”674 
Saunders would have of course agreed with this assertion, as he pointed to Haiti as being the first 
to have achieved that outcome.  
Overall, it is fair to say that Saunders’s emigration idea retained even more currency 
posthumously than it did during his lifetime. In the decades after he died in 1839, the World 
Antislavery summit of 1840 convened to bring his past collaborators together with a generation 
of new activists. By the 1850s, as the Dred Scot decision provided the death knell for Black 
citizenship, Douglass retorted that if the nation could decide that “the Black men have no rights 
in the eyes of white men, of course the white can have none in the eyes of the Blacks.”675 This 
radicalization, now more militantly advanced by African Americans, was borrowed heavily from 
the groundwork that Saunders laid for future generations. Unlike Douglass, however, Saunders 
did not believe the identification with Haiti’s militancy would ossify African Americans’ 
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national effort into a dogmatic “war of races, and the annihilation of all proper human relations,” 
a fear that obscured the fact that Black people were the ones engaged in a struggle for survival in 
the face of racial structural violence.676 After all, the expansion of Jacksonian democracy by the 
1830s had all but indicated the widespread disregard for the civil and human rights of African 
Americans. With Jacksonianism, American racism had reached its apex as universal White male 
suffrage came at the permanence of disenfranchising free Black people.677 As far as Saunders 
was concerned, however, the only way forward in combatting this problem was for Black people 
to stake their claim for full citizenship on the radical universalism of the Haitian Revolution.  
Prince Saunders died in 1839, just a year before the abolitionists convened at the World 
Antislavery Convention in London. The fact that the convention was held in Free Mason’s Hall, 
a building where Saunders had often conducted diplomatic and antislavery business, meant that 
he remained as relevant to abolitionists, especially Black men and women, as he was when he 
lived. His concern with the functions and uses of Black citizenship on a global scale, the 
relationship between emancipation of the enslaved peoples and universal human rights, and the 
pairing of American nationalism with Black self-determination of free men and women of color 
before the Civil War, assured that his memory and legacy remained urgent. In death, as in life, 
Prince Saunders was always a contemporary of the Black freedom struggles that intensified after 
his death. In the wake of his death, however, he left behind a post-revolutionary world more 
complicated and fraught with racial consequences for the transformation of freedom and 
citizenship. American freedom and American slavery continued to develop an intimate web to 
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form a national racial ideology that was not expansive enough to accommodate the status that 
Saunders had hoped for free Black people as citizens. American citizenship emerged alongside 
racial expressions of nationalism, which eventually developed hand in hand with containing 
Black freedom. This world constrained the civil liberties of free Black people by devolving into a 
characteristically racial (White) nationalism. But within that politically insulated space there did 
develop a communal solidarity (or political culture) that responded to these national rituals. The 
incipient racism of the 1830s was largely defined by White resistance to Black citizenship and of 
the emergent Black struggle for a democratic society. These frictions pitted colonization, 
emigration, and abolitionist schemes all within the cacophonous debates regarding which 
direction to guide American democracy.  
The Tragedy of Haitian Emigration 
In the end, Black emigration to Haiti failed as a political project. Under Christophe, Haiti 
experienced what could be described as the earliest flourishing of a literary, cultural, and 
political renaissance in the Black Atlantic. With the support of Saunders as an education 
minister, the King’s emigrationist policies actively sought to shape the young republic into a 
beacon of Black republicanism for people of African descent. He harnessed a mixed of 
philanthropic, religious, and governmental resources to marshal the construction of cultural 
institutions, the establishment of public schools, the granting of equal citizenship to Black men, 
and to a lesser extent a degree of civic and economic rights for women. Much of this was also an 
effort to restore the devastated post-war economy following independence. Meanwhile, the 
kingdom attempted to maintain an antiracist republic in an Atlantic world still in the throes of 
racism. In the end, it was a period of resurrection for Black people, one in which extraordinary 
political, social, and economic progress was made from the ashes of slavery. If the success of 
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these policy initiatives did not bear fruit in Haiti, at least they were refracted in the post-
emancipation outcome of the South after the US Civil War. As soon as they were free, African 
Americans, many of them men and women of Haitian descent, began agitating for the suffrage. 
In 1865, Black conventions throughout the emancipated South, especially in Louisiana, where 
the most numbers of Afro-Haitians had settled during the migration north in the early nineteenth 
century, issued eloquent appeals for equal civic and political rights that harkened back to the 
very arguments Prince Saunders had made.  
The Post-Civil War Era 
In the years after the Civil War, the cause of racial equality and Black citizenship 
triumphed over its immoral opposites: white Herrenvolk democracy. But that did not mean that 
social equality or even citizenship was thriving. At best, it was freedom and equality in an 
amoral world where one could feel the fabric of the project slipping. A symbolic inclusion 
through the sacrifices of war had made freedom seem like an overture to greener pastures. In 
reality, it was an inoculation that allowed rising White supremacist extremism to equate Black 
demands for equity in their newly achieved citizenship as a claim for “negro supremacy.” 
Freedom was not enough. As cautioned by George Downing, a noted opponent of the American 
Colonization Society in the 1830s and 1840s and president of Boston’s Convention of Colored 
Citizens, the Reconstruction Amendments should not confuse the freemen to think simply 
“because the negro has . . . the privilege of sharing the ballot-box with us, he may also share the 
butter-plate.”678 David Walker pointed out, decades before Reconstruction confronted the issue 
of Black equality, that the game was rigged against Black people not because of slavery per se, 
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but because it was nourished by the sense that colluding Whites in government, business, and 
even in the privacy of their homes. they got away with the crime of subjugating the freedom of 
Black people and had even rendered their low social caste status as seemingly a naturalized 
condition that simply could exist within a democratic society. In other words, American racism 
effectively bracketed the privileges and obligations that citizenship confers, knowing well that 
the national franchise, along with the social, educational, and economic advancement of Black 
people, as Saunders demonstrated through his issuing editions of The Haytian Papers, that free 
people of color have shown they can work to further sustain the vision, ideas, and collective 
institutional self-uplift that white Americans profess to also desire, and which African Americans 
of the founding generation had yearned and fought for. Whites, as David Walker believed, knew 
what needed to be done:  
Throw away your fears and prejudices then, and enlighten us and treat us like men, and 
we will like you more than we do now hate you, and tell us no more about colonization, 
for America is as much our country, as it is yours.—Treat us like men, and there is no 
danger but we will all live in peace and happiness together. For we are not like you, hard 
hearted, unmericiful, and unforgiving.679 
 
In the words of Walker and other activists, as could be attest by his fellow Black 
witnesses of the time, the potential for greater progress in the universal liberation of Black 
people rest in one question: “What a happy country this will be, if the white will listen?” The 
question, posed in 1829, remained unanswered four decades later. Charles Sumner and the White 
radical republicans, as a minority, tested the patience and conscience of the country. However, 
they were continually thwarted in their efforts to pass a civil rights bill that would once and for 
all provide the death knell to barriers against Black citizenship in its full capacity.  
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 Post-revolutionary Haiti recognized this debilitating racism in the face of Black 
resistance and progress. For instance, the case of Napoleon’s racist intransigence and 
determination to reimpose slavery after the men and women of color in Saint-Domingue had 
fought and won their citizenship was itself an instructive lesson on why the Haitian Revolution 
became the cause of the entire African diaspora:   
Years later, questioned by his friend Truguet about what he had done in Saint-
Domingue, an enraged Bonaparte declared that, had he been in Martinique during 
the Revolution, he would have supported the English rather than accept an end to 
slavery. “I am for the whites because I am white; I have no other reason, and that 
one is good,” he said. “How is it possible that liberty was given to Africans, to 
men who had no civilization, who did not even know what the colony was, what 
France was? It is perfectly clear that those who wanted the freedom of the Blacks 
wanted the slavery of the whites.680 
 
This perspective was, undoubtedly, Napoleon’s articulation of a pan-European white supremacist 
view of looking at the relations between nations. And it was also in keeping with the foreign 
policy of the United States, which appear to not only endorse such ideology against its own 
Black citizens but at every point judged it against the radical implications of the potential success 
of the Haitian Revolution. In fact, it took as long as the coming of the Civil War throughout the 
nineteenth century, for Congress to sever the ties with a half-century of non-recognition of 
Haiti’s independence. The reason for this was not unsurprising, as the testimonials of Senator 
Benton of Missouri, suggested to recognize Haiti beyond the fact that "We buy coffee from her, 
and pay for it,” would also mean the country must do the abominable act of treating its trade 
representatives to the U.S as equals. Therefore: 
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We [the United States] interchange no consuls or ministers. We receive no 
mulatto consuls or Black ambassadors. And why? Because the peace of eleven 
states in this Union will not permit the fruits of a successful Negro insurrection to 
be exhibited among them.... Who are to advise and sit in judgment upon it? Five 
nations who have already put the Black man upon an equality with the white, not 
only in their constitutions but in real life; five nations who have at this moment (at 
least some of them) Black generals in their armies and mulatto Senators in their 
Congresses.681  
 
As for senator Hayne of South Carolina, Haiti’s dangers rested in its projection of Black 
insubordination that would transgress the color line and foment a desirous promotion of free 
Black people to the same status of social equality with white men: “ought we to touch the 
question of the independence of Haiti, in conjunction with revolutionary governments.... You 
find men of color at the head of their armies, in their legislative halls, and in their executive 
departments. They are looking to Hayti, even now, with feelings of the strongest fraternity and 
show, by the very documents before us, that they acknowledge her to be independent.”682 In 
other words, Haiti would do precisely what Saunders had advocated in his efforts to have 
African-Americans relocate there. As the prominent British scientist and ally to Saunders had 
noted in the Haytian Papers:  
The testimony of Sir Joseph Banks, who declares that the article in the Code 
Henri, which gives to the labouring poor of the country a vested interest in the 
crops they raise, is without doubt...nothing that white men have been able to 
arrange is equal to it. We have no doubt this is an effort of the mind of Mr. 
Saunders . . . [that it] will assist his reputation, and [he] will receive the gratitude 
of his countrymen.683 
 
From this vantage point, the very nightmare that Hayne had articulated in concert with 
the Napoleonic perspective had, to some degree, become a reality. And by the time of the era of 
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the Civil War, Radical Republicans would also ask Black Nationalists to make their case in front 
of Congress. Like other Black Nationalists, Henry Highland Garnet voiced similar efforts 
towards a broad social uplift campaign that would “emancipate, enfranchise, educate, and give 
the blessings of the gospel to every American citizen,” just as Saunders had urged African-
Americans to look towards Haiti for. Garnet, was a noted African-American clergyman who is 
remembered for delivering a speech to Congress on the eve of the passage of the 13th 
Amendment. Known for fiery religious rhetoric that were inflected with Black political 
empowerment, he also died in Africa while still on the quest for Black citizenship through 
emigration initiatives. In words that mirrors Prince Saunders’s “The People of Hayti and a Plan 
for Emigration,” in which he argued that:   
In Haiti, God made possible “the mysterious operation of his providence” in order “to 
permit the most astonishing changes to transpire upon that naturally beautiful and (as to 
soil and productions),” changes that would provide them with an “establishment of an 
Asylum for those Free Persons of Color, who may be disposed to remove to it, and for 
such persons as shall hereafter be emancipated from slavery” in the process.684 
 
Garnet rehashes the many themes his predecessor had presented with regards to the political 
outcome they might be able to expect from embracing Haiti, whose Atlantic-wide example 
would do for the Black diaspora and Black civilizational capacity what Moses had done for the 
Israelites during the exodus from Egypt.685   
Then before us a path of prosperity will open, and upon us will descend the 
mercies and favors of God. Then shall the people of other countries, who are 
standing tip-toe on the shores of every ocean, earnestly looking to see the end of 
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this amazing conflict, behold a Republic that is sufficiently strong to outlive the 
ruin and desolations of civil war, having the magnanimity to do justice to the 
poorest and weakest of her citizens. Thus shall we give to the world the form of a 
model Republic, founded on the principles of justice, and humanity, and 
Christianity, in which the burdens of war and the blessings of peace are equally 
borne and enjoyed by all.686 
 
The mimetic links between the two speeches are seen in their insight to a political 
struggle informed by global, not just local or national, currents. The transatlantic focus on their 
proto-Black nationalist concerns points to the reason Sir Joseph Banks alluded to the possibility 
that Saunders’s speech, which was delivered a few decades prior to Garnet’s “will assist his 
reputation, and [he] will receive the gratitude of his countrymen,” as he indeed did.687 Few 
Americans today are aware that their federal government once compensated slaveholders for the 
freedom of slaves. On April 16, 1862, eight months before he signed the Emancipation of 
Proclamation, President Abraham Lincoln signed a bill ending slavery in the District of 
Columbia. The Act for the Release of certain Persons held to Service or Labor in the District of 
Columbia “appropriated, out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, a sum not 
exceeding one million of dollars… [to be paid] within nine months from the passage of this 
act…from the Treasury of the United States to the parties [slaveholders] found by said report to 
be entitled thereto as aforesaid.” In the end, some 3,000 slaves in Washington DC had been 
emancipated, but not under the conditions of their own making. Hence, the first federal statute to 
immediately abolish slavery as an institution also bestowed on the slave masters’ reparations for 
confiscating the human lives they had enslaved for generations. The slaves were left by the 
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wayside. To this day, African-Americans have not received any reparations for the centuries of 
forced labor that was extracted from their bodies.  
Historians have, for a long time, operated with the analytical category that a free society 
is a society without slavery. Moreover, the question dogging historians is where the connection 
lies between slave protests as the antecedents to the demand for abolishing the institution of 
slavery and replacing it with free labor? But if freedom denotes “not slave,” what then are we to 
make of the meaning of freedom for those emancipated slaves who felt that they were only 
nominally free? As former slaves left their conditions of servitude behind, they entered a world 
of hollow and half-fulfilled freedom, where the true prospect for succeeding in freedom was not 
so much augmented by the ballot box as it was undermined by depravity in basic necessities of 
life—food, public health, shelter—and most important of all, land. A former slave from South 
Carolina, James Johnson, shed light on this reality when he remarked that he “[Felt] and [knew] 
dat de years after de war was worser than befo.”688 Not only was the nation unprepared to deal 
with the challenges posed by the new citizenship bestowed on the freedmen and women, in the 
words of one ex-slave, Houston Hartsfield Holloway, it disregarded the fact that: “For we 
colored people did not know how to be free and the white people did not know how to have a 
free colored person about them.”689 Unlike slavery, which contains within it systems of 
economic, social and political power, freedom is a much more elusive concept that cannot be 
contained within juridical guarantees alone. Freedom under what conditions was perhaps the 
most urgent question in the mind of the ex-slave. 
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If Haiti excited the political desires of African-Americans as much as it did, it was 
because Prince Saunders’s idea of Haitian Emigration charted the paths for subsequent 
movements to follow thereafter. In this vein, historians in search of the earliest interlocutors of 
pan-African ideologies will have found in his politics some of the most explicit articulations of 
Black consciousness on a transnational scale. Saunders’s idea rose simultaneously in response to, 
and as a rejection of, the schemes of the American Colonization Societies of the 1810s and 
1820s. By the 1850s, while reluctant to fully embrace Haiti in favor of Africa, Martin Delany, 
Henry Highland Garnet, Edward Wilmot Blyden and William Wells Brown, threw their support 
behind the Haitian emigration idea or other ventures like it by organizing comparable institutions 
like the African Civilization Society that were of similar penchant. The Dred Scott Decision of 
1857 and the Fugitive Slave Act of 1854, gave further impetus to Black revolutionary 
transnationalism at the same time that the National Emigration Conferences of the 1850s became 
the medium for African-American discontent with the continued deterioration of free Black 
citizenship. Ten days before Frederick Douglass was to depart for Haiti to escape , the Civil War 
erupted causing him to reassess his plans and ultimately he decided “the possible future of the 
colored people of the United States,” might change, so we “We shall stay here and watch the 
current of events, and serve the cause of freedom and humanity in any way that shall be open to 
us during the struggle now going on between the slave power and the government.”690 To 
Douglass’s dismay, post-Civil War Reconstruction would also present its own challenges for 
Black citizenship. Freedom, in this sense, was a constant battle not easily settled on a physical 
battlefield.  
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By the 1870s and ‘90s, Prince Saunders’s pioneering vision appeared to have been 
adopted in the 1893 Chicago Congress on Africa, which convened that year for a week in 
Chicago.691 Not surprisingly, the Congress convened in the same year as the Columbia 
Exposition, strategically juxtaposed in order to unveil the racism of the fair, which prompted 
anti-lynching crusader Ida B. Wells to decry “Why the Colored American Is Not in the 
Columbian Exposition.”692 Wells traveled to the Chicago to protest the exclusion before making 
her way Bristol and London on lecture tours, trekking the same paths across the Atlantic that 
Saunders had decades earlier sailed so that Black women like her can now speak and dined over 
“Breakfast with Members of British Parliament” as equal individuals.693 In these contrasts, the 
men and women who traveled to the Midwest for that fateful gathering were manifestly heirs of 
Prince Saunders’s transnational vision. In attendance were prominent Black nationalists Henry 
McNeal Turner, Edward Wilmot Blyden, and Alexander Crummell to discuss the political and 
social status of the “The African in America,” the state of “Liberia as a Factor in the Progress of 
the Negro Race,” or “What Do American Negroes Owe to Their Kin Beyond the Sea?”694 
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Imbued by the collective success of the Conference, Trinidadian barrister Henry Sylvester 
Williams sought to channel the inertia of the movement into a global political conference that 
would draw representatives of the “African race from all the parts of the world.” In September 
1897, Williams established the African Association (AA) to “encourage a feeling of unity [and] 
facilitate friendly intercourse among Africans,” and “promote and protect the interests of all 
subjects claiming African descent, wholly or in part, in British Colonies and another place, 
especially in Africa.” Here then too, the historian sees the imprint of Saunders, not as sui generis 
but certainly as forefather. The AA consisted of men and women whose cosmopolitanism was 
made possible only because decades earlier Saunders had captivated the tastes and predilections 
of high London society. For this reason, Edward Blyden could express that “For the first time, I 
believe, in the history of English Society have four persons of purely African descent so freely 
mingled with the elite,” Londoners. It is no surprise then, that Blyden fancied himself the 
spokesperson of his race as the British upper class of the nineteenth century showered him with 
acquaintances and social capital. Next to him, in the company of influential British 
humanitarians, educators, and politicians was another African-American, James Theodore Holly, 
who had taken the full mantle of Prince Saunders’s legacy when he became the first b ishop of 
Haiti’s Anglican Episcopal Church.   
Based in London, the AA published studies, news reports, and appeals to “Imperial and 
local governments.” The AA’s leadership came from throughout the African diaspora: Rev. H. 
Mason Joseph of Antigua served as chairman; T. J. Thompson of Sierra Leone was deputy 
chairman, while the South African woman A. V. Kinloch was treasurer. As honorary secretary, 
Williams quickly directed the African Association into politics. In October of that year, he 
submitted a petition to Joseph Chamberlain, secretary of state for the colonies, to include a 
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clause in the Rhodesian constitution to protect native Africans’ interests, respect their customs, 
create industrial schools, and teach “a simple and true Christianity.” News of the African 
Association’s lobbying British government and members of parliament on behalf of Africans 
spread throughout the continent and served as the basis for enthusiastic response from Africans 
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Prince Saunders’s Transatlantic Network 
 
John Quincy Adams was the sixth president of the United States. After graduating from 
Harvard College, he became a lawyer before being appointed Minister to the Netherlands 
at age 26. By 1808, President Madison selected him to become Minister to Russia. 
Serving under President Monroe, Adams was recognized as one of the United States’ 
great Secretaries of State, arranging with England for the joint occupation of the Oregon 
country, obtaining from Spain the cession of the Floridas, and was part author of the 
President the Monroe Doctrine.  
 
Louisa Catherine Adams (1775-1852) was the sixth First Lady of the United States. She 
occupied the post while her husband, John Quincy Adams, who served as the 6th 
president of the U.S. Born in London in 1775, the same year as Prince Saunders. In 1796 
Louisa became engaged to John Quincy Adams while he was serving as U.S. minister to 
the Netherlands and she was residing in London at the same time. The following year, the 
couple married and would often travel together as she accompanied her husband to many 
of his diplomatic assignments to Berlin (1797–1801), St. Petersburg (1809–1815), and 
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London (1815–1817) where she became acquainted with Prince Saunders. In London, 
according to Louisa’s letters, Saunders joined them in social gatherings and sometimes 
tutored their children.    
 
Bishop Richard Allen (1760–1831) was the founder of the African Methodist Episcopal Church 
(AME); co-founder and president of the Haytien Emigration Society in 1824. In 1819, he 
authorized Jarena Lee as the first American woman to preach to a major congregation. 
His son, John Allen, emigrated to Haiti, and advocated for Haiti as a center of the free 
produce movement to boycott goods produced by slave labor. 
 
William Allen (1770-1843) was a British pharmacist and philanthropist. As a Quaker, he was 
active in the early campaigns to abolish the slave trade. After joining the committee of 
the society to abolish the slave trade in 1805, he became a noted campaigner for 
abolishing slavery itself. After 1807, when the slave trade ended, Allen directed his 
efforts to helping former enslaved people better their economic livelihoods. Collaborating 
with fellow Quaker Joseph Sturge and others, he helped establish the Sierra Leone 
Company to help resettle formerly enslaved peoples to resettle in Africa. Along with 
Sturge, he became a leading participant in the affairs of the British and Foreign 
Antislavery Society. He was among the leading transatlantic abolitionists who organized 
the World Antislavery Conference which met in London in 1840. His support of former 
slaves also extended into active campaigns for building educational infrastructures, thus 
his support for Quaker Joseph Lancaster’s ‘monitorial’ system of education. It was 
through that system’s operation in Haiti that he likely met and began working in some 
capacity with Prince Saunders. The Lancastrian system was an attempt to provide mass 
education in basic skills. Allen and associates financially supported the British and 
Foreign School Society, which established connections to the Haitian government as 
facilitated by Saunders.   
 
Sr. Joseph Banks (1743-1820) was an English naturalist who traveled the world for botanical 
research. He led the African Association in order to chart territory unknown to Europeans 
in West Africa in the late 18th century and advocated for the British settlement of 
Australia.  
 
William Bentley (1759-1819), Best known for the lengthy and richly detailed diary he kept over 
a period of thirty-five years, Bentley spent the majority of his career as the minister of 
East Church in Salem, Massachusetts. His diary is an important document of New 
England life in the early Republic. An avid book collector, Bentley accumulated a library 
totaling more than 4,000 volumes. He was one of the first New England ministers to 
openly admit he subscribes to Unitarian beliefs. He devoted his life to his congregation 
and to his work as a scholar, book collector, linguist, newspaper journalist, and author. 
He also kept an extensive correspondence with British Unitarians at the beginning of the 
nineteenth-century. After graduating Harvard in 1777, he taught school in Boston for the 
next three years. His career as a teacher involved stints at Boston Latin and then at the 




Jean-Pierre Boyer (1776–1850): Officer in the armed forces of the Haitian Revolution. 
President of Haiti from 1818 to 1843. He reunited the north and south of Haiti in 1820 
and funded the voyages of African-American emigrants. Prince Saunders served as his 
attorney general. Prince Saunders served in various roles as attorney general.  
 
William Ellery Channing (born April 7, 1780, Newport, R.I.—died Oct. 2, 1842, Bennington, 
Vt., U.S.), U.S. author and moralist, Congregationalist and, later, Unitarian clergyman. 
Known as the “apostle of Unitarianism,” Channing was a leading figure in the 
development of New England Transcendentalism and of organized attempts in the U.S. to 
eliminate slavery, drunkenness, poverty, and war. He studied theology in Newport and at 
Harvard and soon became a successful preacher in various churches in the Boston area. 
 
Henri Christophe (1767–1820): Haitian Founding Father and major general in the indigenous 
army (armee indigene). After Dessalines’ assignation in 1806, Henri served as president 
from 1806-1811, then created the Northern Kingdom of Haiti as a monarch state in 1811, 
with himself as King Henry I of Haiti. Prince Saunders served as Haitian plenipotentiary 
to the United Kingdom and minister of health and education from 1815-1819.  
The Clapham Sect (Saints): Elite group of social and evangelical reformers who worked to 
abolish slavery, the Atlantic slave trade, and reforming the British penal system. Created 
the African Institution and the Society for the Abolition of the Slave Trade. 
 
Thomas Clarkson (1760-1846), a noted British abolitionist and supporter of the Haitian 
Revolution since its origins in 1791. He carried an extensive correspondence with King 
Christophe, supported his schools, and helped connect Prince Saunders with the King.  
 
Paul Cuffe (1759-1817): African-American sailor of mixed-race. Cuffe built a lucrative shipping 
empire. Between 1812 and 1815, he was a major proponent of Black emigration to Sierra 
Leone, a failed effort.  Cuffe’s daughter was engaged to Prince Saunders. 
 
James Forten (1766-1842): Wealthy Black sailor and veteran of the American Revolution. 
Forten cofounded and served as secretary of the Haytien Emigration Society in 1824. 
“The Forten Women,” his wife and three daughters, helped establish the Philadelphia 
Female Anti-Slavery Society, the first biracial organization of women's abolitionists. 
 
William Bentley Fowle (1795–1865), an educator, was born in Boston, Massachusetts, the 
nephew of William Bentley through his sister, Elizabeth Bentley and son of Henry 
Fowle, an educated mechanic and merchant prominent in Boston’s literary circles, and 
Elizabeth Bentley. William began his education at the precocious age of three, 
completing the program in the Boston Latin School at the age of fifteen prepared to enter 
college. Fowle worked as a bookseller until 1823 when, after studying pedagogy, he 
became a teacher and advocated for the Monitorial System, a popular educational method 
in the early 19th century. He began publishing the Common School Journal in 1842, 
which was edited by Horace Mann, and gave speeches supporting Mann’s educational 
reforms, which would eventually replace the Monitorial System. By the time of Fowle’s 
death in 1865, he had published nearly 50 instructional books. One such book is Familiar 
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Dialogues and Popular Discussions which contains a script for a town meeting on the 
subject of slavery to be performed by the schoolchildren. After debating the 
constitutional and political obstacles to abolishing slavery, the discussion turns to the 
condition of the slaves and their masters and the relationship between Northerners and 
Southerners. 
 
Jonathas Granville (1785-1839) was a Haitian lawyer, officer, educator, and most notably a 
diplomat. Served in the French armed forces before returning to Haiti a public servant in 
1815. From about 1806 to 1815, Granville served under Napoleon a junior officer during 
Napoleon’s military excursions. In 1824, he toured the Unites States promoting African-
American emigration.  
 
Prince Hall (1738-1807): Hall is the founder of “Black Freemasonry” in the United States. 
Refused a charter by Euro-Americans, he applied to the Grand Lodge of England to form 
the African Masonic Lodge of Boston. 
 
The Haytien Emigration Society’s Board of Directors (in New York): Samuel Cornish, 
Stephen Dutton, Benjamin Smith, Wright Seamn, Mark Jordan, Benjamin Paul, Boston 
Crummell, Thomas L. Jennings, James Varick, Peter Williams Jr. Aaron Woods, George 
Collins, Peter Vogelsang, John Maranda, Thomas Sipkins, Peter Bane. 
 
Joseph Balthazar Inginac  (1775-1874) was a Haitian diplomat and longtime supporter of 
African-American emigration to Haiti. He served as the secretary-general for Emperor 
Jean-Jacques Dessalines as well as Alexandre Petion and Jean-Pierre Boyer. 
 
Zachary Macaulay (1768-1838) was Scottish born and one of the architects of the British 
abolitionist movement. He was a member of the governing council of Sierra Leone, and 
maintained an abolitionist stance while viewing the colony of Sierra Leone as a 
commercial venture in which he enforced hard labor on the settlers. 
 
Hannah More (1745-1833) was a philanthropist and pioneer of the British abolitionist 
movement, in large part through her work Cheap Repository Tracts that led to the 
formation of the Religious Tract Society in Great Britain in 1799. More wrote essays, 
poems and pamphlets to highlight the immorality of slavery, and published Slavery, a 
Poem to accompany William Wilberforce’s first bill in Parliament to ban the slave trade. 
 
Reverend Jedidiah Morse (1761–1826) Graduate of Yale University Divinity School and a 
notable and popular writer of textbooks on American geography. Rev. Morse is the father 
of Samuel Morse, inventor. With a recommendation letter from John Wheelock, Morse 
was a major supporter of Saunders’s tenure as a teacher at the Free African School in 
Boston.  
 
Reverend Samson Occom (1723-1792) a member of the Mohegan nation, was born in 1723 on 
Mohegan land near New London, Connecticut. In 1766, he and fellow minister Nathaniel 
Whitaker traveled to England to raise money for Wheelock's Indian Charity School. 
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When Wheelock instead used these funds to found Dartmouth College, Occom was 
deeply offended by what he saw as a misuse of the money he had raised. 
 
Mary Monckton, Countess of Cork and Orrery (born May 21, 1746, London—died May 30, 
1840, London), society hostess whose “conversation parties” were attended by leading 
figures from the worlds of politics and letters. She is supposed to have been the original 
of “Lady Bellair” in British prime minister, Benjamin Disraeli’s novel Henrietta Temple 
and of “Mrs. Leo Hunter” in Charles Dickens’ Pickwick Papers. 
 
Reverend Thomas Paul Sr. (1773-1831): Black Baptist minister and founder of the first 
independent Black Baptist congregation in the North. Traveled with Prince Saunders to 
England. He opposed the ACS and in 1823 he traveled to Haiti as an emigration agent for 
the Massachusetts Baptist Missionary Society. 
 
Alexandre Petion (1770–1818): Haitian Founding Father. Petion was a general in the 
revolutionary armed forces (armee indigene) and the first President of the Republic of 
Haiti (southern republic) from 1806 until his death in 1818.  
 
Robert Roberts (1780–1860) was the author of The House Servant's Directory: A Monitor for 
Private Families. First published in 1827, the book was the first commercially published 
book written by an African-American. In 1825 he became the butler for Christopher 
Gore, Governor and Senator from Massachusetts and remained in the position until 
Gore's death in 1827. Later in life he was known in Boston as an abolitionist and for his 
efforts to secure equal school rights. 
 
James Stephen (1789-1859) was an abolitionist who served as the British under-secretary of 
state for the colonies from 1836 to 1847. Before that he helped author the Slavery 
Abolition Act and was an active member of the Clapham Sect. His role as founder of the 
British Church Missionary Society likely brought him in contact with reformers who had 
sent Christian missionaries as educators to Haiti. He served as a member of Parliament 
between 1808-1815 where he proposed bills against slavery. 
 
James Tredwell (birth & death unkown): Black abolitionist from New York whose family had 
an active role in the Underground Railroad. Tredwell visited the government of 
Alexandre Petion and received an invitation from the secretary of state Balthazar Iginac, 
to encourage African-Americans to emigrate to Haiti. 
 
John Wheelock (1754-1817), son of Eleazar Wheelock and second president of Dartmouth 
College. Closely entored Saunders and recommended him to Jeddiah Morse, a minister 
based in Charlestown, MA.  
 
William Wilberforce (1759-1833) was a member of the British Parliament, a reformer, and  
activist who advocated for the abolition of the British slave trade. As an evangelical 
Christian, Wilberforce viewed the need for 'suppression of the Slave Trade and the 
reformation of manners' as a moral pursuit. After two decades as the Parliamentary leader 
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of the Abolition movement from 1787, Wilberforce's bill to end Britain's part in the trade 
became law in 1807. He was associated with the group of antislavery advocates known as 
the “Clapham Sect,” which included Granville Sharp, Zachary Macaulay, and Hannah 
More. 
 
Reverend Peter Williams Jr. (1786–1840): Black abolitionist and episcopal priest in the AME 
church of New York City. Son of Rev. Peter Williams Sr. He was a major supporter of 
emigration to Haiti and served as the president of the Haytien Emigration Society branch 
in New York City. He personally oversaw the embarkment of emigrants from the New 
York harbor.  
 
Civic Organizations 
Free African Society (FAS) 
Philadelphia’s African Institution 
Prince Hall Freemason’s Lodge 
Boston’s African Society  
Haytien Emigration Society 
 
*** 
Timeline of U.S. and Haitian History (1775–1865) 
1775, April 15 Prince Saunders is born in Lebanon, Connecticut to Phillis 
Hinckley and Cuff Wells, both enslaved. 
1775, April Benezet called the first meeting of the Society for the Relief of 
Free Negroes Unlawfully held in Bondage at the Rising Sun 
Tavern. 
1777 Cuff Wells enlist in Connecticut’s 4th regiment 
1784 The Pennsylvania Society for Promoting the Abolition of Slavery 
and for the Relief of Free Negroes Unlawfully Held in Bondage 
reorganizes as the Pennsylvania Abolition Society (PAS) 
1787 Clarkson's Essay on the Commerce and Slavery of the Africans is 
published 
1788–1790 The French Revolution begins 




1790–1791 October 1790, The Ogé Rebellion begins: Jacques Vincent Ogé, 
an affranchis (free man of color) representing the colony in 
France, leads a revolt against the white colonial authorities in 
Saint-Domingue. Ogé escapes colonists in France to England, 
where he is secretly helped by abolitionist, Thomas Clarkson, 
then sails to the United States before arriving in Saint-Domingue 
on October 21. 
1790 Naturalization Acts of 1790, 1795, 1798 restricts citizenship to 
"free white persons." 
1791, August 22 slave rebellion follows after the Bois Caïman ceremony takes 
place in a thickly wooded area where the enslaved people 
gathered, performed an animal sacrificial rite, then vowed their 
pact by appealing to an oath to the Vaudou gods. 
1791–1792 As slaves rebel, French colonists, accompanied by their slaves, 
makes an Atlantic-wide exodus for other lands; thousands would 
emigrate to the United States. 
1792, May Spain declares war against England, then France. In Saint-
Domingue, the European powers battle for control of the lucrative 
colony. 
1792, June 20 Blacks and mulattoes in the South ally with the British and begin 
an open rebellion. 
1792–1796 Era of the French revolutionary wars 
1796–1801 Toussaint Louverture’s rise to power as general of revolutionary 
army then governor general of Hispaniola. 
1802, April–June Napoleon reinstitutes slavery in most of the French colonies; he 
sends a French army expedition under General Leclerc to arrest 
and imprison Louverture, quell the revolution, and reinstate 
slavery in Saint-Domingue. 
1804 Independent Republic of Haiti declared, with Jean-Jacques 
Dessalines as President 
1805 First Constitution of Haiti Written 
1806 Dessalines Assassinated; Haiti divided into Kingdom of Haiti in 
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the North, Republic of Haiti in the South. 
1808 United States Congress abolishes U.S. Atlantic slave trade 
1811 Paul Cuffe makes first voyage to Africa 
1816 American Colonization Society founded 
1817 Paul Cuffe dies 
1818 Prince Saunders tours U.S. with his published book about Haiti 
Jean-Pierre Boyer becomes President of the southern Republic of 
Haiti Mutiny of the Holkar 
1820 President Boyer reunites southern republic and northern Kingdom 
into one republic in 1822, then invades and annexes eastern-side 
of Hispaniola to establish an island-wide republic; Denmark 
Vesey rebellion, South Carolina 
1824 Boyer begins recruiting Black American to emigrate to Haiti, 
emigration begins 
Haytien Emigration Society is organized; Rev. Richard Allen 
presides 
1825 Haiti bargains for diplomatic recognition from France, England 
follows 
Emigrants begin to return to the United States from Haiti 
1827 Freedom’s Journal, first Black newspaper in the U.S., begins 
publication 
1829 Editor John Russwurm departs for Liberia 
1830 David Walker publishes Appeal in Four Articles 
1831 Nat Turner rebellion, Virginia; Radical abolitionist paper the 
Liberator begins publication 
1836 U.S. Congress passes “gag rule,” blocking petitions against 
slavery 




1843 Jean-Pierre Boyer deposed of power in military coup, political 
chaos follows in Haiti 
1846 Liberia, colony of American Colonization Society, granted 
independence 
1847 General Faustin Soulouque gains power in Haiti, provides 
stability 
1850 Fugitive Slave Act passes U.S. Congress 
1854 Martin Delany holds National Emigration Convention 
1855 James T. Holly tours Haiti as a potential site for emigration 
1859 Fabre Geffrard becomes President of Haiti, Geffrard establishes 
Haitian Emigration Bureau, led by James Redpath 
1860 Abraham Lincoln elected President of the United States 
1861 U.S. Civil War begins 
1862 Haitian Bureau of Emigration ceases operations; U.S. 
Government grants diplomatic recognition to Haiti 
1865 Civil War ends, casualty of 700,000 or more; 13th Amendment to 
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